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csc csch csch arc csch csch

Russian English
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ICING OF AIRCRAFT AND ME&N OF CUdbATTING IT.

0. K. Trunov.

Page 2.

The book acquaints tate reaer with physical and theoretical

bases of the process of icing, meteorological conditions, which call

this phenomenon in flight, ana ny the contemporary thermal and

chemical means of deicing (de-ic.Lu systems), that are applied on

passenger aircraft and helicopters.

In the book are examined also the methods of the selection of

the basic parameters and caiculation of the arti-icing electro- and

air-heat systems; the effect ot degree and form of icing on aircraft

performance and technique of its piloting; the methods for aircraft

testing in flight under condLions of icing and special

feature/peculiarity of icing at rest of aircraft on the earth/ground.

The information given in th6 uook, which relates to the practice

IJ
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of flights under conditions of icing, and the presentation of

remaining material on the uasis or simple mathematical apparatus,

makes it possible to raccmaend the book not only aeronautical

engineers, workers of design aureaus and scientific research

organizations, but alsc to tecanical flight personnel, which operates

aircraft and helicopters.

Paqe 3.

Preface.

With the phenomenon or ica formation on the surface of aircraft

the aviation for the first time clashed in the period when

systematically began to be fultilled flights in cloudiness.

Ice hazard consists in deterioration in the aerodynamic

characteristics and fliyht aircrarr quality/fineness ratios,

reduction in the lift eftectiveness of wing, increase in the head

resistance, in deterioration i- taw stability and controllability.

Besides this icing can cause the zailure of the series/row of the

most important aggregates/units anu instruments and finally which is

especially important, to uapet tae operation cf engines. Experiment

of jet flights showed that for turooJet engines is required the

effective anti-icing protection.

iA
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In spite of the app~arent specificity and the narrowness of the

problem of icing, it encompasses a large quantity of diverse

questions from the region ot phiysics, meteorology, aerodynamics,

thermodynamics, construction dud opieration of aircraft.

Initially primary attention was given to the so-called passive

methd ofdeicing, whica was Doingj reduced to the tendency to avoid

in flight of such metecrologica. conditions which can cause icing.

However, obvious insufficiency and inadequacy of this method already

in the beginning of the 30's mad'e it necessary to turn to the

development of the special devices/equipment, shielding aircraft from

icing.

The examination of tue problem of aircraft icing as a whole was

for the first time made in tuat published in Soviet authorst 1938

book "icing of air vessels" [241, and then in that left year after to

N. V. Lebedev's work [10].

Subsequently in Soviat press/printing it did not appear the

analogous generalizing worKs.

The first deicers were distant trom perfection and they provided
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only the execution of snort-term ilight under conditions of weak

icing.

Page 4.

Further rapid development ot aviation technology, task of

operating the aircraft under any meteorological conditions (creation

of the so-called "all-weatner" c4krcraft) made it necessary to pay the

most serious attention to devaiopment and design of effective and

reliable de-icing systems.

For the resolution of this task was carried out large number of

investigations and works a0ta in tue Soviet Union (A. Kh. Khrgian, I.

G. Pchelko, A. S. Zuyev, N~. P. Foain, R. Kh. Tenishev, L. M. Levin,

I. P. [azina K. Ye. PolisaucauA., P. K. Dushkin, Ml. F. Belov et al.)

and abroad (F R,S.Taylcr, ti.sjiauert, I. Langnuir, M.Tribus, N. Bergrun,

IS.Serafini, L K Hardy, D. Fraser, R DCrick, R.L,Messinger, etc.).

At present all aircraft, as a rule, are equipped by

devices/equipment for protection trom icing.

However, in spite 01 tne extent of outfitting of aircraft,

sharply increased in last 10-15 years, with anti-icing means and

increase in their effectiveness, icing, as is shown by experiment,
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continued to remain the tdctoV on which depends substantially the

safety and the regularity or zi ignts.

This work does not pretuaI to the comprehensive presentation of

all sides of the theme ot aircrart icinq, that at present virtually

it cannot be made in the size of one book. The author only made the

attempt to very briefly preseat the complex of the most basic

questions, connected witb this kou.ilem. The knowledge of these

questions first of all is necessary for aviation specialists.

Taking into account aiso that with the protlem of icing is

connected the wide circle or the workers of aviation equipment

(pilots, flight engineers, operation engineers, synoptics, students

of aviation VgZ [BY3oii - Institute of Higher Education], etc.), the

author attempted to write suca Dooo which would be useful for persons

with different profile ot wore dad with different preparation.

The book in significant pdrt is based on the results of

investigations and tests, cdriedl out by the author during period

1953-1963 in the state scientitic research institute of Civil air

fleet. In the book are used also the foreign materials, assembled by

the author during his Farticipdtion in the work of the international

conferences, dedicated to the problem of the icing which took place

in England in 1960 and 19bi.

----
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Page 5.

Chapter I.

PHYSICS OF ICING.

1. Drop and sublimation icing.

The formation/education ut tn layer of ice on the surface of

aircraft, streamlined wItU alL tiow, is caused by the presence in the

atmosphere of water, whaca is Louai ir different state.

In one case ice apiears as a result of settling and freezing oa

the aircraft of the smallest aLops of water, "floating" in air and

retaining in the liquid state at minus temperatures. These droplets

of supercooled water fcrm (I£reyuLitly together with ice crystals)

those cloud forms which we ObSeLVe in cold season. Therefore icing of

this type occurs only in fiight in the medium, which contains the

supercooled drops (in cioud -i ur, tor example, unler coniiticns of

freezing rain).

In another case the icing is the consequence of the sublimation

of the water vapor contained in rue atmosphere, i.e., a consequence
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of its transition directly into ice, passing liquid phase '.

FOOTNOTE 1. In the courses of physics by sublimation usually is

understood reverse process - the evaporatioa of solid body. We here

adhere to the terminology, acceptea in the literature on this

question. ENDFOOTNOTE.

It is known that in tue atmosphere the ccndensation of water

vapor occurs usually or tue surraci of the smallest particles weighed

in it - on the so-called condonsation nuclei. As condensation nuclei

in the atmosphere serve tae smaaiest particles of hygroscopic

substances - salts, dust, on waicn occurs the formation/education of

embryonic droplets. Condensation occurs, if elasticity (pressure) of

vapor in the atmosphere exceea6 its elasticity above the surface of

embryonic droplets formeu on nuclei.

If in air are simultdaeously condensation nuclei and ice

crystals (or the freezing drops), then depending on the

sizes/dimensions of those anu others, and also depending on the

temperature of air and saturation oy its water vapors will occur

either condensation of vapot, i.a., its transition into liquid state,

or ,ublimation - transition or vapor directly into solid state.

Page 6.
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Saturation vapor pzessu~r nuai the surface of ice is less than

above the surface of water. decause of this at sufficiently low minus

temperatures despite the fact. that air will nct achieve saturation

state with respect to water (its relative humidity less than 100o/o),

it can prove to be oversaturazea aoove the surface of ice and

consequently will arise water vapor sublimaticn. This sublimation

icing can occur in flight of aircraft in the cloudless atmosphere in

such a case, when its surface ou any reasons was preliminarily

covered with the thin (trequeatLy imperceptible for eyes) layer of

ice.

Besides "drop" and saulimition icing ice formation can occur as

a result of settling on the suztacz of the aircraft of crystals -

phenomenon of "dry" icing. dowever, "dry" icing is encountered rarely

and only under some specitic conaitions.

As early as 1937 A. i0. Khrian (22] howed that of two basic,

qualitatively different torms of icing (drop and sublimation), the

greatest danger for an aircraft Lapresents the first and that the

sublimation icing cannot oe consiuerable. The practice of flights

confirms this and it shows that tne cases of serious icing are

connected with the incidence/impinyement of aircraft into the medium,

. . . ..j
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which contains the supercooled water drops.

2. Supercooled water in tne atmosphere.

Any crystalline substance auring heating converts/transfers into

liquid state only at a completeil specific melting point (and this

pressure). From liquid state during cooling down to melting point the

substance again converts/transters into solid state. Under certain

conditions the crystallizadtion oi liquid during cooling can be begun

at temperature considerably lower than melting point. In this case,

as they say, occurs supercooliyn or liquid. Experiments show that

water, for example, can be supercooled to very low minus

teape ratures.

For crystallizing the liquid at temperature of its melting is

required the series/row or the conditions: the presence in liquid of

the nuclei (nuclei) cf the crystallization with which begin the

formation/education of solid pase, the continuous removal of the

heat, which is isolated during crystallization, and finally, the

temperature of liquid must be equal to melting point, and in this

case the corresponding FressuLe.

The absence of any troa these conditions will lead to the fact

that the liquid at temperature oL its melting will not be
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crystallized.

During cooling crystaliization does not begin evenly in entire

volume of liquid, but it appears in its specific centers as which can

serve the specks, the particles or other substances, and also

finished crystal granules or tias substance.

Page 7.

The presence of such part1cies (c£stallizaticn nuclei) impedes

supercooling liquii. Therefore, for example, thoroughly purified

water better yields to supercooling than not purified. Laboratory

investigations attest to tne Lact that in the considerable range of

minus temperatures for crystalizing supercooled water is necessary

the introduction to it o± the finished crystals of ice. Opinion about

the fact that supercooled water easily is crystallized with agitation

or jolt, apparently, is based on the incorrect experimental setup.

This phenomenon could occur ia such a case, when on the walls of the

container, higher than surface or supercooled water, were formed the

particles of hoarfrost whica witt the agitation of container blew

away from walls and is fallen aowu, immediately causing the

crystallization of liquiu. uDocining (in small quantities)

supercooled water with minus temperature of 20 -4 0 C does not present

serious difficullties. For tnis purpose thoroughly the container,

M RI-

A
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which then is closed by piuq and undergoes cooling down to the

temperature indicated. Supercuoled water exhibits large stability to

the different kind of mechanicdl erfects, but if we introduce into

container with supercooled water Lne small piece of ice, then it is I
possible to observe the rapiaiy occurring crystallization.

As noted above, thb necearcy condition of the freezing of water

is the emergence of the nuclei or crystallization. At sufficiently

low temperatures, in the dbseace ot dirt particles the nuclei of

crystallization can arise spoatanously via the random g::oupings of

the molecules of water.

Such groupings continuously appear and disappear during the

motion of molecules. With a -mdptrature decrease the frequency of

emergence and the sizes/aimansions of these groupings increase until

appears the initial framewor ot crystal lattice, which subsequently

is the nucleus (nucleus) of crystallization. Enqlish researcher Bigg

(28] in 1953 on the basis oL the experiments carried out by him

assumed that the freeziny oL cioua drops at temperature of lower than

-20oC occurs spontaneously and tadt the role of the crystallization

nuclei under these conditions is insignificant.

However, this point of view repeatedly was disputed [47]. The

majority of experiments snows that the crystallization nuclei play
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active role in entire obs#&Avoji temeerature range.

The spontaneous emezrjeuce oL the crystallization nuclei obeys

the law of probability anua, tattrdtore, the less the volume of

supercooled liquid, the ieus LAe probability of their appearance*

Laboratory investigations shoaw tat for the drops of water by

diaueter into several miccous, waich are tound in air in suspension,

the critical temperaturQ. i.e., the temperature. with which occurs

the spontaneous emerqence ut icew 4;ysta Is, composes -i400, -4 10 C.

Page 8.

A decrease in the temperature i~n luver than this limit causes the

rapid freezing of drops '

FOOTNOTE 1. Are known datd 4duut even deeper supercooling of drops.

Rau (501 under laboratory conditicas obtained supercooling suall/fine

irops to -720C. ENDFOOTMU(r.

However, laboratori concitiuus always more or less differ from

those conditions which occur i~n ature. Therefore at present it is

not possible to indicate tue limiting value of temperature, at which

is possible the existence ot nontrozen water drops in the atmosphere

and which consequently determines lover temperature boundary of

II E
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icing. Are known the cases ot aircraft icing at high altitudes at

very low temperatures. 1has, for instance, it was communicated (54]

about the cases of aircraft icing above England at the

height/altitude of 1200u-I000 m at temperature of air from -61 to

-650C, as a result of wnica wis *ssumed that the supercooled water in

the atmosphere can exist to tompaedture of -650 C.

The second necessary conaition of the freezing of water is the

realization of the continuous awat removal. It is known that with the

freezing 1 g of water occurs toe liberation of the

approximately/exemplarily ou therms of heat. If crystallization would

occur adiabatically, i.e., wiLnout heat exchange with the

environment, then the heat isolating durinq crystallization would

raise the temperature ot iiquiu to 00C and would avoid its further

freez ing.

For crystallizing tn iiquia at a specific melting point is

required the constancy 0± tnis external pressure. Depending on the

properties of substance, its aolwcular structure a change in the

pressure affects in different ways the temperature of the

crystallization of liquid. Thus, Lor instance, increase in the

external pressure (to a aetinite limit) reduces the freezing point of

water. This can be explaineU as L0oloWs. It is known that the

physical properties of water, in comparison with the physical
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properties of other substdances, uave a series/row of anomalies. In

contrast to many other suastances the water with freezing is expanded

(its volume increases vita rreezin almost by 10o/o); and during

heating (to +40C) is coajressea, waich is connected with changes in

its molecular structure. fae pdseuce of strong external pressure

impedes the expansion c water wita freezing and, thus, it reduces

the temperature, with whuca the water converts/transfers into solid

state.

Under natural conditions, in the atmosphere, the supercooled

water is found in the fctm ot urcps. The freezing point of the drop

lower than freezing of the same liquid, placed into container,

moreover this decrease is tze tunction of a radius of drop. The less

a radius, the lower the temperature, with which occurs the freezing

of drop. This to a certain extent is explained by the existence of

certain boost pressure, cadseU Dy the action of surface film cn drop.

Page 9.

The value of this pressure is directly proportional to surface

tension and it is inverseLy proportional to a radius of drop.

However, in spite of the very siail sizes/dimensions of drops in

clouds and fogs/mists, tha valu6 ot the boost pressure appearing in

them is clearly insufficient LoL a decrease in the temperature of

IMME
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their freezing to the values ooserved in nature.

Investigations show tnadt in (loud drops always are solutes. In

particular, the chemical adalyiys of cloud tests/samples testifies

about the presence in drops of chlorine ions, moreover with the

decrease of sizes of drops twitan certain limits) chlorine

concentration increases. Afas tdct also contributes to supercooling

drops, since according tc aoults law, the presence of solute

reduces freezing point (it is xnown, for example, that the sea water

freezes at lower temperature, thda fresh).

Out as a result of tae tact t-at the concentration of the

substances dissolved in cloua dLopu is very small t, its effect on

lowering of the freezing point wiiA. substantially affect only in the

initial stage of the formation/education of drops, since further

increase in the drops due to condensation will lead to the decrease

of the concentration in tnea ot solutes.

FOOTNOTE 1. A question a&;out tune easons for existence in the

atmosphere readily soluble o sad.Ls up to now is not completely

studied. One should assuad tnat their most probable source - world

ocean. ENDFOOTNOTE.

The basic reason foL tao considerable supercooling of cloud
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drops is connected. appdLautly, wth the sharp decrease of the
probability of the appeiranco oL nuclei of crystallization as a

result of small sizes/dimensions ui Irops. As noted earlier, at

sufficiently low temperatuLw. is possible the emergenca of the

spontaneous crystallizatiou or iiuid, moreover with the decrease of

the volume of supercool t liquiu ecreases the probability of its

crystallization. The decradse ut tue probability of the appearance of

a crystal nucleus in a sadai volume of drop leads to tue fact that

the cloud drops whose sizds/aimensions are measured by the hundredth

and thousanths of millimeter, ca, exist at low minus temperatures in

the liquid state.

To crystallizing tae urois 4xert the effect and other factors.

To the freezing point cL UUj..S exerts influence their initial

temperature. After the emergence UL crystal nuclei the process of

freezing will depend on ratu or cooling of drop, since it will occur

due to heat eiission intc tae environment. If we take the drop of

water with temperature ci -hJ 0 C, taen it is possible to determine

which is sufficient to treeze I/d parts of the drop so that heat of

fusion isolated in this ca~e would raise the temperature of remaining

part to 0OC and would avoid its zurther freezing. As show

experiments, during rapid cooling the freezing of drops begins

outside, which makes it possle Lor them to interact with ths

environment as to crystals desplte the fact that the internal part of
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the drops is found even in tue liquid state.

Page 10.

During slow cooling the Lreeziug ut drop begins within it, and

complete freezing occurs it lower temperatures, than in the case of

rapid cooling.

i.

Ice formation on tne surface of aircraft occurs as a result of

the freezing of the encountering it supercooled water drops.

A question about tne reasoas tor the rapid crystallization of

the supercooled drops witn their snock about the wing surface or

about any other aircraft compoudat up to now is not completely yet

studied. As show experiments, supercooled water exhibits large

stability with respect to various jinds to mechanical effects;

therefore shocks and jclts Ljy taeaselves do not cause its

crystallization. Above weri examiaed the conditions, necessary for

crystallizing the supercoolea Lijuid. If the cloud, in which flies

the aircraft, consists not only ot the supercooled water drops, but

also contains ice crystals, or it on the surface of aircraft are at

least smallest traces CL AJarrost, then the crystallization of

supercooled water on the sa&Lcd or aircraft will occur as a result

of its contact with ice crystdis.

iA
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However, also in toe dunuce of ice crystals the freezing of the

supercooled drops nevertbeless cccurs.

The experimental iavatstat.Loas of the effect of ultrasound on
crystallization show that toe ultrasound can accelerate

crystallization sometimas auUazeus times. ProfesSor A. S. ri-sov [8]

assumed that the shocks or drops aoout the surface of aircraft are

accompanied by the emergence or toe ultrasonic waves which create the

conditions, favorable for the nucleation of crystallization and

freezing of the supercoc.Lea diops.

Finally, one should consiuer that independent of this on the

skin of the aircraft almost alwdys is located a sufficient quantity

of particles of the contaminatiou and dust which also can serve as

the crystallization nuclei auzin- incidence/impingement to the

surface of the aircraft of supeLcooled drops cf water from the

atmosphere.

3. Ice formation on aircrazt.

After using the principle or rotation of motion, let us examine

the flow around the wing protiie or aircraft of air flow, which

.1i
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contains the supercooled Water Uaoklts.

As can be seen from i. 1, the airflow, which moves with

subsonic speed, at certdin distance before the winj1 profile is

divided into two flows tuinr~ateu by line MM), one of which passes

on top, another - from oeiow winj. After profile both flows are

connected. This separatica ot £iow is caused by the

disturbances/perturbations rroa wiaq, which with the speed of sound

are spread in surrounding air in different directions and, including

against flow direction.

Page 11.

With the steady particle motion of the air, which flows around

about the profile, they move ovar the specific trajectories - flow

lines. The supercooled water arop.ats carried along by the forces of

viscosity of air move at tirst also over flow lines. To as long as

the flow line is rectilinear, tune trajectory of drop virtually

coincides with it. But in the section where the flow line is bent,

going around profile, the drop moving/driving along it as a result of

inertia attempts to preservo uriection of its motion and begins to

differ from flow line, perug aspiaced towards profile.

If the amount of tae inertial force proves to be sufficient in
W

-
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order to overcame the fcLces ur vi~cosi+y ot air, taen drop so will

be deflected from flow iiae witica will clash with wing. But if the

inertial force is small, then drop insignificantly will be deflected

from flow line and will pds6 past wing, without deposited on its

surface.

Not all drops, whica aie located in the volume of air, which

corresponds to the midsection or Dody, settle on its surface. As this

was for the first time clear j suown by A. Kh. Khrgian, there is a

specific zone, by the wlati o wuose drops collide to by wing.

Let us assume that ia rue aIrzlow, which flows around about the

wing, are contained only very major drops. Then, as a result of the

large force of inertia, trdjectcEy of drops they are almost

rectilinear and almost all arops, which are lccated before the wing,

will settle on its surface. Tue wiath of the "zcne of collision" 61

in this case will apprcaca a prorile thickness C, and ice

accumulation will occur on large width (section E-E, Fiq. 1.2).

when airflow contains oniy saall/fine drops, then their only

small part falls to the wind surrace. Encounter wing there will be K

only those drops, which are located from axis N-N at the distances ef

smaller 6z/2.

I
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PLINUU M~OKa

3oma ,(anejfe,,ocedqteu4!jx
"~a npoivure Kpbo a )

. fepeolflawfdeH~bie ianiyu

Fig. 1. 1. Schematic of the ZLow around wing profile of air flow,

which contains the supetcooeu drups.

Key: (1). Flow lines. (, ). Zoaa of drops, which deposit on wing

profile. (3) . Supercooled drops.

Page 12.

Drops, which are located oelona. tsue limits of the "zone of

collision", as a result oL sma.U. inertial forces will insutficiently

differ from flow lines tney will pass past profile. The width of the

"zone of the collision" ot such acops (6_2) - small, ice formation

occurs in the narrow sectioL k-d. is feasible the case when drops are

so small that their trajectories virtially will coincidF% with flow

lines. Then icing will act occur dt all (6=0).
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Under actual conditions in di. usually there are drops of quite

different sizes/dimensicns. aIurerure, for example, large drop, which

is located at point B, can cicisb with the wing surface, and small

drop despite the fact that it is located at point D, i.e., it is

considerably nearer to axis M-M, it will pass past wing. The "zone of

collision" (6) in this case will. a determined by the edge

trajectories of major drcps.

Besides the size/d).mension (wnass). of drop and distance 6, large

role in settlings of drcps on tne wing surface plays the air-stream

velocity. The greater tne spetid oL the moticn of drops, the greater

their quantity will deposit on rotile per unit time. But an increase

in the velocity also leads m to an increase in the forces of

inertia of drops. If, fcL dxdwple, at what speed with profile

collided only the major aojus and the drops, which were being located

at sufficiently close to the distance from the M-M axis, then

with an increase in the velocity as a result of the increase of

inertial forces, the latter can cause settling also small/fine

drops which did not settle earlier. Thus with an increase in the

velocity there occurs a deposit on the wing of even smaller drops

and also drops ever more distant from axis M-M (i.e. grows/rises

value 6).

Consequently, a quantity of ice, which is formed per unit time
on the wing surface, is proportional to speed I-, where n:l.
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Pageu 13. (

The vertical velocity, i.e., t1ts rate of an incidence/drop in the

supercooled cloud drops, in compjarison with the speed of aircraft, is

so/such insignificant, whiica can ue disregarded/neglected andN

considered drops as locating in sus~pension. For example, the vertical

velocity of the drops wi~th d radius of 10-20 p does not exceed 1-5

cm/s, and only rain drops w±iose Ladius reaches 0.2-0. 5 mm and more,

possess considerable speeds incidences/drops.

* if we consider cicua dtops as locating in suspension, then it is

obvious that collision withi them they will test/experience only

front/leading aircraft componenats. As is shown experiment, in the
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majority of the cases ice tormatlon occurs only on the frontal

aircraft components, turned to tne incident flow, whereas on the

remaining surface of wing, tail assembly, fuselage ice accumulations

occur rarely, for example, under conditions of supercooled rain.

Let us examine now as tney affect the sizes/dimensions of wing

profile the process of iciu. it is not difficult to see that the

profile of smaller thickness ices up more intensely than thick

profile. This is explained oy tue zact that the separation of flow

into upper and lower pacts procetds in thick profile on larger from

it distance, than in thin protile. But this leads to the fait that

the forces of air pressure causea by thick wing, which attempt to

change rectilinear motion ot drops, act on drops the more prolonged

time (than in thin profile) ana tuey manage certain part of the drops

to deflect so, that the latter no longer deposit on the wing surface.

Because of this on thick profile deposits a relatively smaller

quantity of drops, than onL thin profile. The practice of flights

confirms that the thin winy protiies ice up more intensely than

thick.

As noted, on the wing surtace deposit only the drops, which are

located in certain zone 6(6 - tais is distance at infinity, i.e., in

the undisturbed region, between tne extreme tangential trajectories

of the drops of given size/dimension). All droplets of thisJ
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size/dimension which are included uetween extreme trajectories,

encounter wing. The drofiets which are located outside zone, limited

by extreme trajectories, taey pas by wing. If the cloud, in which

occurs the flight, contains tae droplets of identical size/dimension,

then the quantity of water, waich ueposits per unit of the wingspan

per unit time, will be determiaea by that quantity of water which is

contained in cloud single tiicKnues with the width, equal to 6.

The extreme tangential trajectories of drops determine also the

so-called coefficient or settling (or capture), which is the relation

of a real quantity of water, deposited on wing, to that quantity of

water which is contained in tne volume of air, passable by wing per

unit tine.

Page 14.

If we consider that dntir6 .eposited on the wing surface water

is converted into ice and treezes at impact point, then the quantity

of ice, which is formed per unit time per unit of the length of wing

(icing intensity) can be expressed by the following formula:

.1 = / ,- I - (1. I1)

where J - an icing intenxty; E - complete coefficient of the

settling; W - water content of clouds, i.e., a quantity of water in

the form of drops, which is contained per unit of volume of the air;
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C - profile thickness; .. sjoe of the undisturbed flow.

It is not difficult to see taat the coafficient of settling

E=6/C. Value E in equatica (1.1) is called the complete coefficient

of settling, since it is relateu to entire profile and is determined

entire mass of water, waica ib precipitated per unit of the wingspan. r
But furthermore, it is rreluently necessary also to know, what mass

of water deposits per unit uf the arc length of profile. For this is [
introduced the concept ot tnd so-called local coefficient of settling
E,.

Let us designate the distance between two sufficiently close

trajectories of drops in the undisturbed region through Ah (Fig.

1.3). Let these droplets ae nit against wing profile at points A and

B, the distance between waica on tne duct/contour of profile is equal

to ./. In this section (\I) per unit time is precipitated out the

quantity of water, equal to \v U -I However, on the unit of arcI length falls the quantity of water, equal to , U It is obvious

that the ratio \h.\1' will deteLaine icing intensity in section A-B.

This sense during the unlhiuieu approach of the trajectories of drops

(Ah-0) in limit will be the locai coefficient of settling F Thus,

value 1. determines the mass ut ice, which is formed per unit of the

arc length of profile, and tA4 anowledge of this value makes it

possible to calculate the aistribution of icing intensity along wing

I
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profile.

The calculation of tue coeffi~cient of settling and zone of ice

accumulation on any body is reduced, as it follows from the

preceding/previous reasoiags, to computation of the trajectories of

thos3 drops vhich encounter this aody. However, the calculaticn of

the trajectories of drcj~s reqjuires the scluticn of the differential

equations which determine the aotion of drops about body.

.4A
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6t

Fig. 1.3. To the determination or the concept about the local

coefficient of settling.

Page 15.

4. Equation of notion cr drops.

As is known, on the body, streamlined with liquid (or gas), act

the forces of inertia ot the particles of the liquid, which move

along the trajectories, wh.ca envelope body, and the forces of

viscosity of liquid (force or internal friction).

When the forces of inextia of the particles of the liquid are

small but to comparison with the torces of viscosity of medium, them

can be disregarded/neglected, 4nd then the head resistance of body is

determined by Stokes's formula. For the body, which has the form of

sphere, Stokes's formula taxes thae form:

F = 
6

.Trri ,.

.1i
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where F - resisting force to motion of the sphere; r - radius of the

sphere; M - coefficient of r w dynamic viscosity of the liquid; v -

speed of the motion of spheze Leiative to liquid.

For the water 4ropiis comearatively small size/dimensicn),

which move in air with low 6pei, Stokes's formula sufficiently r

accurately determines the iorce of their head resistance.

In steady plane flcw or tne uation of motion of drop with the

expression of the force of its resistance by Stokes's formula, it is

possible to write in the torm:

,It'- • t It

d-'v .(,iv2)M -X &r-i JA

in - - r,A L -,t- i /"

where x, y - coordinates or drop ia the coordinate system, connected

with the body; t -components of air-stream velocity; m - mass

of the drop; r - radius ct drop.

Precise integration of tae equations indicated is impossible,

since , -- nonlinear tunctios of coordinates. Qualitative

analysis and approximate soiution of equations (initially for a

cylinder) were carried out in tne series/row cf Soviet and foreign

researchers' works (23). [3bJ 43 [33], [60]. etc.

.1I
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Equations (1.2) for sa&4it.cition in calculations and

determination of criteria. relationships/ratics can be written in

dimensionless form.

Page 16.

Having used for this exkrassioa tor the mass of the drop

m = 13XrO,

where d- density of drop and aLter dividing both parts of equation

(1.2) on ,, after conversions we will obtain

1) L at:li
/v II • dtt

hr - e parameter, which characterizes the inertid

of the drop; L - significant aisension of the streamliiied body; t -

time.

FOOTNOTE I Parameter P in toreaiya ones and in some Soviit sources

frequently is designated tarouga K. ENDFOOTNOIE.

In the dimensionless torn oL. cquation (1.3) they cdn be

con verted:

I/ ', 1" -r.
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where E=x/L and - tae coordinates of drop, in reference to

the significant dimension oL tao nody;

and ra-. atio of components L" and ', to the

speed of undisturbed flow t

tW.
T L -the dimensionless time, expressed depending on

size/dimension of L and speed I. i.e. time unit is the time,

necessary, so that the drop would cover a distance of L with a speed

of I,:

,--respectively the Lirz and second derivatives on T.

In the indicated foLa the ejuations were for the first time

written by Taylor. The Matgeaatwa± expression of any phenomenon

allows, without integrating ditzedrintial equations, to come to

light/detect/expose some SeecIdl dimensionless quantities which

characterize this phenomeUon ad serve as the so-called similarity

criteria.

Equations (1.4) show taat auatr the assumption of the validity

of Stokes's formula the trctu.s, which are ietprmining the process of

icinq, arp united in onu ia-wusiuuess parameter P, which is the

criterion of similarity ci ta trajectories of drops.
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Page 17.

Expression for parcmeter P can be represented in the relation

p

where

2 r

Latter/last value makes .c.zic paysical sense: . this distance,

which will pass the drop on nertida, being it is introduced into

stagnant air with an init.dal vwlucity of V. Expression for ), it is

possible to obtain, after iaqzding the equationdV

where a - a mass of the drop; V - speed of the motion of drop.

Obtained equations (1.4) are valid, as noted, with the

xpression of resisting foLce uy Stokes's forfula. However, for the

sufficiently major drops tat spees of motion of which relative to

air are essential, head rasxtace no longer should be determined

from the formula of Stoxes, sinca this can lead to considerable

errors.

As is known, the resistiu louce to moticn of body in liquid in

general can be exprossea &s

F - C1S i.
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where S - an area of so-calied m4ximum cross section of the body; p -

aedium density; (,- drag coetiicient, being function of Reynolds r
number.

Expression analyticai iu general torm for this function is

unknown: therefore they usudily use experimental data.

In work of I. P. Mdzia L11J is brought the empirical formula

obtained by him of resisting force

F=FO(I +0,17Re23),

where F o - resisting force accozdiuy to the law of Stokes;

2rV
Re= -rReynolds nuwiLme Lor a drop with a radius of r,

moving/driving with the reiative speed V in medium with kinematic

modulus of viscosity v.

Formula reflects weli tae dmount of the real force, which acts

on droplet in the range cr He numbars from 0 to 103 .

Page 18.

In general, examininj motiou Dy three-dimensional and uti].Jizin'j

the proposed formula for rosistiga force, the equations of motion of
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drop in dimensionless coordinites , q. can be written [12J:

" .. ] - t -! ,l

/' I

whe re 1,,:. -. , 17 pt,: ' Ii. - I : i{i - ') -- U t:-}

- Reynolds iumuar tuL the drop, which moves with speed V..

As we see, in this cus ot tna trajectcry of drops they are

determined by already two dlae.so.less parameters P and Rea.

Reynolds number Re. serves as tue measure for deviation from Stokes'

law of the forces, whica act on urops. With REo=O equation (1.5) they

will be brought to equations (1.4).

5. Coefficient of settliwj and zon e of ice 3ccumulation.

For the calculation ir tne Lcing intensity of any body is

required the knowledge ct tae coerLicient ot settling E. From theory

it follows that all factors, ws.cia are dFetermining precipitatinq the

drops on body, can be biought Lo two dimensionless parameters,

so-called criteria of sumi drit oL the trajectories of drops, namely

.1I
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to the inertia parameter 2 aiii ±eyaolds number Reo. f

Frequently as the criteria or similarity at the trajectories ofr

drops are utilized othez ;omnbiudti~ons of the values, entering the

expressions for P and Re.. f'or example, instead of the second

parameter Re0 sometimes is appi.Lea parameter % kX-)4 L where p-

an air density (it is not aitti.alt to see that *=Re20 /p). The

uss/application of the araiaaLe., P in many instances represents

considerable convenience, since it does not depend on the

size/dimension of drops andi can oe considered as the function of

height/altitude, since wit±u tuese s3zes/dimensicns of body and speed

it depends only on density and. viscosity of air.

Of two criteria Of SI&idirItJ Of the trajectories of drops the

dominant role plays parameter P, waich characterizes the inertia of

drops. However, the parameters 0 and Re0 play smaller role. Their

value determines how red! a forces, which act on droplets duringj

their motion in air flow, tney aiiier from the forces, computed from

Stokes's formula.

Page 19.

Since all values, waircL caicterize precipitating the drops,

are determined by two parameters indicated above, the coefficient of
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settling E is also function P aau * (or Re.). Dependence of E on P

and 0 is different for tihe Douies of various forms.

The calculation of tue coetricients of settling was initially

carried out for the bodies ot d simpler form, than wing profile, and,

in particular, for a cylinder, s ace with known.

approximation/approach tne wing ieding edge can be replaced by

cylinder with the radius, equdi to a radius of the forward section of

the leading edge of an airtoji prozile.

The method of replacing tae wing profile by cylinder with some

quantitative errors in cuasequence of which subsequently during

calculations of de-icing systdms was connected studied the phenomenon

of the precipitation of arops dircctly on the wing of aircraft. The

results of these investagatioAs snowed that the qualitative side of

this phenomenon and the eftect on it of different factors remain

identical both for the cyliRnar anu for a wing profile.

The radiation/emission oi tmn phenomenon of the precipitation of

drops on cylinder was ot practicai use also in connection with the

fact that different metecrologicai instruments, which were being

applied, for measuring tbe icing intensity, water content of clouds

and sizes/dimensions of cioud Arops, had receivers of cylindrical

form.
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Fig. 1.4 gives gra~h/curve, Dorrcwed from work [3 0], which

demonstrates for a round cyiLai: che dependence of the settling Er

full of coefficient on kdardmeteL P at difterent values 0. Here as the

significant dimension L, dUnaIU9.n parameters P and 0, serves a radius

of cylinder.

As can be seen from rjL-aL/cuirve, the coefficient of settling

grows/rises with an inCredSG iU jdLameter P, which will agree with I

the physical picture of 1,aenaeuoia excamined in § 3.
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Z
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Fig. 1.4. Dependence of tae totai coefficient of settling of drops E

on parameter P at the difrteat values of the parameter 0 tor a round

cylinder.

Page 20.

Actually/really, with an j.ucredse in the air-stream velocity and with

an increase in the size/dimension of drops parameter P increases, and

consequently, increases coetti.cient E, entering formula (1. 1), which

is determining icing intensity. UJn the other hand, an increase in the

radius of cylinder leads to decredse of P and respectively tc a

reduction in the coaefficieut or settling E, which decreases the icing

intensity. However, the i1CrEaSe Ot parameter P cannot limitlessly

increase E. The coefficient ot stotling, which is determining what

part of the drops from the volume, passable by cylinder, encounters
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the latter, naturally, thare cannot be more than unity, E=1 will be

in that limiting case when aai dzojs deposit cn body surface and when

value 6 is equal in magnituae to two radii of cylinder.

From graph/curve evideut aiso that the curves of the coefficient

of settling leave not tue orgiyn oL coordinates, but the transverse

axis of abscissas at certain vdiue of P. This it indicites important

the conclusion that with tadt uetermined PIP the coefficient of

settling is equal to zerc and, taerefore, the icing of body does not

occur. Thus, the drops, fox waicn parameter P<P,m. they are not

precipitated out on body. On the calculations of Langmuir [43] the

precipitation of drops on cylinder occurs if and only if the

parameter exceeds PIP=18.

For flat/plane plate PP= /4. For the wing profile of Zhukovskiy

with the thickness ratio, eiuai to 15o/o, on the data of L. M. Levin

and N. R. Bergran [121 [io], valueS P,, are within the limits from

0.0049 to 0.0078 with a caange respectively in the lift coefficient

cY from 0 to 0.6.

Dependence on parameters P and 0 the zone of ice accumulation is

analogous the examined dependence of the coefficient of settling on

these parameters. The zone ot ice accumulation I on cylinder can be

defined by angle 6, as tna.s is shown in Fig. 1.5.
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FOOTNOTE 1. More precisely to spea about the zone of settling drops, L

which is frequently called Tat zone of capture, since as a result of

the spreading of drops te zone of ice accumulaticn can be somewhat

more. However, here and suosequeatiy it is assumed that the drops

freeze at the point of their iucidence/irop i.e., the zone of ice

accumulation it is determiued Di tue tangential trajectories of

drops. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Graph/curve in Fig. i.6 snows that with an increase in parameter

P the zone of ice accumuldtion (ujle 0) grows/rises and it

approaches its limit, equal to 1.57 radians, which corresponds to

angle in 900.

The determination oi tue co-tticient of settling and zone of ice

accumulation for an arbitrary wing profile is considerably more

complex problem, than for a cylinder.

.1
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Fig. 1.5. To the determination or the concept of the zone of ice

accumulation on cylinder trom angle 0.

Page 21.

If for a cylinder its fcre, sizvs/aimensions and position in flow are

determined only by the radius onicn enters into parameter P as

significant dimension, then Lo a Lrofile its form, sizes/dimensions

(chord, thickness) and josition ia flow (angle of attack) cannot be

expressed by any characteristic value. In connection with this for

profiles of any type it ii niot possible to obtain the overall strict

dependence of coefficient E ou parameters P and 0 (or Reo).

At the same time the study oL the precipitation of drops on

different wing profiles saowea taat to the coefficient of settling E

tLickness ratio and its angle or attack exert insignificant effect,

if thickness ratio is witaln the limits from 9 to 15o/o, and angle of

attack from 0 to 40. This it allowed for a defined class of profiles

It
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with the accuracy, accektanie tor practical targets, to count the

coefficient of settling uepenaiay only on parameters P and Reo. (For

a profile the significant dimension, entering parameter P, it is

chord).

The conclusion/output indicated was conducted by I. P. Mazin

[12] on the basis of the generdlizdtion of the series/row of the

calculations, carried out by N. R. Bergran and L. M. Levin 1.

FOOTNOTE 1. It should be notea tadt different configuration of the

leading edge of an airfcii proti.Le (the so-called completeness of

nose/leading edge) with tae same thickness ratio, of course, must

affect the precipitation oz drops. This follows from very physics of

phenomenon. However, for the broad class of aviation profiles this

effect both on the complete cowzricient of settling E and to local

coefficient E.. near critical point is small. At the same time on a

change in the local coetticieut oL settling in the arc of profile the

configuration of nose/leading edge has considerable effect.

I-
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Page 22.

For the calculationi u the icing intensity of wing it is

possible to use the gra h/curvs (keiq. 1.7), borrowed from worK (12).

Graph/curve is valid in Lange ia nnated above of a change in the

thickness ratio and angie ut &Ltaco of profile. As can be seen from

graph/curve, the depend-zice oz tna total coefficient or the settling

of drops for a profile on p ters P and Reo in character is

analogous the dependence, 4ivea in Fic. 1.4. With Re0 <1O the

coefficient of settling L LLaepln- virtually on one pardmeter P.

Besides coefficient or k with the calculation of de-icing

systems, and also in thi expeiiweual measurements of the intensity

of icing it is frequently aecessary to know local coefficient / and

especially its value nedr- t"e critical point ot profile.

Calculations show that from value Reo the coefficient of

settling in section near rue ci.itacal point of profile (Eitq,)

depends to small degree aad tuerdtore in the first approximation, it

is possible to consider that it is the function of one parameter P.
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Dependence OD P OL l a~ pcot~ila is qivan in Figj. I.d H 12).f

This graph/curve it is pu..iiLd to li4 for Frdctical cdlcalations.

For a cylindcar ana.Lo~ous aae~wAInc, is snown in Fil. 1.9.

Fig. 1.10 depicts i ;Liaje in local coefficient in the

lIuct/contour of cylindeL. Vd.iues E,, de posited/ post poled to scale

along the normal to cylinuter tor different angles d, decrea3e from

the maximum value 9jual to at crit~.cl point 0.62, to z.arc ait the

angle e, equal 'to 57.30.

.9W.
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Paeoe 25.

cFf..Dpnec ftt oa.cficint of settling ~& u r of prooile AneaEeO

thiis charge for 4symmettic inu#Lvs~iy profile is given in Fig. 1.11

FOOT43TE 1. Griph/curve is cozustrui.ted according to N. R. bergran's

lata (261. ENDFOOTNOTE.

It i3 here along the axis 01 duscissas deposited/postponed for upper

and pressure siie of prutii±s 01 raitio s/b, where s -a distance on
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the duct/contour of proti t iLui tu the critical point; b - airfoil

chord. Curve for P=- conr j.#poa, to rectilinear trajectories of the

drops; curve for a specitic case i., =0. 125 and Re0 =64 - curvilinear.

As can be seen from qra "/cui:ve, tre local coefficient of settling

drops sharply decraasPs LLom wadlil-g edge on the arc of profile,

reaching zero value at certaia aAtance from leadiriq edge. This

distance determines point or CoaCt of tangency on the profile of

the extreme trajectory jL urops, L.e., the zone of the capture of

drops on profile.

With an increase iLL pa rd.ete P, as one would expect, tie local

coefficient of settling aroes dau the zone of their capture on

profile grow/rise. On tne pzo.±Le in question for P=- zone of capture

(0.22 for lower and 0.3 or au upper surface) they coincide with the

section of maximum profxiL taicaass.K[
This change in the iuca cowrLicient of settling in the

duct/contotur of profile ex ai. s tae torm of ice outgrowth which

initially is formed and wica is cnaracterized by the greatest

thickness of ice at the cLitica± puint of the profile (where the

values of Local coefficient are auximum) 2.

FOOTNOTE 2. Subsequently in proportion to the increase of ice the

form of profile is iistoitea ana d change in the local coefficient no
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longer corresponds to cuLvz ii ?kLj. 1.11. E,4DFOorNOTE.

Data about the locad. coellicient of settlingj make it possible to

calculate the distributica oz Lac intensity of the increase of ice

according to the arc ot prutiiw aaa to dptermine tue required energy

content which must be condiuctau ii,± each section of profile for its

protection from icing.
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Page 24.

3,6 rioOTd-ti-r-

Fig. 1.9. Dependence of Loccii coafticient of settling drops near

critical point of cylinaier on par4Laeter P.

Fig. 1.10. Change in local coaL.Lacent of settling drops F, inl

duct/contour of cylinder wita P=1 dfld Re 0=0.

Page 25.

In more detail about tue ael.inition of the zones of ice

accumulation and distriouti.on or tue local coefficient of settling

speaks in chapter III. iiej&e dAo qiven only several initial
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graphs/curves for the cd.Lu4.dtiol ot zones settlings of drops. For

aviation profiles most coaipletel i this question was examined in N. R.

Bergran's work [26). The diLtereutial eluations , which are

determining the trajectories oi arops, were sclved by N. R. Bergran

with the aid of the compuriny aevace/equipment. Tne trajectory

calculation ot drops waj conductad under the assumption of the

incompressibility of air LoL i sp",d range frcm 160 to 560 km/h and

drops in diameter from 2u to 1uO p. In calculdtions the chord length

of profile varied from U.]i to j w. These vdriable/alternating were

introduced into the dimensonit.iss )arameters P and Reo '.

FOOTNOTE N. R. Bergran inst da eL parameter P used parameter -

$'scale modulus/module", in tais case *=9y./y%.L/r. where y. and Y. -

respectively the specific jraiviti/weights of air and drop.

It is not difficult to ste tadt +=Re,/P. In present work as almost

in entire Soviet literature on tais theme, there is used parameter P.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

To account for effect on tue iAiensionless parameters of the

form of profile and angie oL ItS attack N. R. Bergran examined the

following five versions, jivba in table 1.

Fig. 1.12 gives those constiucted on the basis of the data given
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to table 1, overall depenaeuices u. the relative zone of tha capture

of drops s/b on parametars ?' duae for a symmetrical Zhukovskiy

profile (c=150/o).

In Fig. 1.7 and 1.8 4e~ yJiveh graphs Ef(P and Re0 ) * obtained

as a result of the trajectozy c4iLculations of drops during the flow

around the Zhukovskiy pzoLiLes. da~ also profiles t4ACA-0.009,

MACA-2215 and NACA 652-01a.

.1"
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77117 7777

fig 1.12. Dependence of tae redt.Lve zone of the capture of drops onI

parameters P and Reo fok d syuimetricli Zhukovskiy profile

0. QW, rb=2,6, (C V V = 2* r5/ .6, -.- 04.=* rb-26

Key: (1). U~pper surface. i owar surface.

Page 28.

for the profiles, which suarply aitfer in form from those indicated,

the dependence of the coetficaft uf settling on parameter P can be

several different.

Ik

4 - ** M
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For example, let u6 d cdiuw (kYig. 1.13) settling drops on two

profiles (A and B), wita Luantical chord and thickness ratio, but by

the different configuration ot nuse/leadinq edge. In this case let us

assume that the drops aie suc" i.,pe/coarse that their trajectories

are rectilinear. It is no. aizricuit to see that in profile with the

pointed nose/leading ed. tue ivcdl coefficient of settling is less,

since ratio Ah/Al for rorile a is less than for profile A. However,

the complete coefficient oL setriing for each profile is identical

(under the condition of the stLipatness of the trajectories of

drops). Under the normal cuaaitioas when the trajectories af drops

are curvilinear, the locd.L cudLLIcient of settling drops in the

pointed profile B will be d1su £sis; however, its complete

coefficient of settling arops wiii be more than in profile A as a

result of an increase in cnt "zoac of collision" 6 for the pointed

profile. This it is necessary to reep in mind in the examination of

the wedge-shaped and leas profzies, characteristic for supersonic

aircraft.

During the study of me paaaowenon of the precipitation of drops

on different bodies it is necessdry to remember that parameter P is

the criterion of similarity ot tae trajectories of drops only for

geometrically similar brhies (oc at least for bodies with

sufficiently close geometric Lore). For example, the pr-cipitation of

drops on two bodies, examined in Fig. 1. 14, from which body B is the

.17
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part of another body A, occuars virtually equally with sufficiently

high sizes/dimensions L, dad L,. geanvhiie parameter P, (body B) wiii

be so such time more than Parameter P., (body A) in how often L, is

less L (,other conditions Dd.~.fl equal,).

MENEM,
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Table 1.

II I % C I) PI 1 11 1 I I I

;1 1 xtp T 11* 1

I ,l , L' ' ii,

& 1) 1 0,44 2,67

l ii', i i I h ) K , 0' O lil~ 
-
I ) l0, 11 2,67

(.1 l p 'U \I I :\ 1 1-2 )1.5 IVI t I1C Pin it a1 0,14 1,,5

Key: (1). Type of profile. J.2. augle of attack. (1). Hadius of

leading edge in o/o of diciuil ch1ord (r/b) . (4). Symmetrical

Zhukovskiy profile in tiicxaess ratio 15o/o. (5). Then. (b). Bent

Zhukovskiy profile with reiat.Lve raicknass 15o/o. (7). Profile NACA

652-015 (symmetrical).

Page 29.

The determination of the coetL.Lcicats of settling the bodies

indicated with the use ut depaeriaece E=f (P), obtained for the

profiles of close in foLD, will sring in this case to errors.

6. Concept about the inteyaaL coerLicient of settling and the mean

radius of cloud drops.
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Examining in the pLecediLag/Vvevious paragraph the coefficients

of settling drops for cyiinders ana aviation profiles, we proceeded

from the condition of the un L mrity of cloud, i.e., we assumed that

the medium, in which OCCULs tae jotion of this body, consists of the

drops of identical size/uiaansion.

Under the actual conditions oi cloud contain the drops of the

most varied sizes/limensious. it iiA this cloud is moveil, for example,

the wing of aircraft, theit is uviuus that the precipitation on the

wing of the drops of ditte caL radius will occur differently. To each

group of drops with an iaenticni radius will correspond its specific

coefficient of settling. diowever, cs a whole the precipitation of

drops on wing will be deterainau ay certain total coefficient of

settling drops, which is caAied intfgral and is designated by E r 12].
For example, if in the cloud '4o/o water it is contained in drops

from it is concealed by the raduus for which the coefficient of

settling is equal to E,, to JUo/o of water in drops with the

coefficient of settling L2, eolu - in drops with the coefficient of

settling E3 and 5o/o of water - in drops with coefficient of F4, then

g=0.4Ei0.3E 2+0.25E 3+0. U5E.

It is obvious that into tune ormula of the intensity of icing

I
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(1.1) must ent?-r the prwciiaiy iua~qral coefficient of settlin3 E.

For determinia. of E . ..-. a cessary to know the dependence of

the coefficient of settiianj on -.no sizes/dimensions of Irops, that it

is Possible to Obtdil, utA.1.n q aphs, of the preceding/previous

paragraph, and aiso distriuuLou or Arovs in cloud according to their

sizes/dimensions.
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A~ ( flpoouw.b 5L

Fig. 1.13. r g. 1.14.

Fig. 1.13. For detqrmindtioiA wi aLiect of configuration of leading

edge of an airfoil protiio on iocda coefficient of settlinq drops.

Key: (1) . profile.

Fig. 1.14. To explanatiun ut eLdcpitation of drops on bodies of

different geometric form.

Page 30.

The study of cloud wiccostructure of laminar forms showed that

the spectral distribution oL ,iois according to sizes/dimensions can

be expressed by simple cocusL axptn~lin4 on the mean radius of drops

r,,, 121:

vrere n(r) - density of distrioution of drops into 1 cm3 of air

j|
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according to the sizes/i, ns ioi i; a - constant.

By is understoca ULILLwe~ic mean radius (i.e. V _ V

where r - a number of 0u~op witn a radius of r, 1.

FOOTNOTE 1. As showed izveasLigations [1 ], this formula is valid also

for convective clouds. Aj'uUjNOiL.

The use of the formula iiaiclteu ,nd dependences of the coefficients

of settling on parametez P, into waich enters the size/limension of

drops, made it possible to caLcuaLe [12] the integral complete

coefficient ot settling acups i ina integral local coefficient of

settling drops near criticci. p int 1,.......j for the 5 aviation

profiles examined in Section in t|aickness ratio from 9 to 15o/o.

Fig. 1.15 and 1.16 yive tite g;aphs/curves on which E and

are given in deponance oii the chord length of profile for

two values of true airspeeu (JSJU dad 600 km/h) and two values of the

mean radius of drops (4 dau o p). A change of the inte4ral lccal

coefficient of settling iii aepeiieiice on speed is shown in Fig. 1. 17.

These graphs/curves cd, ue used with acceptable dccuricy tor the

majority of practical calcuiatouas of the icing intensity of aviation

profiles.

- -- t
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It should be noted that it Ls possible and not to introduce the

concept of the integral coieziciaei of settling. In this case into

the formula ot the intensity oz icing (1.1) must enter the

coefficient of settling (cowplete or local), determined for those

drops in which is containea rne edase mass of water of cloud. However,

this method can be conjuagted/coioxned with some errors during the

calculation of icing inteisiity.

7. Icing at the high su~bonic speeas of flight.

Air-stream velocity d :i ctiy nters into the formula of the

intensity of icing (1. 1). aut turtnermore with an increase in the

velocity increases the coetLicieau of settling drops E, which leads

to even more rapid increase or ice.

The calculations or tne coericients of settling drops for

cylinders and aviation ruLi.e, txamined above, were made under the

assumption that air was incomwILessible. Meanwhile at the sufficiently

high flight velocities in -i dpevr such pressure differences which

noticeably change its density.

I --
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Page 31.

0,20V6Ok ac'r

0,08 V6001 ' '~C 4 k

Fig. 1. 15. Dependence Ct iateqi~dl total coefficient of settling of

drops F for aviation pruiiie irum chord length.

Kej (1). km/h . (2). .

U, 21 3T M~V

Fig. 1.16. ki.1. 17.

Fig. 1.16. Dependence ct integrd.L Aocal coefficient of settling drops

~ near critical joint oi irufile on chord length.

Nib
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Key: (1) . km/h. (2) .

Fig. 1.17. Dependence ot iruegLqi local coefficient of settlinj drops

near critical joint oz drofile on flight speed.

Key: (1). ,. (2). km/h.

Page 32.

Because of this it is necassdry to Pxplain, as the phenomenon of the

compressibility of air it wii.L drtect settling drops.

From airfoil theory, wnici moves with subsonic speed, it is

known that the flow around profiie in compressible liuid corresponds

to flow at the high angle or attacx of the thickened profile in the

incompressible fluid.

Relative thickness of tnai. rictitious profile jb and its angle

of attack are connected witn tue taickness ratio of this profile c

and its angle of attack a wia rdlationships/ratios 1:

-z VM2I,
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where Mach number is the reLdr-Lafl to air-stream velocity to the speed

of sound.

FOOTNOTE 1. These relaticsipi/.Latios from the airfoil theory of

Prandtl-Glauert, valid cnij zrc tna.n profiles and low angles of

attack, are given here oxiiy ior tile explanation of the physical

essence of phenomenon. more Lully the theory cf compressibility

effect was developed by soviet academician S. A. Khristianovich.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

Since the thick pro.Lii= (safz 9 3) ices up, otner conditions

being equal, is less inteaseky, taan thin, then heznce it follows that

the compressibility of air ueczedses the coetficient of settling

drops.

From this correct actually position some researchers made

incorrect practical the conclusion that the decrease of the

coefficient of settling as a rabu.Lt of the compressibility effect of

air can to a considerabie degree compensate an increase in the icing

intensity with an increase in tae speed. The comparison of the

trajectories of drops in cowpj.~essau air flow with the trajectories of

drops in the incompressiL.Le air snowe1 that the compressibility

effect is comparatively badil and ror solving many practical tasks it

can be disregarded/neglected. is explained this by the following:
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compressibility etLecL uu ilow line becomes apparent perceptibly

only near body, for exawpie, toi d cylinder at a distance, exceeding

its radius, compressibility no Longer affect the flow line. On the

other hand, the compressioaiity eatect virtually does not appear for

the center section of tue x~ow lilAeS, i.e., near critical point.

Because of this the drops, whicn possess large inertia, do not manage

to change their motion duad Luus eafect on their trajectory of the

compressibility of air is vtry insignificant. However, The small/fine

drops, which deposit on uoay, aLways are arranged/located in the

center section of air flow, i.e., where the ccmpressibility effect is

also insignificant. ComiLeSS10i11 y has perceptible effect only on

the drops of average sizes (witn dverage values of parameter P). Fig.

1.18 shows compressibility eirect un the complete coefficient of

settling depending on Faramer- P Lor a round cylinder.

Page 33.

As can be seen from figure, EQ " is less E, it is maximal to 3o/o

(calculations are carriea out at the value of Mach number, close to

critical). For a profile tne uecLease of the total coefficient of

settling of drops as a result or the compressibility of air can be

somewhat greater. However, to the local coefficient of settling near
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critical point compressii.iity vir~tually does not affect,

Thus, the decrease cdusea ioy compressibility of the coefficient

of settling of drops wiii not sriow/render the consideraoie

counteraction to the incredse vz tue intensity of icing with an

increase in thp velocity it rLay at.

However, upon reacaliag oi surziciently high speeds is observed

another phenomenon, whjci ijiocis rurther icing.

Let us write the knodn eqjudtion of Bernoulli for air (taking

into account his compressibiiity):

k Pi 2__ k
2 k-I 4Q 2 k-I V2

Here V& and V, - with respact tc tae air speed in some two sections,

isolated in air flow: p, ana. p2 - pressure; p, and p2 air density

in the sections: K=cpic, - rlition of heat capacity of air at

constant pressure (c) toits aacapait at a constant volume (j
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(7~ 4 7 1

ao -1 I T r I I 1 -1 T -

Fig. 1.18. Compressibility er.ct uf air on the complete coefficient

of settling drops dependiag o,.cit 4imeter P for a round cylinder.

Page 34.

After using the equatiua oi state of gas in the form p=gpRT

(where g - acceleration or grdvity, R - gas constant, T - absolute

temperature), equation l1.on, caa ae converted to the following fom:

v k

RT, RT2(1.7)

or, transferring/translating tie terms of equation into the thermal

units

kt k iRA - sr A ART1= ,.I~ U .',"

29 k _ 1 2- k I

where A - heat equivaleut ut uecuaiical work.

From thermodynamics Lt Ls i £iwn that AR c.- co, whence

kAR k IA Utilizing this ildatiwiiship/ratio, equation (1.8) in the
A I

final form

r,+ ".
2gcp {' c P
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FOOTNOTE t. Equations (1.u) dLu1 (1.9) ar. only different expressions

of the law of conservatioa UL aaerjy for the moving/driving gas. Was

here used in the beginning tne aq. ation of Bernoulli as more familiar

to readers' majority. EL~uiiUT6.

Let the first section be is selected at sufficiently large distance

from profile, and the seconad dit its critical point where the flow

completely is braked, i.e., V,=LI. Then

AV -

2gc,,

i.e., during the total stiqaaaiou of th,? air, which was moving at a

rate of V, occurs its heating to value 2g,'the temperature of air

at the critical point of profiie gill be more than the temperature of

surrounding air (TI) to tae vd.Lue indicated.

Formula (1.10), whicn is aataimining the so-called kinetic

heating, can be simplified, drter substituting into it the values of

the corresponding values: A=1/4il jcal/kg~m; cr -( 0.24 kcal/Kgodeg and

g=9.81 a/s 2 .
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Taking into account tais 6uasutitution we will obtain

/" ,-- , i ' I. 1C)

As is known, air compressio in the absence of heat exchange r
with the environment (adladatic cumpression) is accompanied by an

increase in its temperature. rhi rapidly elapsing processes of air

compression in practice can ue cousidered very close to adiabatic

ones. Braking airflow leads tu its compression and connected with

this increase in the temjrarture. It is obvious that at the critical

point where the flow cowinetey is braaed, heating air will be

greatest. However, also on rae iataral surface of the profile where

the air speed can exceeu tad speed of the incident undisturbed flow,

heating air occurs.

Page 35.

This is explained by the ract tacr during flow in nody surface is

formed the thin boundarl iayeL ot the stagnated air whose emergence

is caused by the viscous rorces. decause of the fact that the air

speed in the layer, dircctiy aujdcent to body surface less than in

the more distant layer, o4cuLs iaternal friction, which leads to heat

liberation and increase in tne teaperature of boundary-layer air.

Thus, with an increase iu tne flight speed, on one hand, occurs
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an increase in the icinj jijtuiLy, and with another, there is

kinetic heating of the burico o dircraft as a result of compression

and friction of contrary AiL £LOw.

It is obvious in sucu ai ca , when the temperature of the

surface of aircraft proves to De d a result of heating by positive,

ice formation does not occur. on this in their time were based the

assumptions relative to tuaL or tae aircraft, which were being

operated on speeds on the oraeL or 700 km/h, icing it will not

represent danger. However, tais Lcuved to be inaccurate.

Formula (1.11) for convenience it is Pasy to convert as follows:

AT : 0,38 ) .

where V - speed of aircraft i:I Km/u.

From this formula it Ls evident that for the flight speeds,

smaller 300 km/h, heatiny ieaainy wing edge will not exceed -3.50 C.

Formula (1.12) gives tht sutticiently close to reality value of

kinetic heating at the criticdi point of profile in flight in

so-called "dry" air (out or ciouas). However, under conditions of

icing the value of kinetic ueati i will be considerably less.

I
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8. on the possibility oi ic~ay dt .iupersonic flight speeds.

From the previous it io±.Luws that the greater the flight speed,

that at lower temperatukt o.L suLruanding air must occur aircraft

icing. for supersonic siedus tLua xinetic heating of the surface of

aircraft is so already aijn rtidt Lne icing is possible only at

temperature of surroundiug aiz. ot -35 0-- 40O0 C.

There are different puiiits ot vi&~w about the possibility of

icing at supersonic fligut spovvs. In the opinion of some researchers

(53] rhombiform and wedgic-siiapea profilas can undergo drop icing to

Mach numbers, equal to 1.4 and eyea 1.8. on the other hand, fcr

example, in Work [121 is ~Aade tua. conclusion that the aircraft icing

at supersonic flight speta diu - to settling of the supercoolea water

drops is virtually impossinie.

Page 36.

The basis for this conciusiozi/outiput served as the author the works

indicated initial data on Li.~uia-wdter content and cloud

microstructure, existing at. low temperatures of surrounding air.

Actually/really, tr1eoreticaL calculiations show that in flight

vith supersonic speed, in ordar to compensate the evaporation of the
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moisture depositing on Lo i o, Ls required the liquid-water co.tent

of droplet cloud on the cider oL J.1 g/m3 . The authoL of work [ 12]

proceeded from the tact tat ddalt content of clouds with temperatues

of -35--40 0 C is less thdn taie jivei value, but the radius of cloud

drops does not exceed 5 1.

However, as this is saowa ulow, the values of liquid-water

content at temperature ot air oi: -i00 C in one percent of the cases

can reach approximately u.J 9/m 3 1.

FOOTNOTE 1. This numeral is iecomwaended as calculated during the

design of the de-icing systtws ( se Chapter III). ENDFOOTNOTE.

This it indicates that also dt ioier temperatures is possible the

existence of supercoolea ciouas with the liquid-water content, which

considerably exceeds 0.1 4/M 3 , uat also is confirmed by practice.

The recorded cases oL iclia (in fliqht at subsonic speeds) show

that intense ice formatLon on the surfdce of aircratt as a result of

settling of the supercooida i:jps is possible at tdmperature of

surrounding air of -400C dad even Lt is lower.

In particular, one oL tne dircraft of 11-18 in flight through

Atlantic underwent strong aua Vruiunqed icing at temperature of
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surrounding air within the iiLa tA6 irom -44 to -460 C. Iln this case the

average/mean liquid-watzi coateLt was not less than 0.5 g/m3 .

Thus, at present it is pu.siuie to only assert that at

supersonic flight speeds Le cdse6 of drop icing will be extremely

rare 2.

FOOTNOTE Z. Should be cos.areU a .so the possibility of crystal

icing. ENDFOOTNOTE.

This however does not inhicdtc Ladt the anti-icing protection for a

supersonic aircraft is not eLauicca. The execution of reduction and

landing approach is connactac zor a supersonic aircraft with

transition to such speeas, it wiiich the probability of icing also is

great as for low-speed icstoa-engined aircraft. And therefore however

short-term there was thv ziijat oi suporsonic aircraft at low speeds,

for it is also necessary suticientlv powerful/thick and reliable

de-icing system.
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Page 37.

Chapter II.

METEOROLOGICAL CONDITIONS Of iCIN6.

1. Basic meteorological Lactouz, witich affect icinj.

Meteorological factors in J.&Lrerpnt ways affect the process of

aircraft icing. Liquid-watcL coiit=iit directly determines tne speed of

the increase of ice. Tht Lepitzdrure of air and the size/dimensiorn of

irops define mainly the typd tiurwJ ot icing. At the same time the

size/dimension of the drops tiCouyLu the coefficient of settling

affects icing intensity. Fiiia±ij, Lhe three-dimensional/space extent

of the zone of icing to~etuhr wita its intensity characterizcs the

quantity of ice which cdn ue tormou on aircraft.

Temperature of air.

Temperature of air - one oL zte basic factors, which aro

determining the phencmeuon ot , Ice tormation on the surface of

aircraft occurs at tempeiatul-a ox surroyinding air ot lower than 002

moreover the minus temFeLatuves, with w ch is possible tike icinq,

/
/

//
/
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oscillate in the large 1MItLS: Luwo values, close to 0OC, to the

values, which reach -40oL it IS "elow.

There is a specific teiapeLture range, for which the probability

of icing is qreatest. Stdtistics suows that a great 1uantity of cases

of aircraft icing proceeus at taPtjratures of air in gip/interval

from 0 to -20 0 C, and in artIcu±=Ir from 0 to -10 0 C. Icing at lower

temperatures occurs considerauiy iwss often. The statistical data,

assembled by central aeroiojicaI ouservatory during the last few

years above the territory or tue oviet Union, also show that the

supercooled clouds, which ca. L. are encountered to -40 0 C. In

this case the frequency ot tneiz appearance at temperature of air of

lower than -350 C comprises ies turn 10o/o cases. in range from 00 to

-10 0 C the drop supercooieu clouus are encountered into 80o/o of

cases.

Page 38.

Are known the cases or ucov icing in powerful/thick cumulonimbus

clouds at temperatures ci air oitnin the limits from -1400 to -500 C.

Thus, for instance, or. 14 huyusL, 1961, in area g. Voronezh with the

execution of experimental rii at Ltie aircraft ot Tu-104 at the

height/altitud:e of 1050u w undarwent intense icing in the apper part

of the powerful/thick cumuionmuu cloud 3t temperature of
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surrounding air of -48oC. in orna case the aircraft of Tu-104 met

icing at the height/altitude o 10I|O m at temperature of -47 0 C

(flight was accomplished ou 2z Ju y, 1961, in area g. vologda).

As noted in the beginain or the preceding/previous chapter, was

noted aircraft icing at evea Lowez temperatures of air (-650 C).

However, the limitedness or rt inrormation about such cases does not

make it possible to makt the coupitely specific conclusions relative

to the mechanism of icing aL LenpeLatures indicated.

The icing of indiviaudi pdLLs of the power plants is possible at

positive temperatures. Fc exaaipiL, the icing of carburetor

frequently appears at teumperacui of surrounding air considerably

higher than 00, which is coniiectva with a temperature decrease as a

result of evaporation. kiiueri: is also an opinion about the fact that

if the aircraft completes taKeoti under conditions of precipitation

of rain or melting snow at positivi temperature, very close to 00 C,

then the surface of aircratt is covered/coated with the water film

which evaporates during taKeoLL, i cooled and it can freeze, having

formed a thin ice crust.

Air humidity.

Aircraft icing is couaecteu with the specific air humidity.

* .
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"humidity" or "dryness" of ,iiL ± aetermined not by the absolute

quantity of water vapor, da.Lca are contained per unit of volume of

air (absolute humidity i an 9/wJ, but that, how air is close to

saturation state. A quantity is vapor (A in q/m 3 ) , necessary for

saturating a unit of the voium= ot air, is changed depending on

temperature, increasing witn ait increase in the latter, and vice

versa, decreasing with itj uacrease. The degree of the saturation of

air by water vapor, as is &nowu, it is characterized by the relative

humidity - ratio a/A, expresseu usually in percentages. With a

temperature decrease relative nuwiuity increases, and air approaches

saturation state. Observations show that the relative humidity with

icing composes 80-100o/c. speciLic humidity, i.e., a quantity of

water vapor, which is coutdineu Lu 1 kg of humid air, in conditions

of icing usually exceeds 1 ,/Kj.

An increase in the ieaitive or specific humidity with

height/altitude testifies auout coniditions favorable for icing.

Page 39.

Liquid-water content of supercoolea clouds.

As already repeatealy it was noted, ice formation on aircraft is

directly connected with trn pieseace in the atmcsphere of the
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supercooled water drops. Lz iasoiute humidity characterizes

liquid-water content, tnat is iouna in vaporous state t, then

liquid-water content deteriaiies tsat: content per unit of volume of air

of water, which is found in re urop-forming state.

FOOTNOTE In practice vapor treaueutly is called the accumulation of

the smallest drops of water. wa%.a vapor - invisible gas withcut

color and without odor. tsoeou'uNufe.

Liquid-water content is caa uz tna most important factors of the

icing, to study of whica du.Liai tat- last few years was levoted a

considerable number of woes ( -iij, [1'4], [6], [7], [45]j,[27], [24],

etc.

This is fully understandb.Lt, since the quantity of the

moisture, condensed in tae £owa or drops, that contains per unit of

volume of air, it directly aftdcrs the rate of tormation of ice on

aircraft.

The various forms ot c.ouauieas are characterized by thc values

of liquid-water content ejuai ror them. But also in by one and the

same of cloudiness the values or Lquid-water content can oscillate

extremely sharply. Connecrion/coam unicat ion of liquid-water content

with different meteorological pakdweters and with the mechanism of
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the formation/educdtion or LcIouus is up to now studied little. it is

revealed only, that the lijuiL-watdr content depends substantially

from three parameters: teaearru.a, temperature gradient and

height/altitilde from lower clouu uaa Insufficiently still there isr

also data about the values or liq~uid-wdter content at low

temperatures of air, whica impauas the salection of the design

conditions of icing, i.e., tLtC conditions tc which must be calculated

the Je-icing system of tir.crdtt.

The work on the stuay of the iiquid-water content of supercooled

clouds, which were beinj carrieu out in the Soviet Union (mainly by

central aerological obse~vcttozyj dad abroad (V. Lewis, K. Pettit et

al.), on the whole gives the iaentical picture of the values of

liquid-water content. Titus, tur instance, according to data of TsAO

in the clouds of laminar torms tne maximum of the recurrence of the

values of the liquid-water couteac occurs for -0. 1 g/M3, and its

maximum values reach 1.b I/mJ.

According to Canadian resecircaer K. Pettit's data (49] the

maximum of recurrence also cocreseonds 0.1 9/M3, and the maximum

values of -1.4 g/mJ.

According to V. Lewi.ls ata L45 1 in stratus and stratocumulus

clouds the maximum of recurrenca is within the limits of 0. 1-0. 19
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g/M 3, but maximum values do Lnot dxceed 1 g/m3 , in this case into

95c/o of cases the liquia-watzr content comFrises less than 0.5 g/a3 .

It should be noted that V. Lewis's data are based on the considerably

smaller number ot observations (372 cases), than data of TsAO and K.

Pettit which connect thousand andi aundreds of measurements.

In the supercooled cumulus att cumulonimbus clouds the

liquid-water content can caaca considerably larger values. The

maximum of recurrence foL rnese clouds falls to -0.2 g/m3, maximum

values approach 2 g/m3 , nut into 95o/o of cases liquid-water content

comprises less than 0.9 9/J (according to V. Lewis's data).

Page 40.

Systematized data on the cumuionimnus clouds it is insufficient for

the confident conclusioaoutijut about the possible values in them of

liquid-water content. However, according to separate mainly indirect

observations it is possible to assume that these values can

considerably exceed Lewis's ddtd. in this case it is necessary to

keep in mind that the "instaataneous" values ot liquid-water content

can be much more than toe vduas, averaged in sections, extent into

several kilometers.

In the literature there aL communications/reports about the

F'
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recorded values of the iiquiu-wd.eL content of supercooled clouds on

the order of 3-5 g/m3 ano even Lt is more. For example, in case given

at the end of this chapTer oL -x,;usively intense icing of aircraft

"Vanguard" average/mean liquia-wxter content within the time of 10-15

min (during which continu,=d icinj) was approximately 3.6 g/m3 .

Over a number of yedas ceutcdi aerological observatory carried

out the collection of systemdLic udta about water content of clouds

on the points/items of alrcrat sounding, located in different points

of the territory of the Soviet Union. As a Lesult of this was

assembled the vast material on tnt liquid-water content of

supercooled clouds, which ma Lt eossible to obtain sufficiently

specific data about the Liequtncy of the recurrence ot liquid-water

content depending on the teapeLdatue of air. In the examination of

the obtained material cue snould consider that the measurements of

liquid-water content, wnlcu w L uzing conducted in the majority of

the cases with the aid ot tue instrument of ccnstruction/design V. A.

Zaytsev [7], lasted by 5-1U s; taeLefore the obtained results

approach "instantaneous" vaiues or liquid-water content.

Fig. 2.1 gives the isopietas of the recurrence of water content

of clouds, in percentages of uveiail quantity of cases (5765)

depending on the temperatade Ot aiL. Graph/curve is constructed on

the basis of processing oata indicated above and is related to the

I -
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conditions of the European UiSR. As is evident, the values of

liquid-water content sharply ueciease with a decrease in the

temperature of surroundiuj air. Taus, for instance, for the isopleth,

which corresponds to one pwrcenL ut the cases, liquid-water contentr

for a temperature range trom -0.1 Lo -5 0 c is within the limits of

0.41-0.45 g/M3, and at temperatuzds from - 15.1 to -200 C liquid-water :
content is 0. 11-0. 15 g/uJ.

Fig. 2.2 gives the dapeaenuce of the no/c quantiles Iof water

content of clouds on the te~ape~dtuie of surrounding air.

FOOTNOTE 1. By the quantie or tae assigned percentage is understood

such value of variable qudtity dc which in the percentage of the

cases indicated the encouaterea va.lues of the value of less than

data. ENDFOOTNOTE. -

Let us examine, for exampie, Ulinety-percent guantile wiLiich shows that

into 90o/0 of cases for eda temparature range of surrounding air the

observed values of liguia-watwL coutent were less than the values,

corresponding to this curve.

Page 41.

So, with temperatures ut surrounding air in limits from minus
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0. 1 to -50 C into 90o/o ot c-,as . ,uid-water content did not exceed

0.4 g/m3 , and at temperatures zrom -20. 1 to -250 C liquid-water

content comprised not mGcd tnan U..2 g/r3. This graph/curve makes it

possible tO refine the Fropoeau d.,sign conditions of icing [18].

It is necessary to x a.a wiaid that statistical data on the

basis of which are constLuccea k'.ig. 2. 1 and 2.2, are not, by

certainly exhausting. lu paittcuida, they are insufficient for the

clouds of convective devxeopmat dd do not cover the geographical

special features/peculiaritiej LL uifferent areas.

II
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and in tropical areas tae iyuia-water content can considerably

exceed the values of liquiu-w.teL content for the territories of the

Soviet Union.

Clcud microstructure.

Ice hazard as this loiiy ayo is already well known to pilots and

designers, it appears iii iyiat i~i the water clouds, which consist of

the supercooled drops ot wareL, orz in the clouds which contain both

the supercooled drops anu ice crystals (mixed clouds) . in flight in

the clouds which consist only QL ice crystals, icing, as a rule, does

not occur.
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Actually/really, under irmci conuitions the ice crystals,

encountering the cold SULtdc% it aircratt, slide down with it and are

taken away by air flow. Tui.-i ues not uean at the same time that the

ice crystals, which are coutd.a-= n mixed cloud1s, play no rolp in

ice formation on the suitdce it iLrcratt. For the author during

experimental tlights it was nece-,,sdry in certain cases to observe as

the solid freazing particles ta 4 sprinkled themselves into the film

of ice, formed by the suakecooieu arops on surface the top or another

aircraft component I

FOOTNOTE this fact usualli is nt considered during calculations of

deicers, or in different aeasu-eaei1ts of liquid-water content and

icing intensity. ENDFOClINJT6.

For evaluatinj that, now LL£quently with icing (and without

icinq) are encountered ar- , cystal and mixed clouds, is brought

table 2, construct_d accoCU9Ii to uata Of 1. G. Pchelko.

As can be seen trom taule, on the average into '41o/j of

observations the icing ccu rLa Ai purely droplet clouds, into 54o/o

- into those mixed and altuyetaae only into 9o/o - in cryszal ones.

Depending on cloud forms rue i=currence of water and mixed phases in

clouds with icing change. Aater Lnase has thE greatest recurrence in

the stratus (St) ani stiatocu. uAuS (Sc), altocumulus (Ac) clouds Of

iV
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,iniform air masses, and asu iii lron:al nimoostratus and

stratocumulus clouds (Ns-.ic). tiLLxi clouds are characterized y the

considerable probability o. icy. Tile jreatest recurrence t tne

mixed phase occurs in cio a6 N6i-i (nimhostratus, alto.3t tus),

characterized by compa rati= wAl probability or icg, and iTi

clouds Cb (cumulonimbus), ior wnica the probability t icing il, veriy

great. The clouds, in wncla aot aut occur the ic'n4, in the/majority

of the cases are mixed cL cZY~SaI. In this cas , as can b seen trcm

table 2, the consifierate luloe 01 observa cns witho icing

occurred also in purely wate~r ciouas (in veraqe/mea7 21/o)/ /

several years aqo auLii.j tue L ghts ot tfe transport aircraft

through tropic3l areas wai ai6cov Led phencmnon that of the call.i

"dry" icing, i.e., iciny ii cr sta. clouI. This it torced to focus
/ocd

attention on the tact tnc±. iol Some cnditions durinqj thE design of

the systems, antiicing, - esry o consider the contEnt ot/
the crystals of ice in/clouas. Ac ording to published

communications/repo Zts L -'. L the complicat ion-i in [li ht through

crystal clouds wvr? encc u i th - tropical ar-ds ot Atrica wh*-re

occur the strong displac,2I/nst/xvwments ot air waisps -s a result a:

the great heating of /the iatn/ouLnd. rIp 'c now there is not evPr:

more precise intori1aticL to the extent of such clouds, their

liquid-water cotitent, or jizt/aia.nsions of crystals. dwewver,
/

according to some data [d.5 the adimum concentration of ice is t)

g/03 . and the maximum size ot crystals eaches I am.
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Page 414.

Table 2. Recurrence of difterent paases of clouds.

Ict ,JK-it a JI H).

St, SC 7aitI 74-

BWAYIIIIII Alac

NVs- -AS- -[)Hq MC 2o 12 M ~ 8) 25 27s

I1 1

Ke:t icing (5)u fr. d(o). (6u cbrystal. (7). ixed. wih Sti. Sc3an

Recurrence of phases of clouds in 0/0. (4). Number of observations

cofuniform air masses. (9j. frontal. (10). all castag. (11).

Average/mean recurrence.
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Page 45.

In this case the large part ot the crystals (about 90o/o) has a

size/dimension (diameter) less tnan 150 y. The phenomenon of "dry"

icing was discovered in Lliqnt through the apexes/vertexes of the

cumulonimbus clouds, containing a large quantity of crystals of ice.

The made observations show that tae height/altitude, at which in

essence in tropics are encounterea the clouds, which contain a large

quantity of crystals, oscl±lares from 6000 to 9000 m. The extent of

ice clouds can reach severai unrred kilometers.

Clouds with the crystais ot ice are formed from those

supercooled. If in cloud tugether with the supercooled drops are

crystals, then their size/aimansion they will increase, because the

cloud, saturated with raspect to supercooled water, will be

oversaturated according to relation to ice (since the pressure of the

saturating vapor above ice is considerably less than above water). In

proportion to an increase in crystals due to sublimation on them of

vapors the drops will evaporate for maintaining the saturation of

air. This process will ccntinue until entire cloud becomes purely

crystal.

As noted in the majority of observations crystals they are not

detained on the cold surface ot aircraft. However, if its temperature

--
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higher than OoC (as a result oL taw work of anti-icing system,

kinetic heating or other reasons), then crystals, coming into contact

with surface, deposit on it, partially or completely they melt and

they can anew freeze.

Another serious danger consists in the accumqlation of crystals

in the air intakes of engines, which can bring, as this was observed

on aircraft "Britain", to the disruption of their work.

However, "dry" icing is Lare phenomenon. Frequent and dangerous

cases of aircraft icing are connected with the existence of the

supercooled drops.

The value of cloud arops is different. It is known that the

drops of rain can reach several millimeters in diameter. However,

most frequently in clouds are encountered the drops whose diameter is

10-15 V. The clouds of small vertical power/thickness (laminar,

stratocumulas, flat/plane cumulus) contain smaller in size drops than

the nimbostratus, cumulonimuus ant cumulus congestus clouds.

As showed observations, tne majority of clouds of their upper

part consist of sore major drops, than of lower.

Coarsening/consolidation ot drops and increase in the liquid-water

content with beight/altitaae causes an increase in the icing

.1;
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intensity in the upper part of the cloud layers.

The size/dimension of arops plays large role in the

formation/education of the Lorm of ice outgrowth on wing profile.

Page 46.

The study of the microstructure of droplet clouds, which was

being carried out in TsAO undeL the management/manual of A. M.

Brovikov, and also a number of foreign investigations (V. Lewis et

*al.) made it possible to ootain surficiently vast material about the

distribution of drops according to sizes/dimensions in the clouds of

various forms. In Soviet worxs the size/dimension of drops in one or

the other cloudiness is usualiy characterized arithmetic mean radius

In the clouds of lamriiar forms r1 p usually it oscillates from 4

to 8 p (in the majority cr cases r,,, it does not exceed 5 p). In the

nimbostratus cloudiness oL frontal zones r,.p it reaches sometimes

12-13 p and more [2]. Witn a decLease in the temFerature of air r,.,

of drops it decreases.

It is charactaristic that according to V. Lewis's data is

observed the considerable difference in dimensions of the drops
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between seaside areas anu eLA .ories, distant from the ocean. In

table 3, given below, borrowea from the monograph "physics of clouds"

(1], it is shown that the mean rddius of the drops of the clouds of

various forms in the Paciric Ocean coast of the USA substantially

exceeds rp drops in the ciouds ot continental areas.

Values r.,, given in taDLe 3, exceed the mean radii of drops,

measured in the investigations Dy TsAO above the territory of the

Soviet Union.

In foreign works on the proolam of icing often is used the

concept of the "mean effective diameter of drops" (!I;,: ). This term

means that in the drops whose aiameter is more than average/mean

effective, is contained as muck water, as in drops with the diameter

smaller than the average/mean etfective.

Fig. 2.3 gives the graph/curve, which illustrates the frequency

of the cases of icing at the ditferent values of the mean effective

diameter of drops . Grapn/curve is constructed according to data

NACA [31]. As we see, into 95o/o of cases the mean effective diameter

did not exceed 30 y, but its maximum value attains 50 j.

Fig. 2.14 shows change j.,.(, in heights/altitudes for stratus and

cumulus clouds. Graph/curve is borrowed from work [38].
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In contrast to liquid-water content the size/dimension of drops

plays smaller role in the speed ot the increase of ice. If depending

on water content of clouds icing intensity can change 10 times, the

change in the sizes/dimensions of drops (with permanent liquid-water

content) can cause intensity caange 3-5 times.

LI--
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Table 3.

(24CPeAurN paiZHyc Kaflejb o6AaK011

l'curpa'mqcKuA pahnu pa3amqiii #OPM

I.t, Ac -As St, Sr Cu, Cb

t4rixooKe.cKoe fio6epextb CII \1 9.4 9.9 9,8
(Alpyrwe paiioxW CILIA 7.1 R, ,

Key: (1). Geographical area. (2). Average radius of drops of clouds

of various forms. (3). kacikic Ucean coast of USA. (4). Other areas

of USA.

Page 47.

However, the size/dimension of dcops has the high value with

determination of the zone ot ice accumulaticn cn profile.

Taking into account the availible data about dimensions of drops

in the clouds of various torms, it is expedient in calculation to

accept the mean radius of arops the equal to 8 1A, which corresponds

to an average/mean effectivw radius of 15 i r,83r,)

Extent of the zones of icing.

The resolution of the probiea of flight safety under severe
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weather conditions requires the value of the propagation of the zones

of icing both on the vertical iae and on horizontal.

These factors have higa value both for the pilot and for a

designer. For a pilot the xnowieuge of these zones makes it possible

to determine possibility rate o0 icing and thereby its danger. For a

designer the knowledge ot tao extbnt of the zone of icing is

necessary because this determines the time of the determination of

aircraft in the zone indicated and, therefore, the time of the

continuous operation of do-iciny system.

But it is not enough to have representation only about the

possible and most probabie propagation of icing. Are necessary data

about the vertical and horizontal extent of the zones of the icing of

different intensity and, in tae first place, zones of heavy icing.

I

I

LI
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Fig. 2.3. Accumulated fre4uency of cases of icing for different

values of average effective diameter of drops.

Key: (1). Frequency of the cases ot icing in o/o. (2). $.

Fig. 2.4. Values of mean eafective diameter of drops for different

heights/altitudes in stratitled 4Ud cumuliform clouds.

Key: (1) . a. (2). Limitinj vacLues. (3). Cumulus clouds. (4). Stratus.

(5). Average/mean values.
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Page 48.

There is up to now very Lew published materials on this

question. Conducted over a numOe of years in GosNIl [State

Scientific Research Institutej tiVk, experimental flights made it

possible to obtain some oata aDout the total length of the zones of

icing; however, they were insuLi2cient for differentiation of zones

according to the degree oz their intensity.

The great elongation/extent or the zones of icing in the

horizontal plane is measurea in aaudreds of kilometers occurs in

stratus and stratocumulus ciouas. in this case the extent of zone

decreases with an increase in tne degree of water content of clouds,

i.e., zones with intense icing are considerably less than zones with

the icing of average/mean ana weaM intensity.

The regions of the icing oL iarge intensity are encountered in

cumulus clouds; however, the extent of separate cumulus cloud on

horizontal rarely exceeds 2U Km. it is necessary to consider that the

aircraft can meet many such ciouus during one flight.
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The maximum extent ot tue zune of drop icing on vertical line

occurs in cumuliform clouls dna it reaches 3000-3500 mn. It is

necessary to kaep in miuu tadt na phenomenon of "dry" icing can

introduce substantial cayes; into the numerals indicated toward

their increaset.

FOOTNOTE 1. In chapter Ill in examuination design conditions ot icing

are given official Englisa aaa oz thp extent of the zones of the

icing of different intensity (lijuid-water content) . Hlowever, these

data, obviously, cannot ne aci'nowiedged by completely strict and

cannot be common in all 9ydoqrdpial areas. ENDFOOTNOTE.

2. Probability of icing up uadar different synoptical conditions.

The probability of tue icing of high-speed/velocity and "slow"

aircraft is different as ai result of different effect on the icing of

the kinetic heating of their cou.,iruction/design. however, since the

kinetic heating of constructiou/aasign can be determinead in each

* specific case, it is exiedianz to examine the probability of aircraft

icing only on the basis ot ditierent synoptical conditions without

taking into account the Ziynt spawd, i.e., only in dependence on the

characteristics of clouds taemselves.

Aircraft icing in synopticdi conditions most completely it was
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different studied by Sovi t rasedrcher I. G. Pchelko. on the basis of

data of sounding the atmcnpaere, that were being conducted on the

aircraft LI-2, for which it s uossible to virtually disregard the

effect of kinetic heating, uy it it was constructed with Table 4.

Page 49.

From table it is eviaent tudt the greatest probability of

aircraft icing falls to £liynts in uniform air masses.

For high-speed aircrdft Is .oserved the similar pattern, i.e.,

the majority of the cases of iciag is connected with flights under

conditions air-mass stretus iU stratocumulus clouds, which is

obviously explained by thC pceaowinantly drop structure of these

clouds.

In clouds Ns-As (ninwostratus, altostratus) took the place of

altogether only 17o/o ot cases or icing.

Certain quantity or CdS6S ot icing (5o/o) was recorded in cirrus

clouds at high altitudes, ut, as this has already been noted, the

microstructural special teatues/peculiarities of these clouds up to

now still little studied.

.1i
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1. G. Pchelko, analyzing stdtistical data on the icing jets in

flights above the territory or tue Soviet EUnicn, arrived at the

conclusion that in the co.la season 600/0 cases of icing it falls to

the heights/altitudes less~ tudi JV.UO m.
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Table 4. Quantity of cases (an o/o) with icing and without icing

during flights on aircrdzz Li-2 anu under different synoptical

conditions.

K (j .KoAi'e, TW cyqaeu ii upu cieAyrK IItX 41InoIITIlIcKlIX ViAOI3IIX

111CJIO Ila 1 113 K)o3C tI lil t -mr

itIi0 Xoiol t It eli" 1II UJIOMI it X(1j()IoXI it pil'iAm(I l

FpOHIC (780 lq)inTe (7:A) 4 poii e ,720 epi O e (570 I ijipolii (2,i II
O1 110"e

-  
lelall,110,je- la6u,1] K-- 1I1M. i t)t- , 61k)Itlu

(/00) le
2&5 C (AI.ee imllem ho) ' i2 I ,, 77 52..

90, 6e3 o6jeltetiemi 2 2.1 21 IM

Key: (1). Quantity of CdsaS Lato o/O under the following synoptical

conditions. (2). Number ot observations. (3). Uniform air masses.

(4). Frontal zones. (5). ia cola tront (780 observations). (6). in by

heat front (750 observatious). (1). in diffuse front (230

observations). (8). in cyclone center (110 cbservations). (9). with

icing. (10). without icing.

Page 50.

The recurrence of Lcinq at ta heights/altitudes. which exceed

5000 n, sharply decreases. A -u4ntity of cases of icing at

height/altitude on the oraer of aOU0 m composes only 7o/oL.

I
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FOOTNOTE 1. In work [16J i; descrived the case of sublimation icing

at heights/altitudes from 11000 to 5000 m, which was observed with a

reduction in the aircraft Lrom the height/altitude of 16000 m. It is

characteristic that durLng the ciiwb under the same conditions the

icing did not occur. ENDFUJTNO£i.

These data it is interesting to compare with the results,

obtained by the author duriny siecial tlights on aircraft with TRD

[turbojet engine] and TVD. Figatsr were conducted mainly with the

purpose of the tests of tue de-icing systems of aircraft.

Working/treatment of 341 cases oL icing allowed it will construct the

graph/curve, given in Fig. z.5, weich shows the recurrence of icing

on heights/altitudes for tne central area of the European Territory

of the USSR.

As it follows from grapa/curve by 55o/o of cases of icing it

proceeded at heights/altitudas trom 0 to 3000 m, and 88o/o of cases -

at heights/altitudes from U to ,U0o m. These results are close to

data, obtained of I. G. Pcael&o. In the examination ot the

graph/curve, given in FjL. 2.3 one should consider that the

recurrence of the icing o scheduled flights at high altitudes will

be somewhat above since tne experimental flights, on the basis of

results of which is constructed the graph/curve, were conducted

predominantly at heights/aititudes to 5000 m with purpose of the most

...... ..
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confident determination o1f tne conditions of icing.

In the examination of synop~tic situation, it is necessary for

the pilot to focus atter~.iOn oU L~at, it will flight pass to internalI
clouds (in a homogeneous air mss) or with the intersection of the
fronts (heterogeneous air masses connected with interaction),* what in

this case types of cloudiness cda oe encuntered and at what

height/altitude are found uppac dad lower cloud bases.

some clouds, which warti oeiag formed as a result of different

processes, according to tne.Lr ajpearance are similar between

themselves. This can ledd to raa incorrect estimation of the

conditions of icing.
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Fig. 2.5. Accumulated frequency oL the cases of icing (343 cases) for

different heights/altitual6 (accoLing to data of the experimental

flights of aircraft Vith £XUJ dad MD).

Key: (1). Accumulated frequency oL the cases of icing in o/o.

Page 51.

For example, the cumuionimous clouds and nimbostratus are

characterized by the vaLlSd conditions of icing; .,owever, frequently

these cloud forms are mIxeU.

Among pilots, and ai.so synoptics there is an opinion that the

icing appears mainly during the intersection of fronts.

Actually/really, according to rae observations of the pilots of

scheduled flights most re4ueatly the icing occurs in frontal zones.
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However, in this case it as necessary to bear in mind the

following: frontal cloudiness is characterized by considerable

vertical development, in consequouce of which during the intersection

of the front of clouds tha pilot always cannot pilot above clouds.

The clouds of uniform air masses have on vertical line considerably

smaller extent, which a~a it possible for pilot to fly above them

and, therefore, to avoid icing. faerefore the great number of

communications/reports ao~out Le.Luj falls to frontal cloudiness.

While conducting ot special iights for the investigation of the

conditions of icing it was~ dstdaished/installed, that the strong

ic.ng frequently can occur, &aimo, in the clouds of uniform air

masses. Is explained th.Ls oy rso £act that the zone of icing in the

clouds of uniform air mass covegs entire supercooled drop region of

these clouds. Stratus and stratocumulus clouds can stretch to very

large areas and the zone ot iciag in them can reach 1000 and more

than kilometers. TherefoLe tlJiht in such clouds can be prolonged and

.4 rate of icing will be consideraie.

Table 5 gives on the uasis ot observations in experimental

flights on the aircraft oL 11-4 dad 11-14 data about a quantity of

cases of the icing of ditrwenot aegree.
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Table 5. Quantity of cases or tua Aircraft icing of 11-12 and 11-14

in flight (on height/altituue to 'u00 m) depending on synoptic

situation.

a I) )KoatqecT8o c~yqaes o6Aejt.Uj',,,,m
a % npH CTeneH o6aeleHe H I,mH on TH-I ecK a n od' ,('a lOSice I , --- ....... . .

Oluiopnrian 4'.YII-

itacca i )-

XO,10flI;I (i1&iO -~Illa F10 lViiiItci) 1 5 27 1,macca (171

TenAum Oipoxr (9) -75 I 23 2
XOA01MIAR *1POIt (q) '6 21 3

Key: (1) . Synoptic situationt.

FOOTNOTE 1. The determination or the scale of rate of icing is given

on page 54. ENDFOOTNOTE.

(2). Quantity of cases or icing in o/o with rate of icing. (3). weak.

(4). by average. (5). strong. kb). wars uniform air mass. (7). Cold

uniform air mass. (8). warm trour. (9). Cold frcnt.

Page 52.

Prom this Table 5 it is 4vident that a great number of cases

with strong icing was oDservea in cold uniform air masses.

-IN
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This, of course, it does not mean that in frontal zones it

cannot be encountered strong rate of icing.

It should be noted tuat tai -s table, obtained on comparatively

limited data and relating to aeagnus/altitudes to 4000 a, he

indicates only the possioility ut strong aircraft icing and in the

clouds of uniform air masses, wnicn always is not considered in

proper measure by pilot. dowever, the cases of especially strong

icing, as a rule, were connected with frontal zones.

All clouds of uniform air masses (laminar, stratocumulus.

cumulonimbus and cumulus) are characterized by the tact that in their

upper part they have acre major arops and large liquid-water content,

that also mse$ more intense icing in this part of

the cloudiness. Especially intense icing can be in the cumulonimbus

clouds. On the contrary, niaoostratus and altostratus cloudiness of

warm fronts is frequently cadracterized by the high sizes/dimensions

of drops and by the hign values ot liquid-water content in its lower

part where consequently, and is observed the most intense icing.

With intense snowfall te ciloudiness of warm fronts is

impoverished of drop moisture. Eaerefore sharply pronounced warm
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fronts with powerful/thick vartica4l cloudiness and heavy

precipitation in the form ot snow are not usually accompanied by

strong icing. The icing ou ±acqts iatensity is possible in warm-fron

clouds when they do not nave too considerable a vertical development

and do not give consideraoie ,precipitation in the form of snow. This

makes it necessary to r exam.ue tue opinion propagated until this

time among pilots that cuo zones or intense icing in by heat front

coincide with its those sections wuere falls heavy precipitation in

the form of snow. The hoizontai ,xtent of the zone of icing during

the intersection of warm tiout (in perpendicular direction) can reach

200-400 km.

The vertical extent or tCe zone ot icing in warm-fron clouds is

limited to the height/a.tiudis or the transition of droplet clouds

into crystal or mixed clouds nd can reach 2000-2500 a and more.

icing in cumulonimbus cola-tiont clouds bears identical

character with icing in taw cumu.onimbus clouds of uniform air

masses, since the fundamental diir rence in structure not no those

and other clouds there are. Acing intensity in the cumulonimbus

clouds in their upper part can reach very high values.

Page 53.
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3. Degree and icing intensity.

Should be distinguished rate of icing, under which is understood

a quantity of ice, which was aein formed on aircraft for the time of

entire flight under conditions ot icing, from icing intensity, i.e.,

from the speed of build-up/growta or ice formation. Both these

concepts is closely related to edcu other.

Rate of icing is determined Dy the rate of formation of ice and

by the retention time or aircrarr under conditions of icing. For

example, if aircraft short-term was found under conditions of intense

icing, rate of icing, i.e., d qjuantity of ice, which was plotted on

Athe surface of aircraft, can "e small. And, on the contrary, in other

case with the execution or rliqt in the zone, which is characterized

by weak icing intensity, on aiLcratt can be fcrmed a large quantity

of ice due to its prolonged stay under conditions of this zone. Thus,

icing intensity yet does not determine the quantity of ice, which is

accumulated on the exterDna. surtace of aircraft.

The surfaces of separate aircraft components in dissimilar

measure are subjected to the icing; a quantity and the thickness of

ice forming on them are diztereat. It is obvious that for the

characteristic of rate ot icing it is necessary to agree, with

respect to what aircraft component it is established/installed'.
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F
FOOTNOTE 1. In the literature aowever frequently are given the

quantitative values of inrtnsity and rate of icing without the

indication of concrete/secit Lc/actual aircraft component. ILn the

majority of such cases it is imj lied that the discussion deals with

ice formation on wing. kbDe0OTNu'ik.

The used concepts: "sLiynat icing", "moderated", "strong", under

which more frequently is unuarstoou rate of icing, must, obviously,

express to what extent aangeruus these or other the conditions of

icing for this aircraft. Jitterent aircraft types are differently

equipped by anti-icing means. Furthermore, the effect of icing on

aircraft performance can snarpiy cuange with the same thickness of

ice outgrowth in dependence on its form.

Therefore, in order to determine how dangerous is icing, it is

necessary to know: the effectiveness ot the anti-icing protection of

this aircraft, the intensity oL tae increase of ice, the temperature

of surrounding air, the extent ot the zone of icing and finally the

form of the generatrix ot ice. Because of this to give the

concrete/specific/actuai idaie tae degree or icing intensity for all

aircraft types is difficuit ana such concepts as "weak", "moderate"

or "strong" icing, they bedr in practice faster qualitative, than

I
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quantitative character.

For determining tha icing intensity are applied the special

instruments, based on dittereat Vrinciples. In this case the icing

intensity frequently measure not ay the mass of deposited ice, but

according to change the tnicknesses of ice layer per unit time.

Page 54.

On aircraft for sounding, and also in the series/row of scheduled

flights (for example, I1-14, 11-1d) sometimes is utilized for this

purpose the indicator of icing, wnich is the small profile with

measuring rod, with the aiu of waich the pilct can determine

thickness and speed of tha inckease of ice, forming on indicator.

This method, in spite of its low dccuracy and number of other

deficiencies/lacks, has the davantage that besides the icing

intensity and thickness or ice tae pilot can also determine the form

of icing, which has important value for the evaluation of the effect

of icing on flight aircratT. quaiity/fineness ratios.

Fig. 2.6 gives the j.uoograpa of the standard indicator applied

in test flights of the icing GosNIl GVF, which is equipped with

electric heating for the periouic zemoval/distance of ice. In

connection with this typ6 of indicator in Table 5 is conditionally
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accepted the following scdle or Ldte of icing:

- weak icing - thickuess or Ace on indicator of less than 15 mm;

- average/mean icing - tnic&Kuss of ice on indicator from 15 to

30 mm;

- strong icing - the tnicxness of ice on indicator is more than

30 am.

"Uhile conducting ot t-e ta~ts of de-icing system it must be

determined are the condition or uae natural icing which encompass the

temperature of surrounding air, liquid-water content, size/dimension

of drops, duration of icing. &iiuia-watar content and size/dimension

of drops can be united ror tad er inite flight speed in one parameter

- icing intensity which aepeaunuag on the coefficient of settling

drops is different for tmh bodies of various forms, and which

determines change per unat time ot mass or thickness of the

generatrix of ice.

p.

Ii
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Fig. 2.6. standard sight Lnuicdtor of icing GosNIL GVF 11-18

installed on aircraft.

Page 55.

Is obvious, precis -iy, d 4jUdULity Of ice forming per unit time

together with the temperaturta )t 6urroundinq air arnd by time factor

it will determine, to waz ext-ant dre light or sevare conditions of

the icing, in which tests tue de-.icing system. The icing intensity of

standard indicator is deterinea "y the following formula:

where j, - an icing inteasity or indicator in the mm/min;

-dimensionless cjerIie.iiat of Ereezing,
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-a dimensionless iUtayiai Local coefficient of falling of the

drops;

-true airspeed Or dircrdrt in the km/h;

W- water content off clouds in g/ni3;-

Q- density of the qaaarat-irt of ice in g/cmJ.j

FOOTNOTE 1. It is not ditficult to see that formula (2.1) is obtained

from formula (1.1), in contrasr to which the icing intensity is

expressed here in mm per ~AIRuL6. k.NDFOOTNOTE.

The geometric dimersions of standard indicator are selected in

such a way that the coetticient oL settling drops E depending on a

possible change in the sizes/aiiieasions of drops and tligkit speeds

changes within small limits da can be accepted equal to 0.9. The

coefficient of freezing p, wiiica is the ratio of the mass of the

generatrix of ice to the mdss of tae depositing water, as show

calculations (12] at tealercauzes of air below minus of 50C in the

majority of the cases cadauyes insignificantly and is close to unity I
for the specific speed raanje. Wita especially large water content of

clouls and large flight spteu tiae coefficient can considerably

differ from unity.
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Ice density can chdnyd suistantially; however, its effect on the

icing intensity of indicator is incomparably weaker than water

content of clouds whose valaes can change tsn times.

For the exception/elimina-ion of the direct effect of flight h

speed it is possible tc introduce the relation:

where J - the relative inLensi. (in mm/kin), which characterizes the

thickness of ice, the pait -s formiaj on the standard indicator with

the passage of unity;

- speed of the increase oi ice on standard indicator the

se/min;

V, - true airspeed ot aircrat in km/min.

I
Pages 56-57.

Thus, the parameters or iaaw at the tests of the anti-icing

system can be approximately evaiuated by path from the measurement of

the temperature of surrounding air, relative icing intensity and its
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duration.

Processing static data tor period from 1954 through 1962,

obtained GosNII GVF during tae tests of aircraft under conditions of

natural icing they made it possnlhe to establish/install the :4
recurrence of relative icing intensity at different temperatures of

surrounding air. Were pLocesseu *d7 cases of the icing whose duration

comprised not less than 5 minutes&.

FOOTNOTE 1. In working/treatment and analysis of material accepted

lots the engineers V. V. PazLov and A. A. Vodyanaya. ENDFOOTNOTE.

The assembled material was outdaned in essence on aircraft with TRD

and TVD and partially ca poszon-engined aircraft.

Fig. 2.7 gives the isopletnu of the recurrence of the relative

icing intensity of standard inalcdtor in percentages of a total

quantity of cases (887) uepenaing on the values of the temperature of

surrounding air. Data are reltde1 to the conditions of icing above

the territory of the European USSa in autumnal, winter and spring

periods and cover altituae Kange to 8500 a. As can be seen from

graph/curve, relative intensity, reaching with temperatures from -5

to -100C high values (on rn orddz of 1-1.5 mm/km), sharply decreases

at temperatures lower tnan -15o, and, for example, for the isopleth,

06
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which corresponds to lo/o or cass, it is within the limits of

0.11-0.15 mm/km for a tempedzure range from -20. 1 to -250 C.

It should be noted tna the caaracter of curves on graph/curve

shows that the icing can occur dt very low temperatures of

surrounding air, apparently, up to -50 - -600 C, that also is

confirmed by actual observations in cumulonimkus clouds.

Three points (A, 8, ) separately plotted/applied on

graph/curve, correspond to tnzee actually observed cases of icing

under severe conditions. drueover point B is related to the case of

intense icing at temperdture traom -44 to -'460 C, which occurred at the

height/altitude of 8540 m in iligat of the aircraft of 11-18 above

Atlantic in section KaflaviK-Galirak on 5 October, 1961.

The duration of icing was auout 15 min.

The comparison of this graph/curve with the analogous ones,

which relate to water content or clouds (see Fig. 2. 1), shows that

the character of curves is close in both cases. However, it is

possible to assume that adta on liquid-water content in the range of

temperatures from 0 to -I 0OC are somewhat understated in comrarison

with the actually observed values ut icing intensity.

IL
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Another graph/curva e.q .d) illustrates the dependence of the

quantiles of the relative iiu4n intensity of different percentage on

the temperature of surrcuuaing .iir. For example, upper curved

graph/curve is 99o/o guantiie wnich shows that 990/o of cases for

each temperature range ot tne external of air the observed values of

relative intensity were lass tuan the values, correspondingj to this

curve. So, at temperatures or suirrounding air from -25 to -300C in

990/0 of cases of the value or reidtive intensity they did not exceed

0.2 mm/km.
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actual data. (4). extrapolateu isopleths.

Page 58.

Without submerging to tie aetdiled analysis of the led

graphs/curves, let us note thta taey for the first time establish

connection/communication Datwdau tae directly measured icing

intensity and by the temaparura oL surrounding air and they make it

possible to propose the standard conditions under which must be

checked the de-icing system or aircraft. Graphs/curves at the same

time show that if we are oriented to the maximum values of relative

intensity, natural condition test of icing they will require a very

large quantity of flights, ta&in into account small probability of

encountering the required conditions.
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Fig. 2.8. Dependence of ta, judutiles of relative icing intensity on
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Page 59.

One should also bear in ainu that in spite of a considerable

number of cases (887), tnis matuLAal it is related to the specific

geographical area and to tfte SPOCILiC period of time and therefore it

cannot pretend to the cCUpLwnU6nIVo completeness.

Is of practical interest tne establishment of the dependence

between the icing intensity oi iuuacator and wing of aircraft.

For this purpose wih tkae execution of experimental flights on

the aircraft of 11-14 ware cuxuucted thp simultaneous measurements of

the thickness of ice on stadLard indicator and it is direct on

leading wing edge in the sectija, thickness ratio in which composed

-15o/o, and chord length 3.1 a [ l1J. As a result was obtained the

graph/curve, given in Fiy. 2.1. Measurements were conducted in 12

flights. The form of ice in eaca tLight sharply was changed. that the

obtained dependence betbeen the icing intensity of indicator and wing

is valid for the majority ot tne conditions of icing. we will compare

the obtained experimentdi data bitn theoretical ones.

The icing intensity ol wing J,,, is expressed by the following

formula:

J E').KP.T'#,"" KP1.if")"V"" .11 tl ,
g, II,

6O%'
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Key: (1). memin.

where E,~.o.w ,M - dime soil s i.nt agral local coefficient of

settling near the critical point oz wing profile.

I 
r

LIM.

.13
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Fig. 2.9. Dependence betaeu. trie icing intensity of wing and standard

indicator.

Key: (1). Thickness of ice on wing in mm. (2). Thickness of ice on

indicator in mm.

Page 60.

Fig. 2. 10 gives thaoretical. Liependence 1-. ;)T041(1 VW4. and

on the mean radius ot drops rp for speed 270 ku/h. If

we disregard/neglect changes in thie coefficient of freezing for the

wing and the indicator, wiiica ulidergo icing under identical

conditions, then will be vaiiia the relation:

accepting p1 - 5j (as ta most frequen~tly encountered
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size/dimension of lro?-s) tau usla graph/curve in Fig. 2. 10, we will

obtain

_AP 0.52.

Let us turn again to Fig. e.9, from which it is evident that

until ice outgrowth substdntAaiiy uistorts form and geometric

dimensions of indicator, cn raidtion to the icing intensity of wing

to the icing intensity t Ila1CatOL does not exceed the limits of

0.46-0.48. This testifies auout tue satisfactory convergence of

experimental data with theoretical ones. Certain scatter of points on

graph/curve is explained md1uky Dy oscillaticns/vibrations in value F

rep. and also by errors oL oo~arvdtion. K

With large thicknesbes ot ice the given dependence between the

icing intensity of wing dau indicator no longer follows theory, since

wing profile and profile ot inuacator cease to be by the easily

streamlined bodies, and calculatious to them in this case are not

applied. An insufficient .uantity of points and their considerable

scatter does not make it posiaiae to confidently conduct curve

, with the thickness of ice of more than 60 mm.

In experimental fliyats aesiuts visual observations of the

increase of ice on wing and stanadrd indicator was conducted

continuous recording (taja recoraing) of the icing intensity of a

NEI-J
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rotating cylinder, which 4d tae Leceiving part of the special

instrument - the aircrazt aodtar o! icing (S 0) . The speed ot the

increase of ice for the r~td.Lng tound cylinder is expressed as

follows:r

(2.41

vher-3 J,, - an icing intensi~ty cf cylindler the mm/mn;

-integral complete coert.Lcent of settling.

NOWi
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2,3

0.6

0 f 2 3 4 56 7r~f

Fig. 2.10. Dependence ol r-ne zat, jral local coefficients of settling

for a wing and an indicatoi: on taa mean radius or drops.

Key: (1)..

Page 61.

Simultaneous measuzemntn i ttie fliqhts of values W, and

sizes/dimensions of drop~s (tndt MaUG it possible to calculate the

coefficient of settling 1,, it came to light/detected/xposed the

conformity of findings with~ taeoratical ones, and also the

satisfactoriness of the appiied methods for measuring of liquid-water

content and cloud micrcstructuce. k..ertain disagreement of the

measured icing intensity or cjiiiiiadzr with that calculated should be

related mainly due to tie aissum~..on ot the permanenit density of ic* .

a'I.L
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In the literature is giv da taw most varied information about a

maximally possible icing Intensity. Frequently in old prewar sources

it is possible to meet the niumerdl of 25 mm/min, true, given without

the indication of that, to wnadt diLcraft component it is related.

In order to determiixd, waicii in actuality possible maximum icing

intensity, let us turn anew to d4ta about the liquid-water content of

supercooled clouds and let us proauce the calculation of the rate of

formation of ice according to £ormula (2.3). In this case, taking

into account that with lacge liuia-water content and insufficient to

the low temperature of air treez, will all depositing on profile

water (coefficient of freezini p<?), let us explain the maximum

values of water content ot ciouua at temperature of air below minus

of 150 C.

From graph/curve in Fig. z.z it is evident that at the

temperature indicated in #90/0 UL cases the liquid-water content does

not exceed 0.5 g/m3 . However, tuis does not eliminate the much larger

values of water content ot clouas. In all known to the author

measurements (discussion dedis wita direct measurements with the aid

of instruments), water content tt clouds at temperatuLes of air of

lower than -150 C did nct exceea 2 g/m 3 (this value is not by the
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"instantaneous", but average for a period into several minutes).

Let us determine the icXing intensity of the wing of aircraft,

which flies with true airspeea bOu km/h. The integral coefficient of

settling drops near the critical point of wing Frofile with chord 3-5

a can be accepted, as thais tollows from graph/curve in Fig. 1.16

equal to 0.7. Water content or clouds let us accept 2 g/m3 and

densities of ice 0.8 g/cm3.

Then

0,7-600.2_ 17 . '. .
60.0,8

Key: (1). m/mmin.

As we see the obtained result so already it is not distant from

the numeral of 25 mm/min, given in prewar literature. One should,

true, note that the coefficient of freezing 0 for liven speed and

liquid-water content will ue at temperature of -150C substantial less

than unity which will lower the vaiue of intensity.

Page 62.

The given elementary calculation is shown, how high a rates of

formation of ice can be encuunterua in nature'.

I
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FOOTNOTE 1. For the author in numerous experimental flights it was

repeatedly necessary tc Lix/rLcura the intensity of icing (on

standard index) on the ciide or 4-J mm/min, and only twice it was

possible to observe in cumuioniwu6u cloudiness the intensity which

was 6-7 mm/min, that was avaiuated as especially severe conditions of

icing. However, in the case with aircraft "Vangard", to which already

they referred and which is aescriaed at the end of this chapter the

icing intensity of wing it reacnea, apparently, not less than 25

mm/min. ENDFOOTNOTE.

4. Forms of icing.

Up to now is absent the conventional classification of the forms

of icing. The difficulties or aeveiopment by clear, simple, and at

the same time sufficient precise and detailed classification will

become clear, if we rememaer entire diversity of the factors on which

depends the formation/educatiun of one or the other form of ice.

as proposed several aLrzerent classifications, but they in

majority their either are too compiicated for practical targets or

they were based on any si n/cc.teL.ion and do not cover all

characteristic features or one or the other fcrm of icing. The forms

E.1- -1
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of icing should be distinguisted uy the conditions for their

formation/education, the tozs or ace and by its distribution on the

wing profile of aircraft.

The observations, made uy tae author with the execution of

numerous flights under couaitions of icing on different dircratt

types, made it possible to estcaLso.ih/install [21] that different

forms of the icing encountrea in practice can be brought to the

following two bases whose emergence is connected with the presence in

the atmosphere of the suparcooiea water drops.

The icing of the fiLst torm is formed in the medium, which

contains the sufficiently majoz -upercooled ,Irops. This the form of

ice they call sometimes "pure/cea", "glassy", and also

"transparent", which is not eatiza.y accurate, since more frequently

is formed semitransparent ice. dy the characteristic feature of this

form of icing is the consiaeracuke propagation ot ice crust along the

airfoil chord of the wing or a&rcrdft, i.e., the large width cf

capture ice of profile. In ,his case directly on quite leading edge

is formed the uneven ice outyruwta, in form which reminds the flat

trough whose edge they ard directat at certain angle toward the

incident airflow (Fig. .11). In the sections of profile, distant

from leading edge, appears the tainner layer of rough, uneven ice,

that is spread at a distance or .U-300 mm and more along chcrd.

Ai
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Ice accumulation on large wiath and emergence of U-shaped" ice

outgrowth can be explained as tollows.

As was shown, major aropi are little deflected/diverted by the

airflow which flows around aaou tae body and because of this deposit

on larger in width the sectioa oz surface, than small/fine drops.

However, besides in additioa to tais large role it plays the

spreading of drops on boay surtace. the process of the freezing of

major drops is accompanied Dy tne liberation of a considerable

quantity of latent heat or LusluA. If in this case the temperature of

air too not low and heat excaaage with the enviLonment occurs then

not rapidly, drops will ireze aoL immediately. Deposited on the wing

surface, major drop under tne action of airflcw before freezing will

spread on certain surface. sowever, small/fine drop is displaced

insignificantly, and it freezes al±ost instantly. The spreading of

major drops and their fzeaing at certain dlistance from leading edge

it will cause with the execution o the flight of aircraft in the

medium where predominate ajor urops, more intense increase of ice on

the edges of profile, that also will lead to the emergence of

characteristic "U-shaped" ice outgrowth.

Sometimes is explainea tnu Lormation/education of this form of
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ice outgrowth by the effect u nu kinetic heating of the wing

surface and by the positive t-mijsature in the zone of its leading

edge. In this case of drop (iLye/coarse and small/fine) they will

flow on upper and over prassuLa side of profile into the sections of

wing more distant from ledaing edge with minus temperature, on which

will occur their freezing. However, this does not explain the

emergence of the "U-shaed" rorm ot ice in ilight at speeds 200-300

km/h, when heating the wiag urtace virtually can be

disregarded/neglected (wita suftUciently low temperature of

surrounding air).

Color and specific weight of ice is determined by the conditions

for its formation/education. Tua spreading cf drops it leads to the

fact that with freezing Letween iearate drops barely remains air

bubbleL. Because of this is tormea dense semitransparent ice, which

possesses the greatest coatsive zorce with the surface of aircraft.

The specific weight of this Ice - 0.6-0.9 g/cm 3 .

Thus the formation/education of the first form of icing must

occur with the specific reiatiousn.Lp of the temperature of the

external air and temperature ot tne surface of aircraft and with

predominance in air of the surLiciently major supercooled drops

(practice confirms this). The described form of icing most strongly

affects a change in the aaiodyudmic characteristics of aircraft.
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Fig. 2.11. Schematic diagrda ot two basic forms of icing.

Key: (1). form.

Page 64. -

The icing of the second tori appears in flight in the clouds,

which contain the small/tine supezcooled drops, or the mixture of

small/fine drops and ice crystals. This form of icing is called

sometimes "mixed", and also -opdque" or "dull", which is not also

entirely accurate, since is colu; can be different.

The form of icing 1ndicdted is formed in entire temperature

range of icing and sufficiently soLidly it floats of aircraft.

Sometimes in this case icing has uutwatdly well expressed crystalline

structure and then it is cdiled "rime" or "crystal" ice. (One ought

I
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not to forget that the intaradi structure of ice on all forms of
I

icing is always crystal, a~u, ±1 speak "amorphous" ice or "crystal",

then in this case they De±i. Ini wina only its appearance).

The characteristic teatue ot the second fcrm of icing is ice

accumulation in a compaLdyivsiLy uaLrow section of the wing leading

edge, near its leading eujc. In tuis case ice outgrowth in the

majority of the cases at iit has tapered form. Opacity and

considerably smaller speciiic weigat of ice (0.2-0.6 g/CM3 ) are

explained by the fact tnac te smail/fine drops rapidly freze,

barely spreading over tne wian suztace, retaining the form of

balls/spheres, in consejuence ot which this torm of icing contains

many smallest air bubbles. ine pkasence in cloud of the ice crystals,

which fall to the wing surrace tmgether with the supercooled drops,

contributes to the almost instantaeous freezing of the latter.

From those examineu L two evidently icing the first form is

large danger for an airciarm. is encountered it less often than a

second. Frequently occurs intermeuiate type icing, which approaches

either the first or the second toza.

in special flights on tae dircraft of Il-14 (total number of

observations - 93) the icing or tne first form appeared into 12.9o/o

of cases, second form - iuto 54.do/o and intermediate type icing -

Ii
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into 32.3o/o. According to tati statistical data about the icing jets,

obtained from crews, iCe oL tae raICSt form i~s encountered

approximately into 30o/o ozi c4sc-.

Besides two forms ot warup' icing, known also icing in the for.

of hoarfrost, i.e., the liynht £itiuy crystalline coating, which

appears as a result of wdtoL vdjpor sublimation. The

formation/education of hudctrust ou surface in tlight is usually

insignificant according to its sizs/dimensions. But it is necessary

to remember that the hcatrrost, wa.,ch was being formed on the surface

of aircraft during its stdndiag on the earth/ground is serious

danger. If we the deposit ot hoarrrost do not remove from the surface

before the takeoff, then they cdii lead to serious consequences in

flight.

Fig. 2.11-2.14 gives d.1Jdaramedtic representations ot two basic

forms of icing, and also k~aotoyrdpaing of ice outgrowths.

L:
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Page 65.

Fc is f-j 2j4

Fig. 2.12. Ice accumular-in, ci~ to first form of icing on sight

indicator, established/instdile on aircraft of 11-12.

Fig. 2.13. Ice outgrowti, skiLr OLL from wing leading edge.

Fig. 2.1L4. Ice outgrowtn, spi..t uti: from thin profile (icing of first

form).

Page 66.

5. Short descriptions of separate Llights tinder conditions of iciny.

Is of practical in east tne uescription of several examplo-s of

aircraft icing which was oDsarved .Ln experimental ones, and also in
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usual, scheduled flights.

Example 1. 17 April. 195d aircraft Tr-104 during the execution of

experimental flight in dada J. NOvosibirsk it met the icing of large

intensity. The target ot rignt c.x~sisted in testing of tha de-icizig

system of aircraft. Synojpric s£.Luation is represented in Fig. 2.15.

Flight was conducted in cumuloniwous cloudiness of secondary cold

front at the height/altituua OL IdU0 m at temperature of surrounding

air from -5 to -60 C. The .jeeeu ot aircraft according to instrument

was 400 km/h.

ZV
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&AA*.AA - xrCwn tJ'":h~)u 6)
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-T W - , . "',t) IHm (5)

Fig. 2.15. Synoptic of siturLon in 15 hours crn 17 April, 1958.

Key: (1). Krasnoyarsk. (z). Njvjs.uirsk. (3). Pavlodar. (4).

Semipalatinsk. (5) . Con ventona.A. utsignations. (6). Cold front. (7).

occluded front. (8). lc pressure. (9). increase in pressure. (10).

snow shower. (11). rain. (1z.j, kessure drop. (13). Secondary cold

front.

Page 67.
.1v
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For a while in the yain~iny of flight icing intensity on

standard indicator osciidau. in tt~e limits of 1.5-2.5 mm/mmn, but

then sharply increased and It dcuieved 6 mm/mmn (for three minutes

the thickness of ice on uuicitoL~ incrEased by 18 mm) . Under these

conditions on unheated dircrazt cowponents wa4 observed the rapid

increase of ice. On the iauiany bages of wing and tail units in the

connected de-icinq system ice wds not formed. At the same time as a

result of the runoff of tae drors of moisture from entering edge on

profile on it beyond the .iuuiz .L the warmed zone was formed

so-called "barrier ice". i'o. outcrop from the zcne of icing the speed

was increased to 650 km/h. At tai~i speed ice de-scended with all

aircraft components durinj z win.

Example 2. The same aiLtcLrat of Tu-104 on 21 April, 1958,

with the execution of ex~emimeiit... flight, intersecting occluded

front (Fig. 2.16), met Lc.Anj in Intensity more than 7 mm/rin. In the

zone of occluded front it wcas uJJeLved the development of

cumulonimbus cloudiness dnu ciLouduursts with thunderstorms.
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Ye)J708h,t o9&3aqmuq (5)

* ,, - mel7hm! OOH OWP'A/0O34'LI0?

If - ,fu3%oe JabneAue ?
V - AuIHe5W#e MOWaA'

IT - nG3,eHe1' IdAfeHu3 .9 '

- w~b, - myMLFI (/Q.'

- epG3a 0/3)
-YvY - AOna~bbIU OPON17 (14/)

Fig. 2.16. Synoptic situation in 1:) hours on 21 April, 1958.

Key: (1) . Smolensk. (2). liuscow. (3) . Vitebsk. (4) . Miinsk. (5).

Convintional desiqnaticus. to Luw- movk-.,en t f ront. (7). warm
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occluded front. (8). lcw IjLtzssur. (9). shower precipitation. (10).

incidence/drop in pres--ui:,. (11j/ warm secondary front. (12).

fog/mist. (13). thundersto.jw. (14). Cold front. (15). secondary coild

front.

Page 68.

To west from Minsk was arrcu~ydd/located the section ot warm

front and the low-pressuLe tcuuyqi connected with it which caused

cloudy weather with widespeadia Ldun

The contrast of the teuapeAtua~e of air masse s, divided by

occluded front, compos~a ik o. juJ m, 30C - on 1500 mn, but at higher

levels, it is more than skjuu i, occludei front- in temperature field

it was no* outlined.

'The zero isotherm was tcra~ijea/.Locat!ed, approximately/exemplarily,

between 500 and 1000 m, but dt tua height/altitude of 3000 m the

temperature of air rpaCn~ed tZOa -J to -1 10C; therefore at

heights/altitudes from Juui to iooi, m in the layer ot cloudiness of

this front it was possirmie to expect intense icing and bumping of

aircraft.

Flight was conducteu at tau naights/altitudes of 2000-21400 m,
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with indicated airspeed 40u Km/u, at temperature of surrounding air

from -8 to -11 0 C with constdnaty connected deicer of aircraft and

engine.

At first icing intensity in tne average was 2 mm/min, in this

case the aircraft periodicaiiy entered into cloudiness and left it.

1dnder these conditions wds oDseiv%. the flowing in of moisture and

ice formation in the unneated sections of keel and stabilizer, and

also on the external suit ce or tna air intakes of engines. Ice was

formed also on the nose/ieauiLug euge of the air intake left-side

engine which did not have tue inrensive heating. iing remained free

from ice.

After 10 min of flignt 14 Lae cumulonimbus cloudiness the icing

intensity sharply rose. Aztzr J ia.n of flight the thickness of ice on

indicator increased by zz em, i.e., icing intensity tor this time

interval achieved 7.3 mm/nan. Tue temperature of siirrounding air

composed -11 0 C. Flight -jeeu was iacreased to 600 km/h according to

instrument; however, ice on, some surfaces of aircraft remained up to

outcrop from the zone or icing. 'uither with the set of aircraft

altitude left the cloudiness, a£ter which ice was distant from all

aircraft components and ~a4gine.

After fitting/landing witn inspection were discovered the
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considerable damages of two bLddes of input guide ring and fouL

blades of the first ccmkesbor btije on the engine which was not

equipped by the improvea dt-icing system. These damages were the

consequence of the incidence/imyiijement of ice into engine'.

FOOTNOTE 1. On the basis oi tae Lesults of these tests the de-icing

system of power plants was improvau on all aircraft of Tu-104.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

Example 3. On 24 April, 19o0, was conducted experimental

flight on the aircraft ot An-lU ILI area, situated on 200-300 km more

northeastern than the Prkamian jI*LiOd. Flying area was located on the

periphery of vast cyclcac near rn occluded front (according to the

type of warm front), whica uiiaes the masses of more warm arid colder

continental air (Fig. 2.17).

Page 69.

In warm air mass was observea dLtocum'Ilus and featherlike cloudiness,

in cold - stratocumulus and rdin, in places fell snow. Fall under

conditions of icing, in essence, it was carried out in the third (of

four levels) from the edzra's suzxice clcud layer. The clouds were

optically dense, but thfna. sriuctuLe was mixed, in them snow fell.

The power/thickness of clous uu cill four levels was small, as a
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rule, it did not exceed zju m. icing intensity oscillated from 0 to

1.6 mm/min.

Fig. 2.18 gives the grajn/curve of a change in the icing

intensity J and thickness o ic i in the standard indicator of

icing, used in test fliguts u k.0osNI GVF (see Fig. 2.6). The

thickness of ice on indicator is measured with the aid of dowel with

divisions, and icing inteasity i calculated as the increase in the

thickness of ice, in reterence to time (AL/At mm/min)corresponding to

gap/interval.

Aircraft entered into the zone of icing at the height/altitude

of 3500 m with the switcied ar t diicers of wing and tail assembly.

The temperature of surroundain a composed minus of 80 C; indicated

airspeed - 450 km/h.

*1

- I -
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Fig. 2.17. Synoptic situation uu e4Api, 1960.

Key: (1). Permnian perioa. (z). Sivard).ovsk. (3). It is Aktyubinsk.

(4i). Kuybyshev. (5) . KustiLudy. to) . conventional designations. (7).

low pressure. (8) . low-mouility rront. ().occluded front.

Page 70.

It is characteristic that in this flight were formed ice, close to

the first form (semitranbpaLeant uneven with the large width of
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deposit along profile - F'ig. 1.19I). This immediately affected a

decrease in the velocity u . ive4. Llight. With the thickness of ice

on indicator of approximately 2U) mw indicated airspeed (during the

constant/invariable mode ut ojie~arion of engines) fell by

approximately 40 km/h.

Example 4. in fligat oh~ Apkil, 1960, the aircraft of An-lO

met the conditions of icing .1" Pet-%ctkec;fA6 area in the environs of

Lenin grad.

Plying area was locadtwd on taie northwestern periphery of small

cyclone in the zone of occluaaa Lront (Fig. 2.20) . In flight was

observed multila yer clouainess £trzdtoculnul us and altocumu lus; in

majority its it had the m.Lxea staucture, from did not fall the snow.
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(1) wa M bo

0 C 0 0 5 0 3

Fig. 2. 18. Diagram of icing intensity and curve of the deperidence o~f

the thickness of ice, cciistruc.rau dccording to data of indicator in

flight on 2(4 April, 196C.

Key: (1). mm/mmn. (2) . mIii hour. j3) . time.

Fig. 2.19. Ice accumulatin IL 3action of wing between fuselage and

second engine.
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Page 71.

tb flight under conditicns oL icing is passed at the height/altitude

of 3000 a, at indicated airspeeu 150-380 km/h and temp.arature of

surrounding air from -1U ;o -L11. Icing intensity on indicator

maximally reached 3 mm/min (Fig. .21). The time of the continuous

determination of aircraxt anui. conditions of icing in intensity 2

mm/min and was more 10 min. ice was formed intermediate form, closer

to the first torm.

All deicers were ccuai1cted erior to the entrance into

cloudiness. In spite of tuis, occurred considerable ice formation on

the tail assembly and tue Lii zntdres of engines&.

FOOTNOTE 1. On aircraft tasted can of the versions of experimental

de-icing system. Series-Irooauced deicing system,

established/installed on tnf aiicraft An-10, is distinguished by high

effectiveness and provides ezotuction from icing under the assigned

conditions.

Flow of moisture from the heated sections of the noses of the tail
unit and the air intakes of the engines and the formation of
barrier ice were also observed, during the operation of the
de-icers.

.77
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Fiq. 2.20. Synoptic situdt.ion on 25 April, 1960.

Key: (1) . Petrozavodsk. (2) . sztocKaolul. (3) . Leningrad. (4) .

Kaliningrad. (9) . Voronezsi. (uoj * onvetional designations. (7) . low

pressure. (8) . coli front. j . Low-mobility front.

WWWM&W~d w[
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Page 72.

After 20 min of flgat unu~eL conditions of icing with the

working de-icing system tua sieu uf aircraft decreased by 50-60

km/h, which reluired for ratdixuiag/preserving/maintaining the speed

transition to higher engaie juwer rating (on 150 on control lever of

the fuel consumption).

Example of 5. Experimentai right, carried out on 9 May, 1961,

on the aircratt of Tu-104, 3.n ptrod with 16 hours of 35 min to 19 V

hour of 35 min on route Moscuw - Sverdlovsk, passed within the

cyclone which had two cqnrt -s (kiy. 2.22). One center of this cyclone

15 hours was arranged/located in Lrea Moscow and, etc. - in area g.

of Kazan. From the center, loca ae in area of Kazan, southwards is

passed secondary cold fcat, aao Lo the southeast - occluded front.

in different places of cycione was noted shower precipitation. The

considerable region ot jr [cij4iticn was arranged/located before the

occluded front, and frontal clouiness reached Sverdlovsk. 21 Hours

both cyclone centers merged into one, and the occluded front and its I,

region of precipitation and ciuuu±in4ss they were displaced to the

northeast.
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Thus, flight consiaeraD±La timne passed under cozrditions of

occluded front.

Icing was encountered Id houz.s of 17 min in area of Yanaul in

cirrus clouds at the he.ignt/aitrlruae of 7700 m at temperature of

surrounding air from -3, to -350 C. The speed of aircraft according

to instrumgnt was 550 kuyia.
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Page 73.

105 /010 101 go.

F'/09008 ~ ~ qd,

40' J00 0

'the conventioiual uesi.'jndtions.

~- warm front.

AA*- cold front.

~- occlucLad front.

-shower precipitdtion.

ic-low pressure.

IT- pressure drop.
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0/0

400 50- 6) 6q0- 717 0

fhe conventional (esigadtions.

H-low pressure.

~-occluded front.

-drop of pressure.

-thunderstorm.

t- cloud of different tous

7 - shover precipitation.

Fig. 2.22. synoptic situdtion jz& I May, 1961.

a) for 15 hours; t) for 21 hours.
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Key: (1) . Moscow. (2). zvidilovsK. (3). Omsk.

Page 74.

Icing was short-term 2-3 miii ozrn Lntensity of 0.2-0.3 mm/min. Ice in

the form of white dense coatina. iubsequently the flight was

conducted at the heights/di.tiLudes of 7500-6200 m and at indicated

airspeed 410-450 km/h.

For a second time dircraLt nL the zone cf icing at the

height/altituda of 6500 m at L~wpeature of surrounding air -230 C in

altocumulus clouds. The auiart.Lou oi icing was even shorter-term and

it composed only of 30 i.

However, icing intziansiy Leacned 6-7 mam/min (on indicator was

formed ice with a thickness -- j of mm).

The examined case Ls Lnzazzst1ng that this icing occurred at

high altitudes in cirrus ciou6 am ( at very lcw temperatures of

surrounding air.

Example of 6. On 5 0crocr, 1961, in flight througa Atlantic

Ocean in the section of K;tiavil - Halifax the aircraft of 11-18

underwent prolonged intense ic.inj at the height/altitude of
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approximately/exemplarily cid00 w at very low temperature ot

surrounding air from -44 tu -4oO (.. True flight speed was loOO-620

km/h. For 15-13~ minutes ct coariauLous icing on wing was formed ice in

thickness approximately 50 mm.

The analysis of suric~d (ia-y. 2.23) and high-altitude (Fig.

2. 24) weather map shows tar tite ,~cing occurred into that

moment/torque when aircraft aestmrea into the upper part of the

cumulonimbus cloud, which was Liaing formed in the zone of cold front.

This was on the anticyclcnic siai ut the jet stream where in this

case they were observed LOAr iateral horizontal wind shears and wind

shears along flow. The speed oi. a=-d wind reached 180 kml/h.

Icing intensity in LecalculdtJion on the indicator of icing was

5-6 mm/min. In this case dverajw/m~an water content of clouds reached

approximately 0.5 g/m3.

Example 7. on 6 Octot;r, 19bl, passenger turboprop aircraft

"Vanguard" of English ccap~duy Vk.A, M~adrid completed voyage - London,

underwent during The cliwb to dxtremely intense icing. on this case

which deserves detailed dascrijption, it was ccmmunicated at

international conference a" taie erublem of icing [41].

Aircraft icing occurred uauei: conditions of the standing wave
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before warm front, which dare approaching Madrid (Fig. 2.25). Data of

radiosounding of upper air ai.uve Madrid, Lisbcn and claret showed

that on 6 October, 1961, tliv LLoulttl system was continuous and it had

vertical extent approximaraly/axamplarily to 9000 m. it isL

characteristic that this day the two additional turboprop aircraft

"Viscount" of company VEA trn4y "it under the conditions of intense

icing.

Large icing intensity wds, onwiously, the conseqluence of the

formation/education of the ziuw or mountain waves ind orographic

uplift (icing occurred dLnove asiarra-de-Guadarrama mountains). To an

increase in the icing intarsity contributed also the fact that the

icing occurred near point ot occin.sion.

Page 75.

Aircraft icing I'Vaiiyudrd", waich was continuing for 10-15 min,

occurred in the climb ia ,cia approximately/ex'pmplarily, between

2000 and 4200 m at temFerature ozr surrounding air from -10 to -120 C.

According to evidence or crew members, as a result of icinq ice

was formed on spinners (in water ut rings) with a thicKness of 50-75

mm in the individual sections~ ot Tae lower wing surface after the

warmed zone (in the form or the ice outgrowths of the irregular form
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with a height/altitude ct 100-1:)0 um) . Furthermore, icing underwent

the unheated end sections oi. w.Ii, in particular, section in the left

navigation light where the tuicfAess of ice achieved 25O mm, and also

lateral glass of flight WdCK. FOut/leadling q;lass remained free fromr

ice.

Unheated leading wing adja in the section between the fuselage

and inboard engines and tdit dssnwly, unexamnined from flig~ht deck,

obviously, were also coverieu wirn L*ce of considerable thickness.

zk
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The conventiondl dasijitations.

B-high pressure.

* - low pressure.

* V -shower precipitatiun.

-cold front.

-warm front.

-five-scale cloudiness, wind 4i-6 r/s.
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Fig. 2.23. Synoptic situatiun 1u It) hours on 5 October, 1961l.

Key: (1). Keflavik. (2). 6UCdr--1UL of aircraft of 11-18 during icing.

(3) . Newfoundland.

Page 76.

As showed later tests ozL aircrirt "Vanguard" conducted under

conditions icing, and also investigation on model airplane, thickness

of ice on the leading wing-root edge could reach 200 mm. According to

data of experiments ice cn tac taxii assembly was formed and was

discarded periodically; however, its maximumi thickness could be 730

a.

Icing underwent also the uriprotected numerous projecting

elements/cells of aircratt.

The air intakes of engisies, ajpparently, remained free from ice,

which is confirmed by tue ansence of any abnormalities in the

operation of enqir.es.

Aircraft bqgan the ciimu in nominal engine power rating and
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indicated airspeed 315 Km/h (figj. 1.26). Upon the entrance into the

zone of icing operated/actudttou t-ne signal indicator, and crew

included/connected the de-icing system of aircraft. As a result of

icing. which continued ror IU-1ti Lain, the vertical velocity oft

aircraft continuously deccedsea aau at height/altitude of

approximately 5000 mn fe&i. to zezo aespite the fact that the pilot

changed engine power ratiag to tateoff, striving to break cicuds and

to leave the zone of icing. inaicated airspeed up to this

moment/torque decreased to eIU-i-dU km/h app'aared the strong agitation

of separation character suichi was perceived on controls.
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40. o0 0

Ihe conventiona.L (siquakions.

-low pressure.

~"-14-16 a/s.

V-24-26 rn/s.

Fig. 2.24. Upper-air chdrL &r-Juoh mb. in 15 hours on 5 October, 1961,

(H=9000 m).

Pagje 77.

OW
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Icing was discontinued, oa p.iot it was it was forced to transter

aircraft to the mode/conuitiLona ot reduction. At the height/altitude

of 4270 m the flight coatiuuea iLn takeoff engine power rating, with

the connected de-icing bystas; trub airspeed of aircraft at this

height/altituda Lwas 410 xa/n, waica to 235 km/h is less than the

flight speed of aircraft unue. raase conditions in the absence of

icing.

ice from aircraft iiovd away completely only after the

flight/spanI Of claret (pprxiaateiy/exewplarily third of path),

after which the de-icing si-tewn wd6 switched oft, and aircraft, after

collecting height/altituue ot dejpzoximately 6000 mf, is continued

flight in the normal moue of tae. work of engines and cruising flight

speed.
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(5r)
/CmonoemMue\ ff

do peMA ofedeA'en -

The conventioaa uesiynations.

AA- cold front.

1f- low pressure.

- high pressure.

A - occluded front.

Fig. 2.25. Synoptic situaciou in 15 hours on 6 October, 1961.
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Key: (1). London. (2). Pazis. (J). Bilbao. (4). Madrid. (5). Location

of aircraft "Vanguard" auriiiq icii g.

Page 78.

As showed analysis, Uterloration in the aircraft performance as

a result of icing it rejuireu n icrease in the power/thickness of

engines more than to 40c/o (ILa cowearison with the required power of

level flight at the heiyur/altitudi of 4270 m at indicated airspeed

330 km/h and C, =0.82)

Fig. 2.27 gives the poiar6 or uniced and iced up aircraft. As

can be seen from graph/curve, tie urag coefficient of aircraft c at

the height/altitude of zlu m, ixaicated airspeed 330 km/h and ,

=0.82 it increased by 0.UJ2. ouo/O of this drag increment were caused

by ice accumulation in ChICKLIc-eS to 200 mm on the unheated leading

wing-root edges, 15o/o - uy icing of the tail assembly. The others

25o/o are caused by the icin ut tne lower surface of wing, and also!I
different unheated airczaLt couioftents.

In the opinion of tirm "Vicjars Armstrong", the reason for the

emergence of thp agitatioa or aiLcraft (buffeting) at speed 270-280

km/h was the icing of rcct o. tue wing between the fuselage and

inboard engines and tail dssemb.ies.
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The examined case wita aiLcrdzt "VAnguard" shows that are

possible the extremely severe cunuitions of icing, although the

probability of their metiitr1k I, very small.

As showed calculaticrs, Liquiu-water content in this case was,

approximately/exemplariiy, o time6 of more than the maximum

calculated value of liquau-water content, accepted on English

standards, and it compLIseJ, aptLoximately/exemplarily, 3-4 g/m 3 with

the diameter of droplets 20-4u p. As the basis of calculation was

assumed the maximum thickness oL ice, which was being formed on

unheated endinq of the lett noai wing and reached 250 mm.

Fxample of 8. On 31 JanuaLy, 1963, the aircraft of I-18, which

fulfilled training flignts in tne adverse weather conditions (landing

approaches) in airport zoue vauruvo airport at the height/altitude of

400 m, long time was fcuLa unueL cunditions of icing.

(I
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CU uimriaR Gwfpaguo45

C6 0'.rj,~ op7, a

33 to 00 1 300 400 500~

* Fig. 2.26. Fligjht profile of thie aircraft "Vanguard" on (3 October,

1961.

Key: (1) . Nm. (2) . km/h. k3J . L:/min. (4) . rn/s. (5) . Severe vibration.

(6) .Began icing, start or arnti-.k.cinq systc~m. (7) . IcingJ. (8).

*Sierra-de-Guadarrama. (9) . d1auL.Ld. (10) . Burgos. (11). Bilbao.

Page 79.

Flight was conducteu wita Jo aours to 21 hours. in th~is perico1

of time area Moscow was iucatau aauer the effect of destructive

ridge, and then under the eztect or weakly exFressed trough and

secondary warm front fF.19 . e.zd) torming in it. Trough was directed

from the cyclone, locateu in aied of Vinnitsa. Warin Secondary front

18 hours passed southeast Moscuw iin the direction: Kaluya, Serpukhov,

Set. Kurovskaya, Vladiffir. tjeroie the front werp observed the mists,

* and into the Set. Kublnaxa dad vaitrov -tog/mist. Front slowly was
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moved in the northwestein dLa=crtoLL. In the zcne of front and before

it occurred the formatiuu/:ducdtiou of the cloudiness ot lower deck

with lower boundary of luu-.Au m, while 20 hours in Moscow, st.

Chkalovskoy, Bykovo, NaooLui,.K, .ett. Vnikovo, sett. Kubinka and

Mozhaysk snow fell.

According to data oi ,irLdzt soUi(dig into Vnukovo airport 15

hours stratocumulus cloju. were oujerved at the heights/altitudes of

700 m and 1100-1500 m aud ditocIuAIus clouuis - at the

heights/altitides of 45;L-,6d0 m.

Durinq sounding the teWueLdture of air in the earth's surface

was equal - 100 C, at tat neijuLt/aititude of 400 m - 120 C, at the

height/altitud? of 1000 w - P C aiid at the height/altitude of 3000 M

- 120 C. Aircraft icing, )1OLULy, occurred in cloudiness, under the

layer of the inversion whost ,ow-r bou.nliry was found at the

height/altitude of 400 w. LoWeL ooundary of cloudiness 17 hours was

found at the height/altitat jL JJO im and 21 hours was

dropped/omitted to 120 i. iie ckiauinoss of 10 alls, humidity in

oeriod with 15 hours tc z1 oiios iacreased frcm 86 to 91o/o.

I4
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- - - ) I+I5 7

ig2.7Fi . 2.28.,f §e3 ffdl. - ] j,

Fig. 2.27. Polars of aiczatt "Vanjuard".

Key: (1) . without ice. j2) . wia ace.

Fig. 2.28. Synoptic sitdatii.n in /O hours cn 31 JanuaLy, 1963.

Keys (1) Dmitrov. (2) V. .jAiL . (3) Chkalovskaya. (4) foscow. (5)

Sus' Khrustad [?]. (6) A(UDInIKd. (l) nazhaysk. (8) Vnukovo. (9)

3ykovo. (10) Kurovskaya. (11) Narorominsk. (12) Serpukhov. (13)

Kaluja. (14) Tula.

A
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Page 80.

Fig. 2.29. Icing of nos-_/iLead.La .3dge of center secticn of aircraft

ot Il-18 in unheated seLWiun Detween air intake at air-air radiator

and fuselage.

Fil. 2.30. Icing of lamplcduogy ot cockpit ot -aircraft, of 11-18.

Page q1.
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Fig. 2.29 and 2.30 Qapilc jnoto Of the root parts of wing and .

forepart/nose aircraft ccwjpoiiea. in the unheated section of the

center section between tusedLae dauI air intake ot air-air radiator

entire wing leading edgrz vas cvver~d with ice with a thickness of

30-35 mm, the width cf cai~tuirc b~a 150-200 mm. on the frames ot four

front/leading glass of COC~piV_ wa formad the layer of ice with a

width of 30-40 mm and witna dtiiICKness of 50-95 mm. The considerable

layer of ice (15-20 mm) w.as aiso aiLsc'vrred on the frontal surfaces

of the unheated elements oi russ: ide construction, and also on

front/leading and basic lading year struts.

6. Some hints in accor.dnce, wita tne execution of flights under

conditions of icing.

In conclusion let us pro-seat several hints to pilot, which will

aid it correct to be orieut.du z ia to avoid the zones of most

dangerous icing.

with preparation and executi.on of flight it is necessary to

focus attention on the toiiuwiiiy tdcts:

1. Under what syno~ti.cal conditions is passed the route of
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flight? In uniform air mass, with the intersection of the fronts or

along front?

2. At what heights/titituues are found upper and lower

boundaries of clouds?

3. How is distributed temperature of surrcunding air on

heights/altitudes and waere pas isotherms 00 C and -100 C.

Most frequently the zoae ot icing is arranged/located between

these isotherms.

4. If flight is conaducr-ea in clouds ot uniform air masses

(laminar, stratocumulus, cumulus and cumulonimbus), it is necessary

to consider that most inatense ciny occurs in upper part of these I
clouds.

In this case upper ooun.adr oi stratus and stratocumulus clouds

rarely exceeds 2000 m, at the saise time the extent (on horizontal) of

the zone of icing in these ciouas can be very large.

5. If from stratus ana stratocumulus clouds falls considerable

precipitation in the form or snow, icing intensity in these clouds

occurs weak or icing is asat. iL precipitation does not fall at all
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or they fall in the form or tat supercooled drizzle, icing intensity

can be the average and evu yreartr.

6. In cumulus andi cuwulaimnus clouds of uniform air masses

icing of large intensity cia ae i-ucountered at heiqhts/altitudes of

2000-3500 m. In this case tne tdperature of surrounding air can be

considerably below -100 t.. Upper buundary of the cumulonimbus clouds

can exceed 4000 m.

Is most intense icing in zne cumulonimbus and cumulus clouds in

spring and autumn pericds ul year.

Page 82.

7. In nimbostratus waL&-,ron clouds frequently most intense

icing is observed in their lower pdrt where water content of clouds

and size/dimension of drcps in majority of cases greatest. If warm

front is not accompaniea oy tne positive temperatures in the lower

part of cloud system, tnEa inezsected it should be at the laryest

possible height/altitude.

But if behind front begins warm air with positive temperature in

lower part cloudiness, tnan zona oL icing behind front can be located

on middle, and sometimes and in upper part clcud system - high zero
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isotherm. In this case tne Liqnt the front should be carried out at

low altitudes, where the tezprdture of air is positive.

8. Is most dangerous icluj in freezing rain, oy most frequently r
connected with warm frcnt. icna atensity in freezing rain is very

large. If aircraft meets Lreez±ny Ldin, then this means that the

superincumbent cloud layers anv positive temperature. Therefore the

rapid climb can derive adicraxt tuom dangerous zone.

9. If warm front is cndrdaLtrized by heavy precipitation in the

form of snow and powerful/taicK vtLtical development of cloudiness

(to 6000-8000 m), icing in ciouu4 oither is absent or, as a rule, it

has weak intensity.

10. If warm front is cnaradcerized by precipitation in the form

of weak snow or drizzles nad its cloudiness does not have

considerable vertical deveiopwant, then in clcuds is observed icing

of large intensity. In this case irequently is formed transparent ice

of U-shaped form, which most suarpiy makes flight aircraft

guality/fineness ratios worse.

11. In cumulonimbus coiu-Lont clouds icing can be very intense.

Is most intense icing in tiie uppdL part of the cloudiness. Therefore

intersected front shculd u etrner hiqher than the clouds or, if this
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is impossible, at the low aitituda6; it is necessary to keep in mind

that the icing in these ciouas cdfl occur at very low temperatures of

surrounding air.

Z1:
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Page 83. j

Chapter III.

PROTECTION OF AIRCRAFT ANDL dti.CJPTER FROM1 ICING.

1. Safety methods from iciuiy.

All existing safety mthuas ut aircraft (helicopters) and their

power plants from icing cdL1 au. avided into fcur groups:

1. Mechanical methods.

2. Physicochemiical s.atious.

3. Thermal methods.

4. Combined methods.

The essence of the LiL~t jzoup of methods consists in the

mechanical removal of the yeaeratrix of ice on the shielded aircraft
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components. One of such meauoas was widely used during the years

1935-1950 for protection trom tae icing of wing and tail assembly,

but then it was gradually extruaed/excluded more advanced.

On some types of foie*piq aircraft this method is applied at

present.

Let us examine briet.y tnz operating principles of the

mechanical deicer indicdtae, u.ticted schematically on Fig. 3.1. On

the leading edge of wing (uu tdiAi ssembly) are installed rubber

protectors, which with switcned oiL deicer fit wing skin. Protectors

have the longitudiaial cuamuers/caweras whose quantity can be

different. The compressea air initially enters the middle

chamber/camera of protectoi waica are blcwn in and breaks ice formed

near leading edge. Then air is released from the middle

chamber/camera and is supjiieu iu&tu lateral ones, which, being

inflated, break down ice in tue lateral secticns of nose/leading

edge. After this air it is Leleasea from lateral chambers/cameras,

and cycle is repeated. Inis alternating filling of the

chambers/cameras of protectors witu air leads to the breaking of ice

into pieces and dropping "y its adi flow.

For low-speed aircraft the ae-icing system indicated upon its

timely inclusion provided sdtizactory protection in the majority of
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the conditions of icing Iiaet ini Liiyht. However, duringj the rapid

increase of ice (its esptckdi.y sowe of forms) Frotectors proved to

be insufficiently effectivid.

Page 84.

A fundamental shortcoming ia tii..s .iystc-m is the disturbance/breakdown

of the lift-drag ratios ct wiiig dadU tail assembly, called by a change

in the form of the leading eaoe ot an airfoil profile during bulging

of protectors. This shcrtcomiuq iwi&ts the use/application of deicers

in some flight condition5 (un tdtxMuft, landing) and it makes from

virtually unsuitable fcr coirexporary high-speed aircraft.

rn spite of the acted shorrcotmings, to which should be added

another possibility of tne lxiut damage of protectors, this system,

developed in 1930 by Amtar4.dn researchers S. Geer and 1. Scott, it

played in its time positive role dtud was the actually first de-icing

A ~system which considerably idisteu safety and regularity of IFR

flights.

The physicoch-.micai £etilods it ieicinq are based on one of the

following principles: 1) inei- adacro-ose of the cohesive force of ice

with the surtace of aircrdit, ij depression of the treezing point of

water. Essence and each ot tae gro.ups of the physicochemical methods
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consists, thus, in the cLeattiuu oL the interlayer of certain

substance between ice anu rue suLLace of aircraft shielded by part.

Great attention of tne sedrchrs in the initial period of the

development of anti-icing ,edas ittracted the idea of the creation of

this coating, which woula losstss zero cohesive force with ice.

The method of deicin. .na.cared is extremely tempting. Is

actual/real, creation on tue suLldce of the aircraft of the durable

permanent or periodicaliy reneweu coating, for which it would not be

required the supply of any energy dnd sources, which were being

located on aircraft, and witica wuu~d provide protection from icing,

it would most rationally soive entirm problem as a whole. However,

the numerous attempts, waiciL o not cease and up to now, to develop

such coatings were not crowneu ijy 6uccess.

[.
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Fig. 3. 1. Diagram of the work oz mechanical deicer.

Key: (1) . Deicer is switcaiad oLz. j2) . Deicar is connected. Air

supply into middle chamLez/cawezd. (3). Dpicer is connected. Air

supply into lateral chamr../cdaaevds.

Page 85.

Was proposed thp large nu~aLer 01. cuatinqs in the form of varnishes,

j pastes or lubrications. 'itiy di. dre not yielding positive results.

Some of the substances telsg LLey dre plottcl,'applied to surface they

substantially decreased tne cua=,ive force of its with ice, h~ut this
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lecrease was nevertheles6 iuisurLcxent tor the droppinj oi ice. It

was assumed that effectiva wusL pLove to be the so-called

hydrophobes, i.e., the su raaca-, possessing properties not to be

wet by water. As is kncwn, wdei auring incidence/impinjement into

such substances decays tu tae siheLical drops which are rolled up

from the surface, coverea wrrra tn,.s substance. Such hydrophobes, that

oossess unwettability ct iLdtLtr- degree, are, for example,

paraffin, petroleum jelLy, wax, qLtase, series/row of silicones.

However, experiments showsU Ln L tae hydrophoticity of substances

does not exert of the wnica dciue6 etfects on the process icing. Is

explained this by the fact tna tn= supercooled drops with the

impact/shock about the surralc ot aircraft freeze so rapidly that the

propErty ot unwpttability, aj~aiicly, dces nct manage to be

revealei. On the basis oz tue Ladau exDerimental works Soviet

researcher P. P. Kobeko L[J expcc.sed affirmation, that the strength

of freezing water and oth a ±uL a to rigid surfaces does not depend

on that, is wet surface Dy tni iiiuid or not. In the opinion of P.

P. Kobekc, deicing via ttie seaAca (.f the corrEsponiinj varnish

coating is hop-less.

Nevertheless it shcuia L)= Aored that tnis categorical point of

view can be finally contirweu ir aad only if will be completely

opened physics ot the meciitiism ot the crystallization of the

supercoolel drops on the 6uLtace jL the flying aircraft.

"Qd6
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To it is ice the buiit-up euqu, which was beirig formed in

flight, for example, on tat wiaj urface, operate the following

torces: the force of ai. arsure, gravitational force, cohesive

force of ice with wing s&iii. iuzi Adtter plays the doninant role and

in its value consilerati.y ;scas the others. This showed experiments

the study of the protective coatiuas about which it was mentioned

above. The cohesive force (daa,=sioa) ot ice with the surface of metal

is the result of the moitcuiar attaction of these bodies and their

ganging (as a result of ta rougau=ss of contact surface). This

cohesive force of ice ct dliieLeat form with the wing surface depends

on a number of factors. Its vajue can reach 10 kqf/cm 2 and mcre. In

connection with the fact t cit &z-wpts to remove or into a sutficient

measure to decrease this couLaeiv. iorce thus far not of yielding

positive results the resracn L Lurned to the second directicn into

the deve-lopment of the jsicocuinicaI methcds cf ieicinq of

aircraft, namely to the cuiitiny, ±owezing the treezing point of

water.

The idea of creatio, on Lue 6uLfac- of the aircraft ot coatinj

from th.e substance, reauily buiuui in water and which formls the

nonfreezing solution/openii Ju ,i9j incidonce/impinyement to it trom

air of the sup-rcooled uruis ot wartr, was conceived even in the
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beginning Thirties. As suca suastances can, for example, serve

calcium chloriie, nitric acid sodium, sodium chloride, ethylene

glycol, etc.

Page 86.

Experiments showed that suca tiuastances, plotted/applied (in mixture

with other connections) to tne surrace of aircraft, contribute to the

elimination on it of icing. The usually supercooled drops of water,

falling from the atmosphere to tne surface, covered with this

substance, as a result ol tae iarge crystallization rate manage to

freeze and to form the rilm or ice. However, that part of ice, which

directly comes into contact with the surface of aircraft, begins to

be melted, the cohesion/coupling ice is disrupted and ice crust

drops, without having achieveu considerable thickness. Then process

is repeated.Iz
Main disadvantage in this metnod, which restricted its practical

use/application, is the snort duranion of the action of all

substances indicated, since tael are removed together with the

stripped ice built-up edge, and also easily they wash off under the

action of rain. For eliminatiug this shortcoming were developed the

deicers, which provided tae coutinuous feed of substance (usually

liquid) to the shielded surtace. in their time received certain
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propagation the devices/eluipmeat, which made it possible to

continuously wet the shielded sur£ ce by anti-icing liquid by its

liberation through porous sxin. At present on some aircraft is

applied for the same purpose porous metal. Wide acceptance received

the liquid deicers for lropellars, used up to now on working

poston-engined aircraft.

The mechanism of the action ot the liquid substance,

continuously supplied to the suzrace shielded from icing, is somewhat

different from the mechanism iz the application of solid or pastelike

anti-icing coating. If in the latter case occurs the periodic

formation/education of ice crust, then its slight melting and

dropping, then the anti-icing liquid, which enters, for example, to

frontal glass of cockpit, dt d sutticient rate of its supply, simply

washes off the settling supercooled drops, without giving to them to

be crystallized.

It should not be supposed that the anti-icing liquid effectively

melts forming ice. Labozatory tests showed that during insertion into

the vessel, filled with alcohol, the cube of ice, the time of its

complete melting is approximately 40 min [4]. Hence follows and this

confirms practice that the iiuid ue-icing systems are more effective

as the means, antiicing, out not as the means, which removes the

formed layer of ice. The lower Lreezing point of liquid and than more

.l
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it is polar, the better tae liquid it melts ice. Thus, anti-icing

liquid exerts on ice both chemical and mechanical influence. To this

frequently is added thermal etect, since the liquid entering

sometimes has positive temperature.

& fundamental shortcoaing in 4li liquid de-icing systems is the

limitedness of their action on time.

Page 87.

The need for having on bodra dirczaft a considerable reserve of

liquid, and also a complexity of constructing/designing such systems

for large aircraft throttlea/tapered region their uses/applications:

liquid deicing systems were urilized mainly for the protection of

glasses of the flight dect and Fropellers. The typical pattern of

this system, which was being applied on piston-engined aircraft, it

is shown in Fig. 3.2..

For a wing and a tail assemDly liquid systems were applied

rarely. As an example it is possiole to give English aircraft Vickers

"Viking", whose liquid de-icing system was established/installed on

wing and tail assembly. Accoruing to the data of tests (34], carried

out into 1950, flow rate of anti-icing liquid, which was being

required for protection from the icing of the aircraft components

.1
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indicated, it did not exceed o 1/4~/m2. Supply to liquid to the

shielded surface was accompli.shed/realized through special porous

coatings. This explains comparatively low fluid flow rate (for

example, for glasses of aircratt Li-2 the flow rate of fluid

comprised in average/mean d-10 I/n). Although the system was included

prior to the beginning ot icing, it worked actually as an ice

remover, periodically ailowin4/dssuming ice formation of small

thickness and then dumping it. Upjon the inclusion of system after the

entry into the zone of icing, the time, necessary for the first

jettisoning of ice, it redcued taw significant magnitude: at

temperature of surrounding air oL -3 0 C for the removal of ice in

thickness -6 mm, stabilizer tore on leading edge, were required

more than 10 sin. at low temperature this time increased even more.
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Fig. 3.2. The typical pattern of tae liquid de-icing system of

propellers and glasses. 1 - stop cock, 2 - filter, 3 - pump, '4-

block for an anti-icing liquid, 5 - check valve, 6 - distributive

ring on propeller.

* Page 88.

In spite of essential shortcomings in the liquid de-icing

* systems, work on their improvement are continued also at present. It

was in particular communi~catea j5d) that as a result of an

improvement in the distribution of liquid according to the shielded

surface, it was possible to considerably reduce its flow rate. The

English firm TUS continues Lavestigations and development of liquid

do-icing systems both fox tue aircraft and for helicopters. Fig. 3. 3

gives the overall diagram or tad~ liquid de-icing system of aircraft.

........ ... ..
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System works as periodic uaicar and is based on the decrease of

the cohesive force of ice witA the surface, mcistened by the liquid,

which reduces the freezing point of water. With an increase in the

thickness of the forming ice bui±t-up edge the force of the effect on

it of air flow increases aa, if to the internal surface of a layer

of ice through porous skin/sheataing continuously is fed/conducted

anti-icing liquid, then comes tais moment, when aerodynamic forces

overcome the cohesive force of ice and it is dumped. The cyclic

recurrence of the action oL tais deicer depends on a number of

S factors: the speed of ice formation, temperature of surrounding air,

form of ice, speed of the dircralt (main role play temperature and

icing intensity) . Anti-iciny liquia is fed/conducted to the shielded

surface of wing or tail assemoly with the aid of special distributive

panels from porous metal. Are applied twc versions of the

construction/design of tne nose/ledding edge of deicer. In the first

version two longitudinal arrow panels are installed flush with

skin/sheathing on both sides from leading edge.

.1

.1
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Fig. 3.3. overall diagram or tha liquid de-icing system of aircraft.

I - tank with anti-icing liquid, d - pump, 3 - porous nose/leading

edge of deicer, 4 - filtres, 5 - switch, 6 - regulator.

Page 89.

Liquid leaks through porous diaphragms of panels and spreads over the

surface of nose/leading edge. A shortcoming in this version is the

fact that between panels on leadiag edge sometimes remains the ice

built-up edge which holds there sufficiently prolonged time. The

second version, in which entire nose/leading edge is made from porous

metal, is deprived of this shocccoaing; however, in this case appear

the difficulties of guaranteeing the even distribution of liquid with

its required low flow rate. For achievement this under porous

skin/sheathing is installed porous elastic material "Porvik", which

creates necessary hydraulic flow resistance of liquid and, thus,

I
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provides its uniform very iow flow rate through external porous

skin/sheathing.

Fig. 3.4, borrowed from work [58], schematically shows the

construction/design of the liquid deicer, established/installed in

the wing leading edge.

As metal for distributive panels at first were applied porous

bronze "Porosint", and then porous stainless steel.

For anti-icing liquids is presented the series/row of the

requirements: liquid must have low freezing point, a good miscibility

with water, liquid must not be toxic, cause the corrosion of the

aircraft components and aamage or its paint and varnish coats. The

liquids, used for protection from the icing of wing and tail

assembly, are usually based on glycols. For example, the English

liquid R-328. For protection from the icing of glasses of cockpit

widest use received ethyl dnd isopropyl alcohol'.

FOOTNOTE I. Glycol liquids for tue protection of glasses cannot be

used, since they make visibility worse. ENDFOOTNOTE.
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J11I

Fig. 3.4. Construction/design or zhe liquid deicer of the wing

leading edge.

Page 90.

Are of interest some uiata accord itig to the flow rates of the

anti-icing liquid R-328 for tne protection of wing on the following

aircraft types:

KVickers a "Viking" -O caJ/inU
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FOOTNOTE 1. The improved de-icing systems, established/installed on

these aircraft, have considerd ly smaller flow rate it is related to

page 90. ENDFOOTNOTE.

De Haviland "Day" - 22b cmJ/min;'

.v~'o "Shackleton" - J c jJ/min;

Scotch Aviation "Twin Pioneer" - 189 cm 3 /Min.

On jet De Haviland - 145 for protection from the icing of wing

and tail assembly is apilied liquid de-icing system with the

average/mean fluid flow rate of aitogether only of 1.6 1/m2 in hour.

As showed flight tests, system wor~ed effectively. The improvement of

liquid de-icing system Ma&s it promising for some aircraft types.

Besides protection from the icing of the wing of tail assembly,

cockpit windows, propellers, were done the attempts to use liquid

de-icing system, also, for enyines and their air intakes (in

particular for engines "Dart"). dowever, these systems did not win

acceptance.
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Considerable works were carried out on the use/application of

liquid de-icing systems on helicopters. Such systems were, for

example, they were esta~iised/iastalled on the Soviet helicopters of

Mi-i and Mi-4 for protection from the icing of the blades/vanes of

the carrying and tail rotors.

The third group of safoy maettods of aircraft from icing which

will be in this chapter examined most in detail, is based on the use

of thermal energy, deveLopea wothr by the engines of aircraft or

with special installaticns.

Besides the enumerat-a taree jasic groups, sometimes are applied

the combined methods of deicing. kor example, the combination of

mechanical and physicocneaicai methods.

2. General/common/total static data along the de-icing systems of

aircraft.

Let us examine some geaeral/common/total statistical data along

the de-icing systems of contempoLdry transport aircraft with gas

turbine (TRD and TVD) ana piston (PD) engines (table 6).

In table 6 is contained the information according to 48 aircraft

types which are operated at present into the USSR, USA, England,
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France and Holland.

As can be seen trom taDla b for wing and tail assembly of

aircraft with GTD [gas-turaine engine] and PD in the overwhelming

majority of the cases (o cises oz 105)1 is applied the air-heat

de-icing system.

FOOTNOTE 1. Numeral 105 encompasses the total number of the de-icing

systems (wing and tail assem D y) ot 48 aircraft types taking into

account the versions of syszems. ENDFOOTNOTE.

Page 91.

The operating principle ot system is based on the use either cf hot

air, taken from the comirassors of engines or the air, heated in heat

exchangers by the hot exhaust gases circulating in them. Preheating

air sometimes also is accomplishod/realized with the aid of special

gasoline preheaters.

The protection of wing aad tail assembly from icing by

mechanical and physicochemical metnods is applied in essence only on

aircraft with PD. For the protection of the tail assembly of aircraft

with GTD widely is applied thermoelectric de-icing system (11 cases),

whereas for a wing it was usea aitogether only in two cases.
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Should be also noted tae fact that in spite of advantageous use

for the de-icing systems of aircraft with GTD of the hot air,

selected/taken from the comeressocs of engines, for turboprop

aircraft is frequently utiiizaa tne heating by the air, heated by

waste heat (in heat excnanqers), is, for examFle, on aircraft

"Viscount", "Britain", "Vaulquard". The selection of this system of

heating is dictated, in esseaice iuy the impossibility of the selection

of the air required a quantity from the compressor of turboprop

engine as a result of a consideraoe reduction/descent in its power.

However, for aircraft wita tue turbojet engines, which allow/assume

the selection of a larger quantity of air, the use/application of

heat exchangers it is not characteristic.

For protection from the ician of the tail assembly of aircraft

with PD just as for a wing, dre dpplied mechanical (6 cases) and

physicochemical methods (5 cases).

For engines and their air intakes in essence is applied the

air-heat system; in 4 cases is used the thermoelectric system of

cyclic action (for air imtaKes) and only in one case of the

physicochemical action.
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For the protection of the screws/propellers and cooks from icing

are applied the electrical heatiuy (19 cases), and also

physicochemical safety methods (9 cases), moreover for some aircraft

with PD characteristically generally the absence of de-icing system

for the screvs/propeller6 (ice tzom, them is removed by changing the

propeller pitch).

Most widely used sdtety metnoa of glasses of cabin/compartment

from icing is electrical heating (32 cases), are applied also

chemical method (8 cases) atul aot-dir heating. In two cases is noted

the use of de-icing system ot gjiasses of the combined action;

fundamental air-heat ana auxiiiary liquid.
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Page 92.

Table 6. The de-icing systems, waich are applied on contemporary

passenger aircraft.
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Key: (1) De-icing system. (2) Aircraft type. (3) . Engine. (4).

Gross weight kg. (5). wing. it)). tail assembly. (7). engines and air

intakes. (8). screws/prope±iers and cooks. (9). glasses of

cabin/compartment. (10). AIr-,eat with use of hot air from

compressors of engines. (11). i~arioelectric of cyclic action. (12).

Electrothermal. (13). wita screws/rropellers. (14). Thermoelectric of

cyclic action. (15). AiL-,eat - iiL intakes and blades VNA. The

edges/fins of crankcase are wdrmeu by hot oil. (16). Thermoelectric

of cyclic action. (17). AII-neat oL air intakes and blades VNA. The

edges/fins of engine are wdrmed oy hot oil. (18). Air-heat from

exchangers. (19). Exhaust system or engines is warmed by warm air.

(20). Air-heat with use/application of heat exchangers. (21).

Gasoline heaters of air-heat witii use/application. (22). Carburetor

is warmed by warm air frow uaere nuod space. (23). Carburetor is

warmed by warm air. (24). ijoeiny. (25). Pratt-Whitney. (26).

Thermoelectric (glass NESA). (27). Douglas. (28). Conway. (29).

Thermoelectric (NESA). Protecticn trom rain - with the aid of air

jets from the system of conai.touing. ("0). Air-heat. (31). Convair

"Skylark" 600 (or "Goldex, arrow"). (32). General Electric. (33).

Thermoelectric of firm Goouaric. (34). Air-heat with use of air from

compressors of engines. (35). LociLueed "Super Super Constellation".

(36). Douglas "Cargomaster". (17). Turbo-Wasp. (38). Air-heat of

cyclic action with use ct not dai Lrom compressors of engines. (39).

I
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mechanical action - pneumatic pLotdctors. (40). Lockheed "Electra" 88

or 188). (41). Allison. (42). L vision - thermoelectric; II version

- air-heat with air bleed iLroa nyiaes. (43). Lockheed C13OA or 130B.

(44). Douglas "super". 1'4.). Miechanical action - protectors of firm

Goodrich. (46). Liquid (cas.Luuretor). (47). Liquid. (48). Fundamental

- air-heat (from cabin neatLiiA system) and auxiliary - liquid. (49).

Martin. (50). Mercury. (51). air-neat with use/application of heat

exchangers or use of waste near (to 1 m2 it is fed/conducted by 4000

kcal/h). (52). Air-heat wita use/application of gasoline heaters.

(53). Fairchild C-82 "Pacxer". ( J, Double-Wasp. (55). Lockheed

"Constellation". (56). rignt cjcione 749C, 18-13 1 or Pratt-Whitney

"Double-Wasp". (57). Pratt-whkinay "Double-Wasp". (58). 1 version -

liquid; It version - theLaoeiectric. (59). Pratt-Whitney "Wasp

Major". (60). Boeing 371 "Strarocruiser". (61). De Havilland "Comet".

(62). Avon. (63). Englaxia. (b4). Vickers. (65). Rolls Royce "Conway".

(66). Electrothermal (glass cunsists of: external annealed glass,

gold film, thick layer fuom polivinyl butyral and fundamental power

glass. (67). De Havillana DN 121 "Trident". (68). Rolls Royce "Spey".
(69). Air-heat with use cf not air from compressors of engines.

System is designed for tha evapoLation of moisture under conditions

of icing to the temperature ot suzrounding air of equal minus 400 C.

(70). Air-heat with use cf not air from compressors of engines.

System works automatically ana ir can be included during taxiing and

takeoff. (71). Vickers "Viscount". (72). Dart. (73). Thermoelectric

.1i
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of cyclic action (coating "Spcayaare" of firm NEPIR). (74).

Thermoelectric of cyclic iction (system of fir. Dunlop) - air

intakes. (75). Bristol - "brit.a" series 310. (76). Proteus. (77).

Thermoelectric of cyclic actiou - air intakes. (78). Vickers

"Vanguard". (79) . Rolls hoyc or ,'wysteries". (SO). Air-heat with

use/application of heat elcadngycs, placed in engine nacelles. (81).

Thermoelectric of cyclic action (system of firm Dunlop) - air intakes

and air-heat with use ot nor- aic izom compressors of engines - input

devices of engines. (82). XnaeLaoelectric of cyclic action. (83). 1

version thermoelectric (glass NKsA or triplex with gold film); II

version - liquid. (84). Acmstrong dentworth AW 650 "Argossy". (85).

Rolls Royce "Dart". (86). Taeraoixctric of cyclic action (system of

firm Dunlop). (87). Britai.. (6d). I version - mechanical of firm

Goodrich; II version - air harcal. (89). r version - liquid; II

version - air-heat. (90). Scottihis Aviation "Twin Pionear". (91).

Olivis-Leonides. (92). 1 version - liquid (TKS); II version-

mechanical action. (93). ,xaiaust s1 stem of engines is warmed by hot

oil. (94). Liquid (TKS). (95). iU davilland "DaY". (96). De Havilland

"Gipsy Queen" 71 3 PVD "Gipsy ajor". (97) . Avrc "York". (98). Rolls

Royce "Merlin". (99) . Vicits VC. I "Viking". (100) . Bristol

"Hercules". (101). Handley Pdge ,'18rathon". (102). De Havilland

"Gipsy 2ueen". (103). Carourator is warmed by hot oil. (104).

Air-heat and liquid. (105) . tadaley Page "Hermes". (106). aristol

"Hercules". (107). Airspeed ,,Amodssador". (108). Bristol "centaur".

.1l
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(109). Air-heat with use./ypicati.on of heaters. (110). 1 version-

thermoelectric; II version - ILijuid. (111). Caravelle. (112). Rolls

Royce Avon-522. (113). fzaace. (114). Langedoc. (115). Gnome-Rhone.

(116). Breguet. (117). Junxars or riumes. (118). 1 version-r

mechanical action - system Kla~er - Coloinb; 11 version - Air-heat

with use/application of gasoiine aaaters. (119). Fokker F-27

"Friendship". (120). Ro±..s Royce "Dart". (121). Holland. (122). r

version - air-heat using wdste he 4 it; II version -miechanical action-

protectors of firm Goodri~ch.
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Page 104.

The given statisticai data show that widest acceptance receiv'i

the air-heat de-icing system. [ki6 thermoelectric system occupies t.Ls

place following it and Linas ever increasing use.

The do-icing systems ot mac~ianical and physicochemical actiol-

barely are applied on contemporary aircraft with gas turbine erginl~z.

3. Initial data for the aesiyn oi ae-icing systems the design

conditiors of icing.

The genpral rejuiremrit ioi the deicing equipment of the

aircraft, intended for the transportation of the passengers and

permitted to IFR flights, can oe rormulated as follows: aircraft must

be designed so also its da-icinyq system must be such that under any

conditions of icing wouiLd ba pzovided flight safety. This means that

the fundamental flight chdracteristics, stability and aircraft

handling, operation of its jaowez piant and operation of the most

important instruments must not seriously deteriorate, as were not
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heavy the conditions of ici.ny. aut this does not mean that it is nlot

requirement would be too aeuvy rur a designer and is virtually

unnecessary.

on contemporary aixcrdzt iroa icing they must be shieldqd:

- the leading edges ot wing dad tail assembly;

- parts of the engiLne, ice iucmation on which can cause damaq-

or upset the operation cL engj.ue (Dlade of intake cca~ressor stator,

strut, fairings, etc.)

-the nose/leading edge oituea air intake of engine and all

parts arranged/located in dir iniirae channel, which can undergo th-

icing;

- cockpit windows ut tae pilots;

- air-pressure heads;

- all surfaces and waxts, ice accretion for which and its

subsequent jqttisoning caa causa tne damage of engine and aircraft

controls;
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-the propellers at i±ircrdtt with the turboprop and piston

engines;

-drainage branch conuections and air intakes for the blcwout of

different instruments and ayyi% gazrs/units.

- the antennas whose icing makes the work worse of radio

equipment.
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All de-icing systems dccoiainq to the principle of their actio.

can be divided into twc groups: tutm systems, antiicing (i.e. not

allowing ice formations), dad systems, which remove icing(i.

dumping a periodically tcrwaqn iayer of ice).

It is obvious that tue tirst group deserves in the principle of

preference. however, the warniag systems of icing always cann~ot be

used for reasons of structurdi/design, energy or economic character.

on the other hand,, as this~ willJ De shown belcw, the systems of the

elimination of icing during tne correct selection of their parameters

are very effective and economical. As an example of such systems can
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serve applied earlier ana akiafiyj aescribed above, mechanical

de-icing system with inzlatanie protectors.

For protection from tue aircraft icing and its separate parts

the type of antiicing systeml must b~e selected always

concretely/specificall /actually, taking into account dpsign teatur'

and possible effect of icing ou diicraft performance and on the

operation of its power jiaat. dowtver, for example, for the

protection of the cockpit windows of the pilots and pitot-static

tubes must be used only tue waruinyj systems of icing. For a wing an (

a tail assembly usually arv utilized the de-icing systems both the

first and second qroup. for auineris, as a rule, are applied the

warning systems of icing wita excep~tion of thcse cases when it i4s

possible to confidently eparimearal~ly demonstrate that ice form~ation.

of small sizes/dimensions ozi the parts of the enqine and then

jettisoning ice, do not exert ii-. effect.

But independent of the operdting principle of system, it must

satisfy fundamental requirement inuicatid above of the guarantee of

safety of flights.

What specific conditions or i~cing must be placed as the basis of

the J1esign of the de-icing system ot contemporary passenger aircraft?
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This question durin, .on4 tia was debatable [39], [29], [3j,

etc. - until are accumuidcea surzcient statistical evidence on th--

water content of the suiercooled ciouds, according to th-!

sizes/dimensions of cloua droes, according to the :emperature of

surrounding air with icing, on tnt horizontal and vertical ext-nt of

the zones of icing. All tuea aata were briefly examinel in th:

preceding/previous chaptcr. At pradent in the majority of the

countries with the deveicpea iitwoik/grid of lines and the aircratt

industry officially estdLi..aea/stalled the design conditions it

the icing which differ iirtie Lrom each cther.

Page 106.

These design conditicns in eroportion to the stcrage of new date

about aircraft icing in "rterent geographic areas are periodically

more precisely formulateu.

Let us return to Fig. z.i, which establishes the

connection/communication ot two most important parameters - watar

content of clouds and temPeratuK6 of surrounding air.

From the examples given aoova it is evident that the icing can

reach exceptional force. FoL example, in the case with aircraft

"Vanguard" water content several times exceeded those values which
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were given on the graph Fig. 2.2. It is possible that in naturc- car,

be encountered the more severe conuitions. However, this icing is

extremely rarely. To desiyit de-iciug system fcr such conditions

obviously at present is not ratioual. Therefore the selection of

design conditions must ne produced on the base of the probability of

rendezvous by the aircraft oi tne dangerous zcnes of icing ril. it

is possible to consider tnat into 99o/o of cases of icing at

appropriate temperature or suLrounaing air the de-icing syste m must

reliibly protect the prctdcuaa iarrs of ice tcrmaticn (oz

periodically remove it). In oae eeLcentage of the cases can be

allowed ice formation, Lut this must not lead to any dangeLous

consequences for that time inturvdi, during which are possible the

such severe conditions or icing - to aircraft must be provided the

possibility to leave the danroas zone.

Thus, as dsign conditions 6"ould be accepted 99o/o quartile

(see Fig. 2.2), which fcr eacn temperature of air shows that in 99o/c

of cases the observed values or dater content were less tnan this

value, corresponding tc curve.

The conditions of the icing wiLich can be accepted for

calculations, are given inTaoie 7.

-- . . .I ,l... '- - . . ," - l ' - ' - ' . . .. . . . r -""
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-able 7. The design condatioai o. icing.

- ) ('peam6k pa "i 90( )
- 110 .. 11 " ,0i 9I0 O T

Key: (1). Temperature o surroanding air. (2). Vater content. (3).

Mean radius of drops. (4). Aititua range.
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During the design or ae-icia i systom must br accepted th.-

conditiors on the water cariitcLs, indicated in Tabl 7, at

appropriate temperature or surLoruuing air in the range of

heights/altitudes to 90uU i with la average/mean (ai~hm-tcal)

radius of drops 8 p. It 6auul u noted that the statisticdl dadt c.

water content of clouds, 4iveL 2i Fig. 2.1 and 2.2, erncmonass

altitude range to 5500 a. iowevr*, the separate measuukements ct water

content, and also the isaduiat ureterminaticn ot icing intensity,

accomplished at hijh altatuaeb, uuwed that the findir.s on lai-r

content must hP common dOJLUX Ixately to .OOC-90CO M. Taiij into

account the maximum horzoL4ti ana vertical extant of zones w4*h t1.

values of water cortent i..dicdteu, it is possible with the sp'c; 4 i:,

I
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reserve to consider that ror a contemporary aircraft tha continuou

stay of it under such conditions will not exceed 15 min (this dIoes

not indicate, of course, that Lue uration of less heavy icing ca%.uiot

be greater).

For a comparison let ua givt the English design conditicns Of

icing (rable 8 r57]). As we see, tLAey are close to the conditiuin;,

given in table 7. However, au tion of icing accepted luring thr

tests of aircraft under tnese conditions, comFrisinq 30 min, are

excessively large for aiea o Lhe Soviet Unicn.

For the calculation oz dw-±cing systems, and also for thp

evaluation of the dangez oi tna tlights of aircraft under the

conditions of icing accejteu the time factor Flays considerabl- ro1-.

For example, for thermal %le-1ciau systems serious problem is th-

onset of so-called "barzier" ice, which is formed beyond the 1.n:-S

of the warmed zone of tn lead in edge of wing (or tail assermtly) ai

a result of tha runoff 01 tue settiinq moisture back/ago alonq

airfoil chord. The thicKneas ot tuis "barrier" ice directly depends;

on the time of the deterinration o aircraft under conditions cf

icing.

The recommended design couditions of icing are sufficiently

rigid both for the systems o thob antiicing and for the systems cf

Id
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those removing icing. Hoisav%-r, ds this follows from the given graph~

of the quantiles of the wdLcr cont -nt (see Fig. 2.2) andI as this

showed the practice of LlintS, w,-ie possible the more severie

conditior~s of icing.

-01 -.
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Table 8. English desigin conaitions of the icing of aircratt.

~Temneparypa /A T Cpealikiii i4 ~eX
Hapywmoro Boa"Qc~rl THOUNhA .LHaUeTp la8 H MUI

II.

*u 20 'K - 9A(

-0 (,3 20 900- 900"(
-30 0.2 20 Y)Oo--900')

Key: (1.Temperature Of 6U.oLUULii~j~ air. (2). Water content. (3).

.lean effective diamieter cz j.o.~4). Altitude ranqe.
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Based on this, for J.,)Wer k).diits and some instruments(c"

with air-pressure head) aa6-L L;- ,ovided thpir wcrr, unklEr mo:: 2u::r

conditions. In Fig. 2.2 iiwiti~ny acttced curve demonstrates sucl.

conditions. However, it izi ieces6ax~v to consider that this curv. i

extrapolated, it is reldtou to tau- specific geographical area :.

must be more pre-cisely rcraiuidaft subsequerntly in Droportio. lo !

storage of experimental auta. £ne .xtent of sections with th':-

content, which correspoaa6l to tnis curvp, apparently will not -:.xc,--i

5-10 kmn, i.e., the ccntaIAdOUS aviteiiination of contemporary ai'-rrrt

under these conditions wijA. ua appoximately 1-2 min. English de-SiL4vi

conditions for powsr pla~t6 iva tu Table 9), heavier, which ropf1 ctE,

apparently, th3 spnciaI fdatuie6/p'=culiarities of flight above- the-
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Atlantic areas [59].

In the examination or tai tdolc it is necessary to keeF in mini

that at heights/altitudez ies6 tnaii 3000 m, the de-icinj system of

power plants is designeu ii accozrdnce with conditions table 8. Th

extent of the zones ot icinj is established/installed following: a:

heights/altitudes to 9000 m oL condition table 9 they operate ii, th.-

sections with a length ci 4.o Km tj miles) with the breaks betwean

them also on 4.8 km, mcreover uuAing these breaks operate condltions

on table 8. At heights/ditituaes irom 9000 to 12200 m of coitdiioi.

table 9 they operate in tne secx~ious with a length of 4.8

intermittent km between tnee on Jz km (20 miles), moreover during

these breaks the conditioas ot icing are absent.

The given official knylisn design conditions of icing both for

the aircraft as a whole (see Paoie 8) and for its power plants (sr;

Table 9) they were deveiopeu ds a Lesult of generalizinj the

statistical data, assemtleu duriug long time in different

geographical areas. These conDuitLons were affirmed in 195b by Fnjlish

registration control fcL juesticas of aviation.
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Table 9. English design conditi.oas of icing for the power plants of

aircraft.

I NIIepiirypi , CpeH&Il 3,OeK- 34)
tia pv r cJ1e tlOCri. TII11H i 7 iafcTp -Jia 11d3ol BU Ui

Kau.I b .1

I 2,,- 20 3(M00- -6 00
- 10 2,2 20 3000-8 400

-211 1.7 20 1500-9000
1,0 20 4500-10700

-40 0,2 20 -1500-12 200

Key: (1). Temperature of ou siae dir. (2). Water content. (3). Man

effective diameter of drops. (4). altitude range.
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It should be noted that the commoa tendency in the development of h.L
11

iesign conditions of icing consists in the gradual "weight incras;"

of conditions, in particular in decrease in the lower limit cf

temperature of surroundxy diZ. Ar present in the majority of the

countries de-icing systems ari designed for the very low temFerature

of surrounding air from -iO e to -J 0 C (comparatively recently this

numeral composed in all caiy -2U0oC;. The American calculated

conditions of icing are ciose to English ones.

During the years 1S5o-19:o .,,ilish waather service carried out

-
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special investiqations in tne t~oeical areas of Africa and Atlantic

[25], [48]. As a result ot tnasd iivestigations was proposed the

common table of the conaitions oL icing, which encompasses altitul

range to 18 km and is conaecta rhc liquid-water content both in he

liquid state and in the ourm or crystals '.

FOOTNOTE 1. As wirp/conducor ror eursuance of research served the

failures of engines on da.rcrart "dritain" with icing in ice clouds.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

These conditions, given in=nio± 1U, were discussed on one of the

international conferences o t*i problem of icing; however, they w-r-

not iccepted as official de~ign coaditions. It is obvious that thn

desiln of de-icinq systems accoaaing to these conditions at this

technological level they arc lrzztonal task. In the examination of

the extent of the zones or iciny ian-able 10, and also 9, one should

consider that the gradation or zones accepted, apparently, is to a*1
certain extent conditicna.L and ca""ot be ackncwledged strict.

Essential shortcoming-anbie 10 as ilso the fact that in it it is not

divided "drop" and "crystai" water content.
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-able 10. General conditions of drop and crystal icing.

Teunepaiypa 11blaua3oH 06uee co.ep ca-' [IpOT.4eIIHOCr ,
Hapywyoro ,. Nie B0 eM I "OT e II H i l

B03V1y xi I , -

0) L' - ) Zj~v3  kL4)
0--20 13000-9 000 8,0 (),8
0-20 3000-9 000 5.0 4.
0-20 3000-9 000 2,"
0-20 3000-9000 1,0 ee 160

Ot -20 ao 40 4500-12 200 5,0 1,8
fOT --20 v-I-40 4500-12200 2,0 16
QO -20 ao -40 45o--12200 l,) 41)
OT -20 J1 -40 4500-12200 0.5 6oncee 1It.

•' 0 -0 ao -60 6000-13700 2,0 4,8i
O1 - 40 ,, 0 6(00 -13700 1,0 16
OT -40 ao ---60 6000,13 700 0,25 U'ooaee tuo
O'r -60 2to -80 9000-18 2W0 1,0 4.8
OT -60 ;o -80 9000-18 2W 0,5

ae 160

Key: (1). Tempprature ot surroualc.ag air. (2). Altituds range. (3).

General/common/total liuid-wdter content 2

FOOTNOTE 2. In the generdl/commou/total liquid-water content cnt;.r

the water in the form cI uruVo =aa crystals, but not in th- tcrm of

vapor. ENDFOOTNOTE.

(4). Extent of zones of icixi. (j). From. (6). to. (7). it is fcr--.

Page 110.

4. Determining the dimeia.Loub oi tap surface of aircraft shielded

from icing.

__nS;/
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The correct selection ut superficial dimensions, protected fro:n

icing, has for a designae uiryn vQ±ue even at the early stage of

design, since this is ccnnectda with the solution of a whole series

of fundamental questions or stLuctural/design, energy and strength
r.

character for entire aircrazt as a whole.

Protection from the ic.nj ox wing (or tail assembly) must bs

provided on entire its j.reda/scope. As far as sizes/dimensions are

concerned of the shieldeu zune aloag airfoil chord, then they ar

connected with the type cr tn ad-icing system used. If is apFlir-4

thermal anti-icing system, tnn rue protection can be carried out 1-Y

three methods: by evapcLatn±n La= cntire settling water during

continuous intense heatang, uy maintaining water in the liquid stat:

on an entire surface, whicn undergoes wetting, and by removing ic:

during periodic heating. la ail three cases the area of surfacp

(along airfoil chord) reguirea zoc heating will be different;

however, the minimal sizes ot tn.si surface must be logically limit-.

by the zone of the captuia/grip oi the supercooled drops both for -h-

systems, preventing icing, and tor the systems of its p'-riodic

elimination.

The definition of the zone oi capture/grip is produced by the

I
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method of solution of tae equatioas of motion of drops, which was

briefly examined in chajte L. Atter turning anew to Fig. 1.12, in

which is given the overall ae,,;autce of the relative zone of

capture/grip (s/b) from jirawe .e s P and Re. for a symmetrical

Zhukovskiy profile, let us dezine now affect the size of zone

different factors (choru ienuin oL profile/airfoil, speed and f]ijnr

altitude, angle of attack, size/uiwension of drops).

Fig. 3.5 gives the kjrapn, waich characterizes the effect of th-

size/dimension of drops on tin zone of capture/grip. As one would

expect, this effect is vzzy consiaerable: with an increase in thr

radius of drops from 10 to JU p Lae relative zcne of capture/grip on

lower surface grows/riseS almost triply.

During the calculation o. rne zones of capture/grip was accepte!

an average/mean effective rauiu.. oL drops Pqual to 15 p (see Chapter

I). It should be noted nar in tna overwhelming majority of the cd.zos

(approximately into 90o/o) wath Lcing are enccuntered the drops in

radius less than 15 V; howveL, ae-icing systems must b- designel fol

the worst conditions .

FOOTNOTE 1*. The average/mean etective radius, equal to 15 M,

corresponds arithmetic mean radius of 8 p. During calculations of thr

integral coefficients ct slettAiny tor determining the intensity ol

MIA-
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icing it is necessary tc accept r=i j, which is reflected under thr'

design conditions of icang. E.NDFUUXNOTE.

For the most frequentil met size/dimensicn of drops (r=5-7 H)

the zone of capture/grip composes altogether only 2-3o/o of airfoil

chord (at flight speed bOU &m/u ana chord length 4 m).

Page 111.

The dependence of tha reiative zone of captare/grip on flight

speed is given in Fig. 3.t. W.ta an increase in the speed to 200 trom

600 ka/h value s/b varies irom -U.04 to 0.06.

Flight altitude, as ais roilows from Fig. 3.7 in the range

1000-5000 m it affects the reiative zone of capture/grip to small

degree. Change in altituae to dU0JU-10000 m leads to a more

considerable increase in ratio s/o.

Fig. 3.8 gives a ciaaga in tne relative zone of capture/grip

with an increase in the eagie or attack. With an increase in the

angle of attack from 0 to 0o zone of settling on uprer surface is

decreased, and on lower it xncieases approximately doubly.

The dependence of tua Lelative zone of capture/grip on the cl-oLd
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length of profile/airfo.l .Li giveu in Fig. 3.9, where for comparison

is placed curve for the bant Zaujovskiy profile (at angle aftcr all,

equal to zero). As can te seez, rLCMj graph, both curves are

arranged/located almost e~uidistantly. The relative zone of

capture/grip is decreaseu snarply with an increase in the chcrd K
length from 1 to 3 m. Hcwever, duking further "elongation" of

profile/airfoil ratio s/b caange6 Lnsignificantly.

The given graphs show tndt t,) the zone of capture/grip most

considerably affect the sizo/aimension of drops and angle of attlck.

For the evaluation ci th= etrect of the form of profile/airfoil

(its curvature, thickness rdtio, location of maximum thickness) lit,

us examine the additiondIly 9ivea along other profiles/airfoils. Fi;.

3.10 gives comparison fcK two symmetrical profiles/airfoils with

identical thickness ratio (15o/o}, but with different values for
(V. 6o

one and the same conditions xn/h, H=5000 m, r=15 , =4o).

1
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H( 003040
9~m r0 X 3-

tog 3.5 Deedneo1w eaiezoeo h atr/rpo

dros sbo aisc o oe ufc flooo

Fig. 3.6. Dependence ofth rlaive zone ofh capture/grip of oss/

flightria speed Vskifo JLObLrsiai o ./ o ymtialZuos

Key: ( 1) . 1. (2). km/h.
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Profile/airfoil NACD1 652-0. 15 (Z,=40%) has the large relative zor- ot

capture/grip, than Zhukcvskiy protile (Ze-25%)-over lower slirfact=.

With an increase in the cuord length this lifference is decreas-d.
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Fig. 3.11 gives data Lo tuIe ,ower surface of four

profi les/airfoils:

symmetrical Zhukov.-K i ro± ie (p=ofile.?=25%);

the symmetrical prcrti./di toil RACA 652-0,15 (r=15%. i,=40 ):

curved profile NACA -23015 ( 151'1,,Y=30%):

curved profile NACA 651-212 (=12 ,, =40%).

As is evident, the zviative 4one of capture/grip depends

substantially on the fccm oi pctile/airfoil; hcwever, at the chor

length of more than 3 m in dii cases does nct exceed 10o/o.

Graphs in Fig. 3. lu, -. 11 aua 3.12 allcw fcr profiles/airfoi S,

close in form, to define the zoaa of the capture/grip of drops wi-.

precision/accuracy sufficie ea toz ractice defending on the chorl

length and flight speed. The etitnition of the zcne of capture/qriu

for the bodies, which essantidiiy differ in form, must be produce-d I-y

solving the differential equatiGn of motion cf drops or with

experluertal methods.

.1
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The calculation of tac z,)ii oL. captur-/ jrip can D~c pr .

accepting height/altituu. coustat (H=5000 m) for th,! vilu--

and ar~qle Of attack, that t-icwki. the climL reqim-s, Ievel

an d r educt ion /i -scen t iiL is.;, o on f sho ulIJ ccn .3i ic t nadt

contemporary nissenger dicLazt tne- caictilateri cas-? i.-~ rr,3.

the conditions of descent aa LaA~ing approach wh-n ic--n4 coi

prolonqed (its cannot te avuie.1 in practics), indl opnlin-S w4

light rat ing, which makes: tne ote~ation worse at tno le-iclr., ;

which usc-s air frcrn CC3jL~aU,4.

-JI -U -W
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Page 113.

0.31

s/ b t X2
0

o

30 kqymbai '?POOvflb 7 1
0. (epl2aq 17o&ePA?2cmb) r -

Ks y: ().km/h. (2) . p . (3) . curvcu prof 4lc-/air toil (upueL sir:

(4) . Symmetrical profile/a.LaLo1i.

Piq. 1. 10. Dep-nlence or Lt:idtivo zone of capturpe/Irip of lrcrv7 S

on airfoil chorl b for ~wri~.Zhukovskiy Frofiles and NACA

'Key: (1) . km/h. (2) k j. ) . sym nutric. (4) s symmet rica1 Zh u k cv~

pr of ile. (5) . Lower suriace. (o). Upper surface.
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s/b 1 s/b 1

&53 000", 43Oae 0,3vm NACAJ57- 06

0AC3 H 1 - 5 ~000*r~ 4--
tSCj;~fl7 E-ft 02 -

0,l $, NACAS 20 2~f Woe,7o-

C-A -, Sef0,
moo FT4V^,0 7 2 3 4 5 6 7 ~ _____ _____ ____

0~~ ~ 23 5 J b- -L 1 - -

Fig. 3.11. Dependence ci cidtive zone of capture/Irip ot Irc'-,

on airfoil chorl of Zhuj~cvsK:,1 , NaL 65L.-015, NWCA-23015 r.

651-2 12.

Key: (1) . KM/h. 10W91- SUItIaCd. (4) . SymmCtriCal. (3) . s y :2m,'- tr-

7.hukovskiy profilt. (14) . uunwait.tic. (9) . unsymrtric.

Fig. 3. 12. Depmndence ot rt-.itiv. Lone of cafiture/qrip ot 1rrs

on chord lengqth of prof ii /azoa (b) tcr dif ferent f li#pt S -

Key: (1.*.(2) . km/h . jJ) . i.) z surf ace. (14) . UPPer sur-fdc-.

Pagqe 114.

L -t us Gxamine the 8e~iimriutal data on thm zones of icr
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accumulation, obtained durIti LdeL flights under conditions of

natural icinq. These data qiw tn possibility to check the

precision/accuracy of tieuLcticil calculaticns and are of int-r-,;-L

also because is coasideLEU the efl=ct Of the spread of irops, w!.ic,

occurs urder some condition. aiau which is nct taken into attrr't-or

during calculations of tna trajrcttries of drcps. Table 11 qiv-z -iL<

results of zone measurewent6 oi tn= deposit of ice over the u;-I:

surface of wing and staciiize cf th? aircraft of Il-14, 11-16,

Tu-104, Tu-114 (as wc se nae siz1=/dimcnsicn cf the corl of

profile/airfoil it changed wiznr. Large limits).

Mpasurements were conuucte i i leval flight or reduction,-u..

at speeds 280-450 km/h aija at tua "eights/altitudes l-is tt'Ar :

The data table 11 -.huw tilit ad.most in 94c/o of cas-s th-

distribution of ice did not axc#u 5.5o/c of airfoil chord. 17 So.

of cases it composed 5.5-o.ao/u oi chord and1 only in all ii tio c- .

from 140 (which composes 1.4Jo/U) .as obh~rved ice accuuilatic7 %

the section 8-10o/o airtoji caor .

Thus, experimental udta, n 6eite of their limitedness,

satisfactorily they are ccav--iri iith theoretical ones.
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'A to ~ 3 MIo

LIZh r L

a04 0.03 0a02 ao jo s/b J1I A
(I/.nepluocmb - 1O0elA.OCm6 0

Fig. 3.13. Change in the local coutficient of settling i

duct/contour of curved jrot1le NACA 651-212. : -40. b--s 4.5 1 -

H=3000-6000 a, V -,) km,/ 9  %*2 o * (mode/conditions of

reduction/descent); 2 - H=9UOU a, = .. km/h d,, 1 5 p (cruise).

Key: (1). Lower surface. jZ). U. surface.

Fiq. 3.14. Dependence oi aedt-tcatfer coefficient at critical poi7t

of wing cf aircraft ot iu-1U4 ou t.±ight altitude.

Key: (1). cal/cmn.sOC. (z). xw/h.

Page 115.

The maximum propagation oz ice over the upper wing surfac,:
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taking into account the LdJnl of drops, recorded on the aircr.i'

of Il-18, did not Pxceed Wlo/u or airfoil chcrd (-400 mi). it Lhc]

be noted that inTable 11 are conuected only those cases when

measurements were conductau witn tne aid of special attachm;rts. TL

large nurber of observations, mau'e by the author incidentally whi*!

conducting of the various xinds or experimental and research fli 'h ;,

also shows that the zone ot icc accumulation, as a rule, does not

exceed 5-61chords.

In one cas, (on the arcraLr of An-24) was observed ice

formation in thp very large zone or the lower surface of wing ( o

25-30o/o of chord). This case was clearly connected with the

spreading of the water caugat ±nto wing. Ice formation with th- 1

width of the capture/grik or wisy chord usually occurs at high

temperatures of surrounding a.Lr waen de-icing system comparativ]y

easily manages the protEction.

After feeding/conducting sums it is possible to draw thp

conclusion that the minimum vaiue of heating surface for a wing an

tail assembly with the j roiies/airfoils, used at present on

passenger aircraft, must cowjos. o-10o/o of chord.

Resides the zone or ice accumulation to designer it is important

to know icing intensity ca ria uuct/contour of profile/airfoil, w>:cl.
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is characterized by the local cuetxicient of settling E..In adlition

to Fig. 1.11 (see Chapter 1) lot us examine as it changes the local

coefficient of settling E:, in the duct/contour of curved prcfile

NACA 651-212 with the chcra1, the e.jua1 to 4.75 m, which has thickn:i-! 4

ratio 12o/o and thickness- uistdnce to 40o/o of chord, for the

following two cases: 1) by d=JUOU)-bOOO a V' ..=56() km/h, mode cf

reduction/descent d.=2 )H=9000 m, V .. =800 km/h, cruis ;,

dc~pI5 $ 1
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Table 11. Experimental data accoraing to 140 cbservations about *h-

zone of ice accumulaticn on tae uaper surface ot wing and statiliz:

in o/o of chord.

Ola 3dXBaTa JI,') ;.ItHSO Rti 0)),bi

3 % xopIMA I; JXBaV

K1o 1 -'o -5

(3'Or 1.~ 2.5 :33 2;3,6
O-r 2,5. 4,5 19 ,3;
>r 4, A 5,5 9 6,42
OT 5,5 6,5 5 , 3

O? 8 t to 2 1.43

Key: (1). Zone of capture/grip into o/o of chord. (2). Cases ct i

for this zone of capture/yrip. (J). quantity. (4). to. (5). from.

Page 116.

Fig. 3.13 gives fcz two cases indicated the graphs which ar,

constructed according to the dadta of work (38] and are related to

passenger aircraft with tour =nyxnes TRD [ TP-J, - turbojet nqir+, 1,

gross weight -57 of t ans in span of wing -48 a. From graph

evidently, the zone of cdpturi/grip maximally reaches 4o/o (cve; !:

lower wing surface in tte secono case).

The determination ot the iccal coefficient of settlinq for

I
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different points of proLita/Lrro.l is the fairly complicated ain

labor-consuming work, whixn raquires the solution of the diff-r-:..idl

equations of motion cf drops. in tre first apprcximation, for lvf:, r
some practical tasks it is posoixe to recommend the followinq siaq~i<

method.

At first is constructed gzapa E.=i(,b) for value of P=-, i. e.,

the trajectories of drops are received as the rectilinear ones (!

us recall that K=, \/iAI. wher an - aistance between adjacent

trajectories in the undisturbea r=yion, and Al- distance on th-, -c

between the points of inrtaxe.ec-ion of these trajectories with th

duct/contour of profile/aiifoA.). For plotting of this dependenco U;

traced to scale the prcriie/aiiioii with the grid of straight pat-.

and graphically are determined reaations A/\l for different valuzF

of s/b (at critical point ET=I)h nen is constructed the graph,

analogous Fig. 1.11. After this to graph will be deposited three-l

points for the required couiziions (for concrete/specific/actual P

and Re0 ). The first point cocresponds E. ,la! and it is dptermincl f 2;i

Fig. 1.8, in which is gian tne aependence cf local coefficient on

parameter P for a critical point. Two round points correspond E,=o.

i.e. are determined the zoaas or capture/grip s/b by lower and upper

surface. The zones of captuta/grip can be defined by qraph/curvp

(Fig. 1.12), and also on tue grai~hs, given in present paragraph.

Having three points indicadtt, it is possible to conduct thrcuqh th-r
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curve, following the character oI that arranged/located of ai.ovr- ti.-

curve, constructed for vdi u oL P=-. As a result will be found

dependence E,=f(s/b) for this exo/i.e/airfoil and prescribed/dssi;no I

conditions. Thus, utiliziag dta Lagarding the local coefficient cf

settling at the critical Voint ci jrofile/airfoil and in the zone±s o

capture/grip, it is possiule to apkroximately determine the

distribution of local cceftici.nr in the duct/contour of

profile/airfoil.

5. Equation of heat balance.

Let us examine the eauatioi ot heat balance for th? wing

surface, which undergoes icing. To this questicn was devote th-

considerable number of wor&; ot tne foreign (Hardy, Tribus, essir.'.

etc.) and Soviet (A. S. Zuyev, 1. k. Mazin, F. Kh. Tenishev st al.)

researchers.

In general heat transtei oa the wing surface in steddy procr.z

is composed from the fcliowing eleents/cells:

0,--- the heat, seiected/taKen from surface as a result cf th,-

convective heat exchange.

Page 117.
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. heat, selected/tdKwn trom surface and which goes fc.

heating of the settling on it a-ops of water (from ambient

temperature to temperature surtace);

QM11- heat, selectd/_dK=u Lrcm surfac, as a result of

evaporating the depositeu oA .t urops of the water;

Q113.1- heat, selecteU/tdK eU from surface as a result of th-

radiation/emission;

QT P ---heat, selecteu/tdKxn tzom surface as a result of th.

thermal conductivity of wiaj coascruction:

Qc- heat, applied to surzace as a result of compression ini

friction of its washing aiL riow (xinetic and viscous heating);

Q.,-. heat, applied to suLLica as a result of the liberation or

latent heat of fusion witn taiz treazing on it of the deposited :.[)ps

of the water;

Q .- heat, applieu to suriace as a result of the transfoEiatic-;

of kinetic enerqy of th,6 arops ot water into thermal with thair

I * 2.- * . .- _-1 -- , I I .
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impact/shock about the sucrac ;

Qo,- heat, appliea to surrdci from de-icing system.

Since is examiaed zteauy pcoc-ss, when on surface is

established/installed ceLttin au.Librium temFerature, then thr s:r

of all quantities of heat, applied and abstracted/removed from

surface, must be equal to zero.

Let us agree to consiuar Ln neat, applied to surface, csi iv.l,

and abstracted/removed from it - negative, then

- Q, -QH.-QCU-Q,,.Lip-TIP-' Q Q' - -QH.1 - +QnoC=0- IA)

In the equation given above instead of quantity of heat Q it 4

more expedient to exaioine Loc eacn term of equation the heat trnrf i-1

rate q, which determines the qudutities of heat, passing throuqh a

* unit of surface per unit ot twe.

At subsonic flight speeds on the radiaticn heat losses it i.

possible to disregard, i.e., q,. O. In the majority of the cases "Ih

heat flux, caused by thermal conductivity, also is very low in

comparison with other terms ot equdtion, since the gradients of

temperature over the winy surcace dre usually small (q.r1 O .

Taking into account tue aforesaid, we will obtain

S- -q" -q ".' -qcn + q + q.. + q, + q, ' = O. (B)
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Let us examine as it is actaiLined each of the

components/terms/addenda ot ejuation R.

Page 118.

According to Newton's known ourmuL.a

:7, cL-t(t.s- tx ). t 3. I)}',:

where a - heat-transfer coerLicient in cal/coz-so°C; t-
I..

temperature of surface in 0c; t- temperature of the undisturbd-i

flow in oc
P,, 1 =re cS ( ts-t.), (3.2) ;

where In mass of the water, waich settles pcr unit of surtac-::
unit time, in g/cm 2s; c spac.fic heat of water in cal/gorC'

Un628Llcq I el-It

where i-11.,, latent heat ot vaporization in the cal/g; .2-

specific heat of air with constant pressure in cal/gOC; >-

saturating vapor pressure at temperature t, in a b. ; . - saturating

vapor pressure at temperature I, in mb.; Pu.-- pressure-surrcundirn

air in mb.

Formula for the heat r.ux, spent on the evaporation of water, ii:

L7
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based on analogy of the rocdss uL evaporation and convectivr L-

exchange. In differint wcrx6 2 lj, [46], [59] are given soaipwn'W-

different from each otheL ot tna txprzssion of this formula. 1;- .t!

case is accepted the fozmuid, projosed in work [12] 1:

q - a .. .(3.4)2Jcp

where r - a recovery factor (dimensionless); j, . speed of tne

undisturbed flow in cm/s; J=4. 1 d. - mechanical heat equival &r.i.

gocmz/s 3 cal.;

where / latent heat of rusion in the cal/g

I,:, .79,7 r n

q, K , .) (3. 6)

Key: (1). with.

FOOTNOTE 1. Sometimes fcr larger precision/accuracy in formula (3.1)

instead of values of P ana e,, are given the ccrresponding lccal

importance of these values on the boundary of boundary laye r.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

FOOTNOTE 2. Recovery factor caracterizes the degree of the
t,,, i

transformation of kinetic energy into thermal , , , where -

surface temperature in tho aastnce of heat exchange between body ar2

J - -1
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airflow; - temperatuie u. aiL. .f it was ccmFletely brakr-. 1,i

work (46] the recovery Lcto L z taken as as constant AnJ &':uvi -

0.87S (as the ;veiage/mcoL vc,., iptwepn 0.85 and 0.90 resp-ct.v-- 1

with lam in ar an A turtuI Ezt ilow). rN'DFCCTNCTE.

Page 119.

It should be noted tat LLis neat flux they frequently

disreyard, since +he *uArLtIty ot n=at, which is isolated as a r:

of transfer of kinetic 6Ldj£ JL ULops into thermal, is consi(",:" : /

lower than the heat, letermin : a ui other terms of equation.

Let us examine the case wnei, the temperature of surface i

higher than zero rt,>O), whaca occur6 in working thprmal conti:.uc.;

de-icing system.

The equation (B) of signs tati form:

Sqnoc = q, +±q,,. 11,' -q,'--q... !

since freezing is absent).

After tha substitution oui ua corresponding expressions t

term of equation, we wiii uutdia

q,,oe -Uts-1. i h .'o"ils - i

- , "3. 1-r C1.. - , -r - '-- 1cp '.
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Let us introduce iatj ~tm~ur.io expression for the mas:; ct

water

tf~=P, W V_

wher-- F - an iriteqjral locai coetticient of settling (dim.norsionB'-'.u)

W -wattr content in q/cmJ.

T ~.en

x[ ,28_., eg - et_1  rt"

CP P_ 2Jr i

1+ iE., a{(tS_ .

Equaltion. (3.8) makci It eussiale to determine calorific

req(uirement f or protecticn Liui ikcjr4 under the prescribed/asszi~

speci fic conditions when in tae stiielded sur face settle th-

stipercooled drops. If f.Lijet uccuirs in the medium * which cant a::.>.-

crystals, lthpn in equatica (C) a respectively in oquation(1

miust tdditionill.y enter teco q,.. out with opsite sign, sirlc-c

will characterize th-m heat, selaced/takpn from surface for r~f.

of the settlinj crys'al-Q.

The equation of he at DLdii. Lor ice crystals when '.0takes
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the form:

Instead of term q11.u into equation (D) enters term which i

determines the heat, selected/tak~n from surface fat: heating; c. ~

settling crystals fromn dauiaL.at twierature to O0 C, and tne hea,,

selected/taken for hea tinq of the water formed after the tiiawf-r

crystals trom OOC to teakiraturiz~.

Page 120.

comparing -?quatianE (C) wii ju) ,it is nict 1if f icult to ~.

the requiremant for heat zo p.Lotectiofl from "crystal" ici rj

than in thre cas- of "drcp'" wita tue identical ccntc nt per Unit ,f

volumeI Of Air, lijuid wdtef- iua crystals-: with othe-:r -?qualcui

After substituting ii t,1dtciri (D) the aj~propridto xp~~~

for its terms, we Will cLL;d.iL

m 2.1

or

In equations (3.9) and ji. 10) ,~ the mass of the ice
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crystals, which settle iec uUrI oL surface per unit time in J/cr:-

". "crystal" water cc11tent In g/cM3 c,i- the heat capacity of

crystals (ice) (c,,0,43 cal/y60 C.

Utilizinq formulas (J.dJ ana (3.10) , let us define how chc:.j

quantity of h-at requirtu 1o protection frcm icing in the fir:.t

in the second case with a cuniie iii the speed, fli.;ht altitu ic, ,-A.

content and *emperature or suiro:Qaiiing air. In this case let u.-

consider that the d-postaon ol crystals occurs just as drops,

that the integral cocfficient ot settling is identical in rhd :l.

circle the case .

FOOTNOTE 1*. Tnis assumption cu Lje accepted, since the smailr

specific gravity/wight ci ice cryatals, in ccmrarison with Jiro%'-, ±

compensated by their high 6az.s/auiensions (see page 45).

ENDFOOTNOTE.

Calculation let us conouct oi the critical point of tht w-,:-,,,

aircraft, in the cross sEctio" wneie the chord is equal to 4 m. Fol

dit~r mining the heat-traLSrer coetticient we will use the

x xperimental graph, given .n F . . 14 2.

FOOTNOTE 2. Graph is ottceie a d result of the flight experim -ri -,

carried out on th? aircirt oz ru-104. ENDFCCINCTE.
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The temperaturn of surface iet u- take as equal to +100 C.

The results of calcuidtion ire represented in Fig. 3.15-3.1').

As we see, with an iacrease An the velccity of flight th

calorific requirement wi.L. iacreas (cm Fig. 3.15).

Page 121.

However, in the case of ULol) cicLig curve qjo=j(V.) reaches maximu.-

speel -600 W km/h, and tai i r;auement for beat they are d~cr p*

as a result of the amplIticarton ut kinetic heating. In the cas-

the crystal icing of this pheaonenon it is not cbserved, since th--

supplementary heat, spent on seLtilag of crystals (term ql,), excee-

the heat, which is isoldteau as a result cf ccmrression and frictio-:

of air flow - the requicement tcr neat with an increase in the s

continuously th-y increas-. un the other hand, the graph shows h -

also with drop icing the judutlty uf heat, required for maintalni.,J

the temperature of surface, eludx to +100 C, composes at flight sp-.

800-1000 km/h the still s-ijiiicdant magnitude.

In Fig. 3. 16 it is snowu now change ths individual terms of
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equation of heat balance WduLL dLl iacrease in the speed.

Change in altitude ot I.LuLat nias smaller effect (Fig. 3.17).

This is explained by the ui±ct rear an increase with the

height/altitude of the qu-Auiry or heat, selected/taken from sili§.-r'-

for the evaporation cf katez, is compensated ty the decrease ct

heat-transfer coefficient.

The temperature ot suiLroanaufly air, as this follows froir Fij;.

3. 18, has qreat effect cn tat: vct.utz of calorific requir~ment,

moreover increase I with d ttamj=Ldture rise fcr drop icinq is

significantly more than ioi czystai. Reverse/inverse picturzI.

observed for dependence yj=z jw) (r 3. 19) . With an increase in:.I

water content the requiiewent icz heat in the case of drop icdni

grows/rises considerabll less thda in the case of crystal, which

conn~ected with the effect ot tern qua~, vhich in the c-quation' cf

balance for flight in watdr cioud is absent.I
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-C - 0,4

0,2 qn t 8 C W04

01

4- W422#3 .~fa~~ 20 40 60 80 ~(/o
Fig 31" Meed3c at cdoll rqieet nfih se>

crsa0 addop6ig

0ey: (1 ca/ci sH() rsa cn.()Do cr.(

Fig. 3.15. Dependence ot neatii rr~equiresen n flight speaI r K

icing.

Key: (1). cal/cm2 s. (2). x/a. 3). 9/M 3 .
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qKola

08 W= 0,42 110 (e)

-e -woe-

NuCMaAAI*.ec,,oe
Ka~e$., ~ Am o6eeae

o0 5 9H -t0 -20 -V -*t0j

Fig. 3.17. Dependence Ot caloritic requirement on the jjtjt~j i-

flight fcr crystal and dioe icii, .

K ey : (1) . cal/cn~s. (2) . £iw/a. (j) . Crystal ic4-ng. (4) . Drop -

Fig. 3. 18. D-p ndence 01 (A.Loiita.c raquirament cn tC-Mp Lata..-

surrounding air for crystai~ anu azop 2cing.

Key: (1) .cal/cm
2 s. (2) . Kift/f. (J). Crystal icing. (14) . Dr op :c:
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- kLIUCMG,17U -

e,~oe

Fig. 3. 19. Dependence ot calorz.zic requirement on water contrnt

clouds for crystal and urop icia y.

Key: (1). cal/cm2 s. (2) . m/h. tJ) . Crystal icing. (4) .Drop i(-7 i.

Page 123.

The dependqnc:: of caiorit. c rdjuirqmnant cn water content an.1

temperature ot surroundiiij air uriacr the design. conditions or icir.,i

accepted is given in Fig. J. zu.

Graph for convenience is couastructed in system of practical

units. As we see, calorific requirement for the most s.--vere

conditions of drop icing (1.=-30(-, W=().3 g/m3, H=9000 mn) reach v -:v

high values of -19000 kcai/mazon (tor the section of surface n, a:
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critical line).

For a comparison wi tn. uarbained results le- us give thp

graph, borrowei from wcrK i], waluch shcws change in depen19nc- 9:.

the rate of necessary qudaUit~ ci ueat for maintaining the surfac-,

free from ice, under conuLtios i drop and crystal icing. Grar. i:

constructed for the critical jpcia, of the cylinder with a diamrnte >Fr

50 mm. In the work indicateu tnher is not the information about .

in what way constructed rarn - calculation or experimental. 'iow~v-::,

the character of curves aad tae sijnificant figures of values

sufficiently close to oLtalneU dre above (Fig. 3.21). It shouli h

noted that the precisioLyiaccurxc1 of the calculation of calorific

requirement considerably aejexas oiA the precision/accuracy otI.-

determination of the hedt-trandnfer coefficient a, which is th-

complex function of a wn(ie se.ies of variable/alternating [ 15]. ""-1

approximate computatiors a it is possible the wing leading alq tC

replace by the semicylinuer oi the same sizes/dimensions, arl th

upper and lower wing surtaces to consider as the flat/plane wall,

heat emission for which is dertrmined comparatively simply.

Heat-transfer coefficieuit aej.nds cn the state cf ooundary lavs:" ()

the wing surface, that aLso diway. it is possible accurately to

determine.

...
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I) IA I z~ T- H60

a 8 5P4 ~ ~ 1

__6 b. fWAI460

4-4 4 4 0 00 400 60i a0 oo (es)~kc

F~ig. 3.20. Dependence oL ca.aLorizic requirement on the de-siqn

conditions of drop icirg.

Key: (1) . cal/m?eoh. (2) . f.Lmln. j) . g/M3 .

Fig. .1.21. Dependence cti ca.L r,=,uired for prevqntion of quarn"9y

heat on rate tor leadirL eaje oit cylinder.

Key: (1) . cal/cn 2 s. (2) .Ci~ystc. Lcina. (3) . Drop icinq. (4)

(5).fi. 6).g/ni3.

Paqe 124.

The presence of water on cuie sutce causes the shift forward of

transition point of laxii,.iL tDuuiiud.i.y layer into turbulenIt. For

contemporary high-speed alLCLdttL he heat-transfer coefticient

.1
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usually is determined ftct projaJLion condition for turbulent

bounlary layer to entire o. litLyc Lart of the wing surface iT:

question.

As show investigations, great effect on heat-transfer

coefficient is exerted Late aita riight altitude. The temperazu:TL

effect of surrounding air can be aisregarded/neglected.

Besides the case examlne auove when ts-), the equations qiv=.

above make it possible tc uetdLmwine heat fluxes, also, with oti;,r tw:

cases when the temperatuae or 6uLrrce is negative or equal *c z7 'ro.

Uhen ;- which is of FrcctlcaJ u~e, in particular, for tne ].?-4c .;

systems of periodic actioai, it is iuecessary, cbvicusly, to ccni;-_

the heat, applied to suttace as a Lesult of the liberation of li

heat of fusion (when suiercoolza iiquid settles and passes into

state with OOC), and the aeat, given up surface by tormed i'o ( he :

it is cooled to temperature t.

6. Thermal continuous da-icany 1s rems.

The calculation of tueradi continuous de-icing system (wairj

system of icing) frequer.tl is jeriormed to the prescribed/assi,_:,-i

temperature drop which is ufterwined by the difference betwee-n

temperature of heating sutace dna the tpmperature of surrounfij ii
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with flight in so that cd4zd "dry" air (out of clouds).

Fundamental requirezait L£uj LuL-rmal continuous system lit in

the fact that to warn/rrevenit tna icing of the shielded surfacEz-,

also not to allow the a eaduce oz a considerable layer of ic&

beyond the limits of the wm au 4onp (so-called "barrier" ica).

Arises the question, UcLI U Is required the temperature droo ir

the "dry" air for preventira ii rormation cn the leading edq- -f 7:-

wing of aircraft in tlignt or it under the design conditions cf

icing.

The method of the e6VauatIou of thermal de-icing systems

according to the temperatu.= cnhzdcteristics, determined in flii .-

out of clouds, is based on the solution of the equation ot h Ft

balance described abcve.

Page 125.

Smallest quantity of Lav Liam which is required for th

prevention of icing, vll oviousiy be at temFerature of surface,

close to zero ft.-i -(Y) I.

FOOTNOTE '. Strictly spedxinq, xf t . then in the equation cf

771-
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balance must be introductau rers i-l since the freezing of li:

already occurs. RNDFOO'IhCCL.

After sub~stituting intc Lormula Uj.8) -. let us have:

S("t, et, -

+-EW Vlt-

Utilizing this expressioa ior q~.can be determined. how, L

temperature of the shic-iue ui race in flight in "1dry"l .ir mu:;-

--xceed tbe tempzerature ot surrouna1inq air in crd- r und, ?: ccn~ ij-,(-

of icing to avoid ice fcitadtionk.

In flight in "dry" ai dLZ tl, tq and the El1uation (C) IaK

the form

where t*. ts respectively tne tzdip-rature of surf acc andi the

temperature of air in fi~nz uut ji clouds.

By qquating the fir6L aa securnd 'axpre-ssion for "'~let Us;

deter mine:

S,-6 N Si It

-P.
EWVc 2
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Thus, the requ-Ired tL :ujaztuL. dr-op in "idry", ai r A, r~~

the se ries/row of the [dL1Li-zt-L.S, into which enter the t-mpera+ i:

air qnder conaiticris ot w dder content, f lighi spe.?d , qC.,flT

charactaristics oft the 6hte.J VL:Lf ile/airfoil anj i~dr'n

drops (deterninicl by vaiue L ,~ etc.

Introducinq in eiudtA.,iI (J. 13) design conditions accor 1 -r.

water conte:nt and 4 epe.Lr~ its possible tc obtain to-c,-ac

concrete/specific/actudl jroile/dirfoil the required t-mFp. ratu:-

dIrop to which must ccirt~seji~a tne temuperat ure drop, det--Li'nini -i--

tests in "dry" air.

Formula (3. 13) was 6adDjactdd, -Lo Ith- experimental check whi,::.

showed the completely sat .tactcry convergence cf theoreticdl a.

experimental data.

Let us giva two Cud Ji o is chacking.

1. Deter mination. in "dry" iii of tempe-rature drop at critl-cc,"

points of nose/le.ading cdge; ot aic intake of aircraft of Tu-1 4~

height/altitud4 of '4000 w aiia ianuicated airsp ?eds 400 km/h shcw,

that datum compose.- 32-33 0 L (m, du~pments werE conlucteai duriJrj

of one of versions of exkevimeatdi de-icinq system).
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Page 126.

During the incidence/Lapiyewa~nt of aircraft at the same

height/altitude and speca uiiacr coxuditions of icing at temperature of

surrounding air ot -200% ana averdge/mean water content 0.2 g/M3

occurred ice accumulation di.L uvec circumference of air intake, in

spite of the previously ciniiectea up-icing system. Calculaticn

according to formula (3. lij lo zt uese conditions showed that the

required temperature drc tor Liu~ jrevention of icinq had to comprise

not less than 39 0 C (insteda oi jz-j3OC)

FOOTNOTE 1. Heat-transeL cuatticient. at the critical point of the

wing of the aircraft of lu-1U,4 wi6 determined experimentally.

ENDFOOT4OTE.

2. Temperature droj. na, cr...ical point in one section at wing

of aircraft at Tu-104 ccwjpod eat in "dry" air at height/altitude

of 2000 a and indicated aik..,eeus 400 km/h.

With accomplishing ot fiiynt in thi zone of icing in the section
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of wing indicated occurred i £o mation. Flight conditions were

following: H=2000-3000 m, t = II C, l1,,,,=400ku/h, IV,P=Ij. g/m 3 , de-icing

system was connected pricr to tna entry into the zone of icing.

Calculation accordiLij to roiaula (3.13) for thesE conditions

showed that the required tckpaLdLtue drop must he not less than 330 C.

This was the confirmed tuLtii experiment when engine power rating

was transferred into this, iuLiuj which appropriate temperature drcp

in "dry" air it composed 3#-4O P; in this section of wing was begun

the thawing of ice, and tnet it was distant completely. (Complete

removal of ice it occurrea alzcauy on leaving of aircratt trcr

cloudiness)

Fig. 3.22 gives the a iiaei)aece of ice formation required for

prevention of temperature caop oii the design conditions of icing.

Calculation is carried out rou tue leading wing edge of the aircraft

of Tu-10 . As can be seen iruoa jraph, the proposed previously

required temperature drc. in j). provides protection from icing

under design conditicns cnaiy vo -1 'C.

The analysis of formuia (3.13) at different possible values of

the entering it values snowed T-ad the required temperature drop for

at present aviation protiies/airoils used must conprise in the

earth/ground not less thati 5d04c.
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A change in the reuiLiea temperature drops in heights/altitudes

is shown in Fig. 3.23.

Continuous de-icing systev must prevent ice formation not only

on the warmed part of tim SUrLdCa, but also beyond its limits, which

is reached by the selection oL tae sizes/dimensicns of the shielded

zone and by the maintenan ce ot tue corresponding temperatures of

surface.

The graphs/curves y i a tad preceding/previous paragraph

illustrated the requirements tor u-at for maintaining the temperature

of the surface, equal tc *]Ok'C.

Page 127.

However, the achievement jL tais temperature does not in any way mean

that the water, which sett±e on wing, will ccmpletely evaporate and

will not occur its runori ieyind tae limits of the warmed zone.

Actually/really, for contiauods i -icinj systems the problem of the

formation of barrier ice aus serious value. Experiment shows that

accomplishing endurance Liiint utlaer conditions of intense icing

leads to the appearance oL uai ice even in de-icing systems with

6L~
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sufficiently high tempeLdtuLe dLrop. If the settling water completely

does not evaporate in tne zone oi 6ettling, its remainder/residue

leaks off back/ago (on ujper dna lower surface of wing) in the form

of the separate streams waich tned freeze and are formed uneven ice

built-up edges at consiueraD±L aLstance from leading edge. Sometimes

these ice built-up edges Lake tne torm of separate flows (Fig. 3.24),

while sometimes - continuous ice uarrier (Fig. 3.25). The

formations of barrier icc Lt wou4u be possible to avoid, after

ensuring on an entire wing surtace the te mperature, exceeding 00 C;

however, the structural/aesLju a dL energy iifticulties of this method

they were obvious.

Another method, whica zamovts the possibility of the onset of

barrier ice, it consists in tue evaporation of entire water over the

area of its settling. This woulu make it possible to have minimum

zone heating along choru (corrosponding to the zone_ of capture/grip),

but it would require tc esure too high a temFerature in the small

section of surface, which aiso presents considerable difficulties.

L --
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11=3 AjuMl t

40 .34.
400

0 -5 -10 -f5 -?0 -25 -30 t,9,C 0 -10 -20 -.

Fig. 3.22. Dependence cr Lce luimdttion required for prevention of

temperature drop on the dasign conaiitions of icing for the leading

wing edge of the aircratt utr u-IJ'.. Key: (1). km/h.

Fig. 3.23. Dependence or cejuAirou in "dry" air temperature drops from

computed values Of teM~eratura or surrounding air and water content

for different heights/altitudzs.

Key: (1). kg/h.

Page 128.

As illiustration let us give graph (Fig. E.26)borrowed from work

(38j hc shows tne dtpenueiice ot calorific rc-quirewent for the
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complete evaporation of water over the area of its settling from

water content and temperature o surrounding air. As is evident, for

the de-icing system, based on Lue ?rinciple of the evaporation of the

drops of water over the atea or tiieir settling, the calorific

requirement, per unit ci cre wainspan, depends in essence on the

value of water content. lte teawature effect of surrounding air is

small.

Thus, the total quaniirt oL aeat, dhich requires for the

prevention of icing, de~enas on se±ected safety method.

If de-icing system is projacted/designed then so as to ensure

the evaporation of water over -,a larger than area or settling the

drops (which usually and occurs), then calorific requirement depends

both on the temperature or suitace and on the size/dimension of the

warmed zone. Fig. 3.27 gives r-nT-a undertaken from the same wcrk of

graphs/curves, that shows a cuange in the heat required for

evaporating a quantity in dapenUence on the warmed zone in chord and

on the temperature of the .uriaca (temperature for this warmed zone

is accepted by constant).
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Fig. 3. 24. Barrier ..ce Llw: J 1. tu, upper surfac, of staLijiz=er aftcr

flight under conditicns GL icLj

Page 129.

From jraph it is ev.JLatzr r-act, for -xamp1e, for the heatinj

15o/o chord at temperaturd or .uiLc of 241)C it is requir-ed by 16000

kcal/hem, ind for the htdtinj 4,ou chord at temrperaturi- ot surface

of 12 0 c it is requirC-d LY .J-JJU 4cal/hen..

Graph clearly illustitu, waich durinqj the quarantee of high
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temperature of surface alia sadllasL warmed zone is required less than

the heat.

Of that examined it 1s uuva evident that continuous de-icing

systems (systems, antiicia ) rzceived widest use on contemporary

aircraft. In the majority or the cases - these are the dir-heat

systems. However, the larje rejuirvments for heat which grow/rise

with an increase in the S zes/ulmensions of aircraft, their speed,

flight altitude caused coasraeraut difficulties because of the need

for the selection too cr jLeat d quantity of air from engines. This

it forced to turn to the systems or the pericdic action whose

requirements for energy are cuasiaerably less.

Before passing to the second group of systems, are given several

short descriptions of typical a±r-"eat ccntinucus systems.

To the aircraft of Lu-10U ttni protection from the icing of wing

and power plants is accompiisneo/realized with the aid of the hot
aair, selected/taken trom tfne compressors of engines.

I[
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J*1r

Fig. 3.25. Continuous bazLriL,, ice un the upper surface of stabilizer

after flight under condatauns o.L aing.

Page 130.

The schematic diagiain ot aIi-cing system is shown in Fiq. 3.28.

The air, gathered/taken In to eijath compressor stage (with the

temperature, which rcacnes by 14UOC),* on conduit/Mdanifold 1 through

F locking 3 and reverse/inveLSe 4 vaives enters the right and left wing

leading edges. System hdZ d conduiL/manifold of cross-feed by 2,

through which is provideu the air SUPPly in the failure ot one of the

engines. IT this case th~e curiesj~ondinq check valve prevents the

leakage of hot air to the siae cL tailed engine.

The temperature of the 4a.L:, minich e-nters leading edge of wing,
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in dependence on engine kover rat.ig and temperature of surrounding

air oscillates from 70 tc i)00C.

The deicer of the wiag leduiug edge is arranged as follows (Fig.

3.29). To skin/sheathing 1, made trom Duralumin in thickness 1, 2 mm,

from inside is riveted corrugation 2, prepared also from Duralumin in

thickness from 0.6 to 1 aim. Ine corrugation of split, consists of the

upper and lower panels Which during installation form ten-millimeter

slot along the leading edug ot wian.

Along leading edge i. asdau±ished/installed dead/blind arm 3,

which is wall from Dura.numia wit a thickness of 1 mm which is

fastened to corrugation. Waii trox the side of forechamber is coated

by fiberglass laminate. Arm diviae leading edge into two

chambers/cameras: front/leaddl. A and rear B, which communicate

through the channels of corrugatiou.

*7=
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Fig. 3.26. Dependence oc caior..zic requirement for the complete

evaporation of water on wdtei coitent and temperature of surrounding

air.

Key: (1). kcal/h.m. (2). sLeaa/scope. (3). km/h. (4). g/.

Fig. 3.27. Dependence o 4udi t.Aty of heat q required for evaporation

on size/dimension of warww, zone along airfoil chord x/b and on

temperature of surface
I

Key: (1). kcal/hom. (2). canur .

Page 131.

The channels of cor uqdtion ace arranqed/located along wing
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profile and have variab.Le/itrartng cross section. The

height/altitude of corrugtion comprises at leading edge 4-5 ma, in

area of arm - 6-8 mm and ii trdw gi profiles/airfoils 4-2-3 mm.

The internal part oL toecadamLer is coated by the fiberglass

laminate with a thickness oi U.i mw, which is shield 5, which are

guided the hot air thrcugy tne siot in arm to the leading edge of

wing.

The warmed zone of wing occupies 14-15o/c of chord. Hot air is

supplied into forechambot A, is distributed along the channels of

corrugation it washes wing sin iLom its inside. Further air enters

rear chamber/camera B, wheace it is rejected in the atmosphere

through special openings/aparzures in wingtip fairings.

The end sections ct ding, wtich have smaller absolute

sizes/dimensions and subjected tuerefore to mcre intense icing, have

the intensive heating due to tiie special shaping of the channels of

corrugation.

The start of the de-iciug sistem of wing is produced with the

aid of the tap/crane of conzro± J isee Fig. 3.28) pneumatic action',

the co-pilot establishea/insd.L±.a on instrument panel.

.1--
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FOOTNOTE 1. On the aircLart o r u-124, which has the analogous

construction/design of tiae da-icia.n system of wing, control of

tap/crane - electrical. k.NfOkINJUE.

Control/check of the ope~dtion of system is

accomplished/realized by rna tae-Luaocouples whose sensors are

established/installed ia coiuduitr;/wanifolds at the leading edge

entry, and by the manometer, waica measures the pressure in the

control system.
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Fig. 3.28. Schematic diagyrdul o.i -Lt de-icing system of the wing of

the aircraft of Tu-104.

Page 132.

The expenditure of dir iot taie de-icing system of wing composes

9200 kg/h at the height/dititua1e ,), 1000 M dnd it falls to 5600 kg/h

at the height/altitude ct luUJ w~ (in level tliqht with a speed of

V,, -- 400 km/h)

For de-icing systex of ,aci cype is characteristic the

dependence of the effectivdness ot its acticn on engine power rating.

This makes it possible iu xiiuwu iLwits to enforce the heating of the
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shielded surfaces by an 11caeaste ii engine power rating. So, the

increase in the operatin moue, waich correspcnds to an increase in

the level flight of speed fLoM 400 to bOO km/h in instrument, leads

to the increase of the expeua.itur' ot air for wing cn 700 kg/h. The

temperature drops on he-t.iyJ suLLdce in this case considerably

grow/rise: on 13-15 0 C at tLe critical points of the iing leading edge

and on 10-12 0 C - on the Idt=Ldi surLace of nose/leadinq edge. Curve

in Fig. 3.30 illustratei rnaw dopisuence of tae temperature drop on

the leading edge of the wing ieauing edge on flight speed in the

connected le-icing system.

On the other hand, iL we easure the necessary temperature drops

in low engine power ratings, tnea in the increased modes/conditions

they will be uniustifiabijy ur gu, wich reluires the regalaticn of the

quantity of air, which enters tne aeicers.

The de-icing systew it tne adicraft of An-24 also air-heat, with

the use of hot air, abstract d/Leaoved from the compressors cf

engines.

The schematic diagLaia Ut dc-icing system is sncwn in Fig. 3.31.

i-
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51 C

Fig. 3.29. Schematic of taz iiizinj of the leading :dge or the wir.g

of the aircraft of Tu-1J4.

Fig. 3.30. Dependence oi temzrdtuLe drop At on leading wing edge of

aircraft of Tu-1l4 on fiilgii speea v:,

Key: (1). km/h.

Page 133.

The air, seIected/ta&tu zLow the tenth ccmpuessor stage of the

engines through special coiiai6, cumes under Fressure to check valves

1, controlled by the elecraIcli wechanisms which are inclulel by the

toggle switch, arrangod/Iocuteu on spocial control panel in ti,,e

co-pilot.

Control/check of fuliL dte or the tai-s/cranes of air supply is
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accomplished/realized ca tire 11ring of two bulbs, arranged/located on

the same panel. From stcl, cocys rtne air proceeds to the manuevering

valves of pressures by z, waicu maintain the pressure in system,

equal to 3.2±0O.2 atm (tech). Furtner through check valves 3 air heads

toward the deicers of wing and tail assembly.

on the aircraft of An-24 for supplying hot air to heating

surfaces it is applied ejection in contrast to the aircraft of TU-104

with direct air supply xrom zaa compressors of engines. The de-icing

system of wing, tail assembiy ana air intakes of engines

structurally/constructurally difters from the usual schematic of the

air-heat system, used or~ many aircraft types.
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CArMa ofepede xxxoO xp6im a
onepemJ,

Pig. 3.31. Schematic diagram or tae de-icing system of wing and tail

assembly of the aircraft or Au-'4. I - check valves, 2 - pressure

regulators, 3 - check valves, 4 - deicer of wing, 5 - deicer of

stabilizer, 6 - deicer or rin.

Key: (1). Diagram of the headtin or the leading edges of wing and

empennage.

Page 134.

iI
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On aircraft Ap-2 4 is used tne so-called micro-ejector anti-icing

system, made as follows.

Along the shielded surtace ot noses/leading edges is laid the

conduit/manifold made ot tne stainless steel with a diameter of 45 mm

with the micro-nozzles witn a diameter of 0.8 mm on wing and 1.0 mm

ca fuller's earth and staoDiizer.

The receiver of deicers in complex with the micro-nozzles whose

space is equal to 15 mm, forms the system of the micro-ejectors,

which work according to racircularng method. The diagram of air

circulation in the leading edges ot wing and tail assembly is shown

in Fig. 3.31. Hot air from zae conduit/manifold through micro-nozzles

is supplied directly to tae ldadla edge of the protected surfaces

and along the channels, formed by skin/sheathing and corrugation with

constant section along chord, enters further into the rear

chamber/camera of nose/leading edge. The part of exhaust air will be1ejected by micro-ejectoLs and anew it enters the corrugations of

deicers. Exhaust air moves over the channel, formed by skin/sheathing

of deicer and by front/leading loneron/spar, and through

openings/apertures in ending it is rejected in the atmosphere.

The warmed zone of noses/leauing edges composes 10o/o of chord

for a stabilizer and a Lin and 11-15o/o of chord for a wing.

.1

I
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The flow rate of air, waich enters the de-icing system of wing

and tail assembly, in the ranye of heights/altitudes from 1000 to

6000 a composes respectively 2dOO-1800 kg/h.

The advantage of micro-ejector system is the considerable

decrease of the air flow rates krom engine in comparison with

de-icing system with usual ejectors.

Thus, for instance, flow of air to the stabilizer of the

aircraft of An-24 with micro-ajector system approximately/exemplarily

to 30o/o is lover than the expenuiture for the same stabilizer with

usual ejectors.

It is known that during the use/application of ejectors in

deicer the air flow rate is aeterained, in essence, by the flow rate

through the ejector and to ±ow ueqree it depends on engine power

rating. This is advantage on suca type of system in comparison with

de-icing system with direct air oleed from compressor.

De-icing systems with tne use of ejectors for air supply are

applied on Soviet aircraft with tue turboprop engines (&n-10, An-24),

the selection of a large 4uantity of air from which is impossible

.1

:1
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without a considerable reduction/descent in the power. It should be

noted that the mode/conditions oL the operation of the turboprop

engines, which have permanent revolutions, virtually little affects

the effectiveness of the action or de-icing system.

Page 135.

In the series/row of foreiq- aircraft with TVD a question of

hot-air heating of the surfaces suielded from icing is solved with

the aid of the installation of the heat exchangers, in which the air,

gathered/taken from the ataospnere, is heated due to waste heat of

engine.

&n example of the use/ap.akication of this system are aircraft

"Argosy", "Vanguard" and "VJcount.".

on aircraft "Argosy" uy warm air are warned the wing leading

edges. The air, entering into heat exchangers from the atmosphere

through special air intakes, is heated by waste heat and heads then

for distributing pipe (Fig. J.Jd and 3.33). It the air enters the

fundamental channel of nuse/leading edge, formed by the lower

covering and the fiberglass laminate partition/baffle,

arranged/located along the length nose/leading edge.
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Fig. 3.32. Schematic diagram of taie de-icing system of aircraft

"Argosy".

Key:() Distributing k.iiie. (ij. valve ot type "butterfly". (3).

Heat exchanger. (4). entry of aj~r. (5). Distributing pipe. (6).

Shutter/valve of regulator. (71 . ilactive/jet exhaust. (8). Union

pipe. (9) . yield of hot djir. (hj). Air intake. (11) . Warmed

.1 / 7 o.a.p..

.1" , ,
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nose/leading edge. (12). yiel.d Gt not air. (13). Fiberglass laminate

partition/baffle. (14). Brduch/diain channel. (15). Channels of

corrugations. (16). Funaaaentai cainnel of supply of air.

Page 136.

Further the air through tuo sAt in the lower covering, made in the

form of corrugations, enters tne cnannels of corrugations, washing

the wing leading edge. Then air leaves corrugations and is

collected/built in the cbamber/camera, formed by spar web and by

fiberglass laminate partItIon/badfle, after which it is rejected in

the atmosphere on special aiverters and openings/apertures in the

upper part of the wing.

Heat exchangers are arranyed/iocated on internal engine nacelles

from inside. The supply of cola air and exhaust gases to beat

exchanger is regulated by two shutters/valves and is arranged in such

a way that the shutter/valve ot tue air intake of exhaust gases

cannot be opened/disclcseu as long as will not be completely opened

the shutter/valve of the air intake, which enters from the

atmosphere.

.1

I
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/ e

.14

Fig. ~ ~ N. 3.3 aoto h etecag fdeingstm(o

intenalpowr pant). 1- canni o ho gass, - ir ntae o

hetecagr etecagz - exas ueofhtgss

*"biterfly" poe pats)e fo 1i ble fLo ht gaesg 2f th air intake 

of heat exchanger, 9 - thermosensitive elements, 10 -mercury

thermorelay, 11 -exhaust duct, 14 power frame, 13 -shutter/valve

of exhaust duct, 14 -fire wall, 15 jacket.

Page 137.
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The Position of the SLuue/valve of the air intake of exhaust

* gases automatically is regulated depending on the temperature of hot

air (signaling is accomjAJisne/realized with the aid of the fire

detectors, arranged/locatau on anifold) so that with an increase in

the temperature of air in tuoa is supplied signal to the closure of

shutter/valve, and with aecreaSe - to its complete opening. The

oscillations/vibrations ot the mechanismn of control of shutter/valve r

are damped.

In system is proviaed tor a signaling about superheating-

with an increase in the tamperazure of air in tube to 190 0 C

operates/wears mercury swi.tca, whiich closes the relay circuit of

signaling.

.2 Besides the tube ot signaling about superheating on left ceiling

flap are mounted two temp~erature indicators of air in tube,

calibrated from +50 to +2)O(*

For preventing the FOSSIDiiity Of the start of deicer on the

earth/ground, which can ldad to superheatinig of construction/design,

control of the mechanism or tae opening of the shutter/valva of

exhaust gases is interlocKau with the reducticn of landing gear
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struts. Flow rate or not air through each heat exchanger (i.e.

to one half wing) - about JbO0 kg/h. Temperature drop on the leading

edge of center section (in the place of the supply of hot air)

reaches 100 0C, on lateral surface of 50°C; in outer wing panel

temperature drops they compi.ise: uy 500 C on leading edge and 35-140 0C

on lateral surface.

The de-icing system or toe wing of aircraft "Vicount" and

"Vanguard" - is air-heat. Air dut to velocity head enters the heat

exchangers where it is neated by toe exhaust gases, selected/taken

after turbine in a quantity of approximately 2o/o, and further heads

for the channel, arranged/located along wing. From channel the air

enters the wing leading edge, it is collected/built in offtake and is

rejected in the atmosphere tarouga openings/apertures in wing tip.

Temperature of exhaust gases at the entry into heat exchanger of

500 0C. Air in heat exchanger is heated to 165 0C and is cooled in wing

to 700 C.

Heat exchangers are arranged/located in internal engine nacelles

and are made from tubes maue or tae heatproof steel with a diameter

of 4-4.5 mm. Tubes are arranged/located vertically; air moves within

them from bottom to top. exhaust gas washes tubes horizontally.

I
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For cessation the dir suppliis in the upper part ot the heat

exchanger are by louver.

For the protection ut tna tuziojet aircraft VC-10 from icing is

utilized hot air from the compressors of engines.

Air bleed on each eafgiia is dccomplished/realized from the

latter/last compressor ztagas or tue high and low pressure (see Fig.

3.34). The feed systems oi d1Ai Lrow each pair of engines together

with their aggregates/unirs oz automatic regulation function

separately trom each otneA:.

Page 138.

The air, selected/taken trom tae compressors of the high and low V.

pressure of each pair ot eangaies, mixes and, passing through

reduction and check valves, it tails into general/common/total

distributing pipe, which passes in fuselage. Thus, because of

cross-feed during the malfunction of one or two engines air supply is

provided by other two engines.

After the branching ort of u;duit/manifold in fus 6 lage (point

of cross-feed) the conduit/manitoid is passed on center section and

further into root of the winy wadre the air is utilized for the drive

7 ..... ..- "
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of turbine of cooling evadordLIva Lnstallation.

To the wing leadiny edge tae air is supplied through check

valves. To slats the air darwrs L[om the wing leading edge through r
the telescopic joint and it pd~ses on condiit/manifol(1 along the

spread/scope of slat. Tnrough oneaings/apertures in conduit/manifold

the air falls at first into intaraediate collector/receptacle, and

from the latter - through siots into space formed by external and

lower coverings (Fig. 3.J). Ls aerived/concluded air into the fixed

wing leading edge after slat. wita, the extended slats the exhaust air

emerges through special cpenings/d ertures. These openings/apertures

coincide with openings/apactuces .1" the fixed wing leading edge with

the retracted slats. In tais casd the exhaust air from slats is

removed together with air trow the fixel wing leading edge. When

slats are released, opengnq6/dpeutures in the upper surface of the

fixed wing leading edge aae ciosea by trip valves.

The section of leauian ddge wL wing in long approximately three

meters in fuselage (i.e. Lii tue zone of the location of engines) has

the intensive heating fcc the preservation of engines from the

incidence/impingement cr the jpiects of ice which can be formed and

fly in the case of the irisurt.ient effectiveness of the heating of

wing in this section. For alrcraLt VC-10 this is especially

important, since its engines kolis Poyce Conway have duralumin
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rotating compressor blades. Tae iutensive heating is provided due to

the elevated temperature ai aar eantry for which is arranged/located

on fuselage.

The zone heating ot w.Ang in the percentages of chord varies from

10o/o in root, to 14o/6 atd tii ot the wing (over upper surface).
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Fig. 3.34. Schematic diagram or the de-icing system of aircraft 1

VCZ-10. 1 - pipe of air bleed from Low-pressure compressor, 2 - air

extraction manifold from aiu-jressure compressor, 3 - thermal

valves, 4 - reduction valves, 5 - maain check valves, 6 - check

valves, 7 - deicer of wing, 8 - deicer of stabilizer and fairing

about the stabilizer, 9 - deicer oi. fin, 10 -branch of engine

starting, 11 -evaporativa insd~iation.

Page 139.

Air supply to the at~atinq ot the tail assembly from fundamental

conduit/manifold is acccm.Lisuea/realized through the two-position

check valve.

In the case of damdy.Lnj to eiectrical control circuit the valve

remains in position "opened".

.mo
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Air, passing through Lae cneac valve, proceeds to the

nose/leading edge of fin, stabilizer, and alsc to fairing (butt joint

of stabilizer with the tia)whose lateral surfaces to avoid the

wedging of rotary stabilizeL witu icing are warmed.

Air for the heating or tai iaq enters from the

coarse-wire/coarse-conductor ot Lae stabilizer through the tee. In

connection with the fact that the stabilizer in flight is deflected,

into conduits/manifolds are introduced flexible sections.

Air in the noses/leading eiges of fin, stabilizer and fairing

moves over the channels, formed uy dual skin/sheathing, and it is

derived/concluded in the atmosphere through the grids/cascades which

are arranged/located on the Ireral surfaces of the upper part of the

fin.

rJhe conduits/manifolis, arranged/located within nacelles aiid

fuselage, are made made ot the stainless steel with double walls.

Upon the decomposition o± internal wall, external will avoid the

incidence/impingement of dir into tuselage.

in all points of connections, closed in the event of damage by

jacket, are established/instalieu expansion bellows.

.... ..1 . ..... ..-' , .. ...| - . .
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The conduits/manifolds of cue tail assembly are also made from

the stainless steel with Liexile expansion bellows. Exception is

flexible conduit, establi.stied/InStdlled on rotary stabilizer.

The conduits/manifclds, &rrda,4ed/located in wing, are made from

aluminum alloy with excejkciou of cuannel in the telescopic joint,

which makes it possitle to ue movad for slat.

Temperature of air in distriou~ting pipe of 2250c, pressure of

3.5 kg/cm2 . This temperdtUru IS maintained by the feed control of air

from high-pressure comFressor: with a temperature decrease thermal

valve closes with comprsse~ air c~keck low-pressure valve. After this

into system comes the ai~r only trom high-pressure compressor.
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Fig. 3.35. Schematic of tne aeatin of the leading edge of wing and

slat of aircraft VC-10.

Key: (1). Slat is releasea. (i}. slat is retracted by 10-14o/o of

chord.

Page 140.

The expenditure of azr for entire de-icing system is

approximately 26000 kg/n, from riiea: to wing - about 14500 kg/h, to

stabilizer - 5500 kg/h, to tin - anout 2000 kg/h and to engines -

4000 kg/h.

When is not required heartax, by overlapping high-pressure valve

is established/installed in posiLon "air it is openly" and utilized

only for actuating of the tuguine of cooling evaporative

installation.

.1

-tI
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In the failure of *nglue caec valves prevent air losses to the

side of failed engine or pdIr oL Wgines.

During engine starting on tu earth/ground air flow moves in

opposite direction. Therefore thermal valves, reduction valves and

main check valves are estaD. ,ieu/installed in position "opened".

For a signaling about supazradting before main check valves in

engine nacelles and in distzioutiag pipe of fuselage are

established/installed tne taermocouples. On flight engineer's panel

are tubes of signaling dbout superneating, and also temperature

indicator of air in conui/aaniioid.

"-, 1_Is provided for also

the signaling of air prassure IL tne conduits/manifolds: in the air

duct it is established/instaLea two pressure sensors, connected to

one indicator lamp on fLignt engineer's panel.

The de-icing system o €Lircrdlt VC-10 is designed in such a way

as to provide protection trom iciua to the temperature of surrounding

air of -300C and height/altitude on the order of 10000 a.

At international ccnierdnce on the protection of aircraft and

.i

I
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helicopters from icing. which pdsed to 1961 in England, the firm

Blackburn proposed the d65sya OL new de-icing system, which was based

on heating the shielded suzacb by the thin film of the warm air,

selected/taken from engine 155J. £he warm air through narrow slots in

the leading edge of wing ana tail assembly is blown out with the

transonic speed to the external surface of the shielded aircraft

components and heats it. iesiues protection from the icing this

method can be used alsc Lor aouudaiy layer control for purpose of an

increase in the lift and decrease of drag.

The schematic diagai ot tau combined boundary layer control

system and warning/prevention or icing is shown in Fig. 3.36 and

3. 37.

Air is selected/taken troa tau compressor of each engine and is

supplied through two pazalle.L pipu6 to general/common/total air duct.

The maximum quantity of adr, Ee.uired for warning/preventing the

icing, is approximately 5.oo/u or general/common/total air flcw rate.

For boundary layer contrcl it is required by 12o/o.

Page 141.

In the case of failure or one of the engines the necessary air

flow rate is provided by one operating engine, since failed engine

-42
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automatically is insulated frum nigh-pressure circuit by check valve.

In this case the effectiveass oL system does not deteriorate, since

entire the necessary quantity uo air can be obtained from each

engine.

Air supply from common duct into the conduits/manifolds of
r

leading edges and to slots is rdyuiated separately by decreasing the

pressure, also, with the did ot changeover valves.

For the functional tast of system on the earth/ground in the end

sections of the leading edges oL wing and stabilizer are

established/installed toe manometers. In air the system is included

by hand during the operation oL signal indicator icing.

Pressure and temperature or air for boundary layer control are

11.25 kgf/cm z with 225 0C and 7.b Kgf/cm2 with 3450C. For the needs of

de-icing system the pressure is ucreased to 1.75-2.45 kgt/cmz at the

same temperatures. Conduits/maniiouids are made made of sheet steel by

welding.

Slots in the leading edges ot wing and stabilizer have a

size/dimension of 0.635 mm on upper surface and 0.173 mm on lower

surface. Are arranged/lccated slots at a distance with 1-5o/o of

chord from leading edge.

Oi
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The surface of nose/ied11rn vge in frcnt of slot can be

shielded with the aid ot couvecLivrz system diuring the use of a cavity

of nose/leading edge near ieacuizn edge as air duct.

I It is assumed that because ot large air speed. which takes place

through the slot, the wdar, waich leaks off back/ago, will be blown

away.
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Fig. 3.36. Schematic diayLdia ot tau counined control system. 1-

locking-reduction valves, 2 - aouiluary layer control and

warning/prevention of tkie .Lciay ot leading wing edge, 3 - check

valves, '4 - boundary layer coi~rroL in trailing win4 edge, 5

emergency fuel system Va.IVa or ledcuing and trailing edges, 6-

boundary layer control ana varna.ny/prevention of the icing of the

leading edge of stabilizer.

Page 142.

The weight of instd.L±ation iuLr boundary layer control and

warning/preventing the icing composes 20/o cf gross weight.
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Warn ing/prevention o icing can be also practiced during the

testing of engines on tne eartn/ground before the takeoff.

Takeoff and landing dre completed usually with the connected

boundary layer control system, moreover autcmatically begins to work

the warning system of icing.

It should be noted tua auring takeoff and landing with boundary

layer control is utilized the maximum air pressure, selected/taken

from engines, so that simuitaneousiy there is a maximum possibility

of warning/preventing the iciiq. Tne valves of the decrease cf

pressure work only during waraing/jrevention of icing. The start of

this system occurs by hand in dii Llight conditions.

7. Thermal de-icing systems o peviodic action.

The de-icing systems of periodic action according to their very

operating principle are more economical from the point of view of

energy input 1.

FOOTNOTE 1. The first Soviet thermoelectric de-icing system of

periodic action, which obLtinea wiae acceptance, was created in

design bureau of A. N. lupulev juy specialists K. Ye. Polishchuk, A.

S. Fayshteyn et al.) . EMDFUUTNUIi .

.1
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Fig. 3.37. Device/equirment of zue combined boundary layer control

system and varning/prevaLrion or icing. 1 - reduction valves, 2-

check valves, I - air bleed Lroa eugin..

Key: (1). Warning/prevent.ua ot Acing. (2). UPS. (3). Flap and

aileron. (4). Warning/pr-rveition oz icing nose/leading edge of outerI; wing panel. (5) . Warning/prevention of icing. (6). Nose/leading edgeii of root of wing.

Page 1143.

This savings is caused not oniy oy the fact that heating its

elements/cells is accomjlsned/re4lized periodically, but also fact
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that for removing alreaayij Lod ice is required to melt its only

thin layer, directly adjaur to srin/sheathing -the

disturbance/breakdovn (or w~dx~taiuq) of the cohesion/coupling ice

with surface they contrizute to its droppinq under the action of

aerodynamic forces.

Important advantage or tais type of systems is also the smaller

dependence of the energy cunsumea Ljy them on the conditions of icing

(water content and temFratura of surrounding air). It for the

systems, antiicing, consumea Dy taz a quantity of heat the greater,

the greater the intensity of tne iacrease of ice and the lower the

temperature of surrounding air, tthen for the systems of periodic

action the significant roie plays only temperature, since from it

directly depends during tae permaiz~nt cyclP of the cpearation of

system calorific requiremenit ZoL ueating of the surface, covered with

ice, to 00 C.

one should in this Cd5id nlUtr that this the temperature effect of

surrounding air somewhat lass tracn in the systems, antiicing, due to

the heat-insulating proj~erties or the formed layer of ic--e.

Since the distance of ice is dccomplished/realized more easily

with its larger thickness, accompirshing flight under conditions of

intense icing does nct i.Lsant suca difficulties for the systems of
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periodic action as for the 6ytv~ of continuous heatinj.

The fundamental object1oiA, waich they usually voice against the

use/application of de-iciay -sy :reuw of periodic action, consists in

the fact that in eacL sjL;itic casd it is necessary to determine,

what with the operation ct system ice foruaticn is permissible ii,

flight. For the systems, wtiica worx with permanent cycle, setting the

thickness of the permissiolaiay±~r of ice, is determined under the

design conditions of icing (with tnat accepted theoretical rate of

ice build-up). For systems wita d regulatle cycle ot work this

checking it must be made withl tne waximum thickness ot ice which

allows/assumes the cont.Li.

The fundamental reyuii.,=mudnr wnich is presented to the de-icing

system of periodic action it consists Jn ensuring of the complete

removal of ice per cycle ut tile operation of system and not allowing

the formation of "barrier" ica.

Let us note that tae uasati.isfactory results, obtained during the

tests of the initial versioihs ot cyclic thermcelectric systems,

created in their in the saries/Low of aviation specialists negative

to then relation, in spite oi tue positive data of the first

theoretical studies (M. Irayous, F. V. Veyner, A. S. 7.uyev. R. Kh.

Ten ishev et al.).
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only the great experiment.L in~a ttest work t . carried out both outside

the boundary and on exrilrimeatL aesignsz, it showed that during the

correct identification of the paramueters of cyclic de-icing system it

is possible to ensure its ai-al etwctiveness and

ef ficiency/cost-ef fect ivean;ss.

FOOTNOTE 1. Fundamental woraKS au tiiis region cutside boundary were

made by the English researchiers oi the firm Nepir (R. D. Kri-, B. T.

Chiverton at al.).2 . In majoiity ot works indicated which were made

by design bureaus of A. N. Tupo.lev, 0. K. Antcocv, S. V. 1l'yushin,

for author it was necessdLry to dcci-pt airect participation.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

Besides the savings oL aaLy cyclic deicer gives the

possibility to warm only the bwaii part of the surface of the leading

edge of wing or tail assembiy (a little more than the zone of

capture/grip) .

As showed experimeatd. t12.nts, for fulfilling of fundamental

requirement indicated auve the do-icing system of the periodic
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action:

a) must provide higq Lste natting and coolings of the shielded

surface;

b) have on the leauing euge or wing (or tail assembly) the

so-called thermal "knives" ut tne permanent action;

c) must provide the ceguldtion of the cyclic recurrence of the

operation of system (i.e. the time of the inclusion and

disconnection) depending on tae temperature of surrounding air and

icing intensity.

The first two condiilous (re necessary for rapid or, as they

say, the "shock" jettisoing ut ice, also, for the

exception/elimination ot tue runf of water over surface for the

warmed zone, since the ruauot or wdter leads to tha formation of

"barrier" ice.

I
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Fig. 3.38. Ice on the noba/id1a.u edge of stabilizer.

Page 145.

The third condition is avicas~ary in order not to allow the

formation/education of a idyei: cL i.ce of dangerous thickness and

"barrier" ice, or for gaaraxitz,.iu the most rational energy

consumption. Sdtisfaction ai tae rnird condition can be

achieved/reached by the use/dppLication of certain permanent

"1ccmpromise" short cyclea itr L operation of system.

If in system is not taiii.Leu any of the enumerated conditions,

then appears icing (Fig. J..so, j.J9 and 3.40). All photographs are

obtained in the connectea de-icing system.
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Three necessary conuitioas dra more simple to carry out in

thermoelectric ones, than in tue air-heat systems. A shortcoming in

the air-heat deicer is its negrinebs - slow heating upon start and r
slow cooling after disconnection (kig. 3.41 and 3.42). As can be seen

from the graph Fig. 3.42 even at the identical specific power of

heating (W,,I W/cm 2 ) the intensity of heating in the air-heat

de-icing system consideiably less than in thermoelectric. Fig. 3.43

gives the rates of heatinL skn ot the nose/leading edge of

stabilizer under identical Llight conditions (in "dry" air) for the

thermoelectric de-icing system, established/installed on three

aircraft types (Tu-114, l-1d and An-10).

The typical graph or d chancg ia the temFerature drop in time

with the operation of cyclic system is given in Fig. 3.44 for the

aircraft of An-t0 whose cyclic Lecurrence ccmaoses 40:120 (40 s it is

connected, 120 s it is switched ott), and for the aircraft of Tu-114

with cyclic recurrence 20:22U.

.1
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Fig. 3.39. Barrier ice on sta4iz~.er. 
.
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Fig. 3.40. Barrier ice on D.&.ues ot propeller and its cook.

in 7~

Fig. 3.41. Rate of heat.inj and coo.Ling in "dry" air of skin/sheathing

of wing leading edge in a±C-nedt ae-icing system. I An-10 (H=1700

of km/h) , 2 -Tu-3C4 (U=5UOP) M km/h) , 3 Il1-14 (H=1500

0, km/h).

Key: (1). sin.
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at 0C'

50 - t0
j40 40

30 - _'~t2) t(/,

20050f?2r 20-r 0C

Fig. 3.42. Rate of heatiug s~iu .t wing leading edge in different

de-icing systems H-=,-,n ~v,, ioo K M/,u W.~ W/CM2) . 1-

thermoelectric system ot tne wiaiy of the aircraft of Tu-114, 2-

air-heat system of the wing of rn-d aircraft of Tu-104.

Key: (1). s.

Fig. 3.43. Rate of heatiLng sLifl ot nose/leading edge of stabilizer

in thermoelectric de-icing SYStfdM IH=3o00 ) V1 .=Aou km/h, thermal

"knives" are switched Qot). - (w,,-23 W/cm-7) , 2 -11-18 ~*~

W/cE2 )e 3 - An-l10~I W/ca2).

Key: (1). s.
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0 40 80 '20 160 200 240 250 320 360 0,O0 440-:-e-

Fig. 3.44. Rate of heating dad coo-Ling in "dry" air of skin/sheathing

of the nose/leading edge ot stauilizer in thermoelectric de-icing

system (H=5000 m, V,,=400 kmi~h). 1 - Ar-lO, cyclic recurrence 40:120,

2 - Tu-11L4, cyclic recurrducaeo~.:i20.

Key: (1. 5
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Let us examine, whdt dre rei* ired temperature drops in "iJry"l

for cyclic deicers, in cLuaw to ensure their effective work und r

conditions of icing.

Fig. 3.45 gives tesei:dtuLi i.ops on the nose/leading edge r:

the stabilizer of the aizcLatt 01 Tu-114, 11-18 and An-10 for two

versions of prototype sy tems - nedting of cyclic element/cell

0.5-0.8 W/cmz initial wit, thcn spcific power and new with the

increased specific pcwer (to z.J ii/cm 2 for Tu-114 and to 1.2-1.5

W/cmz for Il-18 and An-lU). As wt see, temperature drop sharply

increased, approximately, to uOtJC.

Fig. 3.46 gives a cadnge ia tue derivative of temperature iroi-

in time, which characterizes ijy tanse of heating the noses/lradi'.

edges of the stabilizer cf tne aircraft indicated upon the stat ':

de-icing system. From giapn it is 4vident that the highest rat- if

heating by 1-30C per seccau nus i apicer of the aircratt of Tu-114.

.1
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The tests of de-iciuy syiteas with the increased power c'

heating on all three aiic.-r tyjes indicated showed that tlh

distance of ic! per cycle or dor& was provided under conditic- ci

icing to the temperatur- o surrounding air cn the ordr of -2(. C.

In this case on tha aircLart 01 An-10 and 11-18 was noted the

appearance on the unheate )dLt OL the stabilizer under some

conditions for barrier ice iuws. But the aircraft Tu-114 in

connection with the hignr V~te ot heating and the short p=ricl cf

the start (20 s) of this putnometion disccvered did not have.

On the basis of the dndi .is of the measured temperaturEirw

and data from the work ci cyclic deicers under conditions of nlti:

icing it is possible tc consa.iet teat the value of the requirpd

temperature drop, attained ror tn heating time, must in "dry" a--i

comprise not less than bUoC dt the rate of heating by 2-30 C :-i

second, in ord-r to enSure jetza.ioning ice in cycle at temperat,:r,

of surrounding air on tke eLder u1 -200 C. Tinder the mcre sever-

conditions of icing, otviLously, wLLI be required large temperatu

drops.

For that lised in tait sares/row of tho aircraft of the so-c-l-:

"sandwich" construction .L Lngrmoc ctric deicers I is of itr--- ;

setting the connection/ccmuL4-dtion of temperature drops wit!. j.

required specific power 01 tne aeating of cyclic heating elea-r-n
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(Fig. 3.4&7).

FOOTNOTE 1. See belowd tiie aascii.ption of therffoalectric de-icinj

systlin. END)FOOTNOTE.

From graph it folluws Lhdt da increase in the etfectiven-ss of

system (increase in the t-,mj,i.Lz drop with shortening of +1h,,

heating time) is connectea with Lau very large specific powc rs of

heating element. This is a snaLtcoiing in the system of the datum c'

construction/design and tcstitifs about its ccnsidirablei therTnal

inertness and large heat ioasies in it.
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Key: (1). W/cmz. (2) . s. (J) . veision of system.

Fig. 3.4~6. Derivative ttt~ or rciuj zrature drcps on lateral F 11-fi 7

cf roses/leading edges of stabiiizer with thermoelectric d-i

system (11=5000 *, 1,11=400~/A) I - aircraft of Tu-114, 2 -a~ci

of Il-18, 3 - aircraft ot An-lu.

Key: (1). s.

Fig. 3.4*7. M1aXiMUu teMpEtUr dl:QPS AI on lateral surtac- D4.7

nose/leading edge of std~iizir dcj~ending on specif~ic powt--r ef cyc 1 . I

heating elpment w,,. (H=500Q m, V=4U0 km/h).

Key: (1). version of systam. (,Z). */cm--.

Page 150.

The seconi important Ldctoz ui an increase in the &ffectiv.-r-:2s.

of cyclic deicer, as airEddy wenrtioned, is the use/applicatior. oLfL

thermal "knives", which are tne naiirow continuously warmed zonesi,

situated along leading 4=dy= da on thp joints of haating Elexens.

Such "knives" - divide intu pdrts the ice build-up forming or,:~f

edgp and thereby thpy faciiitcitr its dropping tinder the etfc-ct of l

flow (Fig. 3.L48).
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Fiq. 3.14R. The- starilard aujraw uoi cyclic leicer with th~:mrl

"knives" (a) anil t he phctj Ldj f (o) , which i11lustta tes the I

longitudinal th-rma1 "kiiiiLrz" ii z.LI it ind r cond(Iit ions o f t

(cyclic heatinij is switctieu ift). -

Page 151.
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Table 12 gives the outiiae6, which illustrate the efci~~-

of cyclic deice':r with "iL.Lc', diiSO, Without it.

De-icing system with l"xnive-6" in Soviet aircraft construcl'o

vas for the first time kLoposaL1 ana investigated by R. Kh. Ti-h v

and author of this bcok oa one or experimental designs, develcpi :-.y

the collective or design ouceau OL 0. K. Antonov.

Now-&, -L
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Table 12. pIhIIl~.btI ~\~ t1.I~CIf l~ll C~l

ren1nood O X,*

' 4a-l~ ufluvecxozo .3Ae*le~un

oaope8a 4uKI7w4IeCM020
oifozpefa

Oei uoI&Aa-C A A'~

tXC a Il IC~p~pIOJ~tI ~ c6aejeiici IC ii pmbi.isi FN1 1 I

1)cZTI I O

ji

Key: (1). Schematic diayLda ot cyciic d--ic .(2). Element/c%-11 a

cyclic hrating. (3). ThexukaL "uKL.tal. (4). withcut "knife". (5).

"knife". (6) . Diagram, which Lil±ustrates icing of profile/airfoil

without start of cyclic het.±uq. j7). Diagram, which illustrates

.17
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icing of profile/airfoii w.tu coanectpd cyclic heating. (8). Air

cushion. (9) . Ice is retiii,ea. (1W). Surface cf nose/leading edp= is

free.

Page 152.

During th. d-velo~cant oL cyclic de-icing systems for th-

sweptback wings (tail a.sault s) was voiced the opinion that in

case the installation ct the nezmal "knives" of permanent acticn is

not necessary, since jettiuuxiuy ice will be facilitated by th

presence of the compcneat o air tiow, directed along the span cf

wing (tail assembly) . Actua.it/Lily, observations of the

trajectories of those jcttisonea irom the leading edge of thR

sweptback wing of the Fiecks or i'. attest tc the fact that th=

component indicated contriutes to the distance of ice in directior

on the wingspan. HoweveL, as showea special experiments on th=

stabilizer of the aircrazt ot 'ju-1W, thermal "knife" at the swe?

angle of wing of 400 it jzovud to ue necessary for the effectivi wc:k

of cyclic deicer. In sFate o1 the large specific powers of hea*in j

(2.8 W/cmz) at temperature oz suLrounding air is lower than -150C

deicer of right half the sta.iiize. (where the thermal "Knife" was

absent) it did nct proviua thne ustance of ice, while the deicer of

the left half stabilizer (wta thnermal "knife") effectively dui,0-1

ice within the time, whicn uia uot exceed 20 s.
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The important speclal Laature/peculiarity or tfie operaticr:

cyclic de-icing systems i tue ni for their timely start. !1jo-

overdue start the effectivnes ui the action of systeas shatly

descends, and the -istance or icc can engage not 20-40 s, as u: ual,

but several minutes. This it rcquies on the one hand of ir[stdlli-:

on the aircraft of highiy scnsitive reliable ice-indicatinj

equipment. On the other uanu, ia recommendation for a pilot must -

introduced the indicatioL auout tnfi start of cyclic de-icinq syst -

either prior to the entty ut aircraft into clcudiness when the i

temperatures of surrcundiny aicr are present, cr at the very bei::-

of icing.

One of important pzcmisiny 4uestions is the development cf

signal indicator-automatic mdaine, which ensures the automatically

* timely start of de-iciny syszam anu control its work in dependAi c

the icing intensity and t~upezrauz of surrcunding air. It was *2mi.U

recently for designers let impossible to successfully solvP this

question mainly dus to the aosence of reliable ice-indicatinq

equipment.

Another problem is tae aevcijjoment of this cyclic air-uiat

de-icing system which wcuiu waxe t possible to considerably r=iic=
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the required quantity cz aot air, selected/taken from engines. F&4.

3.49 gives one of the possiole schematics of the air-heat de-icin;

system of cyclic action with ionitudinal thermal "knife".

As examples let us exadwne several typical thermoelectric

de-icing systems, used CL conttmporary aircraft.

Page 153.

The thermoelectric de-icing system of the tail assembly of th-

aircraft of An-10 consists of tne neating elements of cyclic arni

permanent heating. "thermaJ rn.vts" are arranged/located alor. -L -

leading edges of stabilizez and ftin, and also on the joints of th-

sections, warmed cyclically. In% diagram of the laycut of heatinj

elements is given in Fig. 3.5U.

The cyclic elgctrical neari;y elements/cells of stabilizer a.-.

fin are developed in .3 zectiuons, included consecutively/serially:

first the end sections ci staDAi1zer and the root section of fir.,

then - middle sections, rurtaer - the root sections of stabiliz - a:

the middle section of fin aaa zindily the end section of fin arl

washer.

The complete cycle or tna wor& of deicer occurs thus for 4

-
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impulses/momentd/pulses. Feea/suppiy of de-icing system is

accomplished/realized frcia maaiis ot direct current by a voltage 27 V.

The cyclic inclusion of -iections is provided by the programmer, which

assigns cyclic recurrence 40:120 (each section 40 s is tound unb,3r

voltage and 120 s - in tne de-enuezized position).

The electrical circuit ad4.rams of cyclic heating elements an i

tapes of permanent heating - thermal "knives" are represented in F-].

3.51 and 3.52.

the deicers of the noses/iea,3.ng edges of tail assembly arr tl.

multilayer construction/ae agn, rormed by two metal coverinqs (with

an external thickness ot 0.d mm ana with an internal thickness of 6.3

mm), between which is Iccated: an electrical insulating layer (twc

layers of qlass cloth wita a thicyaess of 0.3 mm), "knife" heatin;

element, second electrical insulating layer (two layers of glass

cloth with a thickness cz 0.4 am), cyclic heating element and th-rr-,l

insulation layer (4 layezs of jlds6 cloth with a thickness of 0.1

Cyclic element/cell is tne wire heater, which is of two brass

busbars/tires with the yrid soldercd to them frcm the constantai w-,

with a diameter of 0.15 mm. la tad locations cf "knives" wire

element/cell is not distant, i.e., is provided the intensive heatii :
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of leading edges during tae worK or cyclic sections.

The specific power ct cyciii ieating elements is Permanant ill

over heating surface and is 1.5 w/cm? on stabilizer 1 U/cm 2 cn

fuller's earth.

The longitudinal thermdA.L "Kuives", arranged/located along £npar.

of horizontal stabilizer dad iia, are made frcm by the stainless

steel thickness of 0.2 am aiAd wita a width of 13 mm. Specific

electrical power of thei.r £1eati.iAy 1.2 W/cm;?.

1
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-r/avec'w,

act ion.

Key: (1). Micro-ejector tuiae ior trie cyclic supply of air. (2).

Distributing pipe of thariad.L "lnrtel".

Page 154.

The transverse thezmdk "xnives" are also made fromn by th(e

stainless steel thickness or U.i mw and with a width of 35 mm. h

specific power of the hedtiny uf their -1.23 W/cm2.

The warmed zone occupies 7-lUu/o of stabilizer chord anJ fin.

The thermoelectric ad-ic.Lnj system of the stabiliz ?r of thic

aircraft of Tu-114 alsc cousss or the cyclically wartued

elements/cells and the thrndJ SS~nives"~ of permanent heating w~icl.

areb arraLged/located alonj slpan ot horizcntal stabilizer. in corntr-t.

EIL
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to the system 3xamined av.ova ji tnt aircraft An-10 this de-ici1r..

system does not hive transv-rs taermal "knives".

The elements/cells oi tua cyclic heating of stabilizer ar-

broken in 8 sections, incLuued coisecutively/serially. Cyclic

feed/supply is provided Ly th special program unit, which inclu1! i:_

the heating ot each section on 20 s. During subsequent 220 s -ha

section is cooled.

The deicers of noseE/iwauin edges are the multilaver

construction/design, press=u aurziu heating in vacuum, analoccus to

the deicers, establishea/Anstdl±du on the aircraft of An-10 (FiJ.

3.53) . Cyclic electrical aatinj =.ements/cells are made from th-

constantan wire with a a.Lineter ur 0. 15 mm, scldered to brass powr r

buses. In the center section ut tae elements/cells under "knif'" t'-

wirp is distant.

The space of the cci±/wi,,aiLj of wire - variable/alternatii.

provides the 4istributici, oL spscizic electrical pow:.rs of heati-:.

element in limits frcm z.9 w,/cin (it is direct in leading edge) to

1.7 W/cmz (at the end oi tae waxrmed zone).

The thermal "knife" o.i permanent action, established/instdll1J

along span of horizontal std.LlizeL, is made frcm the brass fail witl



awidthof20 mL. SpecLJG 333trcl oe of the heati::of U

1-8 /Cm. Fed/uppy o cylicheaingelements and 'krifE"

acIp-se/elz~ rmOLdrc urn yavldt
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-4

-O- jo). CmvR~Hov,,7 060"Pega

EP3,HI', Ut!MIM.j1'PCIKO2V o5o.pee1ae)

Fi 4. 3. 50. Dia 7ram o f tit iLd oUut o heat ing e le ments, wh ich a --

located on t he t ailI assE ai y ut tfic aicraf t c f A n- 10. 1-

sections of stabilizer dLU Loot -.=,tiOn Ot fin, 2 - middl;- sr-ci:.-

of stabilizer, 3 - mid,1it s~cr.Lon of fin and rcct semctions of

stabilizer, 4 - end1 sr-ction oz zin and washer.

Key: (1). the zone of peL.~dUeult neciting. (2). zone of cyclichat

Page 155.

The power, consumea ujy tneriaai "knife", composes 5. .' kl , cvc1-c

heating elemuents -6.6-F.9 km.

Fig. 1.94 give3s the grtapi, waich shows distrioution the

temperaturq drops accor~uii, to cartying of statilize-r upon tf~p st ,r-
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of cyclic and perminent hedt LjW.

For protection trom tnfe iciu of the tail assembly of air,:': i

"Britain", "Vanguard", "IAcgoy" aua series/row ot other toreiqn

aircraft are applied elec.cxicai neating coatings of the type

"Spraywat", made by the .Ljiisn Lirm Nepir [a guess] [51], [117.

Coatings Spraymat w14i De aeeosited directly tc skin/sheathi%!

of th.4 aircraft compcneuts, sael1=i from icing, and are ccr. rec :

the constantly warmed zches ana atne zones of cyclic heating.

I
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j~ 2

1 1ll.' 1 2- . .

.1.L
I,~L

Fig.3.51 Eletrial CL~ui d tjr ofth ycichatngo

Fig. 3.51. Elecria Olidi C1ya o hyclic natr,1- hatigosf .

6 - programmer, 7 - saft~t iusws, o auitomatic machine of

protection, 9 - switch.

Page 156.
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Technolojy of the U.LIfULdCLUL= of coatings tollowin4 is :>

cleaned the surface of PeiJn dge by the method, analc~or:.

the method of work in /tL eatzneit )I sand blastinq, will u. daic"-t

laye:r of cement, alsc, tC it .,idytr ot electro-insulation

cloth, saturatil with lijai j.±a.tiCa) . Before the patch ofqls

cloth under it at several jjiiti usually under th~imal "lkniv%- ",

em bedded the thermistor!s r tu= ecotect ion of the wirmelairr

componpnts of superh(--atiinj upori stirt on the cearth/grcun..

Thq 9l'iinq of fibec i~i ladjric is accomplisn~d/r--aliz,,d i:.:

pressure with the aid ot tuoe stccicl elastic tanks/ballaon-, IT't 1

by air, at tpmporature ci, tne uzaeL of 150 0 C. After drying a ~r

it is ground.

Further is proIuCeud Zn - adiLIR ot surface for

ar rang(ement/position on ta, aoi oi. ele~ctrical heat-inqj~ P>&

in accordance with the size6/aiiuI~asiofls, indiicat-(i On driwifl'J.

layfr of insulation./isciutiun wii±A be deposited separational .i

(with a width of 2-3 mir) rLm Ln. adhes,:ive, durabl? paper or ticil

plastic with purpose ot Lnri~ i,~ proiucticn ltr-nuai:

between Ef:naratp hpitirj alaments. Then by the methcd of

pulverization will he dtiposit, i tuazt conductinj current it is

accomlished/r--ilized w-ita Luz aa of th spccial pistol to hTi

fed/conducted the wire witna d diameter of 2 men from the alloy

indicated, and also three moses ior supplying gaseous products of

atomization.
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Fig. 3. 52. Electrical ciLxcuit Uwgi~am of the longitudinal an'

transverse heating elemerns oL limanent heating (thermal "kir'v,:-'1

on the tail assembly of t~e dl.?cralt of An-1O. 1 - longitudiral

membqrs of perm~anent heatii~q, 2e - cross members of peruanE-ft 11t.- ;

3 - -lemerts/cells of cyclic nadtiag, 4 - contactor, 5 - proqr&

machafisme 6 -automatic incIne oz protection, 7 -switch,

safety fuse.

Page 157.

in coating by special PoDu S IS measured the resistance ot

section of coating. Pulveriatio/antomizaticn continues until

resistance on achieves the cssij e o magnitude.

Iebr fpraethaig rs ebr f,>rln h
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Heating elements in tu~z Lorm of the bands with a width cf 2'>-

are connected between tnemsb~lves Dy the copper busbars/tires ui1 :

width of 8 mm whose desiinatioa/kurpose to remove the nonunitcr-r:t~it-yr

of he-ating in points of cnn= ticn6.

After application ot -Lad cuL~tnt-conductinq layer ire re-ov-:

boundary strips and wili ,i d~eoaied on top an el-ictrical insuji -__

layer similar to the firs5t ayror: insulation/isolation. TIfl will

be deposited abrasion-rei.sat coating (powder of the stainlc:ss-.

steel in miXture With SIX~ILatiC leSin) and is produced dryina a,,,

coloration. The overall ta-.cxae.si cf coating is -1. 5 mm. Tae dl,;) -

protective coatings are sutticieatiy solid, but the y ar* brittl-,

thereforce they can be dawajud Lrw the impacts/shocks of th- scli,:

particles, which fly at a nign speed. This i-s an essential

shortcoming in the coat.Lng.

The specific powers or the hedting of the deicers of firip

"Nepir" comprisa, as a rui#-, 1.t-1.8 W/cm? for constantly wa-rfI-

zone-s (11 knives") and 1.7-/-.-' v/cwa2 - for the cyclically warc..1,

zones. The size of the warmed zoiie is usually within the, li'i- _'-

12- 15o/o of chord. Firm s%::ectt~a Ln cyclic re-curre-nce of work 0

deica-rs 1: 10; 1: 15 with tat: t.Lai ol heatinq 15-20 s.

Fped/supply of deicer:6 ib uccomplished/realized by athe-m.
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alternating current of vcitdgd zJo V (400O Hz). This substantJ-allv

decreases the weight at ei~ctv.c aires and in ccmbination waitL

use of a system of cyclic dctiofl gives the large savings ofr

po wer.
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400 G
Pacmotweomnepd~u NCMSV .E

0

Fig.~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 3.53.~r Cosrcina-ip 1 h ecrc h oelaii

of~~~~~~~~~~~~~ th-tblie1ft1 1-1t fT-T. in/ha~r

Fig. 3.53*. Dinstruction/ae6wijii um teerur droe aor1.ea~inl

carrying of stabilizer Gi dIrCEaLL of Tu-114 in flight in "Iry"

Ke y: (1) . km/h. (2) . is ci.muectea "knif e"1 an d cycl ic heat ing.()

connected "knifc?". (4i). L.staac, i-Lom leading edge? 8 mm.

Page 158.

Coatings "Spraymat" are cadidcteri7.ed by the high effectivi~n-i-

of action with the insigniLicant tnprmal inertness of deico r.
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However, on reliability ddi Mecncai-cal strength they are inferic -

the multilayer constructiai s/aesgiys of the deicers, used in ttc

series/row of Soviet airccatt.

Let us pause in gredteL aetti.L at the construction/design a-,!

the parameters of the deiceas or Lne tail assembly of aircraft

"Britannia", "Vanguard" dani "AL4o6y".

Into the aircraft "tritanzi" the shielded surface of the t il

assembly is divided intc tnre, zoues: the first zone - the

continuously warmed sections (rwrmal "knives"); the secon' zc:7 -

sections, warmed periodiidly wiLn the relaticnship/ratio of th - ---ii

of heating and time cf cooling 1:15; the third zone - also

periodically warmed sections, included only under the severe

conditions of icing (Fig. J.53j.

The first zone is the continuously warmed bands with a wii-! f

25-35 mm, which pass aloaj tne liauing edge of stabilizer and fi:

along chord in the sites or tnt joints of electrical heating

elements/cells. The specitic power of the heating of bands 1.5-1. ! 4

W/cm.

The second zone efncojdsses 7o/o of airfcil chord at th-

sp-cific power of heating 1.7-Z W/cm2 . The third zone occupies
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following 7o/o of chord ana ii wiLmed only in the case of thr-

formation of barrier ice (db a result of the runoff of moistur-

the surface of the secoa zu ae)

Important fact is tile tacL Lnat the time of heating the st-cox.!

zone can be changed in nepenace orn the temperature ot surrcurf,1-ij

air. At temperature of -rt uniang air ot higher than -10 0 C tim(-

the start of the heating ol 4-cn sction is 15 s, at tEmperaturie rc;,

-10 to -20 0 C -22.5 s and at tamv =ature of surrounding air frcm -22)

to -300 C -30 s. In this cac Liae cyclic recurrence is retained h

constant/invariable by 1:1).

The required 3lectrica.L power in impulse/mcmentum/pulse 18.J)J

kW, current strength in im uise/uowentum/pulse 90.8 a (58.2 a co:-cl,:

"knives" and 32.6a - elements/c±Lis of cyclic heating).

On aircraft "Vangudrd" tne specific power cf the haating of

cyclic elements/cells is aigihar tan on aircraft "Britain", and i

2.35-2.5 W/cm2. The zones oL continuous heating (thermal "knives")

have the variable/alternating s~ecific power cn span. whicn ccn:nri,:

for a fin 1.45 W/cm2 in ioot duu 1.8 W/cm 2 in end/lead and for a

stabilizer 1.55 W/c3 2 in root ana z W/cm2 in end/lead.

I
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Fig. 3.55. Schamatic ot tae aeariny of leading edges ot th.: tail'

assembly of aircraft "Briraunfia"l.

Ksey: (1). Cyclic hiatiry . (z). zone. (3). W/cin2 . (4). 1st zon -

permanent heating. (5) . cuords.]

Page 159.1

This distribution of the s,)cixic powers according to span is

dictated by th3 necessity u.t Lrie ire intense protection of theI

sections of tail dssemLiLy.

Thp diagram of the .idjout oL neating elements on the tailI

assembly of aircraft "Vdr .uaa i.. given in Fig. 3.56. The de-icii;

system consists of ten selarate seLctions -four cn fuller's arth rn

six on stabilizer.
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The bands of cont-inuou. iA-,..Laig are arranged/located alonq

leading edge of stabilizr aua QL1i and along chord in th3 sites e

the joints of the secticns ot cyci.Lc heating.

Cyclic recirrence OL worK oz aeicer 1:12. rependinq on thy

conditions of icing can Le selcteu one of the two possible vers::

of cyclic recurrence 10:12U (10 s aeatinq, 120 s cooling) or 2e:2.)

(20 s heating and 240 s ciolinj). Thp modes/ccnditicns ot cyclic

recurrence chdnge by hand WIth Lue aid of switch, which is Iccatol!

cockpit. Thus, one ccmpiete cycL occurs Pach 130 or 2ti0 s. t~ai::

elements on fuller's eaxtn arz arrngod/located symm-trically

relative to the leadinc e1ye; on sLabilizer due to the presenc- c:

the negative angle of stajiiizea satting th; warmel zone to upl-: _

surface is mpore than on lower.

Ioi -
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170CM0I71,,q'70,2,0.

14N-UqeCY020 Ao2pe~)

Fig. 3.56. Diagram of t~iyu ~haig3eet nt~ti

assembly of aircraft IVnur' - uppFer section of fin, 2 - i7

upper section of f in, 3 - wiuuie iower section of fin, 4 - roct

section of fin, 5 - end sectaon oz stabilizer, 6 - middle sc-cticr: C-f

stabilizer, 7 - internal secti.on ok stabilizer.

Key: (1). Lower surface ot :itdoiLzer. (2). zone of permanent

heating. (3).* zonp of cyciic nating.

Page 160.

For the protection or uoses/.Leadirng edges the tail assemtbli-

from the possible damagE ay adi~i oi solid particles, available3 o.%
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VPP, in the zone with a wiata or Iu5 mm sverxu and from below ::

leading edge will he us~a the sjecial protective coating Stan~qu.a[

of the firm of Nepir.

The power, consumea "y aeitcL, does not Exceed 34.2 kW cf t i.r

of IR.5 kW it consumes cyc.Lic sytEm and 15.7 kW - thermal "kniv -".

If hgatirg antire deiceL was eiouuced continuously, th-n it wcu2

required by 218 kW of electLlc power.

The twin-finned +ail ol arczaft "Argosy" also has the dp--zcf:

system of the firm NepiL - coataxiy Spraymat.

The deicer of tail cissemlli consists of two independently

working systems: the fitst sysra encompasses the nose/leading o,1J,

of stabilizer on spread/scope wit" a length of 7.14 m, the seco.1 -

noses/leading edges cf uctr, Afias, hiorn elevatcr balances and

remaining sections of the leading edges cf stabilizer, which adjn'f.

the fin from internal and laca. nen total shielded area is 8.11 !Ti

and is divided almost eyually Detween two systems (3.95 M2 -SyS-

No. 1 and 4. 19 m2 - systew No. 2).

Each system consists or ttn cyclically warmed zones with tho

bands of continuous heating to ieauing edge, also, along chord of -hz

sites of the joints of beitiag aiiments.
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The layinj out cf tLe nieluea surface of tail assembly to ,

and the sequence of theI. LtaIL6 aie given in Fig. 3.57. As ca>l 1,

seen from figure, the szazt oi tae heating cf zcnes and,

consequertly, also jettioanj ice in these zcnes occurs

asymmetrically relative to iongituainal axis of aircraft and ai '1

relative to the leading eajes or stabilizer and fin.

In de-icing system tnere are two cyclic switches to 10 9csffix.

- on one to each systeff.

Electric power is ueveiopea oy four a-c generators,

established/installed cne on aaca kower plant.

Table 13 gives the rLauLe powers for de-icing systems.

fhe specific power ct tne neating of all cyclic zones is 4.7-

W/cm2 , the bands of permanat neating - 1.24 W/cm2 for stabiliz r ,
I-
1. 45 W/cm2 for a fin (I i/cwz Ln iroot and 1. 45 W/cm in the Erc /'

of the fin).

The sections of the6 aeicer oi the tail assembly of aircrat-

"Argosy", the same as ot 4iLcrdft "Vanguard", are made directly wi -

II
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the construction of aircLcift.

The construction/dazijn or taa doicer of nose/lealing Edq( is

rppresented in Fig. -.5c.

The de-icing system or tna wing of aircraft C-133A "Carqc,7s:!.i'

with four turboprop engqies - 16 a .r-hpt of cyclic action.

72.S
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Fig. 3.57. Dila Iram o f tn L aYO L t oz h -a tin ee nt s on t h -j

issomrbly of aircraft Ay.y.

Key: (1). The, -,necific j.,wei ui. io~utinq th'3 bands of thiz er!.~

heating of fin i/cm2 . (z). iLuw= surfaci ot stahiliz,:r. (3).
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(4i). zone of permanert n tinL.L1. Lf-. zor.e: of cyclic heatiniA.

Paqr 162.

For prote ction from inj L. utilized the not air,

select-1/taken from the- c Of engines. The de-iciiis;

of tht combined action, iL QV1.viE continuous hpea:-iy c,:

eidge andI cyclic - Iatera.l ZsuLrdL. Ut the wing leading das

The schcmitic diaqi.,in ol ut!-ic, Jnq systEn is 4iv': n In

The air, s- e ted/tQA~iA LUW tzngin~s, throuyr rvL3ehAv

and locking 3, -3 valves rcatv6 i.. tritutinq Piper ",:Om whicf,

falls into thv- wipgq aau

To leading wing odjt titd a-. r.terq thLtouqh eight p~n~

valves 5 and 7, controlei ui 6ciLv ail.-. In the system of t

cont inuous heatinq of ltia~. j witj ed,;( ac- t h~rmo iitchres, :

clos- thc- valv s of air ;:ue ,-ratuL ci sirrcu::Ainj

hiiho- than -40(-.

Th !signalin1 -)f tne ujji, u rton of valv =s i.a

accoimplishel/r~dlited hb1til tll.. ill~ Of tile SL.-ClaI indiCator-;,

arrange~d/loc-at-~i ra tl-ir cjnlLiUL Ofa thc- (le-icing system c-
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and tail assembl y on th,. iiust~uw(=t pan ?l of fliqht enqline'-r (.

to each half wing).

Ifhe cyclically waruwea Z- 0,L the wing~ lEadin j edrj.- is Gi--v7.

in 12 sections (on 6 tc uan- flai.i wi~ng) by lEnjth,

-ipproximately/exemplarii , iLy j.7 o. Air is suprli-d on 12

conluits/manitolds thrcuya ta -uwcit-c valves 4 and 6, th, contrrc.II--

timers which alternately sujii-Ae teed/supply tc each valvwe. T

connected with the tczm Erctura-sensinq d--vice, mounted in riiht1

landing-gear fairing, ar.cu act~at, the valves Of cyclicd-ir:

system in the jet,,-rmineui otuai arnu on the- specific :-ime, whicr

iepndson the t emperat uLC oi sutLoundling air. The cycl-~ ot e:

beqins with the outer VdlVe: at tijiit half wing and concludts ,-.

valve of left half wing iizi -tni riuselage. Timrer alwaysbei.

cycle of valve opqning ii. tai6 zjupnce, if the preceding/pr-.vir.I

cycle was completed to ti Ii.~ccin*ction of system.
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Table 13.

6/) 3) aTPa'iiae.%a %0LLHoCTb B3H

if,,re ia o6()rPe,33e-Mo nVIK3is-

No14,8 kem ('T VQHCPdTU-: Ort 9,9 10u 10,1 K1311
pa St 4, 110PpMid1bl-1 I (UT 1UHePdTopa V?

1 f 1;iapIiitilM t.v-u~a1 i t H 4 It

lac)aBapiiitios C.Iyqae)

"h 20-)7,1 Komn (oT rellepaiF1)T 9,1 A0o 10,4 KSM1
ropa M 2. HOPMil1H III(OT rel-lepaTOPi \

No 3 it aitapHomYIHOM a-~ p.Ma~bHo H .'A 2 it

q~le)aBaptlI)HoM cay'lae)

Key: (1). De-icing system. (2). ~spent power in zone. (3.PPr1 i"efnT

heating . (4). warm -d cyciicaiij. (5) . 4. 8 kW (from genz-rator N-. ,1

normally and No. 1 in emerjenc.j ca~e) . (6) . Frof 9. 9 to 10. 1 k.4(A' &

generator No. 1 it is ncial~ dUUa Nu. 4I in emi. rqency casK-).

Page 163.

Thus, jettisoning from wiany occui unsymmetrically relative tO

longitudinal axis of aiicLdtit.

It necessary for cci,,Liauoua ujpration of d -ic-3r ormat:z

of timpr is provided fcL tuc emnerjency system, hanl-opzerat- I, w~t,

thi; aid of which simultaousil dL,- opened all valves ind ar I~-

th- valves of air supply to the 1,:ading edge- cf th,3 wing leairj

edge-. In this case neC-CSSAA. yvizuai~ly to follcw th-- winj and to l-
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off/disconnect heating, di soa as ice it will be distant.

System is shielded ±rou sujeiLneating by the thermo;witch,

arranged/located on the iucr saa of the lcwer covarinj in +r;

middle of each section. Lai.ng aating of the sensor of thermcs;-:.--I.

to temperature of 60 0 C switcne6, oeen connected in seri.s with

valves, are broken and Li.ty c±ose the latter/last nct ldter thd,

within three seconds.

- o&
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Fig. 3.58. Construction/ uie4u or the deicer ct the nose,/lma di *

of aircraft "Argosy". 1 - siictioui of nose/leading e2dge, 2, 3-

terminal boards, 4 - inzti1c.L iiAui~ating layer, (2 layers of tn V

glass clcth, saturated wittu pidstic), 5 - current-conductinyj

aelements/cr-lls from the ai.Luy, sjrdyed on the actions of flarnE, ,,

8 - copper busbars/tire , aeie ty pulverization/atomization ur V r:

the~ action of flame abcve tue cuxarent-conductin'j layer, L3 - ext--L:i i'

insulating layi.r (I layEL ut tae~ qass cloth, saturated with

plastic), 10 - boundary cr i~sudting lay'ar, 11 - tierminal of thj=

grounding of protcctiVO Lc~t~ng (stanquard), 12 - rprot:ctriv,- coat:..'

(Starnquard), which ccnsisti oi trio powdcr of the stainlss st--Cl,

connected with synthetic rea.iiA, U - boundary of protective? coatin 1
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(Stanquard) * 1~4 -paint taLu vtzfl±si. coat.

Page 164~.

In the valves of alL SUpJLAY .ii wing1 panel are limit switches,

file closers circuit to two jLuicarors of the ncrmal opieraticn of

valves "left half win~g" aua. 'Ii ~atr half wing". indicators jivq~

readings depending on the ios~tica of valves "opened" or "clcse-1"

during entire time of its wur&.

The operation of vdive6 can DL, checked on the Parth/qroun] -)L i,

flight with thc? aid of tha swi.tca~s of checking the ValV2S Ot .

edge and cyclic wing paneis (mozmzatary contact switch).

B. Some comparative data i.La tane air-heat and th;ermoelectric

de-icing systems.

The setting up of de-ILciag system unavoidably causes a

deterioration in flight-tazcanlicti and op- raticnal data of aircra i:.

a result of thi decreasa- it taut or power (if th ? energy sctirc- f

a system is airplane engine) , inczeaste in the consumption of fn&1,

gain in weight and comlicatiun of construction/design.

A deterioration in these ddtd will be different depending on th'-

type of de-icing system ana spocitic characteristics of aircraft and

it can be brought to thw ainiaum (luring corre t design.
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PQ3.' 44 7e *,Ifu Q

IL

Fig. 3.59. Schematic diaqyaw or T.az dc-icing system of the wiq 

aircraft "Cargomaster". 1 - aiL oioied from engines to the rka-i'.; ,

wing, 2 - check valves, j - c".c& valves in the systm of air h1--.

of engine, 4 - lockinq-roductioai valves cf center section, 5 -

locking-reduction valves or tii. iuding edge cf center s- cric , -

locking-reduction valves or outeL wing panel, 7 - lockiny-Ju.c-ii)

valves of the leading eage or uutcr wing panel, 8 - lockinJ-r I'-: r

valves of outer wing pa"±L, 9 - Locking-reduction valve of tail

assembly.

Key: (1). To pn-umatic roitectLu of tail assemtly.

Page 165.

There are three tUnddiUnLLd± iathods of the selcction of . .

I

_ _ -. ,, -- -. .- - _ . . . - . . " , -, -
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from turbojet engine for the ae-icing system:

1) the use of mechuai,..l eaerjy from the shaft of comprcssor A.i

its transformation intc ta e.=cTrical;

2) the usz of the hedat i.L from the corpressor of the eiii:-;

3) use of thermal eujrLyy uL exhaust gases.

The first method requirez tuzt setting up cf sufficiently

powerful/thick generatcr., cseciaily if it is Fossible to shiElil

from icing large surfaces (wiag, rail assembly).

Simple calculation SaowS tndL for a thermcelectric continucu- V
system would be required tue -oo powerful/thick electric power

sources, setting up which it , aiificult tc carry out on

contemporary aircraft. Iererore dil at present thermoelectric

Je-icing systems of wing iad tdi.i ssembly used are systems cf cvc11.-

action.

Is most simple the sacona aernod, since it does not resuir A, v

supplemer.tary settings u - tae a, selected/taken from comrress'i

and which has temperature ot 15u-ioO0 C, directly is utilized in

de-icing system.
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Using the third methou ta: exiuaust gas;es are abstract=0/r 'V.

from jet nozzle. In thia case, - nce the temperature of gases

high, then they must bF xi=x witn the specific quantity of col; .

Due to possible corrosicn ;r conduits/manitolds and constructio': .:

the aircraft t!iis methcu did hot I ceive wide acceptance. Anc+-:::- ay

of using heat energy of exhaUst gases - use/application of

heat-exch .nger, placed cii tue exiaust of the engine, in which i .

heated the air, which comes tzow velocity head. The de-icinq v i

of this diagram is realizcu, zor wxample, on aircraft "Van.uar, ::

"Argosy".

Let us pause in somewnat wore de+ail at comFarative data of t

types of de-icing systems, wnica oatained widest acceptance : ci

contemporary aircraft - conatriou air-heat and thermoelectric

(cyclic).

Effectiveness of the actioi4 or Je-,cing systems.

During comparison leT us proceed from the fact that eauch. ;t

must ensure protecticn zrua icing under the calculated conditio:,.-

accepted.

I

-
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The advantage of theriu aicEL:Lc de-icing syst.ui consists

fact that available electric powcz virtually does not uepE-nI cr.

engine power ratinq, h4iqar/ai.tiuue, flight speed, tetperatur: o-

surrounding air. For the dA.L-tedt system with air bleed from tl.:

compressor of turbojet engine taz dvailable heat almost is

proportional to atmospheLIc dni: and directly it depends cn :i :-

revolutions.

Page 166.

Thermoelectric de-ici,, sy~t possesses the higher h-a+

availability tactor (es(c. i.dl.y ta i system of the type "Spraymat"

whose heatinq elem-nts dL= ALin, au directly on th4 shielded surL-a •

and which has low heat ic6¢es).

Requirements for energy.

For the thermoelectric cyc.Lic system there is required s,7vcrai

timrs less energy than tcr tnee diL-heat continuous system.

The smallest requiieaent to. neat for the air-heat system 15

reached in the case of tne compifte Pvaporaticn of the drops c. wa:t

over the area of *heir ,-et.Liag. nowever, t is very difficult to

provide heating sufficiEnt ror (vciporating the drops with warm air -r
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the low sections of surfact;. On, saould in this case- coflsiuler ~

the one hand tor strength. Laasuuk Lor constructions/desig ns of ~

aluminum alloys the teufterature oi the air, which -:rnters tk'~p

must not exceed 230 0 C, uLu tue otuer hand, the etfective coriv~c4 :v

heat transfer between ciicuidtia heated air and skin/sheathin- ,

the leading edgm of the wiiuj Ls krcvided only at a suffici -rt

length, passable heated air. U'iLet widespread use obtained th' ys

at the shallow channels, irLiitivau/iocated along airfoil chorl a;

for instance, in the deic--,L o.L tn. wing of the aircraft at Tu-1..

An-2 1 4, described above).,T ti~ouiLI b,- noted that the depth ot

channels exerts a consiut:LuLa±c E~izct on the effec-tiven~ss of .,

exchange -for example, an uncrtse in the depth of charnnels nlow.

to 5 mm Iinvolved an iincizasa in the quantity of heat fromsci~

20-25o/o for guaranteay~ tue jaLescribEd/assignEd temperaturo ')f

surface (best ho:at zixchangzd is iccomplished in the channe ls who-,'

length is considerably mcra tnai, tnc-ir perimet,-r).

FOOTNOTE 1. In one of cciici~tte-/bj)cific/actual constructions.

E ND FO T NOT E

*Designer is forced to s~zdrcn LoL. tiiR optimum version of syst&em,

a grgat increase in the liaiAjtu ck (-hannals althougn imFroves hra-1

exchange, in this case the ov=.Lail re-quirement for a quantity of

increases. increases aLsc tne stLuctural weight. For the wir.1 of
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average sizes by this cjtiwum varsor, is the heating in sectioni

12-15o/o of airfoil chcia.

Ii
Thermoelectric systei contsiacably more easily provides th-

heating of the surface ct skai± izes/dimensicns.

Construciion/Jesign cf systww dau. its reliability in operatiol..

The major advantage oe the Lar-heat continuous system, as

already mertioned, in sazplic.ty oi its constructior./design. This;

idvantagE when, on the diLCLait, sufficient scurces of hot air i:.

present, is frequently uicisivt uaen selecting cf the tfpe of :sv .

The failure pribahrltj uL the air-heat system is very low.

Page 167.

Failure is feasible only witn the zailure of the mechanisms of 3w

opening of shutters/valves whose quantity in continuous systs i-

small. However, the damaiy z oL tua conduits/manifolds, channl: o_

corrugation and duil skin/snedtnaL (which could seriously uspsrt 1Ii

operatior of systFm) aFjedZ. xtlcxiely rarely 1.

FOOTNOTE . In practice dre Known the cases of destruction of
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conduits/manifolds and ctaeL udw.uaj-s; however, their reasons ~

usually the use /applicatioa o±. uat~rial, not answering the

requirempnts. ENDFOOTNCIE.

Thermoelectric syste&. WItU IL.t, lon'jitudinal and transvr-.S--

thermal "lknives", g eneratos ut aiternating (cr constant) clirrfvi: ,

programmers, contactors dild z~ Ioith is more couirIicdtei, its :f.

is more probable. fyst'pi reqjuires 6tricter control/che;ck. As 1

experiment of operation, txJsiility of hot spots, thp lamat '

electrical heatinj anmIi~cLi rd main leads arq no- cm

removed. it is considercu thadt iur a thermoelectric syst;aM rlti

type "Spraymat". in spite uz ti~e ,Lesence at Frot-c~ive coatii.:

essential shcrtccming iz zaa pos6ALility of damaging a Zicatirq K

as a result of -rosicn tLO)Lu La.i" aid hail in tliqht at hikgr,, rvi.

The production of tnezmoitctric svstgm in ccmratison wiri, -L

air-heat is also imorp ccmaLicdtad dnd lator-ccnsurirg;.

Hlowever, the thermco-i1ctric .yjstem cf cyclic action allcw~z,

alreidy mrentioned, to r(_-trict zuiat heating approximate-ly by s-. .

that constitutes qo/o cL aiioii c.nord. This has imnportir~t vallli-

especially when desiqnet oL 01 1  rctsons doe-s nct have the cda)1ib*l

to arrange zone heating In e~ii by the extent 12-150/0 chor!,

which is necessary fcr tne a.L,-n,.at continucus system. Is not I1w -
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also desirable arrArngemcht/eo.u1ILO inl thE- leadinq Ag o t th1. o.::

of the con~luits/manifolas jL Uor air, which occupy consilurdiL

p1 ace.

Anlothpr advantage oi Ltic 4az woelcectric systemi is the

possibility of more procizim ui.stL2Ajution of suppli,:ed eh.rgry cv :

protected surface in acccraianc= w.th r;:1uir-=ments and tha po&EXi ,

of the more precisen requlit~iai cL ne-cessary temperature dppErnai-

the cond-itions of icing.

It should also t1sn luoL=- that in. contrast to thc air-heat

thermoelectric syst- m cr tLu, ty ,- "Spraymat" can L

e stablished/installed almo~t iii j dimensions and form pDrts .

parts of aircraft.

Effect or 'fliqht aircrart ~u1y~nresratics.

Air bleqcd for le-icxia sysz,-m from corn ressor ccnsid _rally

dcrceases the thruist ot tar~jojtr ., lthe power of turboprop Enr,i:

which has esp.?.ially iir~-ci~taft vckiuo with the op-eration of

maxinaum and nominal ratirp6.

For a turhoj~t engiine tnc aecrease of thrust qlmost is

proportional to a quantitj ot ,.,jlzcted/takan aiL. For aXaimpl=, i' ,
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pro te ction fromi aircr att L Ls I:a ker t y Fc50/o of 1,1Lin+ i I

air, expended by --:nqincz LaL-ii tLn, i7-nlr~jf thr ust als~o e-..

approximndtoly 90/u.

Page 1683.

Turboprop~ on~linte 1, a)e eii~itive to E~nitaq- uf tiric

enterirnq it, slicc -?ach ozi~ -rh ai vr S:Elrcta~1/tak~n ")-

-nrtails a re~itct ion/descciit iii ta,; j.ow, r of enclire -)3o/. .

conn. ction wit h tb3 or a dCLLAi L ..h 1 rboprou - n in -s u~z;

cannot be tak-n dirc EClx 1 o J til~ LCorn Fr~a 0 tho planti v ot :

rc qui red f Or is-- ICin2 S17,W a ii there f acc arq avtp 1io - I~t!:

with thq ejectors (IS C i t-- al-f An-24) cr ti-* sy~s-hII w_..

exchinqs=rs, which to a i__s~ - decreases -ihe imowor-. o_ r

Acccrdinj lo th - dA-LA c; wu)L f371 thq maximumh qucrntitY 7: 1

which can be :;.-ect,?d fcL jiot~ct.Ln from icinq from tu::iio j-

must not oxceolI 120/c, irom tuiLu.ran enqjin( - 7;/(- and' trom m

Thormoelectric de-iuiij iy:;oi with poweir taka-otf to n:rm-

from thf- shaft of the ccu.jicsscI. oL g-n~ine has the defifjtr a~v--

in thiF rospect. Lossos ia tni~u.L aurin j s- lect iar of on- anid

same energy content troW euliiie £UL a thermo- I-ctric sy.;tem ar-
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considerably less than ioi. dIL-LiedE. If we in this case cc:;,,

also requirpmznt itself Loi ~~y for a cyclic ther imoele ctric. v.

is much less thar. for ti- Y.LM which uses continuous h, ati:i

wdrm air, then this ad vantage wiil become even more can 3idera-ih1

According to Calculation IdLa tn. seetOnf suffiCie nt to::

prote ction from the: iciLj U1 eL~.J cornt(ent tram engine? in

thermoelectric system decie-as., tuia thrust not wore- thian by :,

iee., several times is less tudii ii, thr- case of air-hear sys-7 '

FOOTNOTE 1. Is e'xamined J OtOeCtIUL tram the icinqj of wing .ni~~

assembly of aircraf t witih zour jas turbine engines, which wo:k'% ii.

nominal rating. ENDFoCYNuiE.

Los :A-s in the -ingiiE tarast make flight aircraf-,

quality/tineiness ratios 'Worse dlU iTL the first pl-ace, its

climb, In connecti'. with ~rvsatt-ention Safetv ~t~.

ic in4, based on th - use ci. tat com~jir, 4d air-heat de-icinj syltw

revices/c-quipmrnnt for CLr~tICI j i. re boundary layer. This U?'

[991, about which alreau oiieti 2 it was communicated in Sectic,.

make3 it pas;ible 'to lecL=Lsr. Ltitz wegative effr-ct )r. the aircL,. -

u~1:'-rfo!nc at air blE=EU 1,LUu t3Ly1Je.

is of also inte rest cOufl.Li~.Oi. by the weight o.' the i--

t:,eimelcctric system.
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The weight of de- iciay s~st~ws on old aircraft typ,.es wi' h

angines oscillated in ccn~1JerdaijO limits depending on typ: ani.

construct ion/design of 6yta tuiL cxample, or. *Jirciatt Bo' inc L.-11

the weight of Th-iCing 'aJ6L=J CikoA~srd altogether only 0. 30/0 o.

takeoff wpight, on airczar. joujiaz DC-6 - 1. 10/0, and -harc?

Airspeed "Ambassad -ur"l - 1.7o/(;.

Paqje 169.

As shows statistics, on cjui~teu~Lt passenger aircraft th. wi::

de-icing systaem (designeda in accocuance with the &:-sign co-nltin

accepted) composes 0.6-1c/o ur trtt~off weight. In this casa -:nr

no considerable differeac, ia Lne all-Union onc s between

thermoelectric and air-nedt systtw6.

Work [(401 give-s cowjirison iq the weight of indicate(!vt~'

for the aircraft with tcui: ycL tui:eine e ngines, which nas v &->

139 mn2 . These lata are jivei1 ulo~w.

Prom the given data we tuat the air-heat system ha.,c

alvantage in weight, howev-, oan. should tak= into cons iderat in'

in these data the w.iqht j:: a-c: ji. erators is ccnn-2cted1 in t hr
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weight of thermoelectric system, wnile usually cn aircraft th-s-

generators are used, also, rto otiour users of electric power. 71-1--,

in actuality the weight cL tneLmoeiectric system must be som-w!.ot

reduced.

Work r40] for the ,L'crzaz LiA question gives also the Iati -. li

an increase in the specitikc Lu consumption in working de-icir:

system. That, for -xam~lo, auriun air bleed from tie compres;cr.- -

turbojet enqin-s for t'e wocractic of the air-heat syst ?m for c:,-

hour it is necessary tc aJat.dLundiiy consume 272 kg of

fuel/propellant.
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turboprop enaincs. (3) . veIjut oi. ±eat :?xchangers. (4) . kq. )

Weight Of valV,:s and coati:oj.. to). WeiJht of Ccnduits/mninfoP"

dual skin/sheathing~. (7) . Ln wiu.j. (8) . in tail asse Mbly.()

W,?qI(Jt of system. (10) - Ailcratt 41th turbojet engir,,Fes (air 1

froir ccmpressors). (11). i ilut OL COnduits/manifolf~s, J 11pal

skin/sheathingj, mixing ch uLeL6. j12). 11. Therrncelcctric sys-_;

cyclic Iction of thle tyfez oS Lckwjt,. (13). WEiqht of four a-c

gen~rators On 40 kW. (14). wtznIl Ut :?Iactrical heating

qlements/cells, wiring/Lu~a, contrI()s.
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Page 170.

For the air-heat system witaL ixeat exchangers, established/instali--

on turboprop aircraft, dzt re*juiz~a by 180 kg of tuel/propella' ,

also, for a th-rmoalectzic cyciic system - 110 kg of fu.?l/prcp.-1:.1_

Maintenance.

The air-heat system oita. uLect air bleed froma comprcsse ors

simpler in maintenance/e~rvciijg. Ln oppration the routine i

maintenance work along tLis syitem usually is reduced to the p~ri >c

inspection of the mechanlsms or Qoiitrol and ccntrol/check and

checking of the state cL soiu; coaauits/manifolds. The service liV- C_

the air-heat system with :xcept1on of the mechanisms of control r5

control/check is determxxi ju ac service life of the construcio' -

of the aircraft.

Servicing the same sytem t a heat exchangers is more

complicated, since in op itiuoa are required regular inspecticnzs ;n !

checkings of the state of tue an;t exchangers, which under. o larl;-

thermal s4resses.
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The maintenance of tni= turxaotlectric system is more

labor-consuminq than the aiz-near one. For this system in op er 'mi

are necessary the routine insections and the repairs of the a-,:

generators, of projrammers, cu c&iiq of electrical heating

elements/cells, wire insuldtion aIu other wcrks. The service 3if?

Syst4m is usually lesser tunl an service lite of the construction c:

the aircraft.

After feeding/ccnduc._riy uwus to the snort ccmFarative

examination of two systems, it i.:i possible to draw the conclusion

that the thermoelectric o -icia system of cyclic action has

advantaqes in the considerdai savings of energy, selected/tak: -.

engines, in considerably smaiieL ntgative effect on the etgin~r. iri t

ani of aircraft perforranct, in tae possibility of setting up aI'oc-_

on any parts and parts aia posibility of decreasing the sizc of t-:r

warmed zone along airfcii cnaru.

On the side of the air-uear continuous system - simplicity ct

construction/design and maiiti~nc /servicing, larqe reliability,

cheapness. It should be uoteu tndt during the development of tLP

air-heat systems of perioaic dctiuo, advantage of thermoelectric

system considerably they acreas.

A question about a za.Lacrji of the type of system always ml&-
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be solved concretely/specirticaiiy/sctUally taking into account fthy

available sources of SnEtyjy aiia tochnical tlight characteri 1fc6s of

aircraft.

9. Protection from the iciaij u. power plants.

To the dc?-icing system ui tae power plants of aircraft (o:

helicopter) are prasentea n.L9udr caquiraments, than for the sys-r:-

of aircraft.

Page 171.

This is explained by the ract tndt the flight safety must be prnvli>.'J

in any flight condition--; taeici:r= efficiency of power plants ruF-

not he seriously reduceu, 46 wre not heavy conditions durina ciz~i-

- I time when aircraft will te iocared in the zcne of icinq.

* Are known the cases, wneu icinig led to damage or complet-L

service failurs of piston ana yas turbine enqines. For adUlpl o, or-

one of the aircratt were discuvid the icing of the grid of thp-

throttle case of piston eagine, tnz involve(] cessation ot ail r itzVke

into engine and its stcE ?~ 3.oU). For eliminatirg this

shortcoming it was necez-:sry -Lo coasiderably enforcfe th-e- hea~ili, a:*

grid.
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The axial-flow com iso" oz yas turbine engine is esp cid! I'

sensitive to icing, since uaui. conditions of icing ice can int_ szly

be formed on intake guide vanes, on the blades of the first

series/rcw of rotor and s~azor. Ine icing of thpse elements ct

construction/d:sign can Lin uuring several minutes, wnich car.

involve the consid-.rable aec~t~d ut the power of engine.

Serious can be the cases u. admage ice of compressor bla1 ,

especially if they are maue zuow aluminum allcys (Fig. 3.ol).

Comparatively receatly {duiia January 1960 ) above th

territory of the United Stdteb OL America suffere-d catastroph: T-n ,

passenger turboprop aircLalL "Vicuunt". The committee of th civ i

aviation of the USA estdiisaeaL unt the reascn for catastroph w

the failure due to the icing or dli four engines cf aircraft a-,

result of the overdue start or ue-icing systpm. This case agai:

confirms that the turbc .iu eieyueas are very sensitive to icini a,.

for them is required hijnij eiiicient and reliable anti-icinq

protection.

.1!
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Fig. 3.60. Icing of th.r j.A L tllLottle case or. thp ai1:crci:.

11- 14.
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Page 172.

The special experiaoeiits, Cdriied out by the duthor on th;-

aircraft of An-10, showtu tat ueoiA the overdue start or id-Jc_:.,i

system ice formation on iiiiet. coji?(nPents can seriously upszet th-

opprition of ?ngine:s (uk tu taiiE _omplete disccnnection) . Th i-

explained by the tact thdt ini~engines fall the piec-s or lc-

luring their j, ttisoning Lcuw air intakes, in this case occuirs

tlameout in combusticn ciamez. . it is characteristic that

disturbances/breakdowns in tat- ckdjiation of engine are iirectlv

connected with a quantity or L,-e waich can siirultaneously be uI

into engine gas-air channei. un tau- aircraft cf An-10 the

incid~ncr/impingemar t i rto tha eajinel AI1-20 o f the pieces at. ic w

a thicns of 10-15 mm, aiu witiI Langth, equal to the half ot

circumference of air itQK, ieau6 to sharp drop in poweir of '-j;.

and decrease of its revciutions to 3-L4o/o. The incidenco/i m p in,; - T.

of large-size ice (with d tnic&ze6 of 20-10 mm) causes t h,

selfl-disconnecting ot eaqiie. in,= uisturbance/t.reakdown of -: -"Ji -

power rating is accompani--a ay ±Lciretingj, kn'ocks and appeazanc - of.

clouds/clubs/puffs ot wnite siuoke on -xhaust.
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Above has already reun iwted that large danger for somie ty:--f

engines represents the iC.Ly kl tri- form of the crystals oat1 icc. ~i

engine, given in Fig. 3.u2, ii~s aiwost rectilinear air intak-

channel, also, in contrad=L Lu tb%- =ngine, depicted on Fi~j. 3. 1)

much- smaller degr.-- it ux.Jeziyo:z Lae negative ettect of ico cy;i:

In latter/last airflcw kdzezii ildhijes direction of its moticn 7

1600 near combustion chdwiD-L..'u in flight in icc- clouds cai. 1

to 'the accumulation of icz! crj tal in' the tert section or air

intake.



Fig. 3.61. Damagqe by ice ot t. ii d es of the inlet ccu -- s

of ~cie

7aq- 173.

If ,v that savir on diL litdj,z, A dypr of Lc'u roK-

in~to *n-nes'r r-j:i ; zov, that al-I- cccur:- i on h

d4 rerajft "B ri4t', )." whcfz iii, "±-rot(--us" they ha iart

i n I cat&1e,'. Fo iTL 1~rd t i n L i i.r tcoin r.e r n uq irr? ri ct

WAS rnAk]e thf- :; tie--/L OW CL iit . .catiofls ani , in itcla

comt.ustir chamnbers w,:rc I~idirsaled i~c:1Sc:

from TIlat inum illoy for ~ rsaa a~u e~~o

en qine in t hf case ft t Lam24-) at Lit cOM hus fion Ch a,11be 7S.

,Do ijf JLa+ io)nc wr r- CarLiLEl k.UL atr e x .- v e s t i s in,!~-

carr nu oii O. sta ri * a i~j i.su ui~u -r cond iic r.7 c cry ; i 1

tropical arr-,as.
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It is charac-?r!-tIL t~tQ :u tis Case- ot flri s2 9.

cofl(d.tior.s thp "Irop" icii, jllii;L the ccmyle:telv Sufi:~.

ef tcctivan- ss if de-icii. sstrn

For the protection cUL en~i~in thp majcrity of t;,e Cdase.-

applied continuous kle-iLIiZ j (syst ,m anti4icir,) .iiowv,- ~,

somne aircraft, f or axaaq.L. "Vi. kuuit"l are ;Astablishd/install1

thermnoelectric cyclic d--cin rems f Or the air intak -s of

en q 4r S. The Cycl o 1 0f t "e vj - kaLl 11 of suc h sy stems i s sl C-~

such a way as not- to allcW Udlij=LUSA on-s acccrdin; to its

Si;z e-;/ djim cnsjio ns o f i ceC ac u aw aLai t.; ns c n th c s h ie Ii -d E7iir :::-

use/aipplicat ion Of cyc1iC ,=-.1C1Lj Systems On Penqi-n ISps321

whar will bz, texperimertdi.±1 LtUvEu the safe-ty of small lc

,ccumulations on th- shit-iaeu .uiLiuces of air intakfES. A i,

heat reqjuired for ,)rotpctija zL~uai the icir~i Of :-ngine c:in 1!-

Jetrminred accorli ng tc tat; =,u,,..Ln ot thhat halancm s.

12 1). As show the cal11uL,.iCih (uii as this ccnfirms nractic-)

require-d tem peraiture l1rc ,i 1 .t for powi-r p1 ~it mis;t bt:%

hi~jhpr than in syst-m fc Ll i udLCI (f t.
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Fig. 3.62. Turbojet engii~e w.ith tue straight/direct entry or ii

f low.

Fiq . 3. 6V3. Turboprop ,- jii w..i .tp t ion ot ai-f .c w cri 1I.

Paqe 174~.

It shouldJ be no te~i tnut La ovration tkc (b-cn y; r

engines arc utliz -d couirai or :fr~~iutly - an -vt

wing and3 a talla 'rb i~ tat ara~ion of th :01tu. ~

de-icinij systpin ot 11dtL/-irtLdUWe CO0PZ)r iSeS for d C~flt<i -OL )

ai rcraft with j is t urbirnE c; jJa-6 -o/o c r tli (ht in1,--

powo'r plarn's this numiorui .acat, 15-200/0 aid ior--.

F007NU)TE 1. Da"-t i--p acULIL U tj ILL~ rc al iiriI ir-ls 1:>-7

air lines. FNDFCO0TM!j7F.

T~his is oxp1aino d by the La,.t tLadt for mrany ii lualtt t
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instruction requires the start or the de-icing system of engines

prior to the entry intc tha cloudiness or any other zone, in which is

possible the icing, beginaing with the temperature of surrounding 'tir

of +50 C even below, while the de-icing system, for example, of h%.fl]

is included usually after opezation signal indicator.

Typical air-heat continuouu system for powrer plant is the

de-icing system of the aircrdit .1 Tu-1014, in which for protection~

from the icing of engines Rl)-JM anul air intake channels is utiliz' l

the air, selected/taken trom zaa eighth compressor stage. By this air

are warmed the nose/leading edge of air intake, the applied spokes of

front/leading compressox casiiugi, thle fairing about the turbinc-

starter, the exhaust duct ofz u.Luine starter and air-fractionating

partition/baffle.

For the heating of the ulaues input guids ring hot air it is

selected/taken separately tiomfl ifth compressor stage.

The schematic of the de-icing system of engines RD-3T1 is giv~ri

in Fig. 3.64.

Hot air for the heating of six applied spokes is supplied from

fundamental conduit/manazolu I tarough the tee to the collar,

installed on upper left sjpo~e. Air is supplied to the channel betwcrn
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two walls of spoke, welded w.ta spot welding. From upper left spokp

hot air enters the neck, irum wach it is supplied to remaining fiven

spokes and fairings about the turbine starter. Exhaust air is

rejected into the air circuit ol the engine through

openings/apertures in the lower odse of five applied spokes. The

fairing about the turbine startez consists of two halves with the

double walls, between which trom uase/root to nose/leading edge is

passed hot air. Air out.Lez is accomplished/realized through the

opening/aperture in the nose/ieoaing edge of fairing.

Air to the heating ot the 6inaust duct of turbine starter (cross

section A-A) is supplied on concluit/manifold 3 diameters of 25 Mm

into the cavity, formed by lairiag 5 and wall of 6 elbow-shared tubas

of turbine starter.

Air the heating of tae noses/leading edges of air-fractienating

partition/baffle and air intaKe enters on conduit/manifold 2 by

diameter of 70 mm. The ncse/leadinq edge of air-fractionating

partition/baffle (cross section a-b) consists of outer covering by i,

by internal 8, carried cut in the form of corrugation, and shield Y.

Nose/leading edge shares ny wall 10 into twc chambers/cameras - A and

B.

Page 175.
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The hot air, applied into rorechamber A, is passed between the

shieli and the corrugatiCa and through the sict in corrugation alonq

its channels it falls into tn c adL chamber/camera B, from which

through the branch connection it s abstracted/removed into the

nose/leading edge of air intake dand is rejected in the atmosphere.

Into the nose/leading edge oi air intake hot iir comes from

fundamental conduit/manifola to e through the annular recess A (unit

I). Further air is passea along tn channels of corrugation into

cavity B, warming in thiE cde tiw nose/leading edge of air intake,

and it is abstracted/resovea in Lne atmosphere through the special

branch connection, arranyod/located in the lcwqr part of the ai:

intake.

Air for the heating oz tAA Ulddes the input guide ring (Fic.

3.65), prepared from alusinum alloy, is selected/taken from fitth

step/stage and through spainqs/apertures 1 enters the internal

cavity of compressor. FuLtner tne air through cpenings/aperturc-s ir

the diaphragms of disks d is suppiied to the front/leading cavity A,

from which it enters the aiawain oL the tlades through the

openings/apertures, situated in t: lower pins/journals of bladz-s.

.1
iiiI_~ _iIi
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Not air is passed further along internal duct to the body of

blade in leading edge and through the opening/aperture in its upper

part it is derived/concluded into the air circuit of engine.

Control of de-icing system - Fneumatic. Air from pneumatic

system proceeds to valve of control of system, established/installcd

on panel in the co-pilct. kFrom the tap/crane of control the air is

fed/conducted to the taks/cranes ot air bleed from left and

right-side engine.

|a

I ' rl - '. . ,
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___ Ced'ne ~0CNia

Fig. 3.641. Schematic of t,4e de-i.cing system of engine RD-3M. 1-

conduit/manifold of the ai~r outlet from engine, 2 - fundamental

conduit/manifold, 3 - ccLduit/mdaifold of air supply to the sxhaus.

duct of turbine starter, 4 - coiicit/manifold of air supply tc

applied spokes and tairijg &aout tue turbine starter, 5 - fairiiig

about the exhaust duct of tu~rbine starter, 6 - wall, 7, 8 - ex7zrnal

and lower covering, 9 - saed 10 - wall.

Key: (1) . Diagram of the hedt.Lny o± the nose/leading edge of the

forward air fractionatcr. ji) Schamatic of heating of nose/leading

edge of exhaust duct, (3)o isranc connection cf air outlet in the

atmosphere. (4i). Diagram of aniating of nose/leading edge of air

intake.
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Page 176.

The de-icing system ot eagine and engine nacelle they are

autonomous for each engine.

The expenditure of aiL zor rta heating of the air intake of

engine at the height/altitude of 1000 m and indicated airspeeds 400

ka/h is 1250 kg/h, to the hedting of air-fractionating

partition/baffle - apprcxIMateiy/(xemplarily 350 kg/h. With an

increase in altitude of tlint to O0O0 m the

expenditures/consumptions fall respectively tc 950 and 260 kg/h.

De-icing system of suca tyke (it is analcgous with system for

the wing of the aircraft of Tu-lU4) makes it possible to incrsas; +h.

air flow rate and, consequently, also to raise the effectiveness of

its action with an increase in engine power rating. So, the increasc

in the engine revoluticus, which corresponds to an increase in th"

flight speed from 400 to bOO Am/h dccording tc instrument, leads to

the increase of the expendituze of air for the nose/leading edge of

air intake on 100 Kg/h and to an increase in the temperature drops on

nose/leading edge on the average on 120C.

JJ

J - 11
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The dependence of the xpeaditure of air for the heating of the

nose/leading edge of aiK int~de on engine power rating is given in

Fig. 3.66.

The de-icing system o£ engines D-20P and air intakes on the

aircraft of Tu-124 also is ai.-neaet with the use of hot air,

selected/taken from the comkrdssors of engines.

For the heating of tne nose/iwading edge of air intake the air

is selected/taken through the checK valve from the fourth or eighth

compressor stages of engyie. Witn the revoluticns of the rotor of -he

second cascade/stage of compraEssOr of above 9200 r/min the air is

*i selected/taken through ccaduit/manifold 1 (Fig. 3.67) from ths cavity

of housing after the fourth stei/stage of the second cascade/stdag,Iwhile with revolutions it is uaic 9200 r/min - through

conduit/manifold 2 of tne collector/receptacle, located in the r-ar

end of the external cavity or comDustion chamker, i.e., after th-

eighth step/stage of the secoua cascade/stage of compressor.

]1

I
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Fig. 3.65. Schematic of the beating of the blades the iriput guide

ring of engine RD-3M.

Page 177.

Switching air bleed frown tae fourta or eighth ccupressor stage is

accomplished/realized by dutomatricdlly throttle plate 3.

The flow chart of air in tna Lose/leading edge of air intake is

analogous to the aircralt otT& I4

The engine cowling, strut oz intake housing and the steel bladcs

the input guide ring (VNA) of tua rirst cascade/stage of compressor

are warmed by the hot aix, saect~su/taken from interlabyrinth cavity

A of the eighth step/stayd oz tae second cascade/stage of ccnipr'3ssor

and elected in ejector 4. in ajectcr is supplied the air,
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selected/taken directly after tn eighth step/stage. Further air on

two heat-insulated conduits/manizoids 5 through the

openings/apertures of tfur colilars of intake housing is fed/coinduct-I

into annular recess B, Lcrwed Dj tue rim of intake housing and by

outer ring of VNA. From annular recess B the Fart of the air cn

openings/apertures in the rim of intake housing enters longitudinal

cavities 6 of its struts. In eassing by cavity in struts and wainir.l

their leading edges, air enters the heating of the fairing, which las

double walls, after which through openings/apertures it emerges into

the air circuit cf ccm [essoz.

Another part of the air from annular recess B through

openings/apertures in the pins/]ournals of external blade tips e-ezrs

longitudinal channels 7, warming leading edges, and through slots

the root cross section ct ilaazs it emerges into the air circuit cf

compressor. Four cheeks of incaxe housing are additionally warmed b y

oil, apolied from centrifugal air separator.

The start of system is proauced by the discovery/opening the

check valves, arranged/iccatea an engine nacelle. Valve contrel -

electrical, toggle switch of control it is established/installed on

the instrument panel of tae co-piiot.

For the protection of engiane AI-20 and air intakes of the
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r aircraft of An-1O is utili.-d hot dir, selected/taken from

compressors. The schematic didgrdn of de-icing system is given in

Fig. 3.68.

I The air, selected/tax,.1i troa two collars of the tenth compres3or

stage, is forwarded thrcugii tdj~s/cianes 3, ccntrclled by electrical

mechanisms 2, into two conduits/m'anifolds 6 and 8, cn which turthc-r

it is fed/conducted to tha nosc/iodding edge cf the air intake ot

engine and oil cooler, and i &±o to the blades of input guide rinij.



mt
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Fig. 3.66. Dependence of the exjenuiture of air for the heating of

the nose/leading edge ot Lic - ;atake on engine speed RD-3M.

Key: (1). kg/h. (2). r/min.

...
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Page 178.

Fig. 3.67. Schematic of u,---c.jj 6istom of e-ngine D-20P. 1

extracticn manifold froto afc zuu;:iii step/stage of the saconO

casca~de/stage Of cOmrreS601, - ir extracticn manifol trorr t:.-

eighth step/staqe of tht. Gecna cai.cade/stage cf compre ssor, i

throttle shutt-ir/valVI,, 4 - ejectoc.s, 5 - ccnduits/nanifolis ct i

supply to the heating oL jiuas o. VNA, struts of irntaKie houseir.

cook of engine, 6 - cavity in tn,- 6trut of intake housing, 7-
longitudinal chann, d in Liduc oi VNA.
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Fig. 3.68. Schematic diagramn or tae de-icing system of erngiul al~ a.

intakes of engine AI-20. 1 - a ieed from th compressor ot n-r:. ,

2 - electrical mechanis3s of tne dive of taps/cranes, 3 -

taps/cranes, 4 - conduit,,aa~roiu uf fundamental air supply into"

nose/leading edge of th a na~ of engine, 5 - ejector, 6 -

conduit/manifold of air spqjay to the heating of blades of 'NA, of

air intake of engine ano generator, 7 - conduit/manifol1 of air

supply to the heating of the d Ln take of generator ventilaion, -

conduit/manifold of supjiz-mnaxy air supply into the nose/leadino

edge of the air intake of engine, 9 - conduit/manifold of air suppIv

for the blowout of oil ccoleL, 10 - conduit/manifold of air supply

into the system of conditiouing, 11 - nozzle(.38 am), 12 -

conduit/manifold of air sappiy to the heating of blades of VNA, 1q -

internal cavity of blade, 1i - oeaning/aperture in pin/journal for

he supply of hot air.

Key: (1). Schematic of tha aeatiaq of blades of VNA.
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Air for htating of tue uoa/iiading edge of air intake is

fed/conducted on onp furudwentai conduit/manifold by 6 through

ejector 5 (in liam-ter ct uozzLe Iz mm) and tc the second - tc

supplementary 9, which gcas irom jeneral/comacn/total aircraft Tiair1

line.

Air supply from funudw6eutdi cunduit/manifcld is produced throul.

openings in the diaphragm oi Lue nose/leading edge of air intake, and

supplementary conduit/mdniLoiu - tnrough three nozzles with a

diameter of 8 mm, arrangtd/Iocatte evenly in circumference. hot air

is passed on the annular chamner, zormed by skin/sheathing of

nose/leading edge and by idpiayrga, obtains the supplementary

portions of the hot air tnrouja nozzles it emerges into the spacE

under the cowl through the op aiag/aperture in diaphragm.

To the heating of the Daduts of input guide ring, prepared frnn,

steel, the air enters cn conduit/Mdnifold 12 and further thrcuqh two

diametrically opposite cienings/apertures in frontal crankcase. Th-n

on special openings/apertures 14 in head pivots of blades of VNA air

passes into internal cavity 1J, wdrming the leading edges of hlalr-s,

.- -" •""1 -' . .. . ... -. ... ... .I
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after which it emerges into tue dir circuit of engine.

The de-icing system jr euigne encompasses also permanent hcatfnq

by oil of the --dges/fin6 oi frontdi crankcase, and also hot-air

heating of the air intaie oi yeaurdtor ventilation 7.

10. Protection from the .iciii oL -cue cockpit windows of crew.

The important value zoL juaidaeteeing the normal IFR flight, ariA

especially during landing, as reiiable and highly efficient

protection from the icing or tue cuckpit windcws of the pilots.

On contemporary aircrait. zc ae-icing system of glasses, as a

rule, continuous thermce1dcrric. duwever, the setting up of thf,

electrically heated qlassz.i aoas not eliminate the supplementary

use/application and oth*.r umedas: taie system of the heating of qlass-s

by hot air, feel systew to dnti-.cing liquid.

Calorific requirement tOL iLotection from the icing of glassoi

of cockpit compris- s less tean 10/0 of the total quantity of hcat,

consumed by entire de-iciag system of aircraft.

The electrically hzted gaLsseS consist usually of two

(sometimes - three) hardenewi/tampered silica glass -external (cov _r)
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and internal, glued/cerentad ibetwasn themselves. Bstween glassc-.s arE

placed electrical heating element/cell and twc special

tempprature-sensing devacas (raeriaistors). Heating element has two

conclusions, which are coanecroi to the electric power supply

sources. The thermistoz.- one ot wLuich working, and the other - spar-,

are intended for automatic control the temperatures of heating *jlass

* within the prescribed/as~signed limits.
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As electrical heatiny alz~mant/cell is utilized the transrar(-nt

currpnt-conducting layer (qiasse6 with wire electrical heating

element/cell did not finu projpagdtion because of the diffraction

affect, which impeded survbi/coverage during landing under nighttim'

conditions with the use ct qrouna-oased lighting sources).

As a rule, internal glasses ot aircraft from pressurized caoinis

obtain satisfaction thicKeL than cover glass. Sc, on the aircraft of

Tu-1014 internal glass iL cocxi.t ads a thickness of 15 mm, and

external - 4 mm.

Before cementing Loth gldssesi (external and is internal) pass

mechanical and heat treatment.



The urrnt-cndutinjii~ wil be deposited from insidr of

Th eitneo n curireu-conducting layer and,

cosqety loteIwzcuue by electrical heating

elmn/el r dtria * a sizes/dimensions of the ar'ra ci a

laye an byits tikes

To to oposte ice otthecurrent-conducting layer by -poci±t

* imethod are stuck metallic pow4L auses. The uniformity of heatinq

provided by the appropriate location of current-tap busbars/tit'z, ~l

by change in the specific rfzsiszance of film.

For feed/supply of taa reiLct~rically heated glasses is app~i-]

alternating current by vcItage VI U-250 V with frequency of 400 liz.

*1 ithFig. 3.69 gives the *1#dctLICdI circuit of the heating of qlass-

wihfeed/supply from the aircrd~t electrical wiring system ot

alternating current [5>.

The start of the heating ur glass is acccmplished/realized by

switch 3, which supplies teed/supply from the busbar/tire of di: &ct

current to the automatic machine of heating 4.
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The automatic mach.Lne ot iieating controls/guides contactor 2,

including or including wit& its aia the electric power supply of

heating element upon reacaiiLg oL the specific temperature of glass

(usually 30-400 C). The ccutro±L wknaing of contactor is connectod wltl

contact D of automatic machine, aiai thermistcr 5, that uses by

temperature-sensing devaica, wita contacts BK cf the automatic inacfir.-

of heating.

Feed/supply of glasb ;.scccomplished/realized from the

busbar/tire of alternatiiij siui -khase current with voltage 119 v

with frequency of 400 Hz takou-ja the raising autotransformer.

During ths operation of Lae eiectrically heated glasses with

high specific powers ot heatiag (on the order of 0.5-0.8 W/cm 2) at

low temperatures of SUrXGUndxn4 da.. as a result of the high rat,- of

heating appear large thELAdl strsses.
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I t51•7

Fig. 3.69. Diagram of the e.ectrical heatiny of glass. 1 heatinj

element, 2 - contactor, 3 - sw Lia, - automatic machine of hcatin,

5 - thermistor, 6 - autctranszoztL, 7 - power tus of direct currc-L,

8 - power bus of alterrat~.aj cugaent.
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This leads to the failuLe oL 4idsi.es and, therefore, to a

reduction/descent in their rua urca/lifetime.

For a decrease in tue v:.o.ty of heating is appliei steppm. !

feed/supply of glasses cn voUtdge or according to the heatin;j

temperature.

With the two-stage votrae oi supply of glasses the start of

first stage (with low vclr.-yj provides the specific power of heatir.q.1

f
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to 30-40o/o smaller in coMpdLLSUn with the second step/stage. The

rate of heating in this casoi is ddcreased 1.5-2 times.

Another rethol of stappea kaed/supply of the electrically he-iteu

glasses during th'3ir o~exdioa ou the earth/ground under wintrc:

conditions is the liuitatiou ot operating temperature of heating in

comparison with the tem~trdtura oL the external surface of glass wit-

the normal operation of tue autondtic machine of heating. For thi.3il

parallel to the thermistc. of glass is established/installed th.

controlling resistance, waica accomplishes/realizes the step

* connection of heating which decreases operating temperature of

heating glass by the earth/4roiiad.

* I In flight through the limit switch of squeezed landing-gear

position (as this carried. out on tae aircraft of Tu-124) occurs tfi-

automatic changeover tc tae iuatiaA. temperature of the adjustment of

glass (i.e., is disccnnecteu tne controlling resistance).

on foreign aircraft at prasent are applied the glasses cf foui

types: neza, electrapana, tir.Lpiex (with gold film) arnd serracoat

(62.

In glasses neza and alactrapa as thp current-conducting layer

is utilized the thin oxida ti... applied to glass at high
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temperature. Both coatings~ dre -almost achromatic, although they

somewhat decrease the quantity CL iight let pass by them.

Film triplex, in contrast to the first two coatings, is th.;

combination of gold filM W~ta tna Lii. of bismuth, Flotted/applic-i to

glass by pulverization/dtClnIZdtIUn in vacuum.

Serracoat is also tha aetdiiic coatinq, applied by it ;

evaporation in vacuum. LUIS CoaLJ4ay is applicable both for silica

glass and for organic, in cuittuast to the first three types of

coatings. in coat-ing of serrdcoat are excluded the places, whicn kcall

hot spots or destruction oL qiass. Serracoat and gold film triplix

are characterized by laLgeL: electrical conductivity than neza aad

electrapane, and theretcra ca wozi& with lower voltage feed/supplir-s.

Both coatings have insigniit.cdut coloration.
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2

Fig. 3.70. Cross section of glass of the cockpit canopy with coatin

of serracoat. 1 - skin from semanardened glass with a thickn-ss of

4.83 mm, 2 - coating seLracoat., 3 - interior layer from the ann:?a! l

glass with a thickness of 9.ba mm, 4 - interlayer polyvinyl - butyral

with a thickness of 6.35 mm.
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All four coatings are sensitive to mechanical effects; therfcr-

is applied sandwich construction with purpose of protection from

damages. This provides also tnu diectro-insulation of coating.

Are given below calculario" aata, borrowed from work [62] about

a quantity of heat, required !or warning of icing and misting of

glasses (Fig. 3.70) of the idmp/canopy of the flight deck of

turboprop aircraft at cruisiny speed 555 km/h.

Initial data.

.1
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Temperature of the externl SUrZdCW (minimum) . 1.70 c.

Temperature of air in tne Lilyt deck (minimum) 18.ld30C.

The dew point in the fligat djcx (maximum) .. 29.50C.

Results of calculation.-

Quantity of heat, applied to tte external surface of glass . 5b90

kcal/h~m2 .

Coating temperature .. J4.!)C.

Temperature of the inteznal sucidcc of glass . 29.5 0C.

Quantity of heat, applirca to tue inuternal surface of glass . 110

kcal/hom2 .

Total quantity of heat, appiied to glass ... 5800 kcal/homz.

Required specific expenditure/consumnption of electric power

0.66 W/cmz.
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It should be noted that tne heat consumption for warning th;!

icing of glassas is considrdi4y wure than for warning their mistjp.

Glass consists of three layers: iiternal, external and intern'edJ4atz:. 4

The tests, carried uut ADj tae administration of civil aviatio.

in the UISA showed that zcr pass tor protecticn from destructionr '4_h

the cases possible in c~erdtion ut the incidence/impingement in il of

birds the temperature c aik Ldy% i intermediate in it must b,

32.3-1450C. This temperatur~t au iLu elastic state Frcvides the ax'i,

energy absorption of im~act/sauc4. Is roached it at coatinj

temperaturp by 34.5 0 C. It is -_xpciaient coating temperature tc

establish by saveral degtees adn higher indicated, which givss m.or

than guarantees for the jErotecti;a of glass of the cockpit canopy.

11. Ice-indicating equijment.

As already mentioneu b Lj e atecessary condition for the

effective operation of zand ue-ic.ing systems of engines, and also tLz

thermoelectric de-icinq bjSLaV16 OL cyclic action is thaeir tim~ly

start. This requirement cah uu sat~isfied by setting up on the

aircraft of the highly Eeasit.ive signal indicators, reliablP in

action, which inform p11ct deuu tae beginning of icing. Such signal
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indicators are necessary ~Aiso Loi. correct and rapid evahiation hy

pilot of ilight conditicns, wnaica iuas less inmrortant value-, tfhaL t

timely start of de-iciny systaw.
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To ice-indicating 6qu.pmant iz, prssented the serirs/row cf

requirements, basic from wnicu i.L6 the follcwinq:

1. Reliability of oparario1. i.e., the trapsmission/dliv -rv oft

signal tinder any conditicas ozi Lae icing both Irop and crystal, ini

all flight conditions and Lae impossibility of transmitting tli

spurious signal.

2. Minimum trigge;ring timne, waich characterizes instrurr*:

sensitivity up to iflitidl MO~elit ot icing.

It is desirable so tuat Lae inistrument wculd put out signal

somewhat earlier than tnat momnt/torque when ice accumulaticn on~ ti"-

shielded parts can be dscuv~zua d.Lready visually.

3. possibility to aoca wita signals it began, end/lead andi-

intpnsity, and it is also daiesrdi so that signal indicator woull

* automatically control/guide operation of de-icing system from such.
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parameters as temppratui = ui. Lunding air and rate of toraatio: o

ice.

4. Small overall dim naion -i dad weight.

5. Warning sensor must not 6uustaritially affect aerodynam:c

aircraft quality/finenp- ratics.

Icc-indicatinq equienciL n crk on one of th- following

principles.

a) determination in tie at ,osiphere of the superccoled ]rcp5-7 (-f

water (or the crystals c. iLce) at temperatures lcwer thin 00 C;

b) the direct recoiduiy uZ the formaticn/education of a 1: vi-

ice at sensor.

First type signal inuacatoLs are based on the measurement of -h-

indirect values, for exa£±iz, or electrical resistance or

conductivity, heat emission, =tc. dnd for them compulsorily is

required the measurement or tue tewperature of surroundinj air, i

order to Pxclule false Le~uunjs at positive temeratures of

surroundinq air. Some sigaay. Lnuicdtors of this type accordino to

their operating princiji UO Lut distinguish the supercooled drops :
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water from the crystals ct ice or snow. Advantage of such type c.'

signal indicators is theic rdeiu reaction at the initial momrert of

icing.

Second type signal iaaicators are based cn the direct etfect c:

a layer of ice to sensci. Tnis possibility is their advantaje, in,

siqnals are put out only it ,ctualiy/really begins icing. A

shortcoming in the signal inaicatojs of this type - inertness iar c

in comparison with the first tyi=, in connection with the tact t-La-

for ice formation is reyuirto the specific tize.

Second type simplest in coastzuction/design signal indicator

standard sight indicator or the icing (see Fig. 2.6).
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The second type incLu,:es diso the signal indicators of the

pneumatic and mechanical actiou, wnich obtained at present

considerable propagation, in spite of the number of the shortcomirnis

which are inherent in them, tLow which most essential is the d-lay ii.

the transmission/delivezy ot Lae signal cf icing.

The existing series sIgna iiUicators do not satisfy the

completely given requirement6. in the majority of the cases they n(ct



automatic, do not measure 4 Lde of the increase of ice and do :eom

record form icing.

In recent years were only ueveloped the sufficiently reliabl-

signal indicators, which wdue it ecssible carry out on some aircraft

automatic breaking of de-icing system.

Let us examine the uevice/equipment of several types of tho

ice-indicating equipment, daica ai-e applied cn contemporary aircraft

and helicopters.

Series Soviet signal iudi.atoz SO-4A puts out signals ahcut

beginning and end/lead or te icing of the elements of the

construction/design of engine. linc pneumatic cperating princirli of

instrument is based on the use or elastic properties of sensinu

*element - the metallic corrugated aiaphragm, that clcses electiical

contacts with the decrease of aeLodynamic pressure, caused by closhij

with the icing of openings/apertures in the air intake ol signal

indicator.

The schematic pnsumc- ectLicdl diagram ot signal indicator is

represented in Fig. 3.71.

Signal indicator is aiL traiatal manometer with two hermeticdlly
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sealed chambers/cameras I dua i, aivided by the membrane/diaphrag:t.

Chambers/cameras communicate y uischarging jet 3.

Chamber/camera 1 rec Ivei tkha dynamic pressure of the incidnnr-

airflow through openings/apertuces 4 in the air intake of instruivrnt,

chamber/camera 2 - static rresure. During the operation ot engqini

(in the presence of velccity eau) in the chambers/cameras of

differential manometer is establisned/installed pressure difference,

which deflects the memtLafe/UddJnLagm and which breaks contact.

i4
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Fig. 3.71. Pneumo-electrical aiagram of ice-indicating egquipment

SO-4A for an engine. 1 - cnamaeL/cdmera of dynamic Fressure, 2-

chamber/camera of static pro-ssuLe., 3 - discharging jet, 14-

opening/aperture of the dynamiic aeid, 5 - relay, 6 - indicatcr lamp,

7 - heater of the nose/lading edj of senscr, 8 - heater of th.

elbow of sen~sor, 9 - relay.

Key: (1). From direct-currenat genexator.
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Under conditions tine icing ot opening/apertur: 4 seal theins'lv ,s

by the film of ice, pressure ia cambers/cameras 1 and 2 through
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discharging jet 3 is equalized, anu the membrane/diaphragm, rpturnrxin

to initial position, clc&. contacts. In this case operates/wears

electromagnetic relay 5, wnaicu f es indicator lamp 6 and heater of

sensor 7.

As a result of heating seasor ice melts, is reduced drop/jump

pressure in chambers/caseras, the contacts of manometer are LroK n,

turning off/disconnecting tnrougn the electromagnetic relay indicator

lamp and heater of the sensur ot signal indicator.

Upon the appearance oi the tirst signal cf icing the pilct muzt

by hand include/connect ae-icinq 6ystem and disconnect it after :h-

cessation of the supply cz sijnai.

The elbow of signa.1 inaictor for a preservation from ice

formation is warmed. The aeatiny element of 8 elbows of signal

indicator obtains the feed/supply through relay 9, which"1
operates/wears upon reachiag Dy tae engine cf the specific numbe-r cf

revolutions and in the jresence ot signal about icing.

As an example of mechanLcal sagnal indicator serves signal

indicator with the rotating cylrnaer of the firm of Nepir [37], r4i 1,

established/installed c, some new knglish aircraft, in particular, on

VC-10.

i
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Signal indicator ccusi~sts oL unheated cylinder and blade-like

scraper (Fig. 3. 72) . Cylinde~r las cuts and it slowly rotates by the-

electric motor, spring-mcuiireata so that it can be turned to small

angle.

The clearance? betwetai the scraper and the cylinder comprises thfe

approximately/exemplarily tdntui ok millimeter.

with the icing between the scraper and the rotating cylindFhr is

I created the friction, mcwant/tur~jue from which is transmitted to t !

housing of electric motcx, tad iarrer is pulled around axis/axle ar,i]

closes the contact, whichi anciuues the signaling system.
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Fiq. *I-O. Signal indicatou Win Lae rotating cylinder.

Key: (1) . Scraper. (2) . irtecticu of airflow. (3) . Cylinder.
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After the cessation of icing the eiectric rnotcr under spring off.-c-

returns tc initial positi~on dau contact it is broken.

Instrument is sufficity iansitive and does not need hetin)

In another variety of instrument the electric mctor is

fastenei/strew jthened mctiou.Jssj, and is moved scrap=!r.

The radioactive ict:-inih1c~tiuy eguipmr-nt RIC-2A is intr-ndzl fcr

supplying the signal at~cut tnt-- zatry of aircraft into the zon.; of
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icing and continuous siqnalizag anout the continuous process ct icir;.

The operating principia oz izistrument is based on the asr~ rr

of the beta-radiation cL rduioactive source by a layer of icE, wh_;71

builds up on external cylindrricai stub.

Signal indicator ccinsists oz sensor, electronic compon~ent ai-

delay unit.

The general view ot tne sijadi indicator of the Rio-2A, ti-

levice/equipment of sensor anti sca _matic electrical diaqjram are

depicted on Fig. 3.73, J.74, 3.75.

The sensor of the SijndaJ.nuat~ator (see fig. 3.74) corssts of

hollow housing 1 with ccvair/cdp z, flanged for setting up in cu~out

on the outer covering at axrccatt, cylindrical stub 6 by lenyth 60

am, the housing pressed in cov -rLcip, and the ccunter of radicact-'vE

ridiation 7, arranged/Iccared in nousinq.

In the upper part of tua stuD is placed the hermetically sra1~d

source of 4 beta-radiaticus Dy ttie activity of 0.5 millicurip. Ir tha

covpr/cap of housing atcve the counter of radioactive radiation

milled out slit-shaped w.iaaow J.
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Fig. 3.73. Ice -indicatiny aquipwunt of the FIC-2A.
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The rod of sensor is warwea v1' dittrnatinq electric curr' nt hy -

voltage 119 V, which pa.- bs ot spacial windingj by 5 at the crs~

wire with a diameter ot U.I iaw ! ae specific pcwer of heatir j-

W/cm2 .

Electronic componeiwt ot tna WtTO-24-i1 (s-ee Fig. 1.75) incompq'-.

the pow-er supply unit, w&nxca coabists of two rectifiers and [p'-w-r

transformer, the integratiiiji c~id.&n/ne twork, airplifipr staq - an]

individual point relay.

The grid voltage CL tuj LI, roportiona1 to a number of t'..-
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impulses/momenta/pulses eaterizu, is provided by the integrating

chain/network, which consists ot heating element 3 and resistrc- t.)

7. In order to avoid the iaise zesjonses of instrument due tc th

fluctuation of the flow cf oetd azticles, tire constant of the

integrating chain/netwo. a.L selected sufficiently large (about 2

s).

In the anole circuit ol zuae Ll is connected RI,. during

operation of which thrcuga coatacts is supplied the signal into isl;Iv

unit and to the winding by the reiay R3, which includes heatinq

element 3. The circuit cl tai wiauing of this relay contains

consecutively/serially cne acditioual pair ot contacts 15, extenI:. ,

when aircraft stands on tne earth/jround. This pair of contacts

protects from burnout toe neariui element ot rcng, since heat

removal without blowcut is insuiticient.

The delay unit of the LiTO-28-2 is intended for the

transformation of pericoic siJnal into continuous upon the entry cf

aircraft into the zone ct iciag, and alsc for jettisoning ice :rCT

the surface of the external stub ot sensor.

As the basis of delay unit is assumed the principle of thE

expansion of input pulse wrin the aiid of an electronic circuit of th-

type univibrator.
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Fig. 3.7t4. Construction/dsi. oxi the sansor of the signal jlcu

of the RIW-2Ai.

I,,w
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Pig. 3.75. Diagram of ice-in(icating equipment of RrO-2& 1 - cc'-:

of 0-radiations, 2, 7, , 9, IU, 12, 18, 21 - resistance, 3 -

element, 4, 5, 14, 16 - jpiu9-rypt connectors, 6, 11, 13, 19, 2, -

capacitors/condensers, 15 - conact.

Key: (1) . Electronic cowponnr. ji)- Sensor. (3). Dclay unit.
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After inclusion anu ,dLiu-uj, it instrument in it is

established/installed tne Loiiowu sta 4 e: the potentiais of th1-

-I
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grids of tubes L5 and Lbij L)Lo).Lately/exemFlarily are ]Iual,_z-

with the potentials of tLi- c -,ponding cathcdes - both tuhie,

conduct current; therefcLa Li ya h4, R5 disconnect their norma]K ,,i

closed contacts.

one of these contacts uj6cciiuacts the bull of the signalfr.:' -

the zone of icing, by anetner - neating element of external stu!.

With the icing of tne stuo ot sensor the flcw cf the beta

particles, which irradiata count= 1, weakens, which leads tc-L

decrease of a number of comiaj iwp ulses/momenta/pulses trom courtIr

on integrating chain/netwicK u aun 7 and to a reduction/descent i.T

the negative potential ci ccntrci clectrcde of tub2 Li.

At certain value cz d voltal drop in the anode circuit of tiV-

Li flows the current and on zziay a6 will be given the fast siqn! Li,

the form of impulse/momentum/u.A.se by voltage 27 V with duration 31

2-4 s.

Through the contact- or tnis relay is supplied the grid vcl+a,ir

of both tubes L5a and 15k, wnicn locks them. Since relay R4 arcF [l

prove to bP de-energizeu, tueii contacts are closed and supply

voltage cn the bulb of sinaalira tue zones of icing and heatini

element of the external stuo ot sensor. At this time occur-s th-
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charging of capacitors/coaucaoer. 110, 19), circuital tilts LIIC .

L5b. After th- distance ci ice Lzuw the stub ct sensor in th- '-

of the source of betd-rduiadLioi aau cessation ot the supply of .

nulsE the contacts of r.idy Ao a~a R7 are brcken, and by-gins

discharging caacitors/conen.is 19, 20 through resistance to I

winding by relay R 5 in tn, cnaaa-ei of the pulse delay of tne 7(-!

icing and through resistance oi z], winding by relay R4 in thl

channel of th~e pulse delay uz tae iteating of stub. The current o-r

overcharging creates on tne- Lelistance 18, 21 drop/jumn in the

voltages, which holds tuds ii tne closed state.

During flight ir tne zonz- ot acing the described process -

repeated in such a way that aei a d pulses, supplied to the 1,,iI"

the signaling of the zone or iciLag, overlap.

Feed/supply of the taues or aelay unit is accomplisheJ/r-. Ii

from the rectifier, car£iau out o" semiconductor dicdges.

Instrument sensitiviLy, . the thickness of ic- on tL. u

of the sensor, with which uccui: the operaticn of signal irdict ,

is within the limits of 1 min.

The ice-indicating uuutn of the RrO-2A is made in siri:;:z;

is established/install ., o" tit= aiicratt of Tu-114, Tu-124 a i AM'-..

AL-
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Ice-indicating equi wenit t * is related to the first tyFp: )i

the signal indicators, ,uici oe=£Le/wear in the presence in thi

atmosphere of thp superccoa Liiojb of water at temperature c! ol rici

lower than zero.

FOOTNOTE 1. Signal indicazor s ueveloped by M. F. Belov and K. '.

Belov. ENDFOOTNOTE.

A signal indicator of the type 6,0 Is established/installed on th-

series helicopter of Mi-4 thU is izntended for the power feed cf

signal to pilot about teginiiing 4 cessation of icing.

The schematic diagzaA oi in6LLument is given in Fig. 3.76.

Page, 190.

As the basis of the opezaioa of instrument is assumed thi ]
electrical conductivity or ice, wnich settles on the surface ot

sensor. During settling ca tue sarrace of the sensor of ice occurs

closing/shorting the slid rings or sensor, to one of which is

conducted/supplied the voLtadje +17 V, and to another, through thc,

contacts of relay RP-4, is connr;ted control electrode of thyratror.

* I
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TG1-0. 1/1. 3. During the sulpiin.j to the grid of tho thyratron of

positive voltage the instrumeant operates/wears and are includqd th

heating of sensor and inaicdtuz iamp on flap in cockpit. The h-a-iri

of sensor is intended for the keriodic jettiscning of ice from th;

surface of sensor. windis uy poldr relay 5P-4 together with

thermistor TS and resistozs aJ nu P4 form the short-circuitd

bridge.

At positive temperatures an Lae sensor of icing th3

relationship/ratio of ccii carzziits of pclar relay RP-4 is such, z I-
the contact L is extendEa.

At temperatures to tae suztace of the sensor of tri':

ice-indicating equipment or 00 c or below drag-rise characteristics of

thermistor changes the reiationsaip/ratio of coil currents of poli:

relay in such a way that tad catact L is closed and connects uto

control electrode of thyLatron IGI-01/1.3 to the slip ring of th; A

sensor of ice-indicatiny aquipjwet. This connection of the grid of

thyratron excludes the possiuility of operating the instrumpnt uI-.

flights into rain, i.e., at positive temperatures when occurs

closing/shorting the slip rings or sensor by the film of water.

I
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J-

Fig. 3.76. Schematic diayzda ot thIe ice-indicating equipment ot th-It

type SB.

Ke y:() Tracki r.g u ni t. (.2). esor. (3) . jF.

Page 191.

Because of electrical conuucti.vity of ice layer depositsd on tr

surface of the sensor ct tn icE-indiceitinq equipment, control

electrode of thyratrcn c~tdins tan- positive pctential, suftici-rt "cr

the triggering/opening ci zaiyratroa. In order not to render

inoperable thyratron duiiiiy the random short circuits between. th.e

rings of spnsor, voltage Lrom oaudurd net to sensor is fgd/cornduc->I

through resistance of R4 dud to tne grid of the thyratron throuqh
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resistance of R5.

In the anode circuit oL tuyz Lron is connected the winding of

power relay R2. With the course oL the current through this windir.4

occurs the operation of reldy Az, ds a result of which throuah it3

contacts is supplied the vuit=jm +/7 V on the heating of the surf=.c -

of the sensor of icing 91 ana on the tube L2, which signals about th-

presence of icing.

During heating of tn% su1Lace of sensor cccurs the slight

melting and the removal cz tne d=positel layer of ice, heating

thermistor and change ii its rsisrance. Heating must be disccr-rc-m.u

upon reaching by the tei eraturv-sensing device of 30-40 0C, which is

provided due to the start ot resistance of R8 through the contact : c'f

relay R2 in parall-.l to resistdnce of P3 and R. Value R8 is slert

during the control of instrument. Potentiometer R9 serves for t h--

control of voltage in tn dnoUe Circuit of thyratron wi-h th-

connected relay R2.

Since with direct/coustant voitage on the anode of thyratrcn LI

the removal/taking positive eotential with grid does not lead to -

extinction of thyratron, tna idter works in the relaxation

mode/conditions RC, resistanice wa.ch is the effective resistarcc of

winding by relay R2, but j, caecity/capacitance - a
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capacitor/condenser iCl. mins moat/conditions of the operatior cf

instrument is characteristic Dj tne oscillaticn/vibration of volt j-

on the anode of thyratrcn Lzom ,27 V to 0. Relaxation oscillations; irn

thyratron appear only in tite trdscace of positiva potential cn

control electrode of thyrati~ca aia cease during its removal/taki>] ,)r

with decrease in the ancue voiLtaj of up to the voltage of

extinction. The frequency ou voi±,,e in the circuit of the anoc¢ i:,

selected considerably higaeL tuan Ehe frequency of the mechanicl of

the anchor of relay TKEtJD now 16 eliminated the possibility of t

spontaneous explosion cz atS =±EcnLical circuit.

Structurally/const ucturdiiy ice-indicating e uipment consist

of two parts: sensor of icimu 4a tracking unit.

:1v
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Fig. 3.77. Sensor of a sxyna±L ind~.cator of the typ S5B.

Page 192.

The sensor of icixn dii on site of installation~ or.

aircraft or helicopter caa ie cd.LLed out in different

structural/design VersiCrLS. Iiir uadamrrntal elements/cells ci s ~C:

are the slip rings, cstaLL I/ntled on framework/body from~

- I insulation, heatini elemeiiL, arrdaged/located within framework/1boA 1v,

and temperature-sensing UeaVlce. As tamperature-sensing devic(_ scrv--

the thermistor of the tyi.- 1.U-j, iwounted in thre tramework/I-cdv o

the sensor of signal inuicato.

Sensor, carrisd out iii tweLm of of stub cr profile/airfoil

(F i . 3.77), ara establi~nut~ainstailed atoard, pprpendicularly zo

IA
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airflow.

The tracking unit conaiszs or base/root, on which is mount ]c th.

diagram of instrument and jact. oase/root is established/irstallI

on bracket to four rubtEr fendeings. The jacket of ice-indicatir:g

equipment is tastened to adse/root with three screws/propelles.

12. Special features/peculiax.ities of protection from the icing of

helicopters.

For a helicopter tne graatest danger represents the icing of h:n

blades/vanes of the cariylny and tail rotors.

Ice accumulation on tne Didues/vanes of rotor conducts tc a

considerable increase in tthe dray and lift convergence. An incrca:9

in the resistance of the al es/vnes of tail rotor with its icin> so

sigrificantly does not aftect tne nelicopter characteristics.

However, as a result of tne iow ,izes/dimensicns of profile/airfoil

the increase of ice on its Llaues/vanes occurs more intensely.

The icing of heliccpter is uveloped in an incraase in the

vibrations, the incidence/drop in the engine revolutions and thQ

onset as speaking pilots, "ariviums" of knob/stick. In this case a

increase in the revoluticns to irevious value does not lead to th=
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restoration/reduction ot Lte Ilrt Uf screw/propeller. Especially

sharply icing affects the iiyut nlicopters.

Below, table 1i gives tnc aata [611, which show in what m-asut.

with icing, without the stdi t ue-icing system, it is necessary

increase the power of engiaw ii, oraer to suppcrt the initial

revolutions of the scrvi/propelir (investigations were conduct-I

under bench conditions whrie huvering, water content 0.3 q/M 3 ,

temperature of surroundinj adi or -7 0 C).

. i i i
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Table 14. Data about the =giue powpr increase nqc.ssary witL ici".;

on helicopter depending cu tne time. which Fassed after the L ;JiX.J r
of icing.

110C Tt, 06.1e~lesH Yee M liOC lle

M1111 T

20 6

40) 10
16

Key: (1). Duration of iciuy s. j). increase in power.

Table 15.

Cu ),YejiHqeHme NOUAHOCTM -

1- n ', ri i I

2 1,5 2,5

0 5,0
5 11,, , 0 l O 7

10 2,) ooo30,0
,yII.

Key: (1). Duration of icinj air. z). Increase cf power of engj.. :1:

o/o at temperature of suLrUunUmny tir. (3). about.

Page 193.

I
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with further icing, i" 6itc of an increase in the power of

qngine, the lift of helicyrdr ui decreased, and it lost altitu.

The effect of icinj on LexLcopter characteristics to a

considerable degree deytnd6 on tut; temperature cf surround-n4 a:.

Table 15 gives the resuits or tna Aench investigaticns, carried )ut

on the helicopter of Mi-4 UliUeL conditions of the icing, creat- 1

artificially with water conte.kt or approximately 0.2 g/m 3. Frcr, t3.si;

data it is eviient that at te=L~drure of air ot -15 0c is requir -

larger ircr-as- ir. the cwer oL aiiine, than at -5 0 C, since the V

section of the icing ot jp,±±ail &ades changes in dependpnc c':

temperature and flight coi-taors.

At high temperatures oi. j al oL propeller tlade they ice up o: .I

in the section of blade/vane to tat specific taximum raiius. TV<

values of this radius foL a iecu4" edg-, upper and blaie fac--s .--i

differen+ (Fig. 3.78).

At low temperatures, on tee order of -100 C it is belcw, rctroc

blades of the helicoptez or i-4 ice up all over length, morecv -

intensity of the increase or ice oL leading edgp is proporticnal t7

radius. In level flight tae picture of ice formation changes. Fo

the section of blade/vane to u.z-u.3 of radius (i.e. in the llmi -

the zone of reverse/invers flo&t ice builds up it is weakly arl
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formed only on strip by tht- wiattn which corresponis to the swall

percentage of blade chcLu. ruitnier in a radius the ratze of the-

increase of ice increases aaa tQ~dLi the end ct th2 blade/varncr

approache-s the icing intL-usity wn.iie hoverinij of helicipter (Fix,.

3. 79)

The form of a layez oz ic-- uii th- nase/leadini edj of

blade/vane deprds mainly un tioa tteperature cf surroundinj air I.

can change along the l~nytll 01. L.Ue/vdne trom t aptred to

channeled/groovoe1 and tc aii~-inae-d (with leading edq- frece Itre:

ice) Fig. 3.80. Fig. 3.t~l jic ai .rren- forms at ice, photc~iap:-i

on the blades of the prvjiie. Li aelicopt-r after fli~nt unde--r

conditions of natural icinj.
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Pigq. 3. 78. T~e maximum Luius ot T-ae icing of th-z helicopter rotoa:

blades of Mi-Lj.

Key: (1) . Experimental jc.Latz. (z) on loading -?dqy.. (3) . on urp :7

surface. ([4). on lowEr suic ,

_1
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Page 194~.

In one ot the expec1Jiwentul Lights while hovering undt-r

conditions of tht_ supc-rccoicu io , tn=2L400 r/miin, boost uressur,: 11..

mm H4. temperature s of -uziiounaiiij air of -5 0 C) the icing of ti.-

blad-3s/vances of th- rotcz ).L ze i£licopter of Mii-4 hai the oiow-

character: from th-. roct ot £)-aue/vane to rit No. 20 was to~ii' -

tapered ice, from rib Nc. zO in sezction in long approxirnat,-ly twr)

meters ice had channeleu,'gcuoveu tcrm and further hcrn-shan _-1 wiK-';

free leading edge. fromr LibJ NU. 4u and to gend/lead on the bafv:

of ice accumulations it not.

For the protection Qz tnie scit-w/propeller of helicopter frci

icing can be used the foliowing methods: air-heat, iijuil,

thermoelpctric i.nd physicocnemicai (usc- of coatings, which cras

the cohesive force ot ice witn tsje shielded surface).

The air-heat continuouu de-icing system did not have etn:v

application for the prctection OL the screws/propellers of

helicopters duo to the coa&jp.e~ity of distributing warm air alcr,,
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bl a de/vane. Furthermore, aiotui.i a. f ficult y for a -,ystpmr ot t;>, Y,

indicat-ed is the problemD oi "Drricr"l ice, which arp-ears is a~

Of rUnof f and freezing ct wcit- I arter th-? warmed zone. A ~(S.,

brecouies complicat' 'J al ~c uy zt tact that Jurinq tn= marnui act ul

blade/vane from liqht aIijo 1 ralz Lciupratura of air at tLhe inl-T '

root of the blade/vane iausL id i.ited trom strengthco ier-:

.1

.ow
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Wi 0'.2 Id

0,4 -=0-2x~a

0 2 - v6 too 22KMI

Fig. 3.79. Intensity of tae iiucLiwase of ice on the lead in g e;j l-

the length of blade/vane.

Key: (1). m/mim. (2). y/v ( 3). Km/h.

Fig. 3. 80. Forms of ice, wnica is ztormed on t2ades/van-i of

heliropter.

Key: (1). Wedge-shappd -:u(~ ~jannelad icE. (3) .Horn-shat- i

Page 195.
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Even less let us use zor tna Dlades of the propellers of

helicopters safety uiethca trow icinq with the aid of pneumatic

protectors, that as prctecTour6 in work systems sharply cha.' j L-

profile/airfoil of the crisa, sccrion of propeller blades, which

extremely undesirable. rucTn-r,4zmoi;, appears the danger in rapiil

erosion from rain of matezial ol protectcrs at Llade tin.

An attempt at the irott-ctioa of helicoptEr screws/prop3l1--:,

with the aid of the hydircjnuL.Lic coauting as which was u.sed t(efl101, Wv

not crowned by success.
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In spite of its simplicity, matnou it proved to be insufficient ,

effective ones, although under iaboratory conditions were

achieved/reached sufficieatiy gcod results [61]. Splitting icq

occurred upon reaching 01 tne t"lcKness of ice 5 mm and morq at -I.-

tip of blade and B-10 ir on Low rduii of blade/vane and it is v .rv

uneven.

During tha use/applicatiou oL hydrophobic coating it is also

difficult to ensure suflicient strength and resistance to abra:io:i )F

the latter.

A

on contemporary helicopt=L is applied mainly liquid dnd

thermoelectric de-icing systeas.

The use of a liquid de-iciag system is ccnnected with a nui0h±:

of difficulties. In ccnnectioa with the fact that to liquid in

channels within blade/vdne operLate thp large centrifugal forces,

appears the problem of the even aitribution cf liquid on blad ,/v,'.

Furthermore, the effectiveness oz the action cf system to larg-,

degree depends on the c ortuuaes of its activation. with the .-lay

of the inclusion the liquia wd -Aas in ice narrow grooves and

ensues/escapes/flows out on tnem, while on remaining surface rpmain-

I
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a considerable quantity cz ict (Fiy. 3.82).

Other shortcomings La t e flziuid system - need for niav2, r
sufficiently large reservd oi liuid the atcard anJ 1imitd t ::, w7

action of deicpr. Latter/last snortcoming is ajqravate] by tlr

requirement to include system pr.L L to the entry into cloulin.-;,

which is sometimes ccnnecraa wit" thr useless cxpei,,jiturp o* 2:.;2

due to the absence in the ciouas ut icinq,

I.
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Fig. 3.132. Action of lijuxu id-icirag system uponl overdue star'.

?aqep 197.

Therofore for the effective dnai economical wcrk of liquid W-c-f

is impor~ant to have or haiicoetc; highly srznsitivce and rceli t -

ice-iniicatin j equipment.

There ar,3 two methcu, oL .iap1y of le-icir, i 1-uil t(- th -

shipldod surfacn of blaats/vd,,. - - through the Sqr-i'S/LOW (3f

separate open in/a pert uij , itudted along lreadin; blate ~c

through porous metal skin/6iiedttii, (in this cas-? insid bla ! J/vin

is introduced not the 1.iyuiu, LjUL the troth dtich becausk-

low lernsity is insignitiarciy suDjecIFI to thp action )t cnrf;
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forces).

System with openinq6/apectrtL is simpler, more easily it is;

assembled and does not Lejuire 6ue ly to the tlade/vane of air -or

foaming.

Furthermore, during tha us.,/ajplication of a system with -roth

is not excluded the possibiiiLy or the forcing of porous m ,tal aT

blade tip from the atrasiva ir£ect of solid particles. iowever,

deicer with froth has essatiai duvantage in the ccnsiderably ior =

uniform and more economicdi aistziDution of liquid according tc

blade/vane L.

FOOTNOTE 1. The liquid ae-icugi system of this diajram was dev~l~ -

by the English firm 7KS Ly researcners S. Khal'hert, D. Tennor I.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

The schematic of the u1itr1DuLor of liquid on the blade/van.

helicopter is depicted ii, ijg. J.dJ, borrowed from work [ 581.

Blade/vane has two channeis: oni Ls arranged/located directly un,! - r

external porous skin/sheatainv, ia it is introduced the foam i]ui i,

by another it is locat-a uauei taca first and it is isolated from i-

by porous diaphragm. In secuiu cnannel periodically is supplied ti.

comFressed air, which penetL ts tnrough the Fcrous distributive 4a]L
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the first channel and dispidcas troth to surface.

AL example of the ue/app~lcdzion of liquid de-icing syst c

screws/propellers with distriDutioL of the liquid through

openings/apertures serve the neliccpters of Mi-4, Mi-1 and "Wes -x" A
of the firm Westland heicoitzi.

The de-icing system ir zaa screws/propellers of helicoptEr i-4

consists of tank by the cipdcity/capacitance of 581, pump with

electric motor, filter, cj,&auit6/wnnifolds and control lispla ''

the operation of system (Fig. 3.64).

Supply to anti-iciLm l1.yulU trom tank 1 in the blade/vanc- ,f :

carrying and tail rotors is dccompiished/realized with the ail f i

centrifugal type pumF 5, put to action by the electric motor ct

direct current 6.

Electric motor can woxk oii two modes/conditions: prelimill,ir -

with fluid flow rate of appLoximdtely 1.5I/min and increas i, with

axpenditure/consumption dpLoxiiadtely 2.2 k/min.

.14
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Fig. 3.83. Diagram of distriDution of liquid on the blade/vano ci

helicopter.

Key: (1). Liquid and frctu. (4). orous metal. (3). Air.

Page 198.

Electric motor in the first moe/conditions wcrks in the casE cf th.

preliminary inclusion ci tae system before the entry into clcudiin-= ,

and also with weak icini. Under mor'e severe conditions the system is

switched to the increaseu opeartiLa mode. The switch of the rc,¢- cf

operation of electric mctor is atranged/located in cockpit.

Pump is connected Ly cohauit/manifold with tank, forming cuc±:.

line. The output of liquaid Lro pump occurs through the

reverse/inverse valve lo wiin witii the inoperative pump it do: not

make it possible for liyuiu to escdpe/ensue intc thp main line of

conduits/manitolds. AfteL the cessdtion of supply it leaves liquid i,:.

conduits/manifolds, giviiz thertuy the possibility to avoid tlre time

I

- - a b'. ... . - I i 
-
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loss to the filling of wain liu,, oy liquid.

Anti-icing liqluid aiteu tkatu pump throuclh 'lauze filter -7 ir.i

throttle valve 9, which ccutri.i= ,neral/commcn/total

expenditure/consumption, iautai~ tue forcing wain line. Its

conduit/manifold has a tee zrow waich two tubes go to

collector-distributors 11 and 1j oL main and tail rctcrs.

From col lector- distLiuL)utoL uz rotor liquid on flexiblf hrii, .

under the action of centii~.uqdi ZoLces it stumbles in th- tladr/%-:.

of rotor.
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Fig. 3.84. Schematic didgan or tae de-icing system of tnc"

screws/propell .rs of the aaiicoptwz of Mi-4. 1 - tank, 2 - irai:.<

3 - gaugq, 4 - drain, 5 - pumj STsN-1, 6- electric motor, 7 -

filter, 8 - pressure inuicatoi si-16A, 9 - throttli valve, 10 -

washer with metering hcie, 11 - coilector/receptacle of rotoi, 1i -

blade/vane of rotor, 13 - tctiu" of blade/vane, 14 - tlhd=/vd
-"

tail rotcr, 15 - collectcr/rtc=jtacle of tail rotor, 16 - chec'

valve.

Page 199.

Each blade/vanp ccus~ss oL iour secticns. fhe lipuid,

conducted/supplied to the zo~wad section of each section, fall! i:

the slot, formed by the titpinj or leading tladp edge and by sp-c:."

I
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shape. From slot the liu4a escikt/ensu-s tc th= l-adinj oljdo

through the opening/apeitui:= ,itu d diameter cf 0.6 mm,

arranged/locat-? alorg tijj ieiqL uf blale/vane in twc s rie/rr.-i

checkered order at a diztiaice oL mm upward and downward trom

leading edge. Pitch ct ici I u mm. The liquid, which ensu &

leading tladi -dje, rescuiab u i Q r flow ovqr upper and blad +a:-

The anti-icinj liquid, waica enters the ccllector-iistrihm::: : !

tail rotor, is rejecte d Ly c=iitLr agal forces through tfhre- tii

into the receivers of the biades/vanes,

From the receivers the fluid proceeds into pockets, and then into

grooves of blades,, from which under the action -f centrifugal forces

and air flow it spills over surface, washing it.

As anti-icing liquia is utilized distilled alcohol.

The English firm Wetiiau njiicopter also developel th- l V

de-icing system of blade /vdiid ro tho heliccpt:r "we3.=x".

Fig. 3.85 gives the tLoi 4ction of blade/vane with Ii1 :i

deicgr.

Blade/vane is shieiua at iauth frcm 0. 2 of radiu-i to -n;/1'

De-icer is divided alonj the icnjtn of blade/vane in 4 secticn -

which is fed/conducted th Aui, which consists of 90o/o of teic.

and 100/0 of glycerin.
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i~putriee~iw o8V 6

rig. 3.85. Construction/ des.Liu ot the experimental liql i-

he 1ic opt F-r rotor "Wessex".

Key: (1). Channils. (2). fALa LoL supply of liljuid. (3).Tnv-

chanqi-ls, which connect caiiiiahi A and 3 in the beg innin j of

section. (4). Stuck tip~iaj iuckua ji stainless steel.

Paiqe 200.

on the surface of the flose/.LedLu edge ot blade/vane ar-- rilwt,

long ituAi. al grooves. Cn vne auzo-/.eaIJnq Pedge cf hlade/van- c-

4O-90 mm on arc is stucx tri ta~ta ma ic- of thz- stainless s,

Thus are- create-d the lonyiktuiaca -hannPls A and B, which ar-

conr., cted b-?tween th;,msclvt;; ij tio trarsi~~sE channel,, of sn31 1
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cross sect ion in the be~inaiaj cz each section. Alorij c1a,fle-I

liquil is distributed on t hptnrnls B are th' fn'i

chann.?ls at the deicer cu wn.Li ta,-: liquid is fed/ccnductk: c

openings/apertures with d a wIidi. ot 0.7-0.P rmm,~yeriw

spacez 25-30 mm.

Channels B and, con , ,ueiutij, also op,:nings/aperturc'6 ar.-

openings/apertures woulu L), ai i ,jjd/located syzmmtrically r1~

to the actual A- rorlynanic iiae uz total sta~jnition Citn*-

nose/leadinq eldge of b au,/vai. Ii, this cas.e- is cons i! -AJIj:

twist.

The rear walls ot m~ n hav(e such an inclinatiLon/,lct j

that at any vallue of anlc, tLn, uiigles a arid a' remain :)lul~t

relative to th - plane or tae~ L~ut~t.on ot bla~iE/van- . Th--rpfrre ;

provided the uniform ditcna;i uA- iiquid frcm pnig/ptmr-

Tail rotor has t he ct&, ojo as const ruction/design or i~c:

altojethpr only with ore -ictiun dt the bcginning Df wik1Gh 15

ted/conducted the liquiu.

The dcescrihed constract.Loi or deic--r c-litminatm-c th5- ied-ckail- C

liquid from tin 1r tippin , dnUi( ecvides 'initcrrm washability ot I>
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edge arnd more or l-ss uiiiuii vwdsu~blity of the r-maining ' ~~ ~

tipp~ng for the zone of tu, iucdtion of apenirgs/apcerture-s.

Nominal fluid tflow Late - ~aJuut 9.5 l/mr~i to irne blad,-/v;..

rotor.

Thermoelectric the Luro ot the prot =ction of the t~isv1

of hiel1icoptlers from iciag ii aust cffective and it Pnake, at,

to in the best way ensuze tc aiitribution of requirei powc r c,7

heating of blade/vaie wat~i tar. Leet-np;sraio/~i~,I-..

the aerodyn~amic shape cr zot-Lk./cirfoil [56 1.

The thermoelectric u4-iCuflj 6.ystem of cyclic action for

prote:ction from the iciny ot Tfle4: £ilicopter rctcr blades was t(-,

first time developed anu it wa eszablished/irstalled on th-2 sov

helicopter of Ii-6.

On the English seri+- neiicokters Westland "Wessemx" so is,

establisM.ed/inst alled aL et taE th-ermoGiect,-ic de-icinj ;

of screws/prop-llers of ta,= tjj)- 11prayrnat 1 of the lirm of N-Vi r

Heating elements are sukkiit-d as zinish'-d articlA:- and with th- 11i

of simple device by the Luwjre~sea air they adherte on blad -s/vo,. 1

after hc- preliminary trecai,-t uf ths surtacq of the latte1r.

is producPed by heatin~g, tw, vicn~ ,pecial hc-aters are introduc-
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inside grently longeron/sj~ar.

Work [ 32] gives tht ruuits uL the inveastiqaticns, carr fE-i o-

by the English firm Nerir ny caoict; of the optimum parametc~rF of

de-icing system: locatiun uz li.ating elements or, thc& surface o

t1ada/varne, sizes/diierz-ion.- ot tLn= shiel ded zone, enc-rjy

consumiption, the'm time ci aed.nj dad cooling thm- surfac--.

Page 201.

Theire are two mcethcus ui sepa.iation of the: shield&J surfaC7c

propeller blade in the stzctr.uii: oni spread/score or along chordi. '3 i
methods on their effectivenes6 (A dction are

approximat ely/exemplarily luenticai.

Thei se4paration of liauc/vda into heating elements along ~e

length makes it possiblE to more easily change the scop--/coveraq'?

along chord along blade/vaae, and to also provide the more ralid

more complete jettisonia-4 or ice. in this case tne appearing ~rai

asymmetry is le-ss than during jettisoninq ot ice by long sectio:- s

alorng chord. 3hortcominy in ti6 Lunithod - more complicated

construction/design of neati.ng eie--ents andi larqg; juantity of

current-conduct ing busbdts.
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The separation of Lidu/Jd into lonq zcnes along chor] i,=r.>7

it possiblc to more, simily rLi4e elements/cells and power lusj ¢c

each warmed zone. The fci:imnLron or "barrier" ice after unheat- i z(,,,

from latter/last heatir 9 =i w~its can be brought to th- miniu:ii ib!y

timing of heating sectiCn;. tlow-Vcz, a syst-m cf sucL type re'ui,_:<

somewhat greater power iii view oz the fact that ice must Le chij,.

up all over length of tlaae/vdne. Jhe 4 Li--r4 it n Of I Qi' j i

)"N'LC 4QK, 11 4hPZL. . C((- C Ch V ' t(U I - V4 11h(z CAiL- ~ tj (X d (kt, et *Th

For determination ot tne [ieccssary zone heating along chor fi:-

the varied conditions fcL zlign was calculated and determined

experimentally the zone ci Lht aepcsit of cloud drops. For the

helicopter "Wessex" the snkeLuej zcne encompasses I0o/o of chcT>: )':

upper surface and 25c/c LZ cnLIa - on lower (frcm leadi:ij ed'AV) -.K

stretches from 1/3 radii 'o ti a~u/lead (as noted abov-, roc- f-

blade/vane in the zone cI [=ve'rSe/1nverse flo% in section to 1/3

radii can remain unprotectea)

Investigations shcwea tafd roz decreasing the asymmetric

dropping of ice and for preve,,iny the formation of barrier ic' i-

necessary to apply the ver 2 iarjr specific pcwe rs with least

possible time of heating. Ime r=,u..red specific power of heati , :.

the function of the temjerature or surrounding air and to clangsr

along the length of hlaae/vane. on the graph (Fig. 3.86), borrowk

frcm work r12], they arc jvoa tat. dependence cf the specific powI

L7-
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of the heating of blade/vctua t.vz its length on the temperaturQ of

surrounding air.

The selection of tne tiaic oz on posit ion of sections, or co r

time, depends on icing Int~id~t1 . ihis tirnp must be so as not to

allow dangprous formaticn uL ice wnich can lEad to an excessivrc

increase in the resistanca of £Lidae/vane and a reductioni/descornt ft

its lift effectiveness, czr to La-z &amage of qlider/airfranme by W

large pieces of jettisonaii ice.

Jettisoning~ ice must D* p.~oducad fast encugh and complet'JIv f-1:

preventirg the imbalance. iutor (with asymmetric dropping).

Page 202.

The heating timp for each idcdius uz blade/vanE depe3nds on sPqcJLific'

power and temperature at surrou~diig air.

A number of cyclicali wa~med se ctions limited by maximnum

permissible ice accumulationk (uLing cycle d,:?-ends orn th- sourc- jpow-r

of the current and the sjkecizic puw-r used. With an increasc in

specific power the overdii Le.uiiwent for energy is decreasel.

Because of kinetic i~i~ L~d also centrifujal and aerodvyrzmi:r
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forces, the time, necesudLy 10Z tu. dropping ct ice under crtaJrn

conditions and at identicdi specizic power cf heating, is chanire-1

along tlade/vane, being less aT eua/lead than in root. Under the

condition for the simultaaeou. jettisoning of ice all over lerngq-l. -

tlade/vane it is desiraLle rne specific power of heating to chan -

from the minimum at end/ledu to maximum in the root of blad e/v-a;-.

Tail rotor, as alreddy mentlOned, pain was sensitive to

imbalance and thert-fore iz must De warmed or continuously or cycl-

time must be riduced not ie s tndn three tifres in comparison wsh i V

rotor.

For simplification an zae aaicer (in particular, for dqcr=:iai'L

a number slip rings) it i exeeurnt to consider tail rotor as or.-

cyclic zone. In this case ice .Lom blades/vanes will be dumped

simultaneously.

The overall diagram oi the ue-icing system of helicopte-r will.

coating of the type "Spiaywat" or the firm of Nepir is shown ir F.

3.87.

For the cyclic therm±iictr.; system of helicopter, just as fcr

an aircraft, it is dasiLdule to ainge the cyclic recurrence of th--

wcrk of deicer in depenOeice oA rnc conditions of icing. It is
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necessary that on the bldies/vdas would be plotted a sutticijer-

quatity of ice for its cowijdeta removal.

During jettisoning oz ic,: cL insufficient thickres~s will occul-

its thawing and formaticn uz £dLLitr ice.

Ideal would he systex i ~ta automatic regulation of the mcd- of

operation of d-micer, what rt;e.ui~es reliable; instruments- teom*

and rate meter of icing.

The selection of eiectrixd.L towar supply is produced in

dependence on that, such as rajuiL:,ment - on weight or siuiplicilr c

* Cconstruction/design -must ae 6atified first of all.
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II

-20-

0
20 '0 50 V 40

Fig. 3.80. Dependence 01. tue spfzciric power of the heating cf

Elade/vane on the tempeiazuze ot surrounding air.

Key: I). The specific jcwcv oL "ating in W/cmr. (2). Radius cf

blade/vane in o/o.

Page 203.

From the point of view oi Qiwpiicity of constructions/designs, t-s-

is the system of direct cUrI:xeit, out its weight is too great in

comparison with equivalent ditxzAaing-current system. The firm N c:

considers thp h)rst power su.Ly ine generator of three-phase

altrrnating current.

For cyclic feed/suj4 ±1 oz ucicers is required the series/row c:

slip rings. For the purcst oi tne decrease of their number ty firm
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Nepir was developed the siitew uL witching, decreising a numb- r

the slip rings of lift Lczor to tLniee. As switch serves the rc-ut,-:

contactor with drive from eiectric motor. In system must bje provii'-

timingj of heating ('*worxinlg" t.iwd) within certain limits with th

retention/preser vat ion/ ad ntai na of constant/invariable cyclic

recurrence.

As has already been indicatea, the electrically heated ccati:.v.

are made separately and tnen Lney are established/installei on

propeller blades. CoatiiAys lirelimiiiarily are halanced ana -ire

wreighed.

coating of type SFraimaz conxsts of foil, fundamental

insulating layer, heating elai~uut, obtained via the atoinizaticr' Cl

metal, busbars/tires ana upiair insulatinq layer. For prevrntiri,.

erosion from rain and mecanicii Jinmagrs leadaing idqe has spEcial

protective coating (Fig. J.dts). iail pioce of the olade/vane a

length approximately/exeuyia.L.Ly 1/3 has metallic coatinj from rC:

foil. Poot of the bladC-/VdL1 (a, )Loxi matel y/e:xe rFla rily 2/3) is

shielded bv coating StaEyucida, Loentionpd above.

The blades/vanps cL taii Lotoi: as a result of high rotatircnil

speeds must be shielded cj watal coating on entire spread/scop-..
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The weight of the E~~~1~~Ithermoelectric de-icinj sy - -,T

helicopter "Wessex" is eqd to Iu7 kg, including generator with

voltage regulator and rdt= LueteL oL. icing.
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Fig. 3.87. overall diaqt:uia uL rtn- up-icing system at helicopt- r wa-

coating of the typre SprajmaTr. 1 - s~lip rings, 2 - cyclic switcK, -

plug-type connector; 4 - -zoontape (400/o of tladr/vai<) ,

coating the type Sprayifat (do/o oz. blade/vane) , 6 - monitor 3,,.,A

contactor, 7 - coating ta= tjjj- :ipfaymat , 8 - sle ctric pow-r S1;.i:)

through the m~ain4 shaft, i & -c janerator ani tan, 10 -switc*

control ranel of pilct.

Page 204.

It should be noted that tat: walynt of the electrically heat'd

coatings can hs: partially cL cowl?.etely compensated by the -juivai 1,

decrease of the counterwei.gnts to Lhe nose section of the baev~

Furthermore, heavy equijmeaL as a-c gen-ratcr, voltage regulator,

contactor, etc. can be tuifLiiao ii detachable for the

exception/elimination oi s emntary weight during the tliq4hts o

helicoptcr in ireas where UsUdii1 are not encounterend conditicr> 0
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icing.

The de-icing system ot the ueiicopter of Mi-6 enconpasse .

thermoelcctric system cL tn cyclic action of Llades/vanes th.

carrying and tail rotors dLhu thie permanent electrical heatinq o- -

noses/leading edges of the axr 1intdkes of engines ind giassF o

flight deck.

Spinner and struts oz iatax compressor casirl constant]y w;.:-.

themselves by hot oil, Lut the ieauing edges cf blades of inl=

guiding device - by the hot L, z;.lected/taken from engine.

For feed/Supply of electLicdl deicers is applied the thre-;h ,.:

alternating current with tre Afeu=ncy of 400 Hz, voltage 2CR I V,

devploped two generators iL joweL on 90 kW each.

i
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?7% xopdbi

2

Fig. 3.88. Sch-amatic of rcaa of a blad -s/vanes the carryn>

tail rotors of helicopters. d) tne cross sc-cticn of th- blai:-/v--w

rotor, b) the cross sectioii oi zae hiade/vdne of tall rot ou. I

of protection frcm -rosica, 2 .;,.,pper foil, 3 - coating with

thickness of 0. 254-0. 30t Miu, '4 atrodynarnic duct/contoir of t I

prof ile/ai-rf cil, 9) - ccufltcuj~ - a- 6 - aluminumi foil alonq K

length sprEad/scope to Ido/o oz caori, 7 - six-elam,:-nt ~-

two-glement. zones, c) the~ ui~u uf coatinqj Spraymat I -a!-::

prot: ction from the ercio;, witn a thickness of 0. 305 nirm,2-1

of the cement with a thic~iias6 vi u. 127 mm, 3 - -1liment/cl11 a:li

thickness of 0. 103 mm, '4 - LUliUdWI-tal insulating ldye I:- I

thickness of 0.4R1 MM, j - a.Lum ;ajw foil with a thickne-ss of .

mm, 6 - longaron/spar, 7 - Upeer ~A.SUlatinqj layer with thickr.-. .

0. 178 mm, 8 -a layer oz: tne c--aiunt with a thickness of U. 070-0. I>

IM
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MM.

Kc-y: (1) .chorl. (2 fiai~aL oi. coatinq Sprayniat.

Page 205.

The start of the hed~i"y UL oiadqs/var.ss t-he carryir.4 nj-

rotors is produced by th~e 6witczn, which ailcws in depenAlence ec *

conditions of icing to z.tLj-shl/ns+ all or.. of th- threeq

modes/coditions:

I -heating 20 c, cco.LinL 1ju s;

II -heating 40 s, cuuixij do~ s;

III -heating 60 s, cuoiaiig uu. s.

cont rol of heitinq aa t~z cuirent f-ed to heaters or t ,

carrying and tail rotorti occui6 zii.ough slip rings.

Dr. thea covar/car cr ca ituuU ;iog of curre-nt collector of C

are mounted two contactcLs QL Lil~em-phase current, whcs- conttr'1,

windllnas are included ty i~cyraiwez.
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The heatin'j el-ient~i UL =aci Lladc/vane ct ratcr arehn:zIA

two sections - root and eau~, Ue.UViMa~elY with tiqual sita:

Upon. the-- cyclic infllusicL Q.z ~c~ arc, consEcut ively/s. ri ill,,.

ircl'ided tirst the root, a..ai t.i4- crd sect icris cf t!,e h, at---

t1 ades/va nes.

The heatincr of the Liu- i/at- of tail rctcr-- is D:7oduuc-i-if

by the start of the: contd~tUrS WAoSe c-cntrol iwindinq iSiri1i

th, -3am- progrimmer, in tuii Lca., are cyclically heaated liV

edJqnc of two opposite ±a/~L5

Heating el1ements ait: arQLL~j%/located all cve : lenjth of

blad0-/vane on the lower iau ut~i (=i 6urfaces ct nose /le:adind_ --

18. 5o/o cf char 1. ThE s-c-L.LG power at the heatin4 of ld'

variable/alternatinl.

In structurai/desijr. .- decer is an el-ctric ivata:

pack-t, stuck on the oatzr kcuv~z:iau: under pressure 3-5 Kf/e

temperature ot 150 0C.

For the jlliir, cf- cieri~ the e-xtr-rnal surface of

3;kin/sheathinr3 of no,--/1Euuiuj -iyqt arr. sel~ctel thE caviticfr w-"

depth of 0.7-0.8 mm ty ctieuicui Lehilinq. To thg-- tre; ited thuz uri

atter coatingq of cement Ly tat: taickness at 0. 2-0. 1, mm and jl'

A-
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of electro-insulation (cue taye~. ui the qiass Cloth, SatU:-it, W4~

ceruont) is stuck the hedtiij _Lciut, preipared from the tapi c

stainless steel with a tuickiids6 oz U. 12-0. 3 rim.

outside heating elcIuad-Lt/Celi A~s shielded by islto/-

from glass cloth and by cut,_r aov,-iing frorn Duralum.Yin with a

thickness of 0.L4 mm for a LOQJ. s= tion and trcm by the which n--

corrodes flocks thickne6 of U.2 wiu - for the end s-ection of

blade/vane.

Electric wiring feea/.,upiies of deicer, and ailso rec!1t;

frci? thermoswitches are Iia on tne lonq47rcn/spar ot ba~/,rz

In blade root the wire6/co&sAuctors are connec-ted to tle-

plug-typo connector, 9 sz4is rcu1~/2istalled under roct tairn3.

The deicpr.,i of the- I uo.iUCLIUIIS of the sections within.ew

se ction sarios-cornectea ijetwe _L tiiemse-lvzes by cross conn ct ic:,.

Page 206.

Tho permanent heatingy oL La- iose s/ lead inq e djs of the diiL

itttakes ofIe~io is acl il/rl edby heat ers, ."lose ~

is pr.oduced by contactcer, tLidL ovptra tes/ wc ars by tho stirt of
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(general/common/4 otal siwitci, (tiiirouyh the therlroswitch).

Heating element wi.±i b.c ju~ited to the irternal surtac- cf

intake and consists ot ZCeedA. iayitrs of rpsin of the

current-conduct ing ccmpcsition.

The heating of glasse~i ot tiight deck is accomplished/rea1_z,--

by tape/film heating eal=M,-_rt a±i warm air frcm electric furrac c.
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Page 207.

Chapter IV.

EFFFCT OF ICING ON AEROY¥dAhInL ChaRACTERISTICS AND AIRCRAFT

PERFORMANCE.

As we noted, the ouGLm oL icing has twc sides the first Df

which consists in n.gatave ei ct on the operation of powar rl:z-,

some instruments and equiptent, iut the second - in i d't~ricr -i. i
in flight aircraft qua lat/t2licz ratics.

Let us recall how occuis T.i tlow of air about the winq rofiL-

or tail assembly. As a Ltsult it tue action of the torcLs of

viscosity of air its pa~ticiei, directly adjacent to wing, are

braked, lower the speed cz ddjacut particles, as a result of wlhc,.

in the wing surface is icziaeu a taln boundary layer or the sta ;-i -

air.

The rate in boundary xay=L vdzies frcm zerc (on the winj

surface) to the local i urtdac ot air-stream velocity (on thc

boundary of boundary laye). liae ciiaracter c motion in bounda:y

layer can be laminar or taflDii nt. With the laminar particle mo::c.

...WM
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of air they move over tnt. tradectouies, which do not intersect

between themselves, and tluw us laminar (hence name - lamiinar)

character. In turbulgnt Louiturl iayer occur the irregular mixin rf

the particles of the aiL, theiL w tion in transverse directicn,

flow bears the swirled (tuiut;LL) character. Laininar boundary Iv. 4

is unstable and easily it esses into turbulent state.

The resistance of any oody, streamlined with air, as is Xj.ow ,

is made up from the prea i iL ura, caused by the breakaway of aiz

flow from body, and the trictioal resistance, which appears as

result of air friction dydinsL Loui surface. For a conta.mporary

aircraft the latter/last coMPonent plays extremely important r

With the turbulant structuie oi Aoundary layer the frictional

resistance is consideraLiy greadter than with laminar.

Flow around of the wiit4 at iow angles of attack a (Fiq. 4. 1r:)

occurs without the brea&say or diL flow 1, in this case tho

boundary-layer flow in cztaii scction is usually laminar, ari tr:.

passes into turbulent staL.
FooLgiO c. Lt-fut, nctv_ zihz'1e (%4 t~ 4 aqa k O*qik +10 cki. 1'1 x p-ak ~SL

The length of laminar section 1ej-nds on R-ynolds number, torm cf

profile/airfoil and trow tnat, to what extent the rough surface rf
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wing.

J7

The thickness of tukDu±lnL boundary layer increase:, aloni w]n;

chord more rapid than in iawilna. because ot this, the mor- aler'- -

$ length the section occuie6 a tuLrjulent layer, the greater th-

thickness of vortex wake han, taertfore, the great~r th= pressur-

drag. Thus, with the decreade oL tae length of laminar section

occurs, on one hand, an aucredse in the frictional resi:;tance, e-ini

the other hand - increase ii, Lae jressure drag, which sum caus's a

sharp increase in the coeizicizzat of profile drag of wing Cw

The effect of roughnass and irregularities of the surfac_ o:

wing is developed, on 'ne aana, in their internal resistance wit!,,

* another, in the agitaticn or bounuary layer. In this case desalt<: -.

fact that the internal resistance of roughness can be with th-:ir

insignificant dimensions very iitLie, nevertheless as a r-sult ot

con+raction or laminar section complete disapFearance of boundary

layer the profile drag ol winj strcngly will increase. At the

height/altitude of the jrot u acus/prominences of rcu4hnes:s 2c-2

their its own resistance can Li viitually disregarded/neglecterS.

However, the presence even oi suci, insignificant, it woull s ,

roughness on an entire winy 4urruce agitates the boundary layer d l

can, as show calculaticas, incient= the coefficient of prcfile ir z

of wing doubly [ 3].
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From the aforesaid it IS Cl±:L, as will affect the dragj of

aircraft ice formation cL its su.Lrace. Even the insignificant icin:

of any form as a result or its roughness will cause-- an increas,- ii;

the drag. This, in particuiar, it is necessary to bear in mind wi-±U.

the inspection of the SU~tce 01 tue aircraft becfore the f li(3 t uh -I

pilots frequently undere ,rimate tnt danger of the l4ght raid of

hoarfrost or frozen sncw. U.udiij with icing as on the -arth/ ,goki. :

that ani in air, the thic~iiess cL ice, forming on wing (, etc.

aircraft components), rcdcn, s ;s~vcial millimete-rs (and somtiff-~s .:!sc

centimpters), which not caiy wddiS the surface Cf rough, oaut e31-zo

leads to the distortion cz the eiaciosurps of prcfil&/airfoil.

X-C
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2)

Fig. 4.1. t.iagram of the tortion/education cf nounddry layer '].ir 1i

flcw around of the wing an si kLi jd) and large (b) angles of i t-ic-.

1 - laminar layer; 2 - tuiuient iayer; 3 - vcrtex/eddy trace, -

separation point of touiairy laye.

Page 209.

Fig. 4.2 gives the aotograpa of the iced over lowr surtac ruf

the wing of aircraft Li-z atter axeerim; ntal flight. This icp

formation caused an extreweiy 6trong increase in drag.

Wind-tunnel invfest1yatioaii saow, how strcngly affects the

undulation of profile/alrioli ddjr. For example, when there is

present on the wing (witth choLa z m) an undulation, which occuuiesi

approximately fourth of winy suriace and which has the height of wiv.,

5 mm, coefficient of prciiie urdj it increases (with Reynolds numb-p ,

equal to 6.106) by 87. 5c/u.
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To lift coefficient c¢ aurin flow around of the wing at i ,w

* angles of the attack (wne" it uc= not occur the L eakaway of air

* flow) roughness has smai.L eirect. dowever, as we will see below,

these roughness strongly chdane , wing.

During flow around cL tn= wing at high angles of attack tho

boundary layer, which increas=6 "i thickness along chord, blcws iw;/

from the wing surface at certain point S (see Fig. 4.1). The rasc:.

for this, as is known, at coasisus in the fact that with an ircrz :

in the angles of attack cu uhe upper wing surface increases th-

rarefaction/evacuation iL, tue Lozward part cf the protile/airtoil i:

the point of the minimum ot -r~are is displaced to the wing i,<

edge. After the minimui cL presiure the rarefaction along wing chc:

rapidly is decreased, i.e., dpteadz high adverse pressure gradii.rf.

I
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Pdale 210.

9ounlarv-layer air, passini tije u.Lnt- of tl a irimuir of p~~

must movc of th-- r-g-on cz Ln-- jiatar rarztactic!n/E-vacliat2c.r i

thk-. region of smallEr r which Ica is

braking, app-:aranc-? Cf LCLeLIT dkr circulaticn ii ar Tl-.- ta'>.

profile/airfoil anl to -' ~izu, T. ;cundary-1 ayer s-para-io"r.

Seoaratior. onint at fir..,t u;udcjL.Lj ifs tocat,7d at trijWin.

b'at w i+ h f urth -r .nc re a~ ii, tni dagle -) f a ttack it is iiov.-

to li~adnq edge . 7he di .ruitoiun., taraticn (,f bcundary liy

the 1jarc-nt. jet'-s ot c &ttrrid. Liuw 1-als to a 5s.a.-Pn:~.

air foil drag dua to an iaczuai E in ths: d~src r jd ii i
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convergence.

As is known, with jn iiC1Zr-Sb in the angle of attack &lif-_

coefficient c,, at first yzowci -s according to the law of st: ii "

lin-. However, at high injizs ot attack this linear dependpnce is

iisrupted, which indicazes tn= gun breakaway of air flow.

At certain critical (ijid o attack ,hi,. the lift coeffic-ir

attains its maximum value. ku~tn" increase in the angle of attac

causes overall flow seFaLtioa rzow winq, rarefaction/evacuatio,', .

the upper wing surface rapldiy tllis, and c, sharply is decr-aI-<.

The dependence of tnh ardy coefficient of wing 1, on th axil,

of attack i is close tc j oiui. With an increase in tht anql1 §

attack -, it increases ai.i it c(ntinues rapidly to grow/rise, ,

after critical angle of itLdC4.

From Fig. 4.3 evidently, as cnanges Cymia wing in d pendcnc .

the state of its surface. Durinj coating of the wing surface h

carborudum dust LII, it uasceaas morp than 1.7 times ani, that

very importantly, simultaneouiy is decreased the criticdl ] v

attack [3]. Approximatei) trie sawc effe-ct on the lift effecti.en,:>-

of wing will show/render Lae uaeuoit of a thin layer of rough ic>.
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Decrease C,,,,and ot rh iced over wing depcnds orn t h

earlier disruption/separaroin oL dIr flow. During the flow arou ,.

the wing air tlow they cci az t%- sources of local

disruptions/si.parations evai at small angles df attack, wliic, Ii1

cause, on one hand, increase in rn, pressure drag, and with arc<'. i,

it d-creases tho lift. ILn dn incease in the angle of attack .

intense braking of the riow auve the wing will enforce recurr;: - :r-

flows from the tail of LJLrie/diLoil to its forward sectio..

will lead to the earlier cvr-il uisruption/seFaraticn of air :1c..

Thus, fundamental uangr ian Llight under conrliticn: ot ici:. ,

consists in the approximatiun/a.rroach ot aircraft to s~paratic:.

mode/conditions in the case or ice formation cn wing1 anI tail

assembly.
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Cy

Fig. 4~.3. Effect of roujna ss on Lae dependernce of lift coeffJC9'.

on angle of attack a) tkLE winj 6uziace flat, t) the winq surlav:.>

covered with carborudum .iu~t.

Page 211.

An incre:ase in the aia~ cifid a reduction/descent lift

effectiveness will be cbviousiy aiferent in dcpendence or.ei'

form and form of icing. Are jiven ADelow short results of th&

investigations, carried tr by tan author on ditte rrnt aircrat, 7.v

luring fliqhts; under COnLLOn6 or natural icing~ (21], [17], FI-I,.

Investigation.s were cotcauct~u on the special aircrift-tlvi.;

laboratories which were teuijpee jy the measuring r'rcoriinq

equinment. The circuiLt cl iavetjtions consisted in the left:.i-

of the lpval of hazard cl tne varicd con'liticrs ot icin, boti. wi' !

the worker and in the incparit.Lve aic-icing system, in the
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determination ot the n-?Ea tat. rn rotection of senparate ar~:

components of icing~, in tac exdw.Lition of the? spacidl ca6-s -

flight, connect-7d with Ldi~ui. cz Qne or several snginE.-3, wit'.

at anqles of attack, clc~e to .;r,.IL.cal, with drift to the sreccr.

circle under conditicns cz icirnj, ctc.

The work conducted wadea jjLr6.Lle to develop InstructionfZ~

pilot and recommnendation to ds~r

The flight charactcii~tic6 oi the iced over aircraft w-i

determined with the fixeu/ra:cjLuju thicknercs of ice on standai-;

meters. After the grow4 t, )z ior cr tio pr-scrited/issignea t.14fcr.-

and form the aircraft leavas th = zone of icing ani wter;- tulfiI.'

these or other the- maneuvdr-i, iiec;!sary for ctarinirg of tile

characteristic.

The diaterminaticn ci :i.Lu iia thp various forms of icii 1,

producel by the method LI COiiyrrCZ.6n of the rat.- ot cli-b of

over aircraft with the rate oL ciimb of +h, aircraft, f:ec- .Irc~ i

The obtained incremonts it Ltne vteritical VeloCiti: E for IoaCh

equivalent aiir-;pefed madE It e06-srL Ae to daterminre the AprDp:-

incre'ments in the drag orryi and to ccrnstrucl t L- ~rc c

c,="~)I
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FOOT'4OTE 1. This met hod w~ pi juzied it 1992 Ly M. P. o'iilIv.,'.-

he was repeatedly aPrli=L Uj LLI= author during processinl ot -

re sul ts o f in v-s ti4at ioa. Icr-ua . ba! d o n th e as uumut ion o

equality of the: lVdilahlE tUW.L6 U1. t'hk iced cvnr and aofljc-

aircraft, which is ccriect uui~ tho- guarantEc ot -fff-Ctivce

protection from thFe ician3 oL and propell-rs. ENDIFOTN;>.,

Fig. 4.4~ iivres th-?eoiai c; thto dircratt of 11-14, aL;

the- m)t hod inlicdt ,,i witi, i . L,;Lwtior. of the f ir3- and .C2v4

in workir~q and1 switched cii u-iciii systenm.

From Iraph -4it iS C~JIL.Iraa tho- most c:cns-i('>:ahl y a -rr .-

charicteristics of airc~ait ueL.eL.Lrate wj Fh jc-7 forma-ion -).

first form in~ thr- switcnzu i: r i Jd-icinj system whei icinq Ic,

thp, wing of aircraft. Iii tiii Cau tac .:10w cf aiz aboit -t~i

horn-shap- - flanges ca wii cusgs intns vortr x ~i:

brakingj and appearance Ut aii~in/eaa~~..whnw:. 3hIvi ;

irncrsases pre~ssure I raq aiia is u-ieasc.d I ift cctff-'ci-':...

incr.,-as- in t he dnqj I- C:' dttaC& b ui I t- Up, EA.2 cause C~U< - -

sharp flow SPparatiorl Ob WIij wich Ic-ads tc ri'~crease ('4- a I

critical anqie of attacK.

Page 212.
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Ice of the first form b~y tici~.zess on standard indicator 35~ mm in

switched off de-icing system& causeas sharp shift/shear of polar to thp

right, increasing its incliiiatioa/slope to the axis/axle of

abscissas. maximum aerodynamic aiccraft quality/fineness ratio

descends in this case from 19 (for noniced aircraft) to 11. Draq

coefficient increases when c,=0.85, by 70o/o.

It is characteristic rtiaz these changes cccur with the thickne~ss

of ice on standard indicator 35 mm, which corresponds altogether only

to 16-17 ma on wing (in its m.iadi.e cross section).

In the working de-icing sistem when icing undergo only the

unprotected aircraft comj~onants (center secticn, engine nacel~les,

fuselage, struts of antennas, air-pressure heads, etc. - Fig. 4.5),

ice formation of the firt fcrm oL thickness indicated has less

considerable, but nevertheless essential effect on polar. Maximum

aerodynamic aircraft quity/fineness ratio is decreased to 15, an'd

c,: increases in comparison witLa tne noniced aircraft by 250/c (for

value c,=0 8 5).

The comparison of jociars suows that ice of the second form, irn

spite of doubly large taicknciss (75 mm), it less considerably mak'-s

aerodynamic characteristics worse, than ice of the first form.
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In the examination cf j)olaL (curve 2) one should take into

consideration that a deterioration in the aercdynamic characteristics

in this case can occur not oniy d a result of the icing of the

unprotected aircraft ccmponents, Dut also as a result of inccmplete

distance ice from the inug surface, which sometimes is with

accomplishing of flight unuer coaaitions of heavy icing.
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0 ,, f.2 c= 0 bE -'

a)

Fig. 4.4. Polars of the icea over aircraft of Ii-14. G the icing of

the first form (thickness of ice on standard indicator 35 mm), b) the

icing of the second form (tnecness of ice 75 mm). 1 - noniced

aircraft, 2 - iced over aircrait in working de-icing system, 3 - iced

over aircraft in switched oit d±-.cing system.

Page 213.

Definite interest troi the point of view of the need for th,-

protection of separate aizcratt components are cf polars with the

icing separately of wing, tai± assembly and unprotected parts.

Fig. 4.6 gives such po.ars.

As we see the icing oi wing is caused when c,=,0 an increase in

the drag coefficient as, as Cc incLeases with the icing of all

A -

f
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remaining aircraft components (tail assembly, fuselage, engine

nacelles).

On the basis of the obtained polars were ccnstructed the curvas

of the required and avaliaole powers of the aircraft of 11-14 with

ice formation of the fixst torm (Fig. 4.7). Curves clearly show to

what extent increase the required powers and to what extent descends

the maximum speed of aircraft as a result of icing.

.1 I I I I i
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Fig. 4.5. Icing of the unprotactaa aircraft ccmpoinents. Ice or. -thr

strut of air-pressure l'ezad.

Page 214.

Especially sharply the aecrease of margin of sower affects in tliql~t

one engine. The rate of cimb ot dircraft in this case in workinq

de-icing system (curve e) is ditoqether only 0.4 rn/s. obvious that

with the somewhat larger thicxness of ice margin of power will he
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reduced to zero, and conca.i oy badpe, this rate of icing of aircraft

will be maximum, with which is fedsible the flight on one engine

without reduction/descevt.

As a result of decredsing tha margins cf power the rate of clirnL

of the iced over aircraft dnd its service ceiling descend. The eff-ct

of ice of the first and second views of the vertical velocities an(!

the service ceiling of tha aircrdfz of Tl-14 in of working and

switched off de-icing system it is given in Fig. 4.8.

Prom the graph (see Fig. 4.8d) it is evident that in the case of

ice formation of the first form xua icing of the unprotected aircrift

components causes decrease of the~ vertical velocity on 0.8 rn/s, and

the service ceiling - on 700 a. in switched off de-icing system the

vertical velocity descends Dy 2.b rn/s, and the service ceiling -cn

2400 a in comparison wita tne noniced aircraft.
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Fig. 4.6. ki4. 4.7.

Fig. 4.6. Polars of aircrait ot Zi.-12 with icing of its separate

parts; ice of intermediate iorm; tickness of ice on standard

i indicator (42 mam). 1 - acuicau aircraft, 2 -iced over aircraft, ic,
' iare discarded from wing ana stauilizer, 3 iced over aircraft, icl

are discarded from wing, 4 - compiately iced over aircraft.

Fig. 4.7. Curves of required uac vailable powers of aircraft of

11-14 (icing of first frm, taicraeSS of ice cn standard indicator 39

am). I - work both engines, nomial rating, II - work one engie,

nominal rating, 1 - nonicad aircraft, 2 - iced-over aircraft in

working de-icinq system, 3 - ic over aircraft in switched ott

de-icing system.
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Key: (1). ku/h.

Page 215.

The decrease of rate of climb and respectively service ceilinq in th' [

case of ice formation ct tue saconu form (thickness on standard

indicator 75 mm) is considerauly lass.

Thus, the given grakas illustrate different effect of twc forms

of icing on the vertical rates of climb and service ceiling of

aircraft.

The decrease of rate or ciimz as a result of icing negatively

affects the possibility cz tae cutput of aircraft upward from the

zone of icing.I[
Fig. 4.9 gives the results of determining the rate of climb ci

the iced over aircraft of 11-14 with drift fc the second circli in

the case of impossibility set. The origin of coordinates corresponis

to the moment/torque of the giving of gas. Thcse noted to curves thc

time of the landing gear retracting and flars (small circles and

chain wheels) correspona to moment/torque, when landing gear flaps

i ..

I
aJ
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are retracted completely.

As can be seen from gxdp11, aven in working de-icing system ice

formation of the first torm (wit& indicator 70-75 mm thickness on

standard seriously makes tn6 rate of climb worse of aircraft with

drift to the second circle. w&-tn tne deflected flaps on 450 aft---h

beginning of the giving cf gas tae aircraft ccntinues to descen~d, an,,

it loses altitude (in ccmjJdr2.on with noniced aircraft) additionally

by 30 m. The distance ot tnt qdif of altitude o f 50 m increases by

approximately 500 m.
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8 8

I.Q I

o z 6VyM/t~v 5 2 -~ 6 Vy WCt'.

Fig. 4.8. The vertical velociies and the service ceiling of thc -Jc>,

over aircraft. a) the icing ot ttt first form (thickness of icf on

standard indicator 35 ma), D) tne Lcing of the second form(tiz.-s

of ice 75 am) . 1 - flcfjced aaLcrait, 2 - iced over aircraft in I

working de-icing system, 3 -iced over aircraft in switched off

de-icing system.

Key: (1.r/s.
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Page 216.

It should be noted tadt the given graphs illustrate the in di.y

way "maximum" cases of acing zrci zhe point of view of effect to

flight aircraft quality,/tintaies- Latios. In practice can be

encountered more danqercus ice tormations.

The contemporary turoojet anu turboprop aircraft, which poss-s

the greater power reserve .a cowddrison with [istcn ones to a lcss -r

degree are subjected to tne negative effect of icing on such

characteristics as rate ct cLimv, service ceiling, cruising annl

maximum speeds. For examjIe, tn dircraft of Iri-104 during tests

twice fell under the conditions oz especially intense icing, but th4is

did not lead to any seracus deteLicrations in the flight

characteristics. In wor~iag de-icing system the rate and the ra-- Of

climb of aircraft changed insigniticantly. In entire speed ranq:-

aircraft handling virtualiy did not change. Hcwever, in the casc of

the inoperative or insuiticieat etLective de-icing system, as show:!

experiments on the aircraxt ot An-1O, 11-18, Iu-124 and An-24, rtff-c*

of icing it can prove to ue very assential.
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So, on the aircraft oz i.-Io the decrease of cruising sp _ :i

flight under conditicns cr xcinj with switched off system at tV

height/altitude of 400C m wds 4U xm/h according to instrument. on

aircraft of An-10 deceleLat.Lou accordinj to instrument was even acr -

noticeable and it was 50-oU Kai/a at the height/altitude of 1000 r

during the stable operation cf yine. It is characteristic th.an

both casps occurred the icia oi tae first form with the large zo''.

of the propagation of ice iioaj cacrd, moreover the thicknesses a:

ice on the aircraft ot ii-id LL wds altogether only 12 mm, and on t

aircraft An-10-20 mm (on sranuaru indicator). Analogous results we-£

obtained, also, on the aircrdit oi Tu-124 and An-24. Cn the airc=-i

of Tu-124 with deposit GLz wli aLtu tail assembly of uneven

semitransparent ice, cl¢ce to tn Lirst form (by thickness on

indicator 10-12 mm), inuicatea airspepd decreased from 350 to 300

km/h. Flight was accompiasuea a the height/altitude of 2000 m at

temperature ot surroundinj a1i or -50c with switchad off de-icing

systim. The width of tht kaptuie/jcip of ice cn wing anl tail

assembly was within the limits ci 100-200 mm.
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0 46 CPO

Fig. 49. Rate of climb of the icea over aircraft with drift to thn

second circle (icing of tai- rrx.sr Loin; the thickness of ice cn

standard indicator 70-75 wa). I - ioniced aircraft, 2 - iced ov~r

aircraft in working de-lin4 systr-w. A~ - moment/torque of the giving

of the gas; moment/roirque of landing gear retracting; '

*cment/torque of retraction or liat's.

Key: (1). s.

Page 217.

obvious, however, is tue ract that deceleration to 50 kw/. for

an aircraft ot the type cz Tu-le4 aoezs not have this threateningq

value as, let 'is say, forL an dixcraft Li-2 with its low power rf7- -c:

and small speed range. kurrtierwcre, one should consider that thc-

de-iciri systems of aircra~t witn yas turbine engines as a whole ar-
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considerably more effective taaa the systems of piston aircratt. IL

For the aircraft, equipyca oy cyclically de-icing system, is cl:

interest the dqterminatica ot pacwiassible rate of icing in the

period, when system is teia orLLiiy switched off. Was obtained for

several aircraft types Eeries/rcw the curves, showing in the vauiouF

forms of icing a change ia tne zate of level flight in dependernc' c:

the thickness of ice on stcinddzd indicator.

Curves are constructdd according to the data, obtained on

aircraft Ui-2, U1-12, 11L-14, li-1cd, An-lO, An-24, Tu-124 and ar'

related to the conditioas ioL cruise at the height/altitude ct

2000-4000 m during the stable opieration of engine with the switched'-

off de-icing system of uing aau tail assembly (Fig. 4.10).

The curves I and Il are obtained respectively for the first ai-,

second forms of icing ana are ta,- envelopes, which limit the r'- qicn

of the lines which are xeiated to the icing of intermediate form.

Dotted line for an exaujie siiowea1 the curves, which relate to the

specific cases of the icing or ditferent aircraft.

The given dependences shkow tnat a decrease in the velocity

occurs most sharply in the ini.tial period of icing. subsequently arn

J increase of the thickness oL ice ia smaller measure affects rate

-PI'I LL SJ
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change. This can be exFlined by thae fact that the icing already at

the very beginning (with tata tnicxness of ice 15-20 man) qualitativa'1y

changes the character oxte ra tcw around profile/airfoil, sharply

making aerodynamic characte:Listic. worse. Further increase of ice is

no longer introduced sunstautial changes into flcw pattern, causiri'

ever slower decrease in tnd vwJ~ccity.
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Fig. 4.10. Dependence cz th~e ratw of level tlight on ths thickr=:,E c:

ice I--, on standard indicatur in switched off de-icing system. I-

icing of the first form, Ii - icing of the second form.

I Page 218.

* Curves characterize rdte cudaye with the simultaneous icin~j

- Icompletely of wing and tail assemoiy. The phctoyraph of the ic'-J Gv-r
wing is given in Fig. 4.11. in the examination cf the work of cyclic

I deicer, of course, it is necessatry to consider that the shieldrid

sections of wing and taii assamn1l wili undergo icing not

simultaneously. This cans.idarauly decreases the effect of icing o%

rate change.

An increase in the drag ut aircraft as a result of icing loads
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to a considerable increase in xilometer consumption of

fuel/propellant and reduces rwsjectively flying range. For exampl,

for the aircraft of 11-14 reductln/descent as a result of the icifi

of cruising speed for 31-40 km/h cduses an increase in the

per-kilometer expenditurt/consumptLon by 15-20o/o. But it w, for

retaining/preserving/manu.au.nLu g.9ven speed increase engine power

rating, then fuel consuajtion per Kilometer will increase by

40-s0o/o.

Special importance has icia4 to controllability and stability of

airzraft.

Fig. 4.12 gives tha 4aa, waich characterizes the longitudinal
static stability of the aircrdir ot I1-12 in the case of

fornation/education cn the sr diiiier of ice (close to the second

form) in thickness apprcxiatw.1y J0 am. With this icing longitulin.1

static stability noticeably dezuwicrates, and in the climb at low

speeds balancing curve nas d r yion of the static instauility. It i-

characteristic that vith re thicKness of ice of lass than 20 MM +f*,

longitudinal static staciiity caduges in comparison with nonic<1

aircraft insignificantly.

Ice accumulation on wiaa dad tail assembly can cause imFairm;n'

of the control effectiveness. For example, for the aircraft of 11-14
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formation/education on the wing or ice in thickness more than 40 mm

leads to the fact that tae aircratt begins to react to the aileron

deflections with considerdble delay. Is possible the icing also of

very controls (Fig. 4.13).

,i

I
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Fig. 1411. [ce formation on the wing of the aircraft of 11-14 1r,

switched off dq-icing syzteia.

Page 219.

The effect of icin.j ou aircrdtt handling is ditfer,?nt in

different flight conditicas. icing of one and the same form an] c:.

and the same of thickneEs in level flight can not exert the

perceptible effect, but in tua p iriod of landing apFroach in t1:1J-i

at low speeds it is essential to iower the ccntrol effectiv- nsf-.

Let us examine in somewhat &ore detail the effect at the icir.,

of the tail assembly on tae bzhdvior of conteur~crary aircralti

prelanding mode/conditicnse, in this stage of the fligjht, wh- K

deterioration in the stabaiitf characteristics and controllabilit~y
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especially dangerous.

The ice built-up edge, wnic is formed on the leading edqg of a.

airfoil profile of stabilizer, cai significantly decrease the

critical angle of attack or haoizontal tail assembly. The decrease

will be different depending on tors and thickness of ice built-up

edge. Because of this it is ndcessary to have data on reserve with

respect to the critical angie or attack of horizontal tail assemhly

in the mode/conditions cl Idadian dpproach in the case of possibl-

ice formation in the case ot hme zailure of de-icing system or its

ineffective work.

As is known, the wing or aizczaft, reflecting air down, chancy g_

its direction in the fiela or acrizontal tail assembly, creates *h-

so-called downwash whose value irzectly depends on the lift

coefficient of wing. is ttie more C,; wing, the greater the dcwnws.

angle. Downwash in horizontai strut tail assembly is various for

different airplane confLguratons: the above arranged/located

horizontal tail assembly, the less the dcwnwash angle, which flows

around about the stabilizer.

.1
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Fig. 4.12. Balancing cu.Lves ot tao noniced (1) and iced over (2)

aircraft in the case ot fOLiGlL/education on the stabilizerc of i4c-

in thickness approximately J0 im. 4. - climb; II - reduction/dc-sc: nt.

Key: (1). km/h.

Page 220.

The special feature/pecUlIdrity Of contemporary aircraft is lh -

powerful/thick high-lift aavicz ot wing, consequence by which isi a

considerable additional incredsa in the wing downvash. In Fig. 4.1~4

it is schematically shcwzi ttidt the dowrnwash leads to increase of trai:

angle of attack horizontal tdii asembly it wcrks on negative ones

angles of attack.
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On aircraft with tULOopCOP engines supplementary adversF cff~ct

from this point of view can exert the use of the increased irstall1'

power, which leads, as d Lzsuit oL the amplification of the airflcw

of screws/propellers, tc atn increase in the wing downwash and,

therefore, to further increase in the negative angle of attack of

horizontal tail assembly.

with the work of hCLIZon1tal tail assembly on the angles ct

attack, close to critical, can arise sufficiertly serious changjis in~

the stability characteristics anti aircraft hardling, first of ill-

in stability with respect to y-torce.

* It is logical that tue jaleuomena indicated can he observed only~

*with the insufficient eLt-octivtne.-s of de-icing system (or in tho:.

case of its failure) , waun ice rormation on the leading edge ci

stabilizer leads to the decrease oL the critical angle of attack o*f

horizontal tail assembly.

The study of the etlect of icing on the characteristics of

longitudinal stability da coatroii.ability was carried out On th-:-c

types of specially equipjked turbojet aircraft [19). Flights werr

fulfilled under coriditicns luqicaiiLy of icing.
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Fig. (4. 13. Icing of aifiLoiL.

Page 221.

,:. +aIhi1-z,: ' h':y ircrzaicU c, o,. var-101's fcrms -ar.I thicr~i,:

SWitCh*-I f Off ~ fl EJ6Le-W. AittL icEI torviticr. >-)t inter;-i

the aeiircraft leAft CloUU(11e.> aliJ dL safe hEiqht/altitudp wu Cr

For obtainirnj th? lj~" 1 .urvc-s of straijht tfij ht -

fulfilled the iispe:rsal! acct;ri1tiofls and trakings with -x-".

jears and defI-ctei flakb, CULLe..eunilin1 to their pcsition 1'it:'-.
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landing. it howled estaliia;a/inaralled, that the

longitudinal-behavior cfaaidc1erkCtics by the rate with the icirn (>

stabilizer in the majoritj Ut La= cases quantitatively differ i>

from analogous characteri rics in the absence of icing. Howevar, ir.

certain cases was fixed tn, djedrecnce of the buffeting of hcrizo:,1 :

tail assembly in the mcde/conuitiuns of dispersal/acceleraticr wi-I

the deflected flaps.

For obtaining the ±aiaacinj curved deflections of the el=vatc:

and efforts/forces on handwnei ia dependence on q-force were car_ :

out the deflections ("givinj") or elevator "from themselvtes" ir

extended gear and landiug positioi, of flaps in the range of th e

velocities, corresponding to itnuing approach. an example of this i

deflection of elevator Is snown lii Fig. 4.15, where is jiven chat-j--

in the time of some paramwter cz the axial mcticn of aircraft, which

characterize its stability nau cuatrollability. As is known, pilo,

perceives the aircraft ccntroi oy means of the efforts/forces, which

appear on control lever- wiLn tnu execution cf cne cr the cther

maneuver. The important criterion of controllability and stability

value dP,//,0 which chardcteLiz6 tne value cf the -ffort/force o'n

handvheel, required for cadnging tua g-force per unit.

The dependence cf reukreu ettorts/forces on handwheel on

g-force usually bears almost Ainadr character (to a definite lim.t).
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For the creation of large iLL majn.tude q-force are required 1arja

Ief forts/f orces o n ha nd wna~..
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Fig. 4.14. Effect of ving downwash on an increase in thz- true

of attack of horizontal taii dsewly.

downvash angle, Ur.o.,c t"H tole true angle of attack otf rzi..

tail assembly, "r.o the any.id oi attack of horizontal --ail ass i>.v

in the absence of dowavasa., direction of the undistuftb '-3 .

Page 222.

7 Experiments showed tadt witn ice tormaticn on stabilizer

possibly sharply a charje in tie sitorts/forces or handwheel ir.

comparison with the noniced aircrdtt. At the specific sizes ot h

9-force derivative dPjdn, aecomes (e-qual to zero ani even acquir-,

negative sign.

Fig. 4.16 and 4.17 yiv%.- u6 d" xample the results ofdtrir..

longitudlinal-behavior cnarctceristics with the icing of stabiliz--r

* I..
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for two types of turborLrp <AL;.va. I (with fcur engines).

FOOTNOTE 1. Experiments dre c~dLi.eu out by the author together with

engineers A. A. Bondarenko aaa A. B. Ivano':. ENDFOOTNOTE.

As can be seen from Fig. 4.1o, wzta formation/education on th'

nose/leading edge of the stajiiizei of tapered ice built-up c dlj (:r

thickness approximately b mm and w.Ldth of 20-25 mm) required

efforts/forces on handwheJl aze considerably decreased. When n,= 0,65

derivative dPA/dn,=), whi~.&e wair farther decrease of g-force is a

tendency toward the disappearzaca of efforts/forces on handwh';el.

The decrease of effozts/zozc= on handwheel with icing deper'.T

on a change in the hinge moments d6 a result of redistributicn ot

pressure on horizontal tail dssewuly, which, in turn, is caused It

the appearance of local tiow sejdrdtions on thi lower surface of

stabilizer. With acccmplisaxin oL experiment cn this aircraft on

leavinq g-forces less tnad U.7. dpveared the considerable buttrti.:j

of horizontal tail asseuLly, wfaica also testified about

approximation/approach ua to critical value. With the icing cf

stabilizer characteristic is tas iact that even ice of small

thickness represents danyec. UuueL conditions of intense icing ic-

built-up edge in 8 mr can Le orm u during 3-4 min. This is shown,

how inadmissibly any a ueldy oz ha= start of de-icing system.
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j Fig. 4.17 gives analogous graph for another aircraft tyF., tv-

thickness of ice on stabilizer ws 20-25 mm, the width of 60-70 mr,.

in contrast to the precediag/previous graph where the curve cf

efforts/forces with the ic:u over stabilizer is smoothly deflc...j

Ott by the curve of the nonicea dircraft, we see that ice formatior

of the sizes/dimensions indicated and form led to a sharp jualit;-ive

change in the longitudinal-uehavuo. characteristics with respect tc

g-force. Curve "with ice" coiaciaes with curve "without ice" up -tc,

g-force 0.5. However, wita y-zorces less than 0.5, efforts/fcrc-s o::

handwheel sharply are reauc~d, dad when -'12 they reacn zero. Thti.

character of the sudden aud saarp decrease of efforts/forces on

handwheel with landing ajproacn is the very undesirable phencen.r-on

and indicates that the conaitions tor the flcw around horizontal tzi1

assembly with approximation/ajproach to critical angle of attack

change in this case consia.1Ladi &acre rapidly and it is sharper thin

in preceding/previous.

As it was noted atova, uwnwa sh in the region of horizontal tail

assembly is directly connected with the flap angle.

Mr-
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Key: (1) . km/h. (2). Time in s. j3). Backstop. (4). kgf.

Fig. 16. Change in lcngituIinil stability with respect to g-forc-

for turboprop four-engine dircrait during depcsit on stabilizer of

ice with a thickness of b mu. Tns flap deflection ccrrssponds to

their position in landing. Flignr speed and ergine power rating

correspond to landing akproich.

Key: (1). kgf. (2). without ice. (j). with ice.

Page 224.

Fig. 4. 18 depicts a change in longitudinal stability in g-force for

an aircraft with two tuxtoprop engines with the icing ot statilizcr

at different flap anglez or 150, jj0 and 400 .

Most sharply the ettect or icing is developed with the flaps,

deflected on 400. In this case upon reaching the g-forces of 0.5;

efforts/forces on handwbeai disappzar, and with further decrease of

g-force they acquire negatiw vdiue. With the flaps, deflected on

100, the icing of stabili.ei eArts smaller, but nevertheless s-riou.-

effect on the longitudinak staiAi.ty of aircraft. And oiily with tho

I
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flaps, deflected on 150, the aapeiuence of required eftorts/fcrcz .:-,

handwheel on g-force catrias dimost linear character, up to the2 ziz--,-

of the g-force 0.3-0.4 atzect oi icing virtually is not perceived.

This however does not meaui that with larger than 15 mm to the

thickness of the ice built-up aaye of stability characteristic canrkc-

considerably deterioratEi, disu, with the flaps, deflected on 150.

Characteristic for thiis a.trcrQft type was the fact that ic;: o 1

tapered form exerted sma.iL infiuernce on longitudirnal-behavioi

characteristics.
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F .g. r-.-17. Fig. H. 18

400

2-2

Fig. 4.17. Change in icnyiuij~ai stability with respect to y-forc

for aircraft with four ruri~ujer eiAyines with icing of stabilizer.

(Flap deflection corres~oads to t&aeir positior in landing. Flight

speed and engine power r.atiii cox.respond to landin]; approdch).

Key: (1). kgf. (2). witncu zc (4J). with ice.

Fig. 4.18. Change in lonyg.tudnJ stability with respect to g-force:

for aircraft with twc tuzopup eIgines with icing of stanilizer

(flight speed and engine power idjing correspcnd to landing

approach).* I - flaps are de~Licred on j50, 2 - flaps are defl~ct <d to

to fo

300. 3.17f lane dn eIflctd tbiit with r to -...... .

fo.icatwt1ortr~jteaie ihiigo tblzr
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Key: (1). kgf.

Page 225.

Longitudinal-behav.or cuairdcteristics were determined also wi7- I

the formation of "barrier" ic,% o" stabilizer. In particular with

thickness of "barrier" ica altr warmed by zone n of the upper

surface of nose/leading edgc oi dpiroximately 7 mm I (sece Fig. J.39)

were obtained longitudin&!-,saviui characteristics in the

mode/conditions of landi.nj apjprodcn, which prcved to be satistactory

with certain tendency tcwda tue decrease of longitudinal stability

level with respect to g-iorce con by ones cy4

FOOTNOTE 1. On the lower surtd~ of the nose/leading edge of

stabilizer the thickness or Dirri.eL ice was scmewhat less.

ENDFOOTNOTE.

Apparently, ice accumuldtion on tati boundary of the warmed zcne of

the nose/leading edge ct stdui~lizer in principle has smaller eft' :ct

than the formation/education or ice buildup dire ctly on leading eAciW.

However, one should expicz tuadt zab formation of ice deposits on th-

lower surface of stabilizer at d qreat dist-ance from nose/leadinq

*OEM
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edge can prove to be dangerous. Xais formation/education is possi ,1e

with strong the spreadirn onthe i.ttling water.

The given materials it snows that with an increase in the

negative angle of attacx or orisoutal tail assembly the ice built-t i
r

edge, which was being fcimea on zna leading edge of stabilizer, can

lead to an abrupt change in the character of the flcw around

stabilizer in comparison wirn noniced.

Although under the normal conditions for operation the cutput ' f

aircr:aft on overload, ccnsiderauly smaller unity, is very little

probable however there ar some toilowing supplementary factors,

which can contribute to taw apiproximation/approach of the angle of

attack of horizontal tail assemuly to critical. Above has already

been mentioned about this avrse moment/torque as increased ngir.

power rating. The signiiicdat role can also play an increase in thV

velocity with landing ajrodca over that reccmmended. With an

increase in the velocity of liiyit of aircraft is decreased the anrgl

of attack of wing, which leads to an increase in the negative angl,-

of attack of horizontal tdii assemoly. Adverse from this point of

view is the light gross bdignt or aircraft. Thus, tc pilot it is

necessary to consider that all ractors which in prelanding flight

conditions one way or anctuer can lead to an increase in the npgativp

j angle of attack of hcrizcnrai tail assembly, play negative rclP. They
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include: the extension ot tlap. o- the large angle, the increase In

engine power rating (especiL average/mean fcr an aircraft witr,

four engines), an increase i.n te velocity with landing approach,

light gross weight, turr ulece au sharp piloting, which can la l 1o

the creation of considezaDie 9-Lorces.

It is necessary to again emenasize that all given gjraphs ar

related to the case of switcheu wtz de-icing system and, theretcr-,

under actual conditions can De txdained as failure the systems or - s

overdue start. Upon the oveadue iuclusion of system under conditiol.f

of icing occur the individual cases of decreasing the efforts/toic's

on handwheel and the "jec&s" oL dircraft in prelanding

mode/conditions.

Page 226.

Pilot must remember that iL wimi reduction/descent one must break

clouds under conditions ct possizue icing, de-icing system shcull It

included in advance. After tae inciusion of system it is necessary -c

be convinced of its normal operaticn.

Landing approach uauer coudrtions of icing with the refus-d

de-icing system of the tail asseDmly one shculd execute with tho

incomplete flap deflecticn or, it are allowed the sizes/dimensions o*
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airfield, with the retrdcteu flap. in this case the pilot must r.o

allow/assume tho sharp piloting diu the onset of considerable

negative g-forces.

Another question fcL piston aiid turboprop aircraft is the -t ct

of the icing of propeller Dzides. in each specific case it is

necessary to establish/instali, to what extent can ice tormatior. of

one or the other thickness on bLades/vanes impait the propell.[r

efficiency. For the illustrdtion ox this effect is given th- graph ir:

Fig. 4.19, where is shcwn a cainf in the vertical velocities cf

aircraft in one and the -ime conditions cf icing. The determinattio.

of rate of clLmb was ptcuuce i oy ice formation, close to second fol:-m,

by thickness on standard indicator 40 mm.

I.

As can be seen fros jrzjm, tue rate of climb of aircraft

descends with the icing of ulaue6/vanes very considerably.

It should be noted that Lor uifferent aircraft types and

propellers the effect ct tui icing of blades/vanes on the propJ- l1-

efficiency can be differeat: rot some aircraft the decrease cf

efficiency can reach the value cx order 15o/o and more, but fcr

others - it is incomparably less. ior example, for the aircraft of

11-12 was revealed that ueacer rot protection from the icing cf

propellers virtually it is not rduired.

7
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Fig. 4.19. The vertical v:1001t.&es of the iced cver aircraft wi~rIL

nonied lade/vaes curv 1)ur ropeller and with th,- iced ove r

bladps/vanes (curve 2) (icLizq, c~ie to the second form. Thickncss of

ice on standard indicator 4iU Mma).

Key: %1. /s. (2). km/h.
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Page 227.

Chapter V. r

INFORMATION ABOUT THE ItSrS OU Aill.RAFT AND HELICOPTERS JNJE

CONDITIONS OF ICING.

After development dfi creation of de-icing system arises th,

question, by what methcas aad u±uer what conditions must be

established/installed tit suitaiiity of this system and this

aircraft (helicopter) to uperatiou under conditicns of icir.j.

For all flight vehicle;, peimitted to IFR flights, must b

established/installed: a) now e£LLctively operates the ile-icing

system; b) the how pcssrL1 etiect of icing on the flight of airc::t:

(helicopter) in the case o tne zailure of system.

In the first case it i. aecesary to determine, is provided

jettisoning ice or prevention ol its formation/education under th<

iesign conditions of icinj, uou allow/assume de-icing system any ±c-

accumulations, are such its e S-lrJie maximum formation/educatir.-

under most adv-rse conlitiu&, Qai what this can influence behavio- -

aircraft. in this case i aiises the question about the ef-c7

.1J
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of "barrier" ice, which is Lorgei ueyond the limits of heatin';

surface, or "cyclic" ice, i.e., ice which in cyclic systems

periodically apprars in cLc or tne other section of the shiel1zd-l

surface with the tempordrj/timv. aziconnection of tiie hedting ot i

section.

In the second case iL is necesary to establish widt haejpr::

with aircraft under conaitiuns or icing in different flight

conditions in the case cr tLa diiure of de-icing system and wr.at 1:;

this case recommendatics ;aust De iven to pilot. For a conteirJcr:::)

aircraft, in the first kiace, attention must te turned to the -:

of icing on the characteristics or stability and controllabili-.y

to the operation of Fou eiant6.

There are several mttaous ot solving the pres-nted questic.is.

The determination cr ti e Lzctiveness of de-icing system ca '-

performed by measuring ri trti-k± characteristics of system

(temperature drops) during tlignts in "dry" air (out of clouds), ry

tests in the artificially cLeateu icing and finally by conductinj

flights under conditiors or naturL. icing.

Page 228.

I

[I
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It is obvious that ii tn-L LiLt method gave the confid,-n+

solution of task, would L, U11W1nadted need in two others. Howc-Yr,

is shown experiment, u to iiow tuc method of teutperatur- drops !:

not give the completely Lael.uIE evaluation cf de-icing syst-m 7:

was only the pre liinary 6ta9= , L uessary, hut insu tfici nt.

It should be noted rit a La wthod of tewnerature drops,

naturally, let us uise only toi. tnermal systems. Th3 measurezment

temprature drops on heating 6uLzace of wing, tail assemDly an,

parts is produced in thE majoraty of tha casos with the aia ct

thermocouples or flat/Flane itsistdnce thermoueters, stuck on

skin/sheathing. The methca uz tne ratch of thermometers plays ti:-

significant role in the jLx.icisioai/accuracy of measurmen-s. The

recording of temperatures .,6 prcauced by the chart reccrders,

providing the possibility o tae ikmultdneous recording of a lair

number of parameters (quaatitj oi ioints, at which is maasurec d

temperature, it usually xiachti aundred).

Tests of de-icing systems on the flying latoratories whic.

imitate icing by pulveriziug water, has the series/row of th-

advantages, most important ot wnic, are the rcssibility of

preliminary test of the eiemoats ot new de-icing system even o

termination of the constLjctluri ox. the first experiment aircrar- ,

also the possibility of Ueax1qhxL. of the conditions icing, which
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correspond to calculaticns. £ij= i,,tter is especially important.

method widely is applie iii huinynu, USA, Canada and other ccur'ri-::.

Its shortcoming is the tact tat it the imitation of icing it a-; i:. t r
reached complete agreemenL ot tra obtained forms and forms of 1C%-

those which are encount-reu z acLual conditiors. Furthermore, s. ! U

does not make it possible to cnecx de-icing system as a whole ii.

form, in which it must Li estaniisoed/installed on Frcduction

aircraft. However, takirq into account the positive aspects of

method, it is necessary to Lecouwwud its wider use/application.

Fig. 5.1 shows the appedrnce of the laboratory aircraft o-

which is established/irstci±fd tnh engine, which passes tests un ':

conditions of artificial icing. betore the engine are installcr;

injectors for the atomization of water. In Fig. 5.2, borrowel frr}i,

work [311, is shown the iciAg of power plant, cbtained drtiticialv,

at water content of clcud6 I.i g/m 3 and temperature of surrounIi: :

air of -20 0 C. Sometimes tests in aftificial icing are conductel :c'.

on the special flying labozatorit -6, but by the setting up of th

system of the atomization or aater directly on the c-xperience/ter- .

aircraft as that it is showu Ln Fi. 5.3, undertaken from the sam.

work.

Page 229.
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At international ccnriieacc i.n 1962 on the problem of faiirj

was communicated [52 ] aLut Lntre:ting experiments of the iwitatiu

of the conditions of icinj wita tac aid of the special

aircraft-tanker, in tail section .IL which is arranged/located th-

spattering device/equirment (eig. _.4)4. This aircraft-tanker,

completirg flight in frcnt of tnz, experience/tested aircraft, via

atomization creates the cioua oL tne superccoled drops of the

prescribed/assigned concf-atidtoLQb and sizes/dimensions. The great..t

difficulty during the use/appicdrion of this method is the nr oi

strict maintaining of tne UlStdLCe between twc aircraft and th

complexity of accomplisninj tai d iarpd flight.

"*!
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Fig. 5. 1. Flying testinq idboratQczy of de-icinq~ sy, terns

conditiors of artilicial c.aj

Fig. 5.2. testing power piant uiaueL conditions of artifi-iai li:;
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Fig. 5. 3. setting up of -5ystea oz dtomizat icn on ep~i~l./

ai rcr aft.

A-
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Page 231.

This method can be used also for the imitation of rain and

crystal icing.

Especially high value has the imitation of icing for the

helicopters whose tests in natural icing are connected with risk and

great difficulties. In Fig. 5.5 is given the photograph, which

illustrates the flight o helicopter artificially created cloud.

For the tests of the instruseats of certain equipment and

small-size sections of deicers, frequently are applied wind tunnels.

Diagram of one of such tubes is shown in Fig. 5.6 [44].

Tests in natural icing as any checking under actual conditions,

are the best and most reliable method of determining the

effectiveness of the deicars of aircraft. However, this method is

connected with the considerable difficulties, caused by the search of

such conditions of the icing with which must be tested the de-icing

system. As is shown experiment, tor obtaining the sufficiently

reliable evaluation of the effectiveness of de-icing system during

tests uder conditions of natural icing is required flight time in

space from 30 to 60 bour.
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Fig. 5.5. Installation for testiug the helicopters under conditions

of artificial icing.

Page 232.

The statistical material, given in Fig. 2. 7 and 2. 8, makes it

possible to propose Table 16.

Data given in table are close to 90-95o/o quantiles of relative

icing intensity. Despite taz tact that these data are understated in

comparison with those coaditions ot the icing to which must be

designed the de-icing system, experiment shows that the 15-minute
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flight under conditions. whicbi correspond to table, makes it possible

to suafficiently reliably rate/estimate the effectiveness of deicing

equipment.

The conditions of natural icinig, given in table, are more are

clearly demonstrated on graph (rig. 5.7), vhere for an example is

plotted/applied also the curve of the velocity of the increase of ice

on standard indicator in a/ami at true airspeed of aircraft 500

km/h.



T

Fig. 5.6. Wind tunnel for tests under conditions of artificial icing.

1 - injecting injectors, 2 - fan, 3 - cooling device, 4 -test

specimen.

Table 16. The standard couditions of natural icing for the tests of

deicing system 1

I FOOTNOTI I. Analogous table was recommended by the author earlier in

work (18]; however, the data given in it, as showed later analysis,

t~jrequired certain refineseat. h9NDIOUTNOTE.

in(3) ~M efewmr1' Inerpdtypa IIIJPI A I - OTiiocnrre 1l I INS IHTeH- ) BpoeH Henp e lo
1303.1 ' , 063C.eHeIIH I aINeH 1c~o1~

- Is ii ),.aee ne iie n~tiee 15 .wun

Key: (1). Temperature of surrounding air of *C. (2). Relative icing

intensity of indicator in m/ka. (4). Tine of continuous

determination of aircraft under conditions of icing min. (4) . and

more. (5) . it is not less tkaa 15 min.
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Curve shows, for example, that for the evaluation of de-icing system

at temperature of -150, the icing intensity must be not less than 2

on/min.

It is necessary to remember that the tests of de-icing system

under conditions of natural icing must be carried out with the

formation/education of two fundamental forms of ice. This is

connected with the fact that for the operation of system it is not

unimportant, will be ice formed in the narrow or wide section of the

leading edge of an airfoil profile. This requirement always in proper

measure is not considered. While conducting of tests under conditions

of natural icing considerable difticulty presents the precise

measurement of the temperature of surrounding air, since the usual

temperature-sensing devices are covered/coated with ice and give

error in their readings. During flights under conditions of icing it

is necessary for measuring the temperature of surrounding air to

apply the special shielded thermometers.

Response/answer to the second aspect of the task of the

determination of the suitability of aircraft to flights in the zones

.1i
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of icing (in the case of the failure of de-icing system) also can be

obtained by several methods: wind tunnel test, flight tests with the

mock-ups of the various forms of ice and by natural condition test of

icing. The first two methods must find use predominantly on the early

stages of creation and introduction of the aircraft; to them must be

allotted considerably larger attention, than this now occurs.

Checking under conditions of the natural icing of the effect of two

fundamental forms of ice on aircraft performance, on the operation of

engines is the necessary final stage. Such tests are rather

complicated and require large experiment and qualification of

experimenters; however, they are completely possible, as this shows

practice.

The procedure of the flight performance test of aircraft with

the icing of its parts (both in working de-icing system and with the

imitation of its failure) is reduced to following. Aircraft completes

flight in the zone of icing until on its surface is formed ice of the

prescribed/assigned form and sizes/dimensions. If is placed the task

of determining the effect of icing by the failure of de-icing system,

then flight is accomplishae with shut-off deicers.
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Pig. 5.7. The standard conditions of natural icing during the tests

of de-icing system.

Key: (1). mm/mmn. (2). km/h.
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If it is necessary to rate/estiaate the effect of ice, which appears

with the operation of system, flight is accomplished with working

deicers, in this case the conditions of icing (its intensity,

duration, temperature of surrounding air) must correspond to standard

ones. After the "set/dialing" of ice the aircraft leaves the zone of

icing (as a rule, upward) and at safe height/altitude with the

specific excess above the upper cloud boundary are made the necessary

maneuvers for obtaining one or tike other characteristics. The
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difficulties of experiment consi~st in the searches of the necessary

conditions, in the complexity of retaining/preservig/maitaiil the

initial form and the sizes/dimen~ions of obtained ice, and also

frequently in the impossinility of the repetition of experiment under

identical conditions.
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Chapter VI.

GROUND-BASED ICING.

The aircraft icing and aelicopters during their layover on the

earth/ground has its special tea tures/peculiarities.

This problem also pLays large role in providing of flight

safety; however, since all instructions and management/manuals forbid

taking off of iced over aircraft, ground-based icing, in the first

place, affects the regularity of air traffic. From practice are known

the cases, when ground-based icing in the absence of the effective

combat means with this phenonvon delayed for a prolonged time the

flights of many aircraft, alter doing large damage.

The numerous and diverse forms of ground-based icing can be

combined into three basic groups [20].

The first group includes those, that are formed as a result of

transition/transfer (sublimation) of vapor into ice, passing liquid

phase. Here enter hoarfzost, solid (crystal) raid and crystalline
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frost. Hoarfrost appears in clear calm weather on the surface of the

objects/subjects, cooled by tae rauiation/emission of heat and having

lower, than air, minus temperature. Near the surface of object the

air is cooled, and the water vapor containing in it, after achieving

saturation state, is converted into ice.

Hoarfrost can be formed with any negative temperature and with

most varied relative air humidity.

Solid (crystal) deposit appears with potentials when the objects

retain lower negative temperature than the attached warm air masses

of air. The thickness of hard rime does not usually exceed several

millimeters.

The crystalline frcst is formed in severe frost as a result of

the supersaturation of air by water vapor.

All three means of snow-visible deposits are fragile, they have

low density and they can be comparatively easily distant from the

surface of aircraft.

To the second groui can be attributed the forms of icing.

connected with the presence in the atmosphere of supercooled water.

In this case ice is formed as a result of crystallization on the
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surface of the aircraft of the supercooled drops of rain, fog or

drizzle.

Page 236.

On structure, appearance, color the icing can be different: from

transparent glassy ice to snow- white deposit, similar to hoarfrost.

Difference is caused by the fact that under varied conditions the

velocity of the freezing ot drops is different. If temperature

oscillates in limits of O--5 0C (are known the cases of forming the

ice-covered surface, also, at temperatures of -10--14 0C), then major

drops, freezing, spread over oody surface and is formed transparent

glassy ice (sleet). At low temperatures small/fine drops freeze

rapidly and it is formed mat or white ice. The smallest drops of the

supercooled fog, freezing, tocm the granular frost.

The ice deposits ot the second group considerably more durably

are engaged with the surface of aircraft than sublimation, and they

can reach large sizes.

To the third group can o" attributed all forms of ground-based

icing, which are formed as a result of freezing on the surface of the

aircraft of the usual nonsupercooled water (rain, wet snow, deposited

drops of fog, the condensate of water vapors, etc.). In appearance
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they are similar to the deposits, in referenc to the first two

groups, but in contrast to suuLimation ice solidly they are linked

with the surface of aircraft.

Frequently any snow-visioie ice accumulation on the surface of

object/subject erroneously is called it has. This can lead to the

incorrect evaluation of adhesion strength of ice with the surface of

aircraft. Never one should rely on the fact that any form of

ground-based icing there will be destroyed as a result of the

buffeting of aircraft with taxiing or under the action of air flow.

The wing profile ot the aircraft iced over on the ground changes

differently from with icing in air. If in flight ice is formed only

on the frontal aircraft components, turned to the incident flow, then

on the earth/ground it covers/coats the large part of the surface of

aircraft - usually entire upper part of the winq and tail assembly,

and also surface of fuselage (Fig. 6.1).

The special feature/peculiarity of ground-based icing is its

dissymmetry. Frequently the wind direction does not coincide with the

longitudinal axis of aircraft. in this case icing undergoes that side

of aircraft which is turned to wind.

With takeoff on the iced over aircraft main danger consists in
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the onset of premature and sharp flow separation from wing. Aircraft

during takeoff in the beginning of the climb is piloted at high

angles of attack, flight on which on the iced over aircraft

represents the greatest danger.

As is known, with takeoff the noniced aircraft completes run

until achieverment of unstick speed T',,, when
2QSV o1

i-he-e Y - the 1_.ft;
G - weight of aircraft.
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* Usually coefficient CYOT,, is less C,.,, to 15-20o/o.

If on any reasons upon reaching ,.,, coefficient c,,, does not

achieve value cu., and lift will be lesser than the weight of

aircraft, then for its increase (as this follows from formula) can be

used two paths: further increase in the velocity due to an increase

in the takeoff run length or increase in coefficient cv by

transition/transfer to larger angle of attack. But for a

takeoff/run-up the length of airfield can prove to be insufficient,

and an increase in the angle of attack to its critical value can lead

to flow separation from wing.

.1
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Fig. 6.1. Grounil-based icing ot tkiw tail assembly (a) and the

fuselage (b) of aircraft 1i-2.

Page 238.

Since coefficient, litts ot the iced over wing are less than in
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noniced, then pilot, completing takeoff at the angle of attack of

wing ,.and seeing that the aircraft upon reaching of usual (for

noniced) unstick speed does not taKe off, it can accelerate the

takeoff of aircraft, after taking handwheel for itself, after

increasing to these angle of attack. In this case necessary value

cu can be achieved/reached, but already at such angle of attack.

which is for the iced over aircraft critical. This can lead to the

fact that if the aircraft is detached away from the earth/ground,

then with'a most insignificant further increase in the angle of

attack will occur overall flow separation from wing and decrease c,.

But if, after achieving '.,, for noniced aircraft pilot it will

not increase angle of attack, and aircraft it will continue run to

the large velocity (under the condition, of course, that the

boundaries of airfield make it possible this to make), then aircraft

can be detached away from the earth/ground. However, this yet does

not mean that the subsequent stages of takeoff will be travelled by

the iced over aircraft happly.

An increase in the takeoft run length of the iced over aircraft

is caused mainly by an increase in the drag: the increase of runaway

speed wLII occur slowly. Usual Vop for noniced aircraft will be

achieved/reached after the larger time at larger takeoff run length.

Since in this case the aircraft must continue takeoff/run-up for
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achievement of the velocity, which exceeds LV,7,, for noniced aircraft,

takeoff run length vill increase still more. After the breakaway of

aircraft from the earth/ground for it one must still overcome

obstructions in approach area. Due to the impaired rate of climb the

trajectory of climb on the iced over aircraft will be flat, and this

will force pilot to increase angle of attack, which again can lead to

the dangerous disruption/separatioa of air flow from wing. It is

necessary to stress that the pLesarure disruption/separation of air

flow can be, also, after the termination of takeoff. For example,

with turns in the climb at low speed, with a change in engine power

rating (piston and turboprop), when with the partial retraction of

gas is decreased the supplementary airflow of wing by air flow from

screws/propellers, whica decreases lift. With accomplishing by the

aircraft of turn (without reduction/descent) the lift, as is known,

must be increased, this can be achieved/reached either by an increase

in the velocity or by an increase in the angle of attack. in the

latter case appears anew the danger of approximation/approach to the

critical angle of attack which is considerably reduced in the iced

over aircraft. Furthermore, bank with *urn leads to a local increase

in the angle of attack in the listing wing and to the possibility of

the appearance of very dangerous one-way disruption/separation of air

flow.

Page 239.
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Besides the danger of tan disruption/separation of air flow,

serious value has also reduction/descent in the effectiveness of all

controls in the iced over aircraft. In particular, the icing of wing

in those sections where are arranged/located ailerons, and also icing

of ailerons themselves can cause sharp worsening of transverse

controllability of aircraft.

In chapter IV was examined that a deterioration in the flight

characteristics of the aircraft can occur with the very small

thicknesses of ice. Difficulties with takeoff can arise with the most

insignificant icing of the wing surface. Ice accumulation on the

surface of aircraft in large quantities, for example wet snow, can so

distort the form of the wing protile and tail assembly and impair

aerodynamic characteristics, that breakaway of aircraft from the

earth/ground will generally become impossible. Supplementary factor

here can prove to be the weigikt of the forming ice. For example, if

ice with a thickness of 5 am covers surface with area of 100 nz , then

its weight can reach 400-450 &g.

From that examined it is clear, what danger is takeoff on the

iced over aircraft and why it must be forbidden even during the very,

it would seem, insignificant deposit of any of the forms of icing on

.1
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the surface of aircraft.

Is necessary careful cleaning ice, hoarfrost or snow from

aircraft, especially wing and tail assembly, moreover observation of

surface condition of aircraft must be conducted up to taxiing to

executive start. In practice occurred the cases when the purified

surface of aircraft within short time (10-20 min) was covered/coated

with the layer of wet snow which with an insignificant change in

temperature (upon transfer from small positive temperature to

negative) was converted into the incrustation of ice. It can happen,

that the aircraft, thoroughly purified from wet snow, during the

period of short-term layover in station and taxiing to start will be

covered with the incrustation of ice, but crew, without having

checked again surface condition of aircraft, will attempt to complete

takeoff. It is especially important to follow surface condition of

aircraft with takeoff under nighttime conditions.

Deicing of aircraft on the earth/ground can be conducted by both

the via their preservation from icing and by distance from the

surface of the aircraft of already formed ice. I;

The difficulty of developiag the effective methods is connected

with the great variety of tue forms of ground-based icing.
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It is obvious that hangar storage of aircraft would make it

possible to solve problem. however, this methcd is too expensive and

barely suitable for that large quantity of civil/civilian and

military aircraft, which at present are operated.

To protect aircraft from icing on the earth/ground is possible

via covering. This method is effective under use condition for the

covers of the material, which corresponds to definite requirements

(watertightness, ease/lightness, strength, air permeability,

frost-resistance, etc.).

Page 240.

A shortcoming in the method consists in labor expense and complexity

of the very process of covering, especially for large aircraft, and

also in the possibility of the icing of covers themselves. In

connection with the fact that up to now is not developed the material

for covers, which completely corresponds to requirements, the

use/application of this method in practice makes it possible to only

partially shield aircraft from ground-based icing.

The large number of works and investigations, which were being

carried out on the search of the methods of the preservation of

aircraft from icing, was devoted to the physicochemical methods whose
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essence consists in the creation of special coatings, which decrease

the cohesive force of ice with the surface of aircraft. However, as

showed experiment, all proposed coatings proved to be insufficiently -

effective, since the cohesive rorce of ice, in spite of its decrease,

it remained still considerable. For example, the adhesion power of

ice to this hydrophobe as polystyrene, is 2.2 kgf/cma [4], which

requires for the removal or icu of some supplementary means.

Ii

I
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Fig. 6.2. Installation for removing ice from the tail assembly of

aircraft "Viscount" with the aid of the heated mixture of water and

liquid DS-2a.

Page 241.

Sufficiently wide application in operation found at present the

method, based on the removal of ice formed on the surface of aircraft

of the water and of the lijui heated by mixture, reducing the

freezing point of water. As is anown, the distance of ice by hot

water very effective method; however, its fundamental shortcoming is,
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the fact that at temperatures of air of lover than -50C (and

especially in the presence of wind) water on the surface of aircraft

rapidly freezes, and aircraft anew proves to be the covered layer of

ice. In this case is possinle the incidence/impingement of water and

its freezing in the units of the suspension of rudders, ailerons and

i.e. for eliminating this shortcoming it is necessary that after the

distance of ice moisture on the surface of aircraft would remain in

the liquid state prolonged time until aircraft takes off into air.

This is achieved by the use/application of aqueous solutions of the

liquids, which have low freezkng point (ethyl, isopropyl alcohol,

ethylene glycol, glycerin). tue aqueous solution of this liquid,

heated to 50-600 C, provides the distance of ice and it prevents the

subsequent freezing of water on the surface of aircraft.

Fig. 164 shows the use/application of this method on English

aircraft "Viscount". Ice is removed by heated mixture of water and

16 liquid DS-2a whose percentage content is determined by temperature of

surrounding air (usually are applied 50o/o solution/opening).

Analogous method is applied also on the Soviet aircraft where as

liquid with the low freezing point are applied alcohols or ethylene

glycol.

Another method to which recently began to be given considerable

attention, this distance of ice with the aid of the warm air,
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supplied under pressure. This method combines mechanical and thermal

affect, and it is, as show exp~eriments, very promising.

ism
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APPENDIX.

Table of conversion of soma viiiies, which are encountered in this

book, to SI units.

a/ I %!, If,) Ffli~ 1 1 C i If 4. If I K '344iIjoi~ l 1.il m [ I IFBC ;I I If4

11.10 H)CTI, S I i-r 1103 K? W3 //

Ja imemic I 6ao=105 H _1

Imail~IIIUK39 Fig3!foc Ft. AC)Iczc-riK.,t
2=9,R06i5 H-rew' if

2  
(/0")

Ko iwiecCIBif eiiiotwh (13) 1 K/at .4.1864 . 10 (,41

;,J a~a - pa" , H 0 bW K,' Jpc

-i(4II(Aft a ~ ~ in.
2 /a
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Key: (1). Designation of values. t2). Coefficient for bringing to

unity of St. (3). Density. (4). 1 q/cm3 =1e10 3 kg/a 3. (5). 1

kges 2/m'=9.80665 kg/m 3 . (b). Pressure. (7). 1 bar=10 s N/m2 . (8). 1

atm(tech)=9.80665e10 4 N/az. ( O). Dynamic viscosity. (10). 1

kgfes/mz=9.80665 Nes/m z . (11). KLiematic viscosity. (12). 1 St=110 4

mz/s. (13). Quantity of hear. (14). 1 kcal=4.1868e10 3 J/kg. (15).

Specific heat. (16). 1 xal/9=4.1866,103 J/kg. (17). Specific heat.

(18). 1 kcal/kgedeg. (19). cal/gedeg. (20). J/kgodeg. (21). Heat-flux

density. (22). 1 kcal/m2o =1.1630j d/a2. (23). Heat-transfer

coefficient. (24). 1 kal/caZesedeq=4.1868*104 W/m2 -deg. (25). Water

content of clouds. (26). Specilic heat output. (27). 1 W/cru2=1e104

W/Im.

*1
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A205 DMATC I E053 AF/INAKA 1
A210 DMAAC 2 E017 AF/RDXTR-W 1
B344 DIA/RDS-3C 9 E403 AFSC/INA 1
C043 USAMIIA 1 E404 AEDC1
C509 BALLISTIC RES LABS 1 E408 AFWL 1
C510 AIR MOBILITY R&D 1 E410 ADTC

LAB/FIG
C513 PICATINNY ARSENAL 1 FTD
C535 AVIATION SYS COMD 1 CCN
C591 FSTC 5 ASD/FTD/NIIS 3
C619 MIA REDSTONE 1 NIA/PHS 1
D008 NISC 1 NIIS 2
11300 USAICE (USAREUR)
P005 DOE 1
P050 CIA/CR/.AD/SD 2
NAVORDSTA (50L) 1
NASA/NST-44 1
AFIT/LD 1
I,I,I./Code L-389 I
14SA/I 213/TDL 2
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